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30 YEARS of performance classics
Throughout the history of Mark Levinson there have been many m lestone products. Among this illustrious group ore
the JC-1 phono preamplifier ( ), LNP-2 preamplifier ( ). ML- 1preamplifier ( ), ML-2mono power amplifier
), our first ever " Reference" component, the No.20 monaural power amplifier ( ), and the legendary
No.30 Reference Digital Processor ( ) and No.32 Reference Preamplifier ( ). These products, even at the time
of their introduction, were obvioJsly destined to become classics. In many cases, these now classic components were
considerably more expensive than virtually any other product in their class, and often offered fewer features
(or less power) than competing products. Yet, they became ciassics. These and other now legendary Mark Levinson
components shared one extraordinary trait: they outperform everything else in their product category. Performance,
above all, is the primary motive for owning aMark Levinson product — and exceptional performance is the most
significant reason for owning aMark Levinson No.40 Media Console The No.40 is poised to establish new standards
for connoisseurs of multi-channel audio and video.
We believe that the No.40 is perhaps the most remarkable product we have built in our 30 year history of innovation
and market leading performance — it is surely destined to taxe its place among our classic designs
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welcome
Pure audio excellence may be of interest

I

to anyone holding this magazine, but it's upon amass

firewire future

audience indifferent to quality that we must rely for new

emeg

music. How will we obtain new material in the future? With
the Ed on his hots, let me sound off some concerns.
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While the record industry whinges about spiralling sales
and lost revenue, technology companies continue to
'innovate' with new techniques that promise to restore profits.
Most alarming is the way Microsoft is determined to get its
monopolistic shoe in the door. It's been hoovering up patents

Technical Advisers
Martin Colloms
Malcolm HawIcsfcrd
Angus McKenzie MBE

and intellectual property with zeal in its bid to become the final solution in the music
(and video) trade's search for totally secure content, achieved through that sinister
acronym, DRM: digital rights management.
As we go to press, anew online initiative, Digital Download Day, has appeared from

Consultant Technkal Editor
Keith Howard

Peter Gabriel's distribution company On Demand Distribution (0D2). Just ip buys you the

Consulting Editor
John Crabbe

ability to stream one of loo,000 songs available via the OD2 website. For ten pence you
can store same on your computer. And for £ithey'll let you burn the track to aCD- R.
Initial applicants get £ 5of free credit. Generous? The
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cost may be higher than you think. Forgetting for a
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CD will cost you £12 (saving you little over aphysical
CD, with jewel case, sleeve notes, and uncompressed

moment that at £ 1per song, the contents of a12- track

quality), the real price may be the leverage given to
Microsoft. In

order

to play much of this 'secure

content', you must use Windows Media Player, on a
Microsoft Windows PC, saddling you with asupplier
that seems ready to squeeze out every rival. In short,
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Alex Robb

its aims are ubiquity, not excellence.
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downloaded music will be of lower quality than CD; and

Asmall price to pay? Perhaps, except that this
DRM may mean you cannot later transfer it to MiniDisc
or MP3 player, thanks to devious watermark and anti-
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copy code buried within. The web may be one future for
commercial music, but let's hope people will recognise
Draconian Rights Management when they are sold it.
Pioneer has aworkaround for one particular musicindustry- induced headache — the transfer of audio
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How much has changed in
so years? At first glance, you'd

digitally from disc player to pre-amp/processor. This

say, not much: in December ' 92

was hitherto outlawed by content owners, nervous

we reported on The Hi Fi Show

about allowing ' too much' access to the music you

(then only in its tenth glorious

thought you'd bought. HDMI (aka DVI CE), an interface
for video and multichannel 24/96 audio, is some way

year) KK raved about the LS3/5A
(then still available), Mark

away, but Pioneer's FireWire-based solution is in the

Levinson launched impossibly-

shops now. (Aproprietary version for two- channel DSD

expensive digital products

is already in use by dCS). Turn to page 50 for an

(though these were the first),

exclusive look at torrorrow's world of digital- based
high-fidelity. It surely promises sonic excellence, unlike
the vision of certain computer software giants which
are more iikely to tempt us into afuture of restriction
and pure audio mediocrity.

we wrote ( tentatively) about
multi- room systems. With
hindsight it seems obvious that
DCC, the Digital Compact
Cassette, would be nipped in the
bud by afrosty market. But
almost every other emerging

rirls94
i

trend we looked at in that 1992
season has blossomed and
bloomed. And how much has

Andrew Harrison

changed? Everything. See this

DEPUTY EDITOR

year's Show Report...
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This year's Hi Fi Show gets
debriefed, with pictures!
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JBL Ti6K loudspeaker, the
perfect designer loft speaker?
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&VSA-AX10i AV receiver
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Midiman Sonica — the easy way
to get music from your computer

page5o

Pioneer provides the logical link.
digital interface for SACD/DVD-A

hardware
20

Definitive test:

Wilson Audio System 7loudspeaker
Martin Colloms in the latest WATT/Puppy speaker
system. Does zo grand buy you seventh heaven?

26

50 Lab Test: Pioneer DV-757Ai

67

player/VSA-AXioi io amplifier

Supergrass put the fun back into British music,

Shape of things to come? Paul Miller's in-depth

Graham Coxon goes solo and Aqualung chill out

Rock

report explains how Pioneer connects its
SACD/DVD-A player to amplifier via FireWire

87

69 Audiophile
Can the 22-SACD release of the Rolling Stones'

Hot zoo

early material really be as good as the hype?

Essential buying guide: the very best digital and
Musical Fidelity Tri Vista

analogue sources, amplifiers and loudspeakers

integrated amplifier
Another day, another new Cold War valve
unearthed. Ken Kessler reports

features

28 Clearaudio Accurate and
Transfiguration Temper V cartridges

regulars
7Sources
News of latest products, innovations and events

56 System setup: Sound for pictures

Andrew Harrison gets the best from his records

Debbie Wiseman talks to Steve Harris about

17 Barry Fox

with two superlative moving- coil designs

composing music for film and television

Using Sky+ to get the digital radio

30 Pathos

70 HI -Fi Show & AV Expo report

55 John Crabbe

Highly distinctive valve pre/transistor power

It was impossible to cover everything, but we

The boundaries of hearing

integrated amp to whet Ken Kessler's Italophilia

asked Ken Kessler to pick out the highlights from

Logos amplifier

32 JBL Ti6K loudspeaker
Fed up with square- boxes? JBL breaks tradition
with its curvaceous form. Review by David Allcock

35

ESLab DX- S8 digital amplifier

After the impressive DX- 54, amore powerful
Class- Tpower amp: review by Ivor Humphreys

36

the UK's premier home ntertainment show, held in

85 Accessories Club

September and sponsored by HiFi News

Plenty of audio gift ideas for Christmas!
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Time: the final frontier

Subscribe to HiFi News now and save money

New test methods give better insight in time and
frequency domains, says Keith Howard

79

97 Views
Readers' letters and opinions aired

E25oo prize competition!

Martin Logan Odyssey speaker

Win this killer DVD-plus-processor-plus multi-

99 Next Month

One company can match electrostatic panels to

channel amp combination from Roksan Audio

What's coming up in the January issue

software

101

regular cone bass. Alvin Gold tries the big ones

41

Midiman Sonica USB interface

David Allcock says forget the hassle of PCI cards:
this USB device gives TosLink output up to 24/96

43

Linn Ninka loudspeaker

Jonathan Gorse tries Linn's competitive sealed- box
floorstander, designed for music use

45

Chord Company cable set

Chorus interconnect, Odyssey speaker cable and

6o Classical
Mahler 7from Berlin, new music from John Adams

65 Jazz

122

Ken is seduced by cable from aguitar company

speaker design development tool
AudioValve RKV Mk II amp

Ken Kessler finds this all- valve headphone amp
can be used with high- sensitivity speakers too

Never miss an issue

Get ya

Call our subscriptions hotline now on

SACD player

Don't miss our special offers — see page 96

121 Advertisers' index

Badland, Spunk's Norwegian experimentation

47 Vidsonix VCB-loo crossover

+44 (0) 1622 778 778

Find abargain! Three pages of secondhand
l
-i- fi in our reader sales and wants section

Swinging with Arnett Cobb, chill jazz with

Martin Colloms esperiments with this useful

Guarantee your copy of HIFi News every month

104 The Market

and Gould's Goldberg Variations repackaged

Clearway mains filter assessed by Tony Bolton

49

The Guide

to some of the UK's leading specialist retailers

out! The
Stones get
the hi res
treatment

Ken Kessler

Arro
It's our lowest- priced floor standing speaker, with
a 4.5" sandwich cone woofer with dual magnet,
and a soft dome tweeter tuned for low resonant
frequency. The Arro can perform comfortably
even near walls. As with other Totem models, the
Arro's small lateral dimensions are avirtue, not a
compromise. Its very smallness allows it to project
a completely believable stereo image most large
speakers are unable to replicate. The Arro brings
Totem quality to smaller rooms and smaller
budgets. Yet it performs like a champion, as its
narrow cabinet has the rigidity of an expensive
stand. It has the firm monocoque chassis you
expect from Totem, with interlocked mitred ¡ oints,
and unique borosilicate damping. It also has a
hard- wired crossover network with bypassed oil
capacitors, and it can be bi-wired. Truly an
imaging and involvement champion. The name is
evocative of

the arrow, which echoes the tribal

theme suggested by our name, Totem.

The

shape of this stand also mirrors on arrow, long
and slim. Like a fine quality arrow, it is, at once,
noticeably light and extremely rigid. And

it

reaches its target...the heart of the music. Listen
to it, and you'll conclude that Totem has hit
another bullseye with the Arro.

To receive information on our full range
of products, please send your address to
info@joenit.com or call 003215 285585

London Area

Cornflake.co.uk, LONDON,Tel: 0207 6310472
Rayleigh Hi Fi, LAKESIDE, Tel: 01708 680551
Thomas Heinitz, BAYSWATER, London,Tel: 0207 2292077
Audio- T, READING, Berkshire Tel: 01189 585463

South East

Rayleigh Hi Fi, RAYLEIGH, Essex,Tel: 01268 779762
Rayleigh Hi Fi, CHELMSFORD, Essex,Tel: 01245 265245
Audio-T, TUNBRIDGE WELLS, Kent, Tel: 01892 525666

The North

Rayleigh Hi Fi, SOUTHEND, Essex, Tel: 01702 435255
Audio Republic, Headingley, LEEDS,Tel: 07932 682440
Romers Hi Fi Great Harwood, Lancs Tel:01254 887799
The Audio Room, Hedon, Hull Tel: 01482 891375
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TotemAcoustic.com

United Kingdom Distributor
wirn.verellenejoenit.corn
Belgium Tel: 0032 15 285 585
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what's happening in the world of hi-fi

Grande Utopia BE gets green light
JMlab's monster speaker revised with high performance beryllium metal tweeter
JMIab's flagship
speaker, the four-way
Grande Utopia, has
been updated with many
improvements, including a
new beryllium tweeter from
which the model takes its
'BE' suffix. Beryllium has nearideal characteristics for use as a
diaphragm material, but it is

a ' flower power' configuration to

frequencies, and the Tioxid 5

yield higher power, better cooling

version of Focal's exclusive inverted

and avoid undue rear- unit pressure.

tweeter dome. An additional benefit

Each drive unit has its own

has been the opportunity to realign

enclosure within the cabinet and a

the OPC network to provide best

'Gamma' baffle configuration

integration between the mid- bass

reconciles the damping and inertia

driver and tweeter.

characteristics of the units and

The range comprises the 826

provides propagation alignment via

(f1399/ pair), athree-way bass

a ' Focus Time' configuration.

reflex floorstander; the 816

difficult and dangerous to work

Related to this is the second- order

(£999/pair), atwo-way bass reflex

with in pure form. However, with

Optimum Phase Crossover.

floorstander; the 806 (£ 599/pair),
atwo-way bass reflex bookshelf

newly developed resources, Focal-

The Grande Utopia BE is a

JMIab has managed to produce a

massive loudspeaker standing

speaker; the CC (£ 399), atwo-way

beryllium foil just 25pm thick. The

1.75m tall, and costs an equally

sealed- box centre speaker; the

new dome is still inverted, with the

massive £45,000 per pair.

SR 800 (£ 549/pair), atwo-way
sealed box rear

voice coil attached tangentially to

At amore realistic price point,

its rear surface rather than to its

FocallMlab's new Cobalt Signature

speaker; and

perimeter. Anew motor system

Srange is said to benefit from the

the SW 800

combines asamarium- cobalt

philosphy of moving technology

magnet with aneodymium ring to

down from the high- end into more

(£799), a
front- firing

give an optimum balance of power

affordable models. The six- speaker

self- powered

and high temperature capability.

range represents acomplete re-

subwoofer.

engineering of the existing Cobalt

FocallMLab

FocallMlab's larger cones are a
sandwich of woven glass tissue and

designs, with real red natural cherry

UK,

structural foam; lighter and far

wood veneer on the sides and an

5126

more rigid than Kevlar. The

aluminium finish on the front baffle.

www.focal-

Key developments include the

jrniab.co.uk

extensive hands-on manufacturing
process allows different grades and

adoption of anew dust cap for the

combinations to suit different

6.5in W- cone mid/bass drive unit, a

applications. The new 165mm

more effective cabinet damping

midrange unit is powered by six

material to eliminate parasitic

small diameter magnets arranged in

vibrations over awide range of

0121 616

TAG McLaren to rewrite
rules with AV192R
New concept — the recycled AV processor
With the imminent arival of the

existing 32- bit 21065L SHARC DSP. A

flagship AV192R, TAG McLaren

wholly new chassis is employed,

Audio has addressed the continuing

with more room inside for the

issue of technologir al obsolescence.

addition of future electronics.

Any owner of -AG McLaren's former
range- topping AV processor, the

On the audio side, formats
catered for include Dolby AC3 and
composite hi res video and audio.

AV32R, can recycle that model's

Pro Logic II, DTS standard, DTS

progressive scan and High

major internal components to create

96/24, ES- Discrete, and Neo:6. THX

Definition formats. Progressive scan

Final pricing is still to be

the new AV192R. Described as the

Ultra2 certification, an equivocal

output is available from any

announced, although AV32R owners
can upgrade for the difference

ultimate AV processor with the

assurance of performance within

interlaced video input, and video

widest range of opti,ons ever, the

unspecified parameters, is also

signals can be scaled to up to 2048

between aAV32R"" and the new

AV192R builds en the AV32R's

included.

lines vertical resolution. Along list

AV192R. Commensurate pricing is

of interfaces includes DVI for

available for earlier AV32R variants.

Devices 21164N 'super-SHARC'

seriously, with an advertised

connection to LCD and plasma

TAG McLaren Audio, o800 7838007

signal processors to tne AV32R's

300MHz bandwidth for interlaced,

screens, and the new HDMI link for

www.tagmclaren.com

performance by adding two Analog

Video processing is taken

—1Y december 2002
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what's hameninz in the world of hi-fi

KEF's Us to add Hypertweeters
Latest Uni Q series bridges gap between ranges
Bridging the gap between the Q

addition to the 165mm mid/HF Uni -

Series and the Reference Series,

Qarray and titanium dome

KEF's new XQ Series provides 'the

Hypertweeter. If it's astand- mount

best of both worlds': new KEF Uni Q

you're after, the fisoo/pair XQ

'point source' arrays for unrivalled

three offers the same line-up as the

off- axis performance, and Reference

XQ five but with asingle 165mm

Series 'super audio' Hypertweeters

bass driver in its own enclosure.

for the full bandwidth response
required for SACD and DVD-A.

Completing the range is the fourway XQ two Ccentre speaker (£800)

At around £ 1000/pair, the XQ

with two independently loaded

one is acompact three-way stand-

165mm ultra- low distortion bass

mount speaker packed with

drivers flanking the 165mm Uni Q

Reference Series technology. Its

midrange array and Hypertweeter.

19mm titanium Hypertweeter's

The XQ Series can be supplied in

output is aligned with the 165mm

arange of exotic finishes from pale

Uni Qarray. The£2000/pair XQ five

maple veneer to one of four high-

is atall, slim four-way floorstander

gloss lacquer finishes such as

or Maranello Red. Aluminium front

KEF,

with two 165mm bass drivers in

Graphite metallic, Pearlescent White

baffles are anodised in Silver.

www.kef.com

Introducing
digital audio
AN INTRODUCTION

Tr

DIGITAL
AUDIO

01622 672261

New watermark nightmare?
Anew entry into the thorny arena of

watermark can be inserted into a

activities within the Video

audio watermarks comes from

film soundtrack, with promotional

Watermaking (VWM) Companies.

Cambridge Consultants Ltd (CCL),

copies of films distributed to

Verance ('the leader in digital audio

whose watermark technology has

cinemas having apersonalised

watermarking technologies') has

been sold to Activated Content

audio watermark, allowing acopy to

also reached asettlement and

Corporation (ACC), aUS- based

be tracked back to aparticular

licensing agreement with Digimarc

media technologies company.

cinema. Films downloaded from the

(also self-styled as 'the leader in

Internet could also carry the

digital watermark solutions').

CCL's aim was to create a
watermark that couldn't be heard,
had ample data capacity, and was

watermark.
In related news, Verance

Digimarc had brought three lawsuits
against Verance asserting patent

robust enough to survive encoding

Corporation has dismissed all its

to MP3 — and to survive any

claims against Macrovision as athird

counterclaims against Digimarc,

deliberate attempt to remove it. ACC

party defendant in its suit alleging

again asserting patent infringement

infringement, resulting in Verance's

now claims to be working with

patent infringement and antitrust

and antitrust violations.

record labels worldwide. The CCL

violations related to Macrovision's

CCL, oi223 420024

Densen amp goes quad
Based on Densen's top- of- the- line

surrounds, two back surrounds and

amplifier. There is also aswitch for

DVD, DAB, network audio and

B-3ooXS, but with only four

active subwoofer. Unusually, not all

easy bi-amping.

MPEG streams are covered in

channels and reduced output, the

capacitors are mounted in a

introduction to Digital Audio by

Densen BEAT B-340 power amplifier

capacitor bank — some of them are

John Watkinson [ ISBN 0240516435,

is described as extremely fast and

located next to the output stage for

products enabling auto power

Focal Press]. Using aminimum of

precise while retaining control. In

faster power delivery. The B-340

on/off and the B-340 is also ready

maths, the book moves from the

addition, improvements to the

delivers 4x6oW into 8ohm and

for Densen's SAXO electronic

physics of sound and hearing to

bandwidth mean that the B-340

4x120W in 4ohm. Densen's Dense

crossover, available this autumn.

fundamental digital principles such

reaches 400kHz.

Mass Current Distribution (DMCD)

Densen, 0045 75 18

circuit means that current is always

www.densen.dk

as conversion, compression and

Used with aB-3oo or B-3ooXS

coding, and then to transmission,

for front channels, the B-340

present at the

DAWs, DAT and optical discs. The

powers 5.1 system's centre and rear

output terminal,

£24 book covers compression, DAT,

channels plus passive subwoofer

resulting in low

DAB, DVD, SACD, oversampling,

(which can be controlled through a

output

noise shaping and error correction

Densen SAXO crossover). For 6.1,

impedance and

— in asimple yet accurate form.

use the B-300/B-300XS for two

atrue non-

www.focalpress.com

channels and the B-340 for two

feedback

8
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AD-Subi5 allows for Link
connection to other Densen

12
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Caroline Hamilton
Led first all women team to the South
and North Poles in 2000/2002.

P65 - Pre-JrnpiJffiei

Adifferent Classé
Outstanding achievement in any field is criven by enormous determination and energy.
Just as Caroline Hamilton pushed herself to the limit in reaching the South and North Poles
in 2000 and 2002, with her all women team, we at Classé have been totally committed
in reaching our goal — to develop audio equipment that offers an unrivalled expression
music, irrespective of artist, genre or taste.
We believe that audio equipment should liberate your listening experience. And that belief
is at the heart of every amplifier, source component and processor that we put our name to.
The components we select, the systems we design and the processes we employ are driven
by apassion for music and adesire to hear it as it was originally recorded.
To witness sound that's in aclass of it's own, why not call Classé at B&W Loudspeakers UK
on 01903 221500 for an audition?
Classé music and cinema systems from around £ 3,000 to over £ 50,000

Classé

www.classeaudio.com
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Could the VCR be athing of the past?
SAMSUNG proudly presents the DVD-H4OE, aDVD player with an integrated 40GB Hard Disk Drive Video recorder. This new
and exciting product enables users to record up to forty hours of television or 20 movies in DVD quality. The DVD-H4OE is so
flexible it allows the viewer to either watch aDVD whilst recording to the HDD or watch from the HDD whilst simultaneously
recording to the HDD. It also features a 'time shift scene-again' facility, providing users the option when If interrupted during
viewing, to catch up on the missed part of the program by watching it from the Hard Disk Drive, whilst it continues to record
the live broadcast. In addition, the DVD-H40 allows users to archive camcorder movies to VCR and save CD music titles to the
HDD. The DVD-H4OE really is the ultimate in Home Entertainment.
http://www.samsungelectronics.co.uk

SAMSUNG DIGIL/

everyone's invited,

sources
Monitor Audio's new Bronze age
Monitor Audio's Bronze range of

with a5.5in MMP Mk

new Bronze Centre has been

an excellent vertical and horizontal

speakers have been revamped both

driver, while the B2 is atwo-way

designed with two 5.5in MMP Mk 2

inside and out. Inside, the secondgeneration (MMP Mk 2) Bronze

design for stand or shelf mounting
with a6.5in MMP Mk2 bass/mid. Its

bass-mid drivers that hand over to
the C-CAM tweeter at 2.6kHz. A

off- axis frequency response,
eliminating the need for a ' hot seat'

bass/mid driver unit uses different

front- ported design allows it to be

thicknesses at critical points of the

placed close to arear wall.

special crossover network is said to
ensure that the Bronze Centre has

cone's geometry, for better stiffness
and consistency. Avented rear

The B4 is a2.5-way floorstander
with two 6.5in MMP Mk2 bass- mid

chassis section reduces thermal
power compression, while further

drivers designed specifically for it.
The lower unit handles bass only

development of the Gold Dome CCAM tweeter has given smoother

while the other provides punchy

response and better dispersion.

to the crossover point with the

Externally, the Bronze models
come into line with the Silver and
Gold reference series, with all- new

tweeter at 2.6kHz. It has areflex
point at the rear as well as the front

enclosures of rigid 18mm MDF,
extensively braced to minimise
resonances. Finishes are Black Ash
or Beech vinyl, with the rear bi-wire
terminal connectors now recessed.
Baby of the range is the Bronze Bi,

2 bass/mid

to provide maximum airflow at low
frequencies — for medium to large
rooms or in home cinema systems,
the rear port can be blocked with a
supplied foam bung. Cone floor
spikes provide astable platform
and excellent isolation. Finally, the

To ensure ahealthy power

Emperor's new clothes?

Faraday speaker is clad in unique concrete cabinet
Building on its Siren loudspeaker,

polykevlar woofer/midrange unit,

Faraday Sound has developed the
new Emperor model, which features

offering asensitivity of 9o.5dB and

aunique cabinet construction. The

anominal impedance of 6ohms.
Easily driven by conventional

low- density concrete cabinet

amplifiers, with anominal power

virtually eliminates panel vibrations

ratio of 85W, the Faraday Emperor

and is said to allow each dive unit
to function to maximum effect, yet

is bi-wirable and is priced at £ 595.
Faraday Sound, 01603 762967

the Emperor still weighs under
2okg. Dimensions are 460 x270 x

www.faradaysound.co.uk

and C541 to the 521i and 541i, NAD

supply, aspecially designed

has announced details of its latest
upgraded edition, the Silver Series

toroidal transformer is used with
low magnetic radiation, partnered

25omm. The speaker should be

Model S5ooi, which will replace the
existing S5oo model.
Foremost in the changes to the

with low impedance and low ESR

(normal stands are easily strong
enough), with the tweeter at

player are anew transport and
laser mechanism capable of playing

www.monitoraudio.co.uk

upper bass and amid- band right up

NAD introduces revised
Silver Series CD player

Following the upgrade of the C521

listening position.
Monitor Audio, 01268 740580

capacitors. The power supplies for
digital and analogue sections
operate from separate transformer
secondaries and each section has

CD- Rand CD-RW and a24- bit

its own power regulators to ensure

Crystal D/A converter. Besides the
conventional, unbalanced RCA

freedom from noise and other

mounted 0130-4ocm high stands

listening level. Drive units are a
titanium dome tweeter with double
magnet and anew 18omm

balanced XLR outputs, and in
addition to the normal coaxial

the analogue stage, as is the norm
with many CD players, a5- pole

Microsoft
WMP 9

digital output, aprofessional digital

filter is used, removing spurious RF

Director James Cameron, George

streamline management of files.

output (conforming to the AES/EBU

Martin and rapper LL Cool Jwere

standard) is also provided. All

interference more effectively, and
said to reduce group delay while

Peter Gabriel has signed up to
Microsoft's vision fo 'the digital

outputs are buffered and isolated
from atransformer from the
converter itself and the output

keeping the audio band clean. Jitter
is reduced by abrushless
mechanism motor. The S5ooi will

beta version of Microsoft's Windows

impedance has been carefully

retail at fizoo.
Lenbrook UK, 01908 319360

new WMA Pro format, which allows
the coding of 5.1 surround sound.

www.nadelectronics.com

www. microsoft.com

output, the S5ooi sports aset of

tailored to produce aprecise 75
ohm impedance.

electrical artifacts.
Instead of using a4- pole filter in

used to help launch the unfinished

Media Player. The 9Series claims a
host of new and improved features
including 'audiophile-quality
lossless sound reproduction' and
new Smart jukebox features to

future of the media and
entertainment idustry' by releasing
his new album UP oi the web in a

Ydecember
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what's hameninz in the world of hi-fi
I

1

shorts Mate with Bose
Bose claims ' audiophile' quality

Compatible with portable CD

Audio Counsel has moved to

reproduction from its new

players, DVD players, MP3 player
or any other audio source, Bose's

larger premises, with two AV

MediaMate compact computer

demo rooms. The Cheshire dealer

speaker, acheaper revision of a

new TriPort headphone aims to

continues to stock Arcam, Naim,

previous model with the same

offer the ultimate in comfort and

Rega, B&W, NAD, Rotel, Royd,

name, which is being

sound quality. Bose has developed

Densen, Dynavector, Shahinian.

manufactured in the Far East. It

new technology to adjust the

Audio Counsel, 26 High Street,

offers two source inputs to

frequency response to account for

Cheadle SK8

accommodate multiple sources,

how the head and ears impact the

with amixing capability to control

way music is heard throug

0161 491 6090

The BFA has again negotiated a

the relative level of the second

headphone and its Tri,L'or___

sponsorship deal to assist UK

source. Aheadphone jack is also

technology uses asystem of ports

companies exhibiting at the

provided for private listening.

to vent the enclosures at certain

2003 International Consumer

The speakers are equalised for

frequencies. This avoids the need

Electronics Show in Las Vegas.

near- field listening, with ' full- range

for the artifical bass boost feature

QuietComfort Acoustics Noise

Companies attending the

reproduction' even at low volume.

found on the majority of audio

Cancelling headset, the new

January 2002 ICES were each

Measuring 190 x90 x216mm

devices. Based on Bose's

reimbursed for 6o% of exhibiting

(hwd), the ported MediaMates can

circum-aural ear- cups, soft ear

expenses to amaximum of

be placed next to or on top of the

cushions and athin adjustable

£2300, even if they weren't

computer. One of the pair is the

headband. They weigh just 5

members of the BFA, atotal of

'powered master' while the other is

ounces and are priced at £ 120

around £ 5o,000

the unpowered auxiliary. Each

(including plug adapter, extension

contains a64mm shielded speaker

cable and carry bag) in ahigh-tech

headphone's design includes

Columbia Instar will release 16

driver. Available in platinum grey,

glacier blue finish.

titles on Superbit DVD with DIS

ice blue and indigo blue, the

5.1 Digital Surround Soundtracks

MediaMates are priced at £120.

Bose, 08 70 74 1 45 00
www.bose.co.uk

at acost of £ 22.99. Superbit
encoding offers users achoice of
NS Digital Surround and Dolby
Digital audio. Titles include
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon,
The Mask of Zorro and Bram
Stoker's Dracula
Dali in Denmark has appointed

High- end hi-fi at
low-end price?
Mark Levinson
designed system at
less than £ 2000
Red Rose Music's Spirit playback

Sony adds to DVD/SACD
combo collection
•

-

•

L6

8 8
n..
o

66 •

o0 '

FBI Distribution as its new UK

system claims to offer ' high-end

distributor. FBI can be contacted

quality' for only £ 1999. The system

at io Albion Street, Hull HUi

comprises Spirit

Sony's new DVP-NS9o5V and DVP-

When not used with amulti- channel

3TD, Tel:

integrated amplifier, Spirit LS1

NS7o5V players offer playback of

system, TV Virtual Surround uses

compact loudspeaker, and 15 feet

DVD-RW/-R/+RW/+R, CD, CD-RW,

the TV's existing stereo speakers to

of Red Rose 3361 speaker cable.

CD- R, Video CD, Super Video CD

simulate the effects of surround

and SACD. With respect to the

sound by creating 'virtual speakers'

video cameras will be the official

The Spirit
available in amatt
silver finish, offers four inputs and a

latter, playback is offered in two-

around the users. The DVP-NS9o5V

AV products of the 2004 UEFA

tape loop, and large multi- way

channel stereo as well as 5.1 multi-

also has aDTS 5.1 channel built-in

Cup, to be held in Portugal. JVC

speaker terminals, all gold plated.

channel. Both players are able to

decoder.

has been an official partner of

The Spirit LS1, available in achoice

play data CDs with MP3 and

the event since 1980

of rosewood or sycamore wood

incorporate anew MP3 browser to

available in achoice of silver or
black and is constructed around a

01482 212213, or

visit

the Dali website at www.dali.dk
JVC audio, TVs, VCRs, DVDs and

35 watt

1111_113

veneers, has ahand- built ribbon

make disc navigation more

Nero 5.5 from Ahead Software is

tweeter and high- power 5in bass

intuitive, using an on- screen GUI.

a bundle of three products —

driver with carbon- fibre cone.

Nero 5.5, Nero Express and

Red Rose ( UK), 01992 573030

Both models feature Sony's
Digital Cinema Sound (DCS) for 5.1

OIL

The slimline DVP-NS9o5V is

rigid chassis with abrushed
aluminium front panel and
equipped with high- quality audio

NeroVision Express — for easy,

multi- channel speaker installations,

parts, including an R-Core

fast CD or DVD recording

Dolby Digital and MPEG decoders,

transformer and Audio Isolated
Circuit Board.

(Windows only). Nero 5.5

and a192kHz/24-bit D/A converter.

features include adedicated

This provides arange of virtual

audio editor, virus checker, drive

surround sound modes including

image and label kit. Price is

Virtual Multi Dimension, Virtual

for around £ 250.

£39.99. Visit www.nero.com

Multi Rear and Virtual Rear Shift,

Sony UK, 01932 81600o

Normal and Enhanced Surround.

www.sony.co.uk
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The DVP-NS9o5V will retail for
around £400 and the DVP-NS7o5V

The Quad LSeries
Since 1936, every Quad product has
followed an underlying philosophy — to
bring you 'the closest approach to the
original sound'. This philosophy has
earned Quad the respect of acoustic
engineers, musicians, recording artists
and music-lovers the world over and
remains undiluted today.

"The scale and
authority of their
\**ahlkke
4
/
regligi4

*we

performance is
breathtaking"
—Quad Il L — What HiFi? (Aug 2002)

Our all new ' 12 Series is an accurate
reflection of this philosophy. An even
and extended frequency response,
which is capable of incredible detail and
resolution, creates areal ' window' on
the recording. The sound stage is so
vivid and expansive, you can virtually
see the musicians in front of you.
The ' L series are all finished in high
gloss piano lacquers, either in pure
black, maple, bird's eye maple or
rosewood veneer. Prices start from
just f380.

0845 458 0011
www.quad-hifi.co.uk

...the closest approach to the original sound

R.T. Services
32 Rawthey Avenue , Didcot
Oxfordshire OX11 7XN
United Kingdom
Phone : 01235-810455

ail
Frighteningly close to nooinsaud
wire
f°@rt "" k
fax : 01235-810324

www.siltechcables.com

sources
Cyrus racks up DVD choice Tivoli up
Building on its DVD 7video player,
Cyrus has developed the DVD 8
(£1200), and has upgraded the DVD
7, to the DVD 7+ (fl000). Both use
the 24- bit converter seen in the Cyrus
CD 7player, but upgraded by adding
aQ7 Audiophile DAC. There's anew
graphical interface, plus improved
compatibility with problematic DVD

to Two

DVD 7owners can upgrade to DVD
7+ for £150 or to DVD 8for £3oo (inc
VAT and postage) by returning their
player to Cyrus in Huntingdon.
Designed to support one of these
and other Cyrus boxes is the new Tri Arbour stand. Standing just 24
inches tall and capable of holding an
entire high-end hi-fi or AV system,

video titles. The DVD 8also claims
improved picture quality due to its

the Tri Arbour is a 'virtually non-

Tivoli has added aseparate high

resonant', solid wood stand. An

component video out, high-speed

extension component means that
shelving can be expanded in units of

performance loudspeaker housed
in amatching cabinet for its new

video op-amps, and io highly
regulated power supplies. Existing

two or three specially tuned isolators
which support each component
within the frame. There is a
choice of 'antiqued' finishes
and the system comes in Hard

Rock Maple, American Light Oak or
Black Walnut. Cable management is
pre- assembled.
www.cyrusaudio.com

dial with a5:1 gearing for
pinpointing weak and distant
signals. An amber LED indicator

Cyrus, oi480

indicates when astation is tuned.

included and the stand is shipped

435577

Verbatim's
Alpha
speedy CD- R
Writing and rewriting at speeds of
up to 3.5MB per second, Verbatim's
new DataLifePlus 16-24x UltraSpeed CD-RW disks are claimed to
be the industry's fastest. AloMB
file can be recorded in less than

Model Two. The tuner has been
redesigned and now has alarger,

Micro links
MiniDisc to web

Record live web streams and
MP3 directly to MiniDisc

The Model Two has additional
inputs to hook up to TV or CD
player, and adedicated output for a
subwoofer. An Type Fconnector is
available for an external FM
antenna. The Model Two can be
powered via a12V jack. The
speaker comes pre-wired with 15ft
of caole. The Tivoli Model Two will
retail at £169.99.
Ruark Acoustics,

01702 601410

events

three seconds.
These speeds are achieved by
Advanced Super Eutectic Recording
Layer (Advanced SERL), arecording

3-4 NOVEMBER
Dublin Hi Fi Show, Burlington

layer which ensures reliability and
durability at 24x speed. It's said to

Hotel, Dublin. Contact organiser

overcome the difficulties in CD-RW

Cloney Audio on +353 2888477

rewriting at high speeds, reduce
noise during erase, and give long

9-11 NOVEMBER
Budapest High End Show,

archival life.
Verbatim's Ultra- Speed disks
also incorporate anew writing

The MD- Port DG2 from Alpha Micro

method, the 2T Writing Strategy, as

radio and MP3 music files to be

normal recording lacks sufficient
'cooling time' to create stable

recorded directly to MiniDisc.
Using simple 'plug and play'

amorphous marks. The

technology, the MD- Port Dg2 slots

2T

Writing

allows streaming audio, internet

sound quality is always maintained.
The MD- Port DG2 also includes
the full version of MusicMa1ch
Jukebox Plus, to allowing the
creation of MP3s.
Alpha Micro, 01256 85177c

organised by Merlin Audio.
Contact merlin@mail.datanet.hu
22-24

NOVEMBER

Sound and Vision 2002, Hotel
Radeski, Belgium. Contact Pascal
Devillers,

42210050

Strategy provides stability of the
recorded mark and supports high

into the USB port and records onto

quality erasure. The disks promise

available to MD. The DG2 is
compatible with any PC (running on
Windows 98, moo, Me and XP),

8-11 JANUARY 2003

Mac or notebook and is able to

Call +1 (703) 907 7041

more than moo overwrites and an
archival life over 30 years.
Verbatim has also launched

+32

MiniDisc at the highest fidelity
The Consumer Electronic Show
2002,

Las Vegas, Nevada, USA.

DataLifePlus 48x CD- Rdisks, to

record files in any format including

burn 80 minutes of music in two

MP3, WAV, RealAudio and WMA. All

22-24

minutes, achieved using Super Azo

audio processing is performed

Sound & Vision, Marriot Hotel,

dye to ensure error- free capture.

within the unit, outside the
computer's noisy internal

'Ground Control' drawing fOct, pgo] was

environment to ensure maximum

www.contact-me.net/lulieEvans

Archival life is more than loo years.
www.verbatim-europe.com

O Apologies to illustrator Julie Evans: her

wrongly credited. Julie can be reached via

FEBRUARY

2003

Bristol, contact Audio Excellence
or

Audio T. Call 029

—)V-c
-

2023 6100
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Over the Top
Music performance and craftsmanship that exceed p:itir expectation in every way

de-

Compass

D

CER si pirs
L.
Compass

DANCER

SERIES DESION I
ITS:
IIGIII.IGl

• Carbon-paper woofer cone
• Silk-fabric soft dome tweeter; Ceramic type on some models
• Innovative magnet flux design with corr • ' ecooper elements on all drivers.
resulting in significantly reduce tird and second harmonic distortions
• Cast aluminum driver frame
• Hand picked, matched- pair d

ele

• Phase coherent crossov
renown master of speaker
y
design,
components of the Mg lest quality and thoroughly tested
igital-based measuring equipment
• Massive, sonically dead front baille which places drivers in atime-coherent
physical arrangement
• Multi-chamber reinforced cabinet with solid wood side panels, handcrafted
to the highest furniture grade

Behind the Scene

With an abundance of original concepts in loudspeaker design, backed by

Dr. Joseph D'Appolito has been working as consultant for Usher

thirty years experience in manufacturing and matched with an eye for

Audio since early 2000. A world renown authority in audio and
acoustics, Dr. D'Appolito holds BEE, SMEE, EE and Ph.D. degrees
from RPI, MIT and the University of Massachusetts, and has
published over 30 journal and conference papers. His most popular

fashion and unparalleled attention to detail, is USHER the ideal original
design manufacturer you've always been looking for? Find out the answer
today by talking to an USHER representative.

and influential brain child, however, has to be the MTM loudspeaker
geometry, commonly known as the "D'Appolito Configuration,"
which is now used by dozens of manufacturers throughout Europe
and North America.
Dr. D'Appolito designs crossover, specifies cabinet design, and tests
prototype drivers for Usher Audio, all from his private lab in Boulder,
Colorado. Although consulting to acouple of other companies. Dr.
D'Appolito especially enjoys working with Usher Audio and always

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67, Kai- Fong Street, Sec,!, Taipei 100, Taiwan

finds the tremendous value Usher Audio products represent a

Tel: 886 223816299 Fax: 886 223711053

delightful surprise in today's High End audio world.

Web site: www.usheraudio.com E-mail: usher@ms11.hinet.net

opinion

barry fox
The first £99 DAB digital

radio instead of 40 or so hours of TV. The rival hard-disk recorder

radio, the Pure Evoke ifrom

system, Tivo, can be persuaded to record radio, but only as aTV

VideoLogic, has been selling so fast
that dealers have no stock and there

channel without pictures, thus soaking up the same bit space as

is alengthy backlog of online orders.
Review samples are like hens' teeth.

aTV programme.
The downside to Sky+ is that the radio recording setup is

Other manufacturers are promising

nowhere near as easy as the TV recording setup. Itried to record
Jazz FM (channel 917) live by pressing Record while listening,

similar low- price radios.

but got the error message 'Music progammes cannot be
recorded'. So Itried aspeech programme on BBC Radio 4 (854)

I
fear the euphoria will soon

and got the same error message.
So then I
went to Services, Manual Recording and tried to set

bring tears. BBC coverage is still
only 65% of the UK; commercial
radio does not reach 15% of the
country. Whereas an AM/FM radio will usually get some signal in
most places for at least some programmes, albeit with some
hiss, adigital radio will just go mute when the signal falls below
the reception threshold. This will happen even in covered areas.
The mass market equates 'digital' with 'magic' and will be
decidealy dis chuffed when they are told the only way to get
anything from their £99 digital radio is to find just the right
position in the right room or pay at least another firm for aroof
aerial. The kind of people who will pay are just the people who
are complaining about the reduced DAB data-rates and are now
getting apatronising standard reply from the BBC which
pretends the bitrates are secret (when in fact most receivers can
display them).
On the brighter side, there is now areal radio recorder than
can run for longer than 45 minutes without abreak. In fact, t
make it at least 450 hours.
Sky has now modified its Sky+ satellite TV hard-disk recorder
(by sending out an over-the-air software download) to let it
record radio as well as TV. Until now this has been impossible
because radio programmes do not have the same time
and title Electronic Programme Guide info as TV.
Sky has sold 30,000 Sky+ systems in the first year. It
costs £ 3oo for the box (which is also asatellite receiver
with two tuners to let you watch one programme while
recording another) and £m amonth for the subscription

the timer to record the programme I
wanted to listen to. But it
had already started so I
got the error message ' Invalid Start
Time'. The only solution is to set astart time aminute or so ahead,
and then sit and wait for the recorder to reach that time, which
means missing more of aprogramme that has already started.
Sky says it will change the daft worthy-of-Windows error
messages and look for ways of making the system easier to use.
If 450 hours is not enough for you, there is nothing except an
invalid warrarty to stop computer- literates replacing the 4oGB
drive with an 8oGB disc. The Sky+ box operating system is all
stored in separate non-volatile chip memory and the hard-disk is
used only for storage. Sky can be relaxed about this because if
programmes are encrypted, the content on disc is encrypted.
Sky claims that out of 30,000 Sky+ users, only around zo
have refused to pay for aSky TV subscription and wanted only
to watch free-to-air TV, and listen to free radio. But this number
may increase as people realise that Sky+ now offers virtually
unlimited digital radio recording.
Brian Sullivan pledges that anyone who installs Sky+ without
aSky TV viewing subscription, or lets their existing Sky TV

Sky broadcasts awide range of
digital radio stations. There is
nothing else like it in the world

service needed to download the programme schedules.
Without these schedules, the recorder does not work.
Sky broadcasts awide range of digital national and local and
ethnic terrestrial digital radio stations. There is nothing like it

viewing subscription lapse, can still use Sky+ to record free TV
programmes and radio as long as they pay the schedule
subscription of £ io per month. ' We have no plans for the

anywhere else in the world. Satellite transmission is at the same
data- rate as the terrestrial services, and with the same coding

subscription to go up', he promises.

standard. All six million Sky homes can receive the radio

Sky+ receiver/recorder, signing up for aone-year TV viewing

channels free, even if they do not pay for aTV subscription.
The new upgrade allows 'time dependent manual recording',

subscription at the lowest possible rate, to get dish installation

with the recorder set up to aweek in advance to the time, day
and channel, and with the option of recording the same slot

keep paying the Sky+ schedule subscription.
The next software upgrade will let Sky+ record two different

every day or every week. Brian Sullivan, Sky's Director of New
Product Development says: ' Frankly we got many more requests

TV programmes at the same time, while aviewer either watches

for radio recording than we anticipated'.
The clever part of the system is that because Sky+ records
the dig.tal bit-stream onto disc, without decoding, recording
radio takes only the bit space needed for the radio bit stream,
which is less than zoo kilobits per second. So by my reckoning
the 4oGB hard drive can store at least 450 hours of non-stop

So if you want aradio recorder, here's the best bet. Buy the

subsidised. After ayear, let the viewing subscription lapse, but

one of them or views apreviously recorded programme. Sky+
can also pause live TV by simultaneously recording and playing
back, and continuing to record while playback is temporarily
halted. Sky+ can also constantly record whatever TV channel it is
tuned to. So if you get home late you can rewind to the
beginning of the programme while the box continues to record
the next. Now all we want is the same option for radio. 'a

—\/ december 2002
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CHORD EFFECT!
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The first time you hear your sound system
with Chord interconnecting cables will be the
first time you've really heard it.
Be warned - the effect can be shattering.
Your eyes and ears will be opened. Your music
will never sound the same again.
Specify Chord cables - Hear the light!
-Went
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Exclusive: Pioneer adds a digital interface to
its latest universal player, Wilson Audio
improves on a high- end winner, and we solve
the mystery of Musical Fidelity's `Trivistor'

har wa
p20

Definitive Test: the Wilson
System 7loudspeaker

p26

Musical Fidelity Trivisto

rated

amplifier: and amyste

p28
p3o

olved

Two cartridges: Clear

Accurate

and Transfiguration

rV

Pathos Loosir

ed amplifier

loudspeaker

p35

ESLab E58 digital amplifier

p36

MartinLogan Odyssey Loudspeaker

PA1

Midiman Sonica USB: better PC sound

pia

Linn Ninka loudspeaker

pie

The Chord Company's cable set

pig

Vidsonix crossover- designer box

po

Audio Valve RKV Mk II headphone amp

p5o

Lab Test: Pioneer DV-757 player and
VSAio amplifier with digital interfac
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PRICE

f19,997/pair (WATT f9299! Puppy £10,698)

SUPPLIER

Absolute Sounds

CONTACT

020

8971 3909

Excitement has been

building over
the release of the newest interpretation of the
WATT/Puppy legend — the System 7. And judging
by what I've heard, that enthusiasm is more than
justified. When you think about it, it's amazing that
aspeaker in this highly elevated price range has
been so successful. Over the years, nearly 6000 pairs
of Wilson Audio WATT/Puppies have been sold, in a
category where sales are usually numbered in the
hundreds at best. So the outgoing System 6was
demonstrably successful. But Wilson is aware of the
ever-rising standards in the industry and is always
seeking to not just to keep up, but to set the
benchmark for the rest.
It's hard and sometimes dangerous to tinker with
asuccessful system. In this case, Wilson embarked
on alengthy programme of critical assessment to
find out just how this product could be improved in
which every part was scrutinised, not least the
enclosure. Changes in materials and the handling of
them, and research into the properties of multi-layer
structures, indicated anew direction here. A newseries tweeter, radically revised bass drivers, and a
much simplified and more transparent crossover
network formed the basis of the research,
accompanied by acomprehensive re-voicing,
including fine tuning of time alignment.
The original compact identity of the WATT
remains intact, afull-range design in its own right.
The WATT's compact pyramidal enclosure has a
bass reflex port which loads ahigh power 170mm
cast frame bass-mid driver. Made by Scan, its carbon
fibre-reinforced cone is partnered by the latest
version of the Wilson-customised Focal 25mm
titanium tweeter — the one with the concave dome.
Sensitivity is around 90dB/W, the impedance an easy
6ohms — even tube amplifiers work with it.
Depending on room positioning, you can expect
useful bass down to 50Hz.
Intriguingly, one possible location for aWATT
used by itself is directly on the floor. Some might
favour the elegance and simplicity of aWATT used
this way, or might begin with the WATT only, adding
the Puppy later as finances or space permit. And if
you think that the stereo image which results would
be glued to the floor, then you'd be wrong.
Something about the interference—free, near perfect
floor reflection endows the image with plausible

not stray too far from normality. However, when the
WATT was installed on the Puppy, the results
confirmed the ensemble as atrue three-way speaker
of the requisite scale and dynamic range.
The System 7stands 1130mm high on its spiked
feet, and is atrim 315mm wide. Depth is 490mm and
this speaker is designed for use in afree-space

height and substantial spatiality. Lots of detail was

location. Spike height and the tilt angle of the
WATT may be adjusted for listener height and the

present, and the tonal balance, if fast and light, did

local acoustic. Single-wired, the speaker only takes

20 december
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definitivetest

Wilson Audio
ystem
The best got better: Wilson Audio's well- received
WATT/Puppy System 6 was aclear advance on
the System 5. What can we expect from System 7?
WORDS MARTIN COLLOMS

high current spade connections; the gold-plated
binders are locked with asupplied box wrench.
With an essentially 4ohm amplifier loading
implied by the WATT7Puppy impedance, the ` 8ohm
rated' sensitivity is athankfully high 91dB. Its typical
400W power handling, for unclipped peak level
speech and music programmes, means that
genuinely high sound levels are attainable even in
larger listening rooms. With amaximum of 117dB
SPL at 1m, apair gets you areally loud 112dBA in a

typical listening room at normal distances. The use
of current capable amplifiers down to 100W is
possible, while 200W ratings and beyond allow the
exploitation of its full power capability.

TECHNOLOGY
The Puppy's two 9-inch, cast-frame bass drivers,
made by Dynaudio, may look familiar, but they are,
in fact, revised components, including atougher
suspension. As before, the system is an acoustically-

O Any colour
you like: Wilson
Audio's own
superb paint
shop provides a
range of
'automotive'
colours, or
custom finishes
to special order
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alignment immediately demonstrated the benefits of
the new bass drivers and bass tuning. The Puppy 7is
smoother, stronger, faster and deeper than the
previous design. It can also deliver impressively
thunderous slam when required, for example, the big
drums of Kodo, or Mickey Hart.
With any new system following running in, some
work is needed to learn its particular characteristics
and how it interacts with the room. Placement
changes of just inches allow fine tuning of the bass,
matching the speaker alignment to the room
acoustic, the listener seeking the most even result in
the preferred listening area. Even that location can
and should be revisited to help maximise the result.
Wilson speakers are intended to survive real rooms
and have ameasure of tolerance and anticipated
association with their environment. Indeed, some of
the breadth, scale and dynamic expression of these
speakers is undoubtedly provided by the
intentionally driven room acoustic.
While uniformity at low frequencies may be

damped bass reflex with amilled alloy duct on the
rear panel, 3inches in diameter by 6.25 inches long,
with agood acoustic power capacity.
This enclosure uses acombination of Wilson ' IV'
and ' P' materials, exploiting the sheer hardness of
the ` P' composite where vibration forces must be
resisted. The layered, co-damped 'M' material is
used where surfaces need to dissipate vibration
energy quickly to prevent the radiation of
coloration-inducing delayed resonances.
As with the System 6, the interface between
Puppy and WATT is acritical aspect and the WATT
features an adjusted three-location arrangement of
stainless steel points interfacing optimally with 13'
material. A good stable mechanical association is
essential for the WATT to perform as it should, yet
the interface must be acoustically silent.
In this design the enclosure's contribution has
been substantially reduced, allowing greater
freedom in the voicing of the speaker as awhole, as
well as tonal balance and delay control, and this
work allowed for asimplification of the crossover.
In ' European tune' this system has alower Q bass
alignment coupled with increased bass extension.
The revisions to the bass drivers provide greater
dynamic headroom and lower distortion.

SOUND QUALITY
The review speakers were part run-in at the Utah
works and were given further exercise in the UK
before delivery. Dave Wilson dropped by in person
to analyse and advise on the optimal locations for
the enclosures, using his well-known bass voicing
and mid-band micro-tuning techniques. That aside, I
found that in contrast to the System 5and the
recently assessed Wilson Sophia, and to alesser
extent the System 6, the new 7simply breezed its
way to awell-balanced location. A preliminary room
22 december 2002 \
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0 Tilt control:
the rear view
here shows the
tilt adjustment
provided on the
WATT to
optimise time
alignment for a
specific listening
distance

predominantly afunction of the room — as well as
placement of both the speaker and the listener —
this still cannot alone determine the sound of the
bass. The midrange is also crucial in helping to
describe the nature and character of the bass. Thus
the second stage of optimisation generally concerns
finer adjustments with respect to the reflection
distance from side walls; here we are seeking focus,
clarity, and aneutral, even mid and treble balance.
This will also do nicely to help characterise the bass.
Much can be learned about aspeaker through this
process. In my experience, the easier and more
certain the result, the better the speaker is. Ihave
done this for many speakers and specifically for
many generations of WATT/Puppy. Of all of them,
the new System 7was the most certain, and not by a
small margin either.
While designer Dave Wilson has wrestled with the
problem of satisfying the differing room bass
acoustic of the larger open-plan US homes versus
the pressure box behaviour of most European
locations, in the 7we have been provided with a
decently matched 'Euro bass', very possibly the most
neutral yet from Wilson. Iunderstand that there is a
subtly different US version, tuned to give an
equivalent result in aUS home.
Wilson Audio have proclaimed that this System 7
represents the most significant advance in
performance and sound quality in this evolving
series, and Ithink that they're right!
It was only ayear or two ago that we voted the
System 6the high-end speaker of the year, and it has
done well in the market based on its widely
acknowledged performance.
Yet here is aspeaker design which reaches
substantially beyond the 6, and does so quite
comprehensively — in the bass, in the mid and in
the treble. Right away you know that the 7has
raised the standard for clarity, focus, soundstage
depth, neutrality, smoothness and both speed and
extension in the bass. These sound quality gains are

definitivetest
the more apparent features of an obviously
successful design, but don't convey the sheer quality
of the musical experience. Before Iget to that, a
recap will help set the scene.
While occupying arelatively small footprint, the
WATT/Puppies have adeserved reputation for outperforming their size, and are valuable for
purchasers who don't like physically dominant
loudspeakers. The pyramidal geometry of the upper,
mid and treble provides amore uniform and wider
than usual sound radiation angle, helping to create a
sense of 'openness' and dynamic expression. Highpower linear drive units aid the reproduction of
powerful dynamics and high peak sound levels, while
the sensitivity/efficiency is also above average.
Stereo focus, soundstage width and performance
have always been strong points as aresult of the
physical geometry and the driver and crossover
design. High resolution and clarity are features of
the excellent structural enclosure design, which is
physically stable and has alow vibration readout.
Compared with System 5, System 6had shown
increased as well as even deeper bass, superior
treble, an improved blending between the upper and
lower enclosures, and gains in both coloration and
clarity. With the 7, improvements in these areas (and
others) are even more noticeable. The 7sounds
more homogenous, more richly neutral, almost
romantic, smoother, yet more transparent. Focus is
sharper and better layered, while image depth shows
something of a50% gain. In the bass, the most
welcome feature is the gain in speed and extension,
the result sounding more open, tuneful and rhythmic,
yet it has even better slam and shock value. For the
size, its ability to handle high power is admirable; the
performance, if on asmaller scale, feeling more like
the Grand SLAMM in qualitative terms.
While there is some residual driver coloration
from the mid-band, rather better than the average
nonetheless, the mid is so skilfully blended that
those mild colorations seem to be perceptibly
reduced. Such gains were mirrored in the treble.

Remaining crisp and dynamic, it has increased in
subtlety, sweetness and ' air' and delivers better
tonality and image specificity into the high treble.
With anaturally balanced, wide bandwidth sound,
the 7could deliver athrilling dynamic range,
articulate and upbeat, and full of detail and speed.
The crisp, controlled bass has done wonders for the
timing and the level of listener involvement was
significantly improved.
This step forward has now taken the Wilson
WATT/Puppy to anew level where looking back is
pointless — this is agenuinely new and advanced
creation worthy of the marque.
Gains have been made in octave by octave
uniformity as well as overall frequency balance. This
was most clearly shown by low-level listening, where

0 Best get
them off!
Though Wilson's
grilles are welldesigned, they
do have aslight
effect on
measured
performance
and the sound

THE LISTENING SYSTEM
In the listening system for this review,
amplification comprised Krell FPB z
foocx
and FPB 7oocx, Naim NAP 250 and Classe
CA 201 power amplifiers, controlled by a
Conrad- Johnson ART II, Krell KPS25 line
section or Classe CP 65 pre- amplifier.
Digital sources included aKrell KPS25sc,
Marantz CD- 7and Naim CDS II. The
analogue source comprised Linn LP12
Lingo/Naim Aro/Koetsu Rosewood
Signature II. Cables used were Kimber KS
3038, Transparent XL, van den Hut The
First Ultimate, plus Transparent spur
Powerline. Reference speakers for this
review included the Wilson System 6,
Quad 63, BBC LS3/5A ( 15 ohm), Tannoy
Dimension 12, and Avalon Eidolon.
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definitivetest
superficial. There are hidden advances in enclosure
construction, drivers, crossovers and alignments.

many rivals sound rather dead and withdrawn. While
the perceived size of instruments is naturally
diminished at low volume and the image is more
distant, the 7managed to retain apleasing clarity,
rewarding listeners with musical detail. The odd sax
solo could jump forward abit, but this behaviour

One could have wished for an easier amplifier
load. The outgoing 6really preferred tough, 4ohmcapable amplifiers and the 7goes abit further down
this path; from apurely technical viewpoint it could
be rated as a3ohm load. Significantly good speaker
cable is another necessity.
But, given agreat amplifier — it deserves no less

was rather dependent on programme quality. You
can play the 7s almost as softly or as loudly as you
like. At low levels it was considered only slightly
lighter textured than anotional group weightedbalance reference.
Coherence was very strong, and the 7sounded
very much of apiece. Rhythms were expressed well,
and on the right material, this speaker could be
expressive and exciting, but it never forces itself on
you. You begin to trust the performance knowing

— here we have avery fine example of acompact,
high power, three-way of thoroughly up-to-date
audiophile sound quality. The 7reproduces sound
with clarity, spatiality, energy and slam. It can
convey the power and the excitement in great works
and yet display sufficient subtlety to feel natural
reproducing the broad harmonic lines of acoustic
guitar and clavichord. Compared with the high
standard established for the 6, the 7is substantially
more transparent, with faster and deeper bass of
greater dynamic power. It throws bigger and much
more focused images and was smoother and more
coherent into the bargain. Thrilling reproduction at
ahigh dynamic range was amajor strength.
The System 7is asolid winner, and should

that, within reason, there are no limits on how loud
it will play. Warmer-sounding than some earlier
WATT/Puppy incarnations, in my opinion this one is
consistently more natural, delivering detail without
resorting to significant emphasis.

CONCLUSION
Undoubtedly, the System 7is anew speaker system,

continue the best selling tradition of the enduring
WATT/Puppy concept. teli

recognisably in the popular WATT/Puppy mould. So
radical is the redesign that resemblances are
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While the lab- measured performance was broadly

and fully 4ohm compatible are recommenced.

comparable with the previous model, close
examination revealed subtle shifts in frequency

Used on its own, the WATT 7just grazes the 4.2
ohm line and averaged amoderate, quite easy-todrive 6ohm load. The traces indicated the Puppy

balance, off- axis radiation and bass alignment
which together tell some of the improvement story.
The speaker's excellent power handling and
resulting wide dynamic range goes without
question. However, this was countered by a
tougher-than- average amplifier loading
characteristic. This, the impedance variation with
frequency, is poorer than for System 6, which is
itself no picnic. The useful above- average
91dB/2.83V sensitivity was maintained, with the
noted advances in sound quality, but the tighter,
deeper bass would appear to have been attained
at the expense of amplifier loading.

30.0

1..0

10000.0

moo o
Log Frequency • H:

though the speaker still attained afine +/-3dB
tolerance from 28Hz to lokHz. The ' house curve'
decline beyond 8kHz is judged to be correct for
this tweeter size. Interestingly, when correctly

port tuning at alow 3oHz (+/- 2Hz), the woofer's in-

placed and voiced in the listening room, this

cabinet upper resonance set at around 63Hz.
On the best listening axis the speaker's
frequency response showed auniform upper

speaker sounded even better balanced than this
favourable trend might suggest!

range, +/- 2dB from 3ooHz to lokHz, the most

25Hz but showed apartly band-pass characteristic
with -3dB at 19Hz and also at 65Hz. No secondary
port resonances of any significance were found.

important band [ Fig 1], while the off-axis responses
indicated excellent phase and amplitude
integration, largely verifying the phase/delay
improvement claimed for this design [ Fig 2, note
the 2dB/div magnified scaling].
There was aminor elevation around 800Hz

The bass port tuned to maximum output at

Evidence of better delay alignment and superior
resonance decay came from energy-versus-time
measurements, showing first-rate clearing from the
initial edge right out to the moderate tweeter

and uniform; by precision measurement it is -3dB

resonance, now located at ahigh 2o.5kHz. No
wonder transients sounded so crisp and clear. Pair

resistor damping has been applied to flatten the
curve and the bass response. The result is two low

at 36Hz and -6dB at 28Hz. Under room

matching was excellent, typically +/-o.5 dB. Tested

measurement conditions the lower mid was mildly

minima of 2.6 and 2.4 ohms respectively even

recessed by an average of 2.5dB in the band 15o
to 400Hz. This may well be intentional help to zero

for linearity using burst signals, the new design
showed improved power handling with superior

The impedance curve [ Fig 3] showed that

though the actual variation from loHz to ikHz was

about half an octave wide. The bass was balanced

remarkably small, approximately 4.5 ohms + 1-1.5
ohms. The minima define this as a 'severe' 3ohm'
load, though the moderate variation and mild

in the tonal balance in the range where the three

phase angles may be offered in mitigation.
Nevertheless, amplifiers which are both powerful

averaged (with has some frontal- axis weighting),
that 800Hz mid- range trend was seen again,

largest drivers sum together.
Looking at the room response [ Fig 3], spatially

control in the bass. Distortion, already very low,
was both audibly and measurably improved.
While the grilles are acoustically distinctly
better than average, both the sound and the
measured results are clearly abit better when the
grilles are detached — no surprises here!
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Musical Fidelity TriVista 300
This heavyweight, top- of-the line integrated is built
round the ` trivistor'. Except, there ain't no such thing...
PRICE

there's anew light show, bigger knobs and —

£3995

SUPPLIER

Musical Fidelity

CONTACT

020 8900 2866

overall — amore luxurious look. In fact, the whole

unworthy of aserious product. But turn out the
lights and it looks cool as hell, in aClose

thing seems bigger, even though it isn't.

Encounters-mothership-taking-off way.

For starters, the outboard power supply is a
beast at 355 x159 x245mm (whd), and — as

Easier to justify is full remote control, via a
hand-held which also controls other MF products,

there's no remote power- on — you'll need access

including the forthcoming SACD player. Peculiar,

to it for switch-on. As with the M3, it connects to

Antony Michaelson from pumping out new models

though, is the need to fire it directly at the Tri Vista

the main unit via three cables for left-and- right

is like trying to get the Labour Party to stop

for the remote to work, something which made me

spinning. At least this time, there's an irresistible

power and acontrol cable. The 3oo's back panel
has industrial connectors for the power supply, a

miss the radio (rather than IR) remote of the

hook:

bank of phonos for five line sources, adamned

is Mrs continued usage — inexcusable after the

Trying to stop
2002

Musical Fidelity's

is the company's 20th Anniversary,

Unison Research Unico. My only other complaint

and Michaelson wanted to mark it in style.

quiet phono stage (plus earth tag), tape in/out

Unbelievably, he's repeated the brilliant coup

lozenge- shaped Nu-Vista separates — of sharp-

and pre-out, and two pairs of massive multi-way

which enabled MF to produce the most highly-

edged heatsinks which surely break some EC

speaker binding posts for easy bi-wiring. The main

acclaimed models it has ever released: the Nu-

safety law. In future, I
will name and shame

chassis measures 483 x159 x4o6mm (whd, allow

amplifiers which bear lethal heatsinks; there are

Vista amps and CD player. He's gone out and

25omm depth for the fittings). Across the front,

no excuses for not rounding the edges.

found afinite supply of another obscure valve...

sexy in various shades of silver and titanium, are a

Don't confuse this with some unknown
Japanese amp maker finding 16 pairs of some pre-

mere three controls: rotaries for Volume and

war triode, enough to make, say, eight amps for

Source, and apress button to choose Tape
Monitor. This is flanked by four blue lamps to tell

friends (and ajournalist or two): Michaelson buys

you that the pre- and power stages are working.

his valves in the thousands. This time, it's acache
of subminiature military tubes. But — unlike

Then there are the feet, which change colours

Rated at aferocious 340W/ch and able to
deliver 40 amps of peak current, the Tri Vista will
drive anything you care to throw at it. Hungry
though the Sonus Faber Guarneris may be, they
never taxed the amp, nor did the high- sensitivitybut- tricky- load Wilson WATT/Puppy System 6.

nuvistors — they need no valve bases; Mrs

from red at switch- on to orangey amber when the
circuits settle to abluey mauve after complete

biggest headache with the nuvistor was the

dismay — I
turned up one of those truly unlikely

warm-up. Okay, so this sounds like agimmick

matches made in heaven. It's like this: Michaelson

scarcity of valve bases. Instead, these are

Intriguingly — and, I've no doubt, to Michaelson's

has so fallen in love with the Sonus Faber

hardwired via five filaments exiting from the

Cremona that he bought apair and sings their
praises at every opportunity. You'll hear no

bottom of the glass envelope [ see panel]. The Tri Vista 300 Integrated Amplifier is believed to be the

complaints from me, for I
agree. But, while

first to use these tubes in acommercial audio
product, but Ihave no doubt that some eagle-eyed

reviewing the 300, apair of this year's Bargain
Speakers turned up, what Ibelieve to be a

and elephant-memoried reader will recall some

Wharfedale Diamond 8.1 For Grown- Ups. No

near-forgotten phono amp which used them too.

surprise, here: the little gem was designed by the

Unsurprisingly, the 300 immediately calls to

same genius who penned the Diamond.

mind the Nu-Vista M3 integrated. But there are

So, abrief aside: Quad's new f5oo-per-pair 12L

plenty of visual changes, not the least being the

is so deceptively ' high-end', so big- sounding and

removal of the gold trim which made the Nu-Vista
look like it was designed to satisfy the aesthetic

in no broken drivers, no scraping voice coils, no

concerns of apimp in 19705 Miami. Moreover,

robust that hammering it with the Tri Vista resulted
O Separate PCBs for the two channels

fried crossovers. That it did justice to the Tri Vista in

auditions
asense of brawn which places it above nearly all

hiss, is aperfect example of how the Tri Vista

stomps the Pathos Logos also reviewed in this

deals with every aspect of the reproduction of

issue for grunt, but it is, equally, lacking much of

percussion, slam and transient behaviour. The

that amp's warmth. So, before we go any further,

cowbell and kick- drum at the beginning, the sharp,

let's make this bit perfectly clear: if you need an

distorted twang of the guitar — each has its own

amp with plenty of muscle, and simply cannot or

space, its own textures, its own damping, the

will not offer shelf space to two components, put

instruments floating there for you to home in on,

the Tri Vista on your list. It's also the primary gain,

but still part of acohesive whole. No break-up, no

though there are other less significant ones, over

congestion, and yet there's so much going on in

the still- thrilling Nu-Vista M3 integrated.

the that track you can only wonder how it's all

Of course, the grunt has little to do with the
5703 valves (which are in the pre-amp stage); it's a
O Remote also controls other MF products

'Honky Tonk Women', though notorious for its tape

of the other integrateds I've tried. It certainly

juggled with such ease. Just like the SACD, in fact.
Amore delicate work, ' Mean Old Man' on

product of the output stages and power supplies.

James Taylor's new CD, October Road, starts off

Oddly, given the more tube- like appearance and

with awash of silky strings and an acoustic guitar,

no way undermines the amp; it merely reinforces

nature of the 5703 over the nuvistor, the Tri Vista

followed by asome jazzy piano — very Chesky-like

the notion that speaker size and price mean little. I

exhibits less valve- like behaviour than the M3.

and glossy. You discover immediately that there's

just thought you might like to know about another

ATri Vista 300 will set you back £ 3995. For the

more warmth to be had from the Nu-Vista, but the

magic package which no retaile ,in his right mind

money, it's achampion, able to strut its stuff

Tri Vista's portrayal, just because of its greater
openness and 'cleaner' air, somehow seems more

would ever consider demonstrating, as the Tri -

around £6000 pre/power combinations and, in

Vista, by virtue of power and price, begs to be used

terms of sheer power, run

with £3000-and- up speakers. End of rant.

rough- shod over any other

Effectively dual- mono, each channel enjoying

integrated amps I
can name.

its own PCB, heatsink, choke regulation and

But it has amore forceful,

transformer, the Tri Vista seems incapable of

distinctive personality than,

running out of steam. It's quiet, easy to listen to in

say, the Nu-Vista M3, that

three-hour sessions, operates with silky smooth-

amplifier being its clear

Then there are the feet, which
change colours from red at
switch-on to orangey amber...

ness. You'll change sources for the hell of it, just to

antecedent. The 300 imposes itself on the signal in

see and hear the motorised rotary-control in action.

ways some may find disconcerting at worst.

Being an integrated amp, it boasts what no

Conversely, the three areas where it really pees on

intimate. Why? Because you can 'feel the space'.
Calling the shots on this amp is tough. It clearly
excels for conveying asense of majesty. It has

separates can: absolutely no interface problems

the tree are its sense of three-dimensional space,

energy galore, lower registers which will wrest

between pre-amp and power amp because the

its bass extension and power, and transient attack.

tears from fans of Kodo drumming. It impresses on

output stage of the former is optimised to drive

Combine the three, and you're talking about an

every level. But it is not warm, fuzzy and cuddly. It

the latter. And what apay-off! The Tri Vista

amplifier begging to rock your world.

behaves more like abig mutha pre/power combo

Take, for example, the newly restored, cleaner

does nothing to ameliorate treble excesses, it will
not gloss over anomalies with euphonic sleight-of-

than any of the super-integrateds I've reviewed

Rolling Stones recordings on the yo Licks

hand. Thus, it's amore difficult, less forgiving amp

lately, especially in the way it acts like it respects

collection. Note that this is aCD, not part of the

to possess than the Nu-Vista, Pathos Logos or

neither boundaries nor limitations. I
don't know if

SACD reissue programme. And, yet, side- by- side,

rivals from Gryphon and McIntosh. But, leaving its

sheer force was as much apart of the design brief

the Tri Vista made the CD sound more like an

martinet mien aside, Isuspect the Tri Vista 300

as finesse and delicacy — they're of equal worth in

SACD than ever would Ihave imagined, nearly

may emerge as ahighly- coveted future classic.

the Michaelson canon — but the Tri Vista exhibits

matching the SACD's slam and lack of grunge.

WORDS KEN KESSLER

In Yiddish, it's called abobbe meisse, an old wives'
tale. Clearly, Antony Michaelsor was so excited by
the prospect of finding another rare valve that he
swallowed his supplier's sales pitch hook, line and

housing the Musical Fidelity stock are marked 'IAN',
which my sources tell me is shorthand for 'joint

enough 57035 to supply aspare set for every unit
made. By the way, the batch that Musical Fidelity

Army Navy'. And even if that's abobbe meisse too,
there's no mistaking what was on the original

sinker. At worst, someone was responsible for
coining aterrific name, one which follows perfectly

shipping labels: New Cumberland Army Depot. This
valve was, apparently, designed for military use

purchased was, according to the packaging,
manufactured in 1982, the year that Musical Fidelity
was founded. As Michaelson, ever amarketing

the very real ' nuvistor', which was turned into the
canny ' Nu-Vista' for marketing purposes. What

only, its main strength being extreme ruggedness,
with special immunity to mechanical shock,

better to follow ' Nu-Vista' than 'Tri Vista'?

vibration or high temperatures. Whatever you may
or may not hear about the 5703, it should last a

Alas, there's no such thing as atrivistor. Instead,
this tube is avery real, if obscure model called the
57o3WB — hardly aname which rolls off the
tongue. But the ' tri' is apt, for the valve is atriode.
According to Raytheon's technical data sheet, dated
April 1,1957 (and, no, it's not an April Fool's gag):
'The CK57o3WB is aheater-cathode type mediummu triode of subminiature construction capable of
operating as an oscillator, Class Camplifier or
frequency multiplier in the UHF region.' The boxes

wizard notes: ' Perhaps fate had already lined them
up for us back then?'

long time, maybe even longer than anuvistor. One
thing's for certain: since it comes in aglass
envelope, it even looks more like avalve.
Musical Fidelity acquired its stocks in late moo,
eventually using them as the heart of the 20th
anniversary Tri Vista series. There are enough
5703s to produce 500 integrated amplifiers, Soo
SACD players, 300 pre- amplifiers and 300 power
amplifiers. As with the nuvistors, the company has

1/
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ATale of Two
Pick-ups
Two desirable moving- coils: the Clearaudio
Accurate and Transfiguration Temper V
PRICE

£ 2750 Accurate/

SUPPLIER

Audio Reference

CONTACT

01252 702705

f2250 Temper V

Nowhere is the

cruel law of

diminishing returns more evident than in the
rarefied atmosphere of expensive turntable
pickup cartridges. No other single component of
an audio system has such aspread of price and
quality as the humble — and not so humble —
cartridge. While asimple budget movingmagnet device can be found for around £ 20,

note was the suitability

the most outrageous moving- coil designs are

of the Pro Jeu

priced well beyond £ 5000.

tonearm on the RPM 4

For anyone ready to spend afour- figure

9.2

as acarriage for these

sum on one of these rarer and more delicate

m- ccartridges, which

beauties, the rewards can be exhilarating,

was sound to give

easily showing even the most cloth-eared

superb results once the

listener how satisfying the sound of music can

arm had been correctly

be from acollection of LP records. Nostalgia

calibrated.

freaks who yearn for the good ol' snap and

From top to bottom,

crackle of vinyl may even be disappointed —

the Clearaudio Accurate is

with carefully sculpted diamond stylus profiles

the very model of amodern

developed for accurate groove- tracing, that

pick-up cartridge,

typically intrusive surface noise is often found

bringing to life sounds

to disappear to inconsequential levels.

from long- dead

Small-scale precision engineering is the

composers and artists

name of the game for the finest pick-ups, so it's

with re- mastered, just recorded

hardly surprising that some of the best designs

clarty. It had an in- room presence that

originate from two countries in the world closely

was hard to come by, to the extent that we could

brought out the extended harmonics of acoustic

associated with uncompromising dedication to

find no-one to explain the difference between the

instruments such as violin and piano, maintaining

engineering excellence — Germany and Japan.

former Temper Supreme and the new Temper V.

From Germany we have the Clearaudio

To evaluate these cartridges, they were tried

sweetness while resolving the sparkle and
twinkle of those bowed anc struck notes. And in

Accurate, which at £ 2750 sits one model down

on avariety of turntables and aselection of

from the company's flagship Insider (f5000)—

matching ancillaries. Equipment employed

performance could not hejp but be passed on to

unless you count its looney- tunes deluxe

included, in no particular order of merit: Linn

the listener.

those notes, the very emotion of the

version, the Insider Reference, priced for the

LP12, Michell Orbe, and Pro-Ject RPM 4

terminally rich only, at £ 7500. Meanwhile, from

turntables; Linn Ittok, Naim Aro, Rega RB3oo

plunging in depth with no perceptible

Japan comes the Transfiguration Temper V, the

Incognito, and Pro-Ject 9.2 tonearms; and

exaggeration or boom. In escaping the risk of

latest revision of the Temper Supreme. At £ 2250,

Michell Delphini, EAR 834P, Naim Prefix and

being over-bassy, some components can

it rests comfortably apart from the only other

Lamm LP2 phono stages. Playback systems

approach the level of being too lean or clinical;

Transfiguration pick-up, the £950 Spirit/ Esprit

ranged from amodest Arcam Alpha io and TDL

but that was not the case here either. Upper

(low/high output versions respectively). As with,

Chiltern speakers, to Chord Electronics CPA

midband textures were frequently found to catch

for example, Koetsu cartridges, technical data

32oo/SPM1200C with B&W N8o2. Of particular

the attention because of this cartridge's knack of
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In strict audiophile terms, bass was taut and

auditions
bringing out details here that others may gloss

crystal clarity gave an uncluttered window into

over. Overall bandwidth of reproduction, from
subjective impressions at least, was uncannily

pitch- perfect double- tracked slide playing. The

between strands of arecording, where the

dynamic range available was worth noting, with

Temper Vcould sustain several conversations at

wide, simultaeously bringing forth digital- like

surface noise in quiet passages keeping
impressively low, while complex, loud sections

once. Back with the Floyd, you could hear how

production values of cleanliness and clarity, even

other pick-up, Ihad asense of delineation

from older recordings, and dredging out low
frequencies and top- end air not often apparent.

were, for the most part, rendered without break-

composer Ron Geesin took the band into new
harmonic territory with his idiosyncratic

up or stress. The combination of its dynamic

orchestration for Atom Heart Mother, keen vocal

Given the pick-up's mechanical build [ see
Technology], it was no surprise to discover avery

span and ability to preserve the pizzazz and
sparkle from the groove made for asound full of

and brass harmonies sitting atop the four- piece
rock foundation — even when the tempo wavers

wide stereo arena for any given performance,

urgency when called upon, adding athrill to solo

due to some multi-track liberties taken during

contributing to the sense of modernity
brought to hitherto spatially- congested
records. Pierre Boulez conducting Le
Sacre du Printemps on CBS
Masterworks, for example, seemed to
have his players spread that little bit

For anyone ready to spend afour-figure sum
on one of these rarer and more delicate
beauties, the rewards can be exhilarating

further apart than usual, the widened
soundstage aiding an appreciation of the large-

violin such as the virtuoso Bruch concerto

recording! Electric guitar, like the lead in Echoes

scale performance.
Tonally, the Accurate was found to give an

[Decca SXL 6573]. Here, Kyung Wha-Chung

after the second sung verse, which the Accurate

demonstrated amastery and sympathy with the

could propel and contour into clear view, was

exceptionally level frequency response, save a

music that could captivate for hours.

described sincerely enough again, only with

little emphasis in the upper- mid and treble. Rock
guitar found favour there, gaining more

Atonal character for the Transfiguration
Temper Vis less easy to quantify, leading me to
describe it — in lieu of any particular trait — as

added flowing ease, letting lyrical solos follow
the natural movement of the chord sequence,
building and escalating with increased tension

Gilmour's howling steel guitar that builds up to

atruly transparent performer. What is easier to
categorise is its agility in tracking the groove,

until the harmonic resolution before the serious
rifting begins.

an soprano wail in 'Shine On You Crazy Diamond

allowing this cartridge, even more so than with

Part VI' [ Pink Floyd's Wish You Were Here,

the Clearaudio Accurate, to be forgotten about in

cartridge contenders were well up to the job and

Harvest] received the upper-class treatment from
the Accurate, aiding aspine tingle as newfound

terms of the inner mechanics at work.
It is inordinately articulate, able to aid the

are worthy of consideration if funds can meet this
level. But while this may be true, and system

attention which benefitted those cranked- up
guitar solos and chiming rhythm guitars.

TECHNOLOGY Clearaudio Accurate

It would be acliché to say that both these

enunciation of tricky vocal lines such as The

matching and personal taste are crucial arbiters

Mamas and The Papas' Creeque Alley', or to just

too, my money (figuratively speaking) would be

Clearaudio sets great store by the balance' of
its moving- coil designs, boasting that they are

as easily take in the ethereal effects and other-

laid down squarely on the Transfiguration Temper

wordly atmosphere of Pink Floyd's ' Echoes', from

V. It's the best nearly affordable cartridge I've had

mechanically, magnetically, and electrically

the cavernous soundstage found in the 1971 BBC

the pleasure of auditioning.

balanced. From the set-up guide: the cantilever

session. This recording was laid bare, not in

WORDS ANDREW HARRISON

is positioned precisely between four identical
magnets. Two separate micro gold coils are
directly mounted on the cantilever, positioned to

sterile examination- room starkness, but with
palpable presence. Akeen Gilmour- Wright vocal
harmony was unravelled leaving no doubt as to

This design uses aring magnet with no

the front and rear sides of the pivot, this

who was taking which part; the whole sound

suspension yoke, aiming to reduce magnetic

configuration ensuring asymmetrical

was played with matter-of-fact ease which left

flux irregularities and allow amore intimate coil

distribution of mass within the two vibrating

me somewhat dumbfounded at how effortless

to magnet coupling (' afew thousandths of an

systems. Identical coils positioned within the
two fields ensure that for the same mechanical

the playback of along-term favourite could

inch'), and increasing electromagnetic efficiency.

sound. The nearest mental reference Icould

Moving mass is kept low and a 'special

movement of the coils, the same electrical

resort to was the Koetsu lade Platinum, which

compound' has been fabricated to aid

signal is generated from both channels. The

quietly unleashed even greater 'ease' — but at

stylus/coil alignment and reduce

result is extremely good channel separation,

over twice the price.

and the same phase response for left and right

Bass fundamentals, like the Accurate, were

inconsistencies caused by temeperature
variation. The cantilever is made of boron

channels.' The diamond stylus is described as a

conveyed with conviction and perhaps more

(where the Temper Supreme used aluminium, if

Trigon ll with tip radius 5x4pm. Recommended

authority and purpose. Soundstaging was
profound and holographic, if not quite so

described as Ogura PA, measuring 3x3opm.

tracking force is 2.o- 2.8g — Ifound 2.5g
worked well. Output voltage is good at 600pV
(5cm/sec), and system impedance is given as so
ohm, with arecommended input impedance of
47k ohm. Channel separation is specified at a
whopping . 40d8.
KEY FEATURES
Excellent stereo separation

cinemascopic as the Accurate, which could mark
its goalposts afew feet further apart.
Given that its audiophile credentials for
dynamics, tone and clarity were up to and
beyond expectations, comments must be

Iremember correctly), bearing astylus tip
The cartridge body seems to be milled from a
solid metal, material not specified. Output is
specified at 25opV (3.54cm/sec) and separation
at .> 3odB, 2ooHz-iokHz. Recommended tracking
weight, used in these trials, is 1.8g.

reserved for its more metaphysical properties. It
had comparable precision to its German
counterpart here with somewhat less teutonic

Unique yokeless internal mounting

pedantry, and left the life and pulse of a
Very high resolution

performance resonating well after the

Understated refinement

performance. More so than with almost any

decem

Pathos Logos
integrated amplifier
Discover the word from this
distinctive valve hybrid
PRICE

miii111111111111111104 ,

eiell111111111111111101111,

£ 2495

SUPPLIER

UKD

CONTACT

01753 652669

Italy's Pathos

iS doing for metal

what their neighbours at Sonus Faber have been
doing for wood. Each amp they produce boasts
some new layout unseen elsewhere, they marry
wooden trim with the shiniest of chrome —
they're redefining ergonomic sensibility. They're
so Italian that it hurts.
Looks may not be everything, but you can
sympathise with distributor Nick Green, who was

O A hall of valves

raving about an unusual visual effect he noted at

(see text)

the recent hi-fi show at Heathrow: the chromecaged valves on the Logos are positioned in a

because it's adigital, loo- step volume

'cove' formed by the angled, mirror- finish sheets

control system, wo% resistive thanks to an

which intersect behind them. Look at the valves at

integrated network of high precision, laser-

eye level, and they seem to go on into infinity,

trimmed resistors chosen because they guarantee

reflected into the hundreds.

perfect inter- channel balance. So you never see it

according to the

move, and the arc through which it can be Eicked

furdamental principles of

Logos that the visual thrills never end. There are

is small. Lo and behold, there's ared ni.merical

the Pathos philosophy'.

contrasting metal finishes of chrome and matte,

display to tell you the level from o-99.

Such is the concern for every visible part of the

polished and cast, grey and black. No detail is too

The pre-amplification stage is all-valve, fully-

To the left of the knob is aPathos logo; to the

balanced, fed by adedicated, stabilised power

small to enhance: the venting in the top plate

right, an On/Off press button and another bu:ton

supply. Its large, complementary pair MOSFET

consists of seven circular holes, each filled with

which scrolls through its inputs. Simple, elegant

output stage is true dual- mono and equipped

fine wire mesh. There's the slim rosewood remote

and minimalist yet in no way self- abnegating.

with oversized transformers and power supplies,

control, with amere four buttons for Source

This piece of sculpture measures 430 x400 x

so current should never be an issue, regardless of

Select, Level Up/Down, and Mute. The company

172mm (wdh) including any protruding bits. It's a

fitted achunky rosewood block to surround and

line- level integrated amplifier rated at aseriously

load.

protect the massive Volume control.

useful 110W/ch into 8ohm, doubling into four. As

is its only other control. The Input selector

Even the Volume control is novel. It doesn't

the literature states: ' The electric network has

operates through ' high-tech miniaturised relays',

rotate: you just flick it left or right for up or down

been laid out in afeedback- free " natural" way

originally developed for very high frequency

Just as the Volume control is abit ' trick', so too

telecommunication applications. Operating this is
As the pics show,

ajoy, esoecially as the remote provides its own

the Logos' main

tactile thril's. You gotta admit solid rosewood

design fillip is apair

beats the hell out of injection- moulded plastics.

of heat sinks which
read ' Pathos', which

No clutter upsets the back panel either. Inputs
and

2 are

fully- balanced, through XLRs. Above

is about as nifty a

them are phono sockets for five line inputs, plus a

way of disguising the

tape output. In the lower left-hand corner is an

necessary ankle

IEC mains input; the speaker terminals — stout,

shredders as any I've

multi-way posts — flank the inputs. That's all

ever seen.

there is, bar the user- replaceable AC fuse.
Pathos doesn't believe in revealing too much,
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auditions
— is areliable indicator, then the Logos scores
repeatedly and consistently. It wasn't just the hurt

so specs are limited to the aforementioned power

Analogue Maestro at the same price, or the dearer

output figures and frequency response of
2Hz-zookz ro.5dB, an input impedance of look

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista 3oo.I did, however,
break with tradition and whack up the Pathos to a

factor in female voices. There seemed to be more

ohm, total harmonic distortion of < 0.05% and an
s/n ratio >9odB. Unlike the bigger, dearer and

point beyond where I
feel comfortable, even with
something as intrinsically kick-ass as the new,

palpable power in gospel recordings, including
some vintage Pilgrim Travellers and Swan

heavier Pathos models, this unit doesn't employ

remastered The Who best-of and the title track of

Silvertones where the sound quality was of the

INPOL technology; instead, its circuitry is derived
from the more, er, classic Classic One.
Reticent with specs or not,Ikinda figured that

the new Jimi Hendrix collection, Voodoo Child.

worn-out-on-a-jukebox variety, and Johnnie

nothing in my arsenal bar perhaps Apogee
Scintillas would cause any problems. As it turned

No amount of Keith Moon's or Mitch Mitchell's
drumming could catch the Pathos out, which
exhibited control, extension and — best of all for

Taylor's scream on ' Who's Making Love?' exhibited
even greater exuberance. Uncanny, but repeatable.
More traditionally verifiable was the
soundstage, in the Pathos' case avast open

out, the Logos loved the Wilson WATT Puppy

jazzers — convincing recovery and decay. Indeed,
the bass was so blindingly authentic that I
even

System 6, but it positively adored the Sonus
Faber Guarneri. Could it have anything to do

listened to aRob Wasserman CD...
At the risk of boring all of you to tears, Imust

height, but creating an extremely wide and deep

confess that, however stellar the performance at

this, too, but I
even noticed it with Anthony Gallo's
minuscule Dué and the Loth- XIon Amaze. All in

with the two companies breathing
the same oxygen?
It was one of

arena, of merely better- than-average image
lateral plane. Naturally, the Guarneri excels at

moments that makes
areviewer's life so

all, the Pathos sounds big both in terms of space
and in the way it handles dynamic extremes.1 just
won't rock the rafters when faced with ahungrierthan- usual speaker such as the Guarneri.

easy, one of the
natural, if not blatantly
obvious, pairings I

in balanced mode. Iknow that there are engineer.
types out there who swear blind that balanced

those blissful

Working of its best required using the Pathos

1

operation is meaningless with cable runs as short
as those found in domestic audio, but there was

wrote about afew
months back with the

no escaping the perception of quieter silences

Pathos slotted in between

between tracks and behind instruments, of a

the Musical Fidelity NuVista 3D CD player and the

reduction in treble edge, and aperceived increase
in the speed of transient recovery. There was less

Guarneris, with lots of vinyl
via SME Series Von the SME io

smearing of all sorts, the balanced path seeming
more precise. (And, yes, Ihad the same make and
model of interconnect for both — Transparent

deck, the Transfiguration feeding
the Musical Fidelity X- LP. There was an
overall warmth which belied the system's

Ultra — plus adigital meter to set levels.)
With my current fave demo track to hand,
'Down To The River To Pray' off of the soundtrack

hybrid nature, and I
simply didn't expect it.
After all, I
was coming off of arun of all-valve
pairings — McIntosh and Audio Research — and

CD to 0, Brother Where Art Thou?, I
was able to
kick back and wallow in sound splayed out in
front of me in amassive arc. It's all-embracing,

it's rare when ahybrid manages to fool inveterate
tube crazies. At least, it has been since the

devoid of any inconsistencies or gaps which
would diminish the ability to convince. The sound

Radford TTioo...
What the Pathos does, and which is
reminiscent of the TT (formerly the Twin Towers),

is slinky, sexy. Above all, it appears to do this

is produce asatiny sheen, asmoothness of so

effortlessly, despite being a 'compact' compared

little grain that one can only be reminded of those

to some of the integrateds I've played with this
past year.

hoary old analogies likening the lack of texture or
granulation to the effect of cleaning alens. What's

0 wood- encased remote control [ top]

Which brings us to its place in the KK Super

so pleasant about this trait being the domineering

takes care of the usual trim functions;

Integrated Amp Bake- Off. While I'm still hooked

sonic fingerprint is that this of-a-whole

two balanced inputs for the XLR crowd

on the McIntosh 6900 for cost- no- object, and
consider the Unison Research Unico at the other

consistency defies the mix of technologies which
are valves and MOSFETs. I
realise that it's not the
same level of incongruity as one would find when,

the frequency extremes, this amp could have

end to be one of the World's True Bargains, the

been made for monitoring vocalists, especially
distaff. Quite chillingly, this amplifier extracts

Pathos has upset the applecart. If you heard it
even in the most elevated company without being

state below, but the lack of texture is something

more of that elusive sonic characteristic —

told the price, you'd think it one of the top three.

I
associate almost exclusively with valves. Rare

emotion — with agrace which I
found baffling.

When 1
tell you that it retails for £2495, then you

Regular readers also know that I'm sceptical

say, bi-amping with atube amp above and solid-

solid state exceptions include the Halcros and
precious little else.

about stuff such as PRAT (pace, rhythm and

have to accept that the goal posts have moved in
favour of affordability. No question: the Pathos

Allied to this is an effortlessness which 1

timing), so the notion that this amplifier made

Logos does for the Ez000-3000 sector what the

suppose Ishould have expected. An advertised
noW (or double that with the lower impedance) is

Juice Newton's anguish somehow greater when
singing ' Break It To Me Gently' is both worrying

Unico does below L000. I'll take that astage
further: if you're considering an integrated amp

nothing to sneeze at, and the Pathos is capable of

and confounding. Attributing this to an amplifier

up to Li000, listen to the Logos after everything

going loud enough to anger the neighbours. It is,

else. Then spend the £1500 you saved on a

conversely, no animal, and it lacked the almost

is almost perverse, but my ears think otherwise.
If the chill factor — that tingling up and down

brutal sense of power imparted by the Audio

the spine when you swear that the sound is real

WORDS_KEN KESSLER

decent wristwatch worthy of aLogos owner.
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JBL Ti6K
A three-way looker to break ranks from JBL's
tradition of large professional monitors

PRICE

£2250

SUPPLIER

Harman Consumer UK Ltd

CONTACT

020 8731 4670

The JBL line

of large loudspeakers has

'five-way' binding posts — bare wire, pin, spade,

ST stereo amplifiers. Mains treatment was

banana in top, banana in side — can be found,
allowing the speaker to De rim either single, bi-

provided by an Isotek SubStation and 2K Qube
wrth mains cabling by Music Link. Interconnects

or tr;-wired. While tie mounting is very discreet

and speaker cable were provided by QED, Deltec

and does nothing to impair the Manhattan loft
look of these speakers, on apractical level it

arid XL0. The speaker was run bi-wired with the
bass driver running on one leg and the

does compromise the choice of mounting

midrange/tweeter running together on the other.

always been known for adistinctly ' pro'

hardware, with the majority of banana plugs

The customary dance to optimally position the

appearance. When finally managed to get the

proving too long to use in the recessed

speakers ended with the Ti6K about 6oin from

not- insubstantial 75Ib Ti6K into my listening

mountings. Ialso found the space around the

baffle to the wall in my zo x12.5ft listening

room and open the box, Iwas pleasantly
surprised by the contents. This speaker is

posts to be very tignt for large spade
connectors.

room. The loudspeakers were supported on
excellent two-piece spikes and securely locked

stunning in its appearance. In the time they have

Abrief word about the front covers. They are
truly excellent examples, in fact on par with the

to the floor.
The manual's suggestion that only

nothing but favourable comments about them.
The tapered, curvaceous enclosure has an
aerofoil section, giving the cabinet the illusion of

acclaimed Sonus Faber designs in their

break-in is required is hopelessly optimistic. I
found the metal dome tweeter and inverted

taking up much less space than the 43.5 x15 x

with only ahint of diffusion and slight dulling of

21in (hwd) dimensions should. The fit and finish

the leading edge transients.

been in my listening room there have been

is faultless, every panel being finished to atruly
exceptional standard.
The absence of speaker terminals on the

simplicity of design, execution and ability to
allow the sound to pass through almost unspoilt

The reference system comprised Perpetual
Technologies P-1A/P-3A Signature combination
being fed digits by aSony DVP 57700 DVD

17

hours

midrange needed loo hours to get near adecent
level of integration with each other and the bass
drive-s. Once broken in, the high frequencies
were no longer of the glass- cutting variety, as
I've heard from similar JBL metal-dome designs.
With this speaker, high frequencies were very

exterior can be explained by aquick look

player. Pre and power duties fell to the Krell

listenable, with good extension and excellent

underneath the speaker, where three sets of

KRC 3with Bryston 7B-ST monoblock and 14B-

dispersion characteristics, comparable with the
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auditions
PMC MB2 reviewed recently. Whilst initial
listening shows aHF delivery full of life and
energy, bristling with detail, upon exposure to
designs such as the MB2 or 1Mlab Elektra 926,
you realise that whilst the transient tracking
ability of the JBL tweeter is truly excellent, it is
unable to maintain this excellent performance
when it comes to delivering anote's textire.
Sonically the tweeter places aveneer of high

Seven layers of MDF form
the trapezoid cabinet. High
gloss lacquer finish available
in several colours for £3500
faithfully. In the case of Enya's
'Only Time' recording from ADay
Without Rain [
WEA 8573-85986z] the soundstage develops to

resolution whilst not actually delivering all the

almost cavernous levels with

information available. Midrange presentation of
Brenda Russell's voice on her excellent Paris

allowing stereo to take on

Rain LEK 62138] album was delicate and
transparent, with ahigh degree of agility tracing
the subtle shifts in emphasis and timing which
she uses to draw the listener into the music.
If there was anything at all to criticise in the
midrange presentation, it is in the upper bass
and lower reaches of the midrange which lack
the body and palpability which my SL- 3s and the
JMIab 926 were capable of delivering. This is

Nicky Ryan's production
multi- channel levels of
envelopment with each
element of the sound being
clearly placed and secured in
3D space. With the Ti6K, this
soundstage just failed to
develop, the sound sitting
resolutely between the

especially noticeable in male vocals where you
feel the recording has been thinned throughout

speakers and stage depth
never really growing above
the level of average.

the midrange and upper bass frequencies.
Moving into the bass and the midrange to
bass crossover area, on the positive side of

I
feel, can be traced to
the bass drivers' inability

things the bass is firm, well extended and on
very simple material very good. Where asimple
jazz quartet, duo or very simple bass line is laid
down in atrack, the drivers are capable of

The real problem here,

to accurately track a
complex bass line.
While the performance

music and propelling the music along

is acceptable under
easy signal conditions,
as soon as this lower
range becomes more

enthusiastically. Things, however, go downhill
once amore complex, multi- layered bass line is

complex the drivers just
don't seem to know which way to go. The end

brought into play. The very lowest bass

result is that on complex bass lines you get a

frequencies deliver many of the cues that we use

suggestion as to what has actually been laid

following the bass line as requested by the
amplifiers delivering asolid foundation to the

to discern the space around us, allowing a

down onto tape, not the feeling that you are in

system to portray the acoustic of the recording

the actual mixing room or in front of astage.

TECHNOLOGY

This design has some truly excellent points.
The aesthetics and build quality are excellent,

The Ti6K is athree-way design that starts off
with dual 6.5in polypropylene cones in acast

cases. The sound in the upper registers and

aluminium chassis. These drivers share the

through the midrange is truly commensurate

lower three-quarters of the enclosure, with a
port mounted centrally between the drivers. The

with aspeaker at this price point. It is in the

superior to the competition in the majority of

edgewound ribbon voice-coils and vented pole-

soundstage portrayal and lower register accurac y
that this speaker is let down. The bass drivers, at

piece are designed to help this design handle

times, sound like they have been added to the

the specified 3ooW power handling. These
drivers cross over at i
f
ooHz to the in pure

speaker as an afterthought, like asubwoofer

titanium inverted midrange. From 3kHz up, the

that is poorly integrated with atwo-way
bookshelf speaker. I
am convinced that with

lin titanium dome takes over. This unit utilises a

some work on this aspect of the speakers

rubber surround and an aluminium voice coil,

performance then JBL would truly have avery

designed to use the actual dome as aheatsink.

serious competitor in this area of the market.

Running down the centre of the tweeter is a

With such accomplished designs as the JMIab

'waveguide' to increase tweeter dispersion .

926, the Dynaudio Contour 1.8 II and the abilities

KEY FEATURES

of lower cost designs such as the PMC FBi and
B&W CDM7 NT, I
cannot currently recommend

Floorstanding three-way design

this loudspeaker as representing the kind of

Outstanding aesthetics, fit and finish

value for money that enthusiasts today expect
and deserve.
WORDS_DAVID ALLCOCK
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MAIN BRANDS
STOCKED:

AIL

CELLENCE

audio T
AUDIO EXCELLENCE and AUDIO Thave joined forces to bring you
the benefits and security of buying from alarger dealer, yet each of
our stores is run as an individual specialist shop. Our staff are
enthusiastic and friendly, with the knowledge and experience to
satisfy your expectations. Plus, we haven't forgotten that buying hifi should be as much fun as listening to it!
CUSTOM INSTALLATION If you want your Hi Fi equipment neatly
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ESLab DX-S8 amplifier
Expanded power for
Class Tdigital amp
PRICE

£ 2995

SUPPLIER

Control Q Ltd

CONTACT

01903 814618

Back in November

last year I
wrote

need and runs slowly anyway — to all intents

Comfort is agood ward, indeed, for this is one

an enthusiastic review of ESLAB's first digital

and purposes it is inaudible. The output

power amplifier, the DX- S4. Ayear and abit

MOSFE's are mounted on an adjacent

the most relaxed sounds Ihave heard; so clean
as to seen almost deficient at first, until one

later, I've had the opportunity to try asecond,

aluminium block and the output filters beyond

the DS- X8. The former was conservatively rated

that a,enear the rear panel sockets — all very

realises that nothing ; smissing save that tiny
degree of I-IF 'eage' which, without realsing it,

at 180 watt into 8ohm (23oW measured) while

logical and ashort signal path.

we've corre to accept as the norm.

this more powerful design weighs in at

Signal inputs are on gold-plated RCA phonos

The control here sextraordinary, defining the

330W/ch. The circuit is essentially the same: an

and fully- balanced XLRs. The DS- X8 can be

extremely well thought out and beautifully put

supplied eitner with four WBT posts for the

I've rarely encountered before. Such grip

together design based on the Californian

loudspeaker outputs or the BFA equivalent (for

articulates every strand of the music itself too,

company Tripath's TAolo4A ' Class T' crgital

which there is room to fit eight, facilitating bi-

of course: there's impeccable ' pace' throughout

amplifier module.

wiring). EN60065 safety requirements mean that

the spectrum, irom the firm and responsive

acoustic and the image within it with aclarity

For those who've still not encountered it,

plastic pips nave to be fitted to the WBTs, but of

extended bass to that effortless, liquid treble.

Class Tis Tripath's nomenclature for anew type

course it's an easy matter for you or ito remove

Everything fits. Bad recordings will trouble you

of digital amplifier in which the switching

them in order to use 4mm plugs.

less than you remembered, while favourites will

frequency is not fixed, as in aconventional Pulse

Gain can be switched internally from 25

reveal more than you new. This is ave'y Ene

Width Modulation circuit, but is varied according

(normal) to 50 (for passive pre- amps) and alow

power amplifier.

to the amplitude of the input signal. Tr;path

frequency roll- off at 5oHz can be invoked for use

INORDS_IVOR MORN REY'S

describes its concept as Digital Power

when small loudspeakers are used with a

Processing, but in effect it amounts to Pulse

separately powered subwoofer. Additional

Density Modulation, or so-called delta- sigma

switches determine avariety of start-up choices

In conventiona. power amplifiers the output

processing. At low signal levels the circuit

(including amusic- sensing option), bridged

devices literally convey alarger facsimile of the

samples the incoming waveform at around

operation (800W mono into 8ohm), and chassis

input signal. In Class B, one device supplies the.

1.2MHz, providing avery high degree of linearity

earthing. The amplifier can also be activated by

positive- going energy, the other the negative. In

at some small expense to efficiency. At high

aremote DC trigger. The small Power- on button

Class Aboth devices conduct all of the time

levels, where linearity is less crucial, it falls to

on the fascia has an integral dual- colour LED

energy not required for the loudspeaker

around zookHz, favouring efficiency.

and flags the status at any given moment.

dissipated as heat. Cass AB, the most comnon

Elaborate predictive and adaptive feedback
routines monitor the input signal, take account

Protection is comprehensive.
Quite why amore powerful version of the

TECHNOLOGY

configuration, is essentially aClass Bcircuit
biased slightly into'Cass Amode so that the

of the output transistor characteristics and the

same circuit will often sound better running at a

zero- crossing point is smoother, thus lov‘ering

loudspeaker load, and tailor the drive

level entirely within the capabilities of its junior

distortion. In adigital output stage the devices

accordingly. Efficiency can exceed 8o%, whereas

has surprised any number of level-headed

conventional amplifiers struggle to reach 50%

engineers. Ican only think that it's to do with

are either on or off, switched at some frequency
way above the audio band, the mark/space ratio

— not that efficiency is of particular concern to

control exerted by amore capable power supply.

varied according to : he input signal. In the

audiophiles.

The DX-54 is one of the best amplifiers Ihave

present design -he switching frequency is varied

Small details apart, the compact anodised

used, but the DX- S8 comfortably surpasses it.

according to the ampfitude of the signal. The

aluminium case is the same as before. The bulk

claim for this arangement is abetter balance

of the circuit is contained on one quite large PCB

between linearity ard efficiency.

with asecond smaller one holding amains input
filter and asmall transformer which powers the
standby and control circuitry. The amplifier's

KEY FEATURES
Very high power

transformer is amassive toroidal which occupies
about aquarter of the floor area and almost the

Exceptional articulation

entire height. The Tripath module stands clear of
the main PCB and in this version has asmall fan

High efficiency

above it. Fear not: it is powered according to

-jVdecember
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MartinLogan
Odyssey
loudspeaker
Electrostatic panels offer first-class clarity
but often need extra bass. Cue the hybrid...
PRICE

f6798 per pair

SUPPLIER

Absolute Sounds

CONTACT

020 8971

Why would

3909

anyone bother with

the first to systematically address the key
problems. One reason for which is they were
founded by apair of obsessive engineers, Gayle
Sanders and Ron Sutherland, who wouldn't give
up, at atime when the techniques and materials
that were needed were just emerging from the
military and aerospace fields. The Odyssey, our

electrostatic loudspeakers? The difficulties are

subject here, takes full advantage of the

practically endless. Electrostatic diaphragms
suck in dust and cigarette smoke, and don't like

technologies at MartinLogan's disposal, and is
number three down from the top of the range

letting go. They are difficult to drive and often
have low sensitivity, but they don't make good

Statement Ez, and the next in line Prodigy.
If ever aloudspeaker could be described as a

on the other side of the bargain by delivering
deep bass or high SPLs. You'd need apanel the

natural beauty, this one is right up there, with
the odd confection from Sonus Faber, and the

size of ahouse to square this particular circle.

B&W Signature 8o5 (reviewed next month). It is
probably the most naturally elegant and well,

Worse: the diaphragms are prone to selfdestructing as they arc over, and to blowing up

right, of their current range, and by one of those

amplifiers as they do so.

curious twists this is mirrored in the way it

Other problems include directivity of akind
that makes them behave rather like headphones

behaves. But like all large loudspeakers, the

— you take root in exactly the right spot in the

Odyssey is atake- it-or- leave-it product. It is tall
enough at 1.7m that the perceived frequency

room, or don't bother — and they need costly,

response will be the same whether sitting or

sophisticated transformers to provide the audiomodulated high voltage (8kV typically) on the

standing, but at 33cm it is relatively narrow, and
its 69cm depth is confined to the section below

stators, the perforated panels that sandwich the
moving diaphragms. The stators themselves

roughly knee height.
Imposing? Certainly, but the matchless

must be safely insulated, which is hard to do
with perforated steel sheets at these voltages,
and to add insult to injury, electrostatics are

MartinLogan electrostatic panels, which have no
depth to speak of, allow light through, and the
wood side panel trim can be quickly changed to

notoriously unstable over long periods of time.

suit particular decors. These things help of

Yet when done right they are capable of
bringing atouch of real magic to the art of music
reproduction that moving- coil speakers, for all
their other advantages, can never quite equal.
Electrostatics are the gold standard for
transparency, for image scale, for immediacy, for

course. Because most of the weight is at the
bottom, they are much more stable than many
large speakers, and the Odyssey has childfriendly rounded edges.
Size is not the only factor in the liveability
equation. The speakers are mains powered,

sheer resolving ability; and that's why people

though the polarising voltage is switched off

still bother.
MartinLogan was not the first manufacturer

when not needed, partly to avoid attracting dust.
Then there's the question of positioning. The

to address the minefield of electrostatic
loudspeaker problems technology, but they were

Odyssey is adipole, and as such it is not too
fussy about side walls, which are energised only
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mildly as there is asharp and quite deep null at

more current from the amplifier. This further

electronics, namely the KPS25 CD player/pre-

the sides. Most of the output is radiated fore

increases apparent sensitivity to an extent, but

amplifier and 7oocx stereo power amplifier, and

and aft, and whatever is thrown back will be

you will need agood, quality amplifier capable

Transparent Ultra bi-wire speaker cabling, with

reflected off the back wall and will pass almost

of driving plenty of current into low impedance

Krell CAST wiring used as interconnects. The

unimpeded through the enormous diaphragm,

loads. If you wish, passive or active biamplification

total cost of this system is well in excess of f5ok

setting up a 'comb filter- like forward response

is possible, using one or two stereo power

and of course there are many ways to get these

shape caused by additions and cancellations

amplifiers, or the equivalent in monoblocks.

speakers on the road for much less money. But

interacting with the direct output, the response

Yet another factor intrudes here too. The very

from the limited substitutions Iwas able to

shape varying with distance to the back wall and

limited dispersion (curved diaphragm

make, the 7oocx power amplifier makes a

with frequency.

notwithstanding) gives the Odyssey astrong

disproportionate contribution.

The space behind the speaker is important

'throw', so sound pressure levels hold up at a

Although the Odyssey had been in daily use

for another reason too. The Odyssey uses a

distance better than more conventional

until about three days before it was delivered for

technique called ForceForward. In the case of the

speakers. Bass extends down to 35Hz (-3dB) on

test, it still needed afurther three days under

Odyssey this consists of two bass drivers, a

MartinLogan's figures, about the same as atypical

power, and several hours aday during this

forward facing

mid size

200MM

aluminium cone unit, and

a25omm pulp- fibre coned rear- facing unit, each

floorstanding

loaded by its own section of the bass box. They

column

are operated in such away that rear radiation

loudspeaker.

tends to be cancelled, and front radiation

Setting up is a

reinforced, reducing interactions with the rear

long, meticulous

wall. The bass section operates below the 25oHz

process that

The experience of listening to music
through the Odyssey is adistinctive,
and in some ways, surprising one

second- order (12dB/octave) crossover.

I
was able to watch over several cups of coffee

period playing music, before its performance

Dispersion is handled as with other

as the importer's engineer carefully fine-tuned

plateaued.

MartinLogans, by curving the panels, which

the speaker position to the room and the

gives roughly a3o° spread in the horizontal axis,

assigned listening position. It is hard to

the Odyssey is adistinctive, and in some ways a

though performance is not quite uniform within

overstate the dividends that his efforts made.

surprising one. The first surprise was to

that limit. Vertical dispersion is set by the length

For once, the instructions are well written and

discovery how well the movingcoil bass and the

of the panel — alittle over ametre. Other

extremely helpful, but appointed dealers are

electrostatic mid/top are integrated. Although it

factors to consider are sensitivity, with a

trained in the distinctly arcane arts of equipment

is not possible to say exactly how this has been

9odB/2.83 volt, which is impressive enough by

set-up, and you should take advantage of their

achieved, it was noticeable that the bass is quite

electrostatic or even moving- coil standards, but

expertise, at least for an initial set-up.

lean and dry, more so than Irecall from previous

this is not quite the whole story. Impedance is

The experience of listening to music through

With my own normal Nordost cables away

MartinLogans, and without even the mild bloom

mostly around 4ohm, but drops further to

being serviced (read: repaired), the system used

of warmth in the lowest octaves of the Prodigy.

around iohm at 2okHz, and this tends to draw

to drive the Odyssey was based on Krell

This dryness has always

MartinLogan & Krell
The total cost of this system by the time

The key quality that the 7oocx

identifiable about the bass that sets

that Krell KP525 pre/CD player, 7oocx

brings to the party are, as always, its

power amp and all relevant cabling is

astonishing ability to provide control

included is well in excess of f5ok.

and discipline. The MartinLogan is a

high-frequency area region over which

Amajor element in this is the enormous

reactive load, and although there are

the Odyssey presents avery low

and costly Krell FPB 7oocx power

many amplifiers that will drive it

impedance load with complete

amplifier, but from the limited

without sounding obviously

equanimity. The music is full of

substitutions Iwas able to make, which

uncomfortable, still less falling over,

dynamics and energy across the band.

included pre and power amplifiers from

the combination of the Krell and the

No matter what volume level is chosen,

TAG McLaren Audio and others,

MartinLogan is in adifferent plane.

it is never the amplifier that sets the

including some well specified

With other amplifiers Iwas able to

it apart.
More predictably, the Krell treats the

limits. As arider, it is surprising how

integrated amplifiers, the 7oocx power

try, and this is borne out in previous

infrequently the MartinLogan Odyssey

amplifier makes adisproportionate

tests, for example of the closely related

calls time under stress, or indeed betrays

contribution.

Prodigy, the bass end can sound

any signs of even being under stress.

perceptibly slower. It has adifferent
feel and texture. Although the join

Of course there are many ways to
get these speakers on the road for

between the two is just about

much less money. One of the smaller,

imperceptible, there remains a

less costly models from the same Krell

difference that can be identified

FPB range ought to prove almost

between non-contiguous areas

equally as suitable. But if money is not

of the bass and the mid/top.

an issue, the 7oocx is surely the power

When using the Krell, and

amplifier of choice with the Odyssey,

certainly with the Odyssey in

even if 700 watt per channel output

particular, there is nothing

power isn't strictly necessary.

—eV
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'Making the connect'

Installation

htwrconnect

Resonance Con
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auditions
realistic levels in large rooms without hitting the
end stops, and even without significant levels of
compression.
Performance in the bass is such that there is
no obvious lack of extension, but its dry quality
means the Odyssey never sounds bass heavy or
even particularly bass led. The relevant organled passage in Respighi's Pines of Rome
[Maazel/Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra/Sony]
have an almost understated sense of depth, but
with tremendous air and clarity, much more like
alive performance in the concert hall than usual
in fact, if less dramatic.
With the Odyssey, to an even greater extent
than with the larger Prodigy, MartinLogan's
hybrid technology comes of age. Not everyone is
going to feel comfortable with its almost laserlike precision and incisiveness, which makes
every bum note or sneeze all too painfully
obvious, and which rewards any lack of musical
articulation, or poor engineering, with the
unrelenting glare that only atruly transparent
loudspeaker can bring to the party. But in its
own terms, this is aclass leading loudspeaker,
and perhaps aclassic in the making.
WORDS_ALVIN GOLD

MartinLogan's President, Gayle Sanders, has
been quoted as saying that ' when you design an
electrostatic, you're trying to control alightning
storm'. Arcing, which occurs when the
diaphragm is driven into the stators, arises in
1) President and co-founder of ttAartinLogan, Gayle Saunders, with his towering 1800lb

part because the charge on the electric

Statement Ez loudspeakers

diaphragms migrates around the surface,
resulting in local charge ' hotspots' which

been acharac.te'istic of electrostatics, and now it

perform even better than other models in the

behave differently from adjacent areas. The

seems that the designers have managed to

range. Arecording of Nora Jones ' Don't Know

Odyssey and other MartinLogan speakers use

imbue the Prodigy bass witn mucn the same

Why' (from Come Away With Me) with the

incredibly light diaphragms made from Mylar,

lightning fast attack and •elease as the

speakers near one end of alom long room

whose excellent dimensional stability retains

electrostatic mid/top — enough at least that for

appeared to hover just inches in front of my face,

the pre- tension built in during assembly. The

all intents and purposes, the transition from

even from the far end of the room. Although

diaphragm is coated with avery even vapour-

bass to midband is inaLdible.

striking, this recording was not exceptional.

Another suprise with the Odyssey is the way
the sound projects itself. Extraordinary, almost

The Odyssey also lives up to its promise in
other areas. Clarity or resolution — call it what

Extraordinary, almost holographic imagery
is one of the everyday qualities that the
Odyssey brings to the party
holographic imagery is one of the everyday

deposited layer of copper oxide and beryllium
whose resistivity is so high, of the order of 5
billion ohmisq cm, that charges effectively don't
drift. Hotspots are essentially eliminated, along
with any danger of discharging through the
human body. The diaphragm is then curved with
anetwork of insulating spars attached to the
stators that break up the surface of the
diaphragm, and which maintain an appropriate
gap from the curved, insulated stators.

you will — is state of the art with performances

qualities that the Odyssey brings to the party.

involving just afew performers. For reasons that

Music just hangs in the air, with arealistic sense

are not entfrely clear, densely scored material —

Hybrid electrostatic mid/treble with

of image scale when the volume is adjusted for a

symphonic music, for example — never sounds

moving- coil bass

realistic level. When welt set up, image width

quite as sharp and as well resolved. Differences

extends alittle beyond the outer edges of the

are not large, but noticeable enough to ensure

speakers, with image depth almost entirely

that the Odyssey is more at home with simpler

Curvilinear electrostatic reduces ' beaming'

determined by the ambient cues associated with

material — solo, chamber, unplugged and so on.

Forceforward design eases low- frequency

the music.

Vocal afficulation is first class too, and the

boundary interactions

This is an area where this speaker seems to

Odyssey is more than capable of playing at
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Midiman Sonica USB
Digital interface allows quick and effective
connection from computer to hi-fi
PRICE

£ 79

SUPPLIER

M- Audio

CONTACT

0871 717 7100

WEB

www.midiman.co.uk

Don't worry,

you've not had apage from

aPC magazine inserted in your copy of HFN. Yes,
this is apiece of computer hardware and yes, we
are going to review its sound quality.
The M-Audio Sonica is one of the first pieces
of computer hardware that allow anyone with
Windows 2000/XP, or Macintosh OS 9.2.2/0S X
10.1/10.2 and aUSB port (pretty much any
machine manufactured in the last three years) to

however, the Sonica easily sumassed the built-in

MSB Link DAC you have an easy-to- use system

add ahigh quality S/PDIF output — without

sound output of the Toshiba and aSoundBlaster

delivering stunning sound quality and flexibility.

breaking the bank or opening their machine up.

4.1 Digital card. The improvement was dramatic

The actual Sonica device is acompact 90 x6o
x3omm plastic- cased box with ablue LED on the
top surface to indicate acquisition of aUSB

and on this count alone, even given its
limitations, justifies its price.
It is, however, the S/PDIF digital output that

The Sonica allows you to enjoy ease of use,
flexibility and versatility — all for amere £ 79.
Put together with an architecture that allows this
device to playback DTS CDs along with Dolby

signal, aUSB input one end with aTosLink

shines here. Used as adigital source with some

Digital and DIS audio streams from DVD, this

optical connector on the other, and a3.mm

CD tracks extracted from disk using the best PC

unit is not merely strongly recommended, but

stereo jack delivering analogue output. The

ripper available — Exact Audio Copier (freeware

must be amandatory pun hase for anyone with a

Sonica was evaluated with aWindows 2000

beta from www.exactaudiocopy.de) — Irecorded

laptop or PC who has an interest in music.

desktop PC with a1.4 GHz Athlon processor,

tracks off numerous CDs from Enya and Brenda

WORDS DAVID ALLCOCK

256MB RAM and 4oGB hard disk, together with

Russell through Groove Armada to Icehouse. I

aToshiba Satellite Pro laptop utilising aCeleron

then spent numerous hours just enjoying amix

800MHz processor, 128MB RAM and loGB hard

of these various tracks, and being utterly

disk, also running Windows

stunned that in every aspect the PC with the

USB Audio streaming controller and the AKM

Sonica matched my Sony DVP S7700 and

AK4353vf which is the DAC and S/PDIF linedriver, suitable for running on 3V. The actual

2000.

Both systems were used as front ends for a

TECHNOLOGY

_

The Sonica is afusion of the TI TAStozoA 241

Perpetual Technologies P- 3A Signature DAC with

Pioneer CLD-99 laserdisc transport. Iwould go

Monolithic PSU feeding Krell KRC-3, Bryston 713-

as far as saying that the Sonica even made

hardware is controlled by asophisticated and

ST and 14B- ST power amps, and Martin Logan

192kb/s and 32okb/s MP3 files tolerable.

versatile driver, which wisely bypasses the

Aerius iand SL- 3speakers. My traditional

If Iwas being ultra- critical Icould say the

Microsoft kmixer application which carries out

Pioneer CLD-99 and Sony DVP-57700 were used

Sonica sounded afraction lighter in the bass

low- quality resampling of the audio stream in a

for comparison as disc transports.

than the higher- priced Sony DVD transport on

PC, destroying any hope most PC sound cards

some tracks, and the Brenda Russell Paris Rain

have of high- quality audio delivery. Bypassing

album had been heard before with slightly better

this piece of software allows the Sonica to

component. This is caused by some default

lateral imaging. The Sonica simply opened up

deliver ' bit perfect' digital audio to the output,

settings on the drivers of the Sonica which turn

another world of quality, fully justifying its place

unimpeded by the limitations of the Windows

on abass- boost circuit and TruSurround SRS

as an audio component amongst the more

standard audio driver architecture.

which sound like a £ 2oo mini system jThese

hallowed names in my equipment rack.

First the downside. When fi'st installed on a
Windows PC the Sonica is not abona fide audio

settings are off by default on Mac OS X10.2 —

The Sonica gives you an idea what Peter

Dep Ed]. These can be quickly turned off and

McGrath and Ken Kessler heard [Opinion, Mar

their existence forgotten about.

'02, System Set-up, May'o2] when playing CDs

The analogue outputs are only just hi-fi
quality. Compared with even the basic P- 3A, the

KEY FEATURES
Easy, external ' Plug and Play' installation

from ahard drive. With alarge hard disk in your

Digital audio from 8kHZ to 96kHz sample

PC or laptop you can stare around 160

frequency

sound was rather two-dimensional with precious

uncompressed CDs on aiooGB hard-disk,

little stage depth. Constricted dynamics

without further compression reducing sound

Excellent sound quality for minimal

suggested the output range was being

quality. With asuitable integrated amplifier,

investment

compressed. Even with this performance,

speakers and agood DAC such as the P- 3A or

—ilidecember
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The real cinema
experience has
just come home.

ou've heard home cinema,
now listen to real cinema.
The Chord DSP 8000 AV Processor.
Capable of controlling the most
demanding formats including Dolby
Pro Logic II, DTS, DTS ES and CEQ,
this fully specified 7.1 channel processor
brings real cinema to your home as the
maker intended. After all, Skywalker
Sound use Chord amplification to score
their soundtracks — so what they hear,
you'll hear.
But it doesn't stop there. The DSP 8000
also provides direct analogue pre-amp
control to provide the stunning audio
performance you expect from Chord.
To find out more about our hand-crafted
audiophile products, please contact
us on 01622 721444, email
sales@chord.softnet.co.uk, or visit
www.chordelectronics.co.uk

to CHORD o'
Chord Electronics Limited

auditions

Linn Ninka
loudspeaker
Attractive mid- priced floorstander
alevel of precision NASA would be proud of. As

PRICE

from £895

SUPPLIER

Linn Products

around in front of the Ninka that I'm tempted to

CONTACT

0141 307 7777

invoice the editor for anew pair of trousers.
First up on the Gyrodec was the Cowboy

In the early

aconsequence Ispent so much time grovelling

Junkies ' Sun comes up it's Tuesday morning'

aspirations beyond my means, Ibecame

from The Caution Horses [
RCA]. The sound was
smooth and warm whilst rendering Margo

captivated by reviews of the legendary Linn
Sondek in the hi-fi press. The company's

Timmins' vocals very clearly indeed. Best of all,
the Ninka delivered superbly tight and articulate

advertising shared wall space with other
adolescent pre-occupations (don't go there - Ed)

bass. Drums and sidestick snare had
tremendous pace and bounce. With every

such as Lotus cars and Belinda Carlisle.
In zo years much has changed - Inow play

subsequent track the Ninka reminded me that
such speed is akey reason why Ioften like

vinyl on aGyrodec, there's no Esprit on the drive

sealed- box loudspeakers.
To further explore the capabilities of the

19805 as ayoung man with

and sadly Miss Carlisle isn't downstairs warming
the croissants as Iwrite! Despite this certain
things are constant - Istill love my Mark iLinn

Ninka Iturned to The Cure's ' Love Cats' from
Staring at the Sea [
Fiction]. The opening brushed

Kan and so I
was looking forward to putting the

snare was palpable, note shape from the

Ninka through its paces.

plucked bass accompaniment was clearly
revealed in the mix, and the Ninka conveyed and

The Ninka is atall and stylish floorstander
with an infinite baffle cabinet, profiled to be
narrow at the rear to reduce unwanted
reflections. Basic black finish is £ 895, while

never compromised the rhythmic integrity of the

cherry and maple options cost £945. The drive
units are arranged in aD'Appolito configuration
and connection is via gold-plated binding posts

SBL at over twice the price to reassure myself
they were better and not just different. The SBLs
were tighter and resolved even more musical

The Ninka's drive units comprise two Linn

accommodating aplethora of single, bi-wiring

information, but not by as much as my

i6omm polyp -opylene bass/mid units with twin

and tri-amping options via Linn's reversible rear

accountant might hope.

'card' system.
The speakers were connected to my usual

hugely fast Naim amplifiers. So good was the
Ninka that Iswitched back to my resident Naim

Stereo imaging was average. On some
recordings such as Paul Simon's ' Mrs Robinson'

TECHNOLOGY

magnets and cast chassis and one 19mm widedispersion t-eble unit with leodymium magnet.
The cabinet measures 976 x253 x275mm (hwd)

Naim combination and came on song after two

from the recent Best of Unplugged [
Universal

and is an infinite baffle type, fully- shielded for

days' continuous run-in. Best results were

Music TV], the Ninka failed to convey the

AV use. Impedance is given as 6ohm, efficiency

obtained with the speakers 12 inches from the

ambience and depth of the live set as effectively

9odB/W/im and frequency response as

rear wall and toed-in slightly to provide sharper

as the Mission m53 and Infinity Kappa 400,

5oHz-2oKHz, ± 3db. Optional granite composite

stereo focus. As standard, the speakers are

received for comparison after Alvin's group test.

supplied with plastic bases which are screwed

The Mission m53 had aquite astonishing

bases are aya table to further enhance stability
and sound quality. Gold-plated binding posts

into the bottom of the cabinet to provide awider
footprint and accommodate floor-spikes.

command of dynamics and detail, but compared
to the significantly more expensive Linns,

cater for conventional passive operation or
bi/tri-wiring and bi/tri-amping via supplied

For an additional £ 165 Linn will sell you a
heavier granite-composite base to provide a

possessed aslightly grainy treble and slow bass.
There's no question that the Linn Ninka is a

input card.

more secure foundation. Switching between
bases for comparison purposes, it became clear

superb loudspeaker for the price. It offers a

KEY FEATURES

sound that is easy on the ear, yet conveys the
emotional impact and rhythmic essence of

Attractive finish

that the bases offered aworthwhile increase in
clarity and tautness. Ialso noticed that even on
my relatively flat concrete floor the Ninka

music. This loudspeaker is ideal for those of us

D'Appolito drive unit array

whose aspirations, even now, exceed our

suffered apronounced degradation in trans-

means.

parency if spike levelling was not achieved with

WORDS _JONATHAN GORSE

Optional granite bases
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Walrus Systems
amazon
amphion
apollo furniture
argento
audible illusions
audio note
audio physic
avantgarde
breuer dynamic
brinkmann
carfrae
cartridge man
cawsey
chord electronics
clearaudio
croft
decca london
dnm
duevel
dynavector
ear yoshino
es lab
final lab
gamut
hadcock
incognito
klimo
lavardin
lector
loricraft
lyra

11 New Quebec St, London VV1

There's never been a better time for hi-fi lovers.
Weird, innit? The word is that good sound reproduction as a pursuit is declining, to be
superseded by Home Cinema, Multimedia, and other low fi media. Strange, then, that there's so
much superb equipment ( dedicated to hi-fi) which sells like the proverbial hot cakes. And,
provides lasting pleasure. And, keeps it's value. Don't always believe popular myths!
We always keep a wide range of Audio
Physic loudspeakers on dem, from the
£999 Yara, to the £ 6599 / £ 7499 Avanti 3
(pictured). A natural sound, but clear
and very open. Deservedly popular.
Hear the music, not your hi-fi!

The Brinkmann Integrated puts to
shame a lot of well known amps.
Sound quality is top notch ( very
natural) with bags of power to hand,
styling is timeless, and build, it goes
without saying, the very best. £ 2000
for the standard version, £ 2500 with
inbuilt valve output DAC

So you thought Walrus was only
for Analogue? Only ' cos we've
been waiting for decent digital
products ( too few on the market,
unfortunately). The Chord DAC 64 £1900 - is more than decent, it's
brilliant. Detail freaks will love it retrieves every last bit off your CDs
(and future formats), yet sounds
musical with it!

We are one of the very few
places you can compare
both these top selling
British turntables side by
side. Gyro SE or
Spacedeck? You decide.
And, yes, we know it's
actually the Hyperspace
pictured, before anyone
complains! This, too, can
be compared with the
Michell Orbe. As can the
SME Model 10.
From Rega, to SME.
Clearaudio. and Verdier.
Walrus is Britain's premier

Although Klimo is new to Britain ( to our knowledge).

The Brinkmann MC
pickup ( based on the

it's world-wide reputation for at least the last 20 years
precedes it. The Merlin pre- amp: magical valve sound,
superb build ( from Germany, need we say more). and a

legendary EMT
generator) gives
rivals several times

price which comes from cutting out the middleman!
From £ 1550, taxed, on the road, as it were.

the cost a thrashing!
Our direct import
price? Just £ 1250.
Latest!
*Origin Live arms and arm mod
kits now available
*Chord Electronics now on demo
•Cawsey cables from Australia the best we've yet heard!
Trichord Dino phono stage on

turntable specialist.
You want power? And you want the subtlety of
valves? And build quality to last? The Papworth
M100 monoblocks (£ 3950) are the answer. An
absolute. British built, bargain!

demo
•Lavardin on demo
•Exciting new Musical Fidelity
range on demo

Duevel - exciting, transparent, very open, 3
dimensional, the list goes on. and on, and on...
/M.

The full range. always on dem.

michell engineering
march
musical fidelity
nordost
nottingham analogue
origin live
ortofon
papworth
phy cables
pink triangle
pluto
rega turntables
ringmat
schroder
shun rnook
sme
spendor
stax
sugden
sumiko
tci cables
tivoli audio
tom evans
townshend audio
transfiguration
trichord
van den hul
verdier

For info on these, and much more, including our numerous second-hand items.
please visit our popular website: www.walrus.co.uk
interest free credit available on most items, subject to status •

tel: 020 7724 7224
fax: 020 7724 4347
email: mail@walrus.co.uk

web: www.walrus.co.uk
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Chord Co cable collection
Combining matched speaker cable, interconnect and mains filter
PRICE

Odyssey fi7/m
Chorus fzoo/m
Clearway £ 200

SUPPLIER

Chord Co

CONTACT

0722 331.674

instead of directly into the mains. The pacing and
rhythm of the music tightened, and ageneral
feeling of spaciousness between the sounds was
noticed. Bass response went deeper, and had
more perceived body. The midrange projected
Deter, giving clarity to vocalists and solo
instruments without altering their balance within
the mix of sound, and the higher frequencies

Following

acquired asmoothness that made violins in
_ y recent experience
m

with acomplete set of Kimber Kables, which

particular lose their near- synthesizer shrillness,
and become more obviously abow being drawn

enabled me to connect ahi-fi system from mains

across astring. The increased level of definition in

socket to speaker terminal with the same

the more subtle details of music was noticeable

company's products, Ifound that there can be a

not just with modern full- range recordings, but

synergy occuring where the overall performance

also older material. Emotion seemed more to the

of the components together exceeds the sum of

fore, with subtleties of phrasing and performance

their parts. There is nothing new in this idea, and

becoming obvious even on LP transfers of very

most companies would, of course, recommend

early acoustic recordings. The sensation of a

equipping oneself entirely with its own goods.

performer actually being in the room with the

However, most cable reviews tend to view either

listener was greatly enhanced.

an interconnect or speaker lead in isolation.
Nowadays alot of attention is paid in hi-fi
circles to the quality of the mains supply. This is
partially aresult of the huge increase in mains

The effect of the Clearway was similar when
tried on the Denon CD-RW 1500 and aNakamichi
assette deck. I
tried it with apre-amplifier, which
doesn't have the current demands of an

pollution caused by, for example, the poorly
designed power supplies of computers, and the
plethora of electronics found in modern lifestyles.

TECHNOLOGY
The Clearway System Enhancer contains in- line,

Consequently, there is an expanding knowledge

high- quality, finely toleranced resistors and

of, and experimentation with, the different

chokes to filter high frequencies from loMHz

parameters which affect sound. The Chord

until roll- off at 4oMHz to eliminate the mains

Company has investigated this, and produced the

backwash from high-speed processors and

Clearway Mains Enhancer Stage 1, a £ 200 mains

power supplies.

filter. It's so named not because there are other

The Chorus interconnect contains 19 strands

mains enhancers in the range, but because the

of 16- gauge ( 1.3ime) 99.9999% pure oxygen.

company believe that aclean power supply is the

free copper (OFC). This has a0.5 micron silver-

first and most vital stage in getting the best

plating, and is configured as atwisted pair. The

performance from asystem. It is simple to install

shield is also silver-plated. Internal insulation is

— just plug the mains lead from the component

in Teflon and the phono plugs are silver-plated

into the three- pin socket on the Clearway, and

for material continuity in the signal path.

plug an IEC lead from the Clearway into the wall.
This product is only rated for 6amp power

The Odyssey speaker cable is also silverplated (o.5 micron) over 99.9999% pure OFC.

consumption, and Ifound it to be unsuitable for

Each of the 19 strands are 12- gauge ( 3.o8mm)

use with amplifiers, giving them asat upon and

with Teflon insulation and asilicone outer

rather sluggish sound. However, when it was

jacket.

attached to source components, the effects were
very positive.

KEY FEATURES

I
think the most noticeable change came when
Iplugged the RPM 9turntable into aClearway

Clearway lives up to its name with source
components

Odyssey speaker cable [ top], now

Deep, fast and satisfying bass rhythms

sheathed since first review in July ' 99;
Chord Chorus interconnect [ middle];

Detailed soundstage and imaging

Clearway mains filter [ right]
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Pro-Ject
coret»
Rah
mann

-ject

RPM9
Exclusively at

Centres of

EXCELLENCE
Town

Dealer

Town

Dealer

Aberdeen
Aldridge ( West Mids)

Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Sound Cinergy
Zouch Audio
Audio T**
Richards AN
Music Matters
Music Matters
Audio T

Kidderminster
Leamington
Leeds
Leeds
Leicester
Lincoln
London ( East Sheen)
London ( Euston)
London ( Holburn)
Maidenhead
Manchester
Manchester
New Malden, Surrey
Newbury
Newcastle
Norwich
Nottingham
Oxford
Peterborough
Rainham ( Kent)
Reading
Reading
Salisbury
Sheffield
Southampton
Swansea
Swiss Cottage
Warrington

Midland Audio*
Stratford Hi- F1
Sevenoaks SI3V
Yorkshire Audio**
Leicester Hi- F1
Sevenoaks S&V
Choice Hi Fi
Kamla
Sevenoaks SEtV
Audio Venue
Practical HIFI
Sevenoaks S&V••
Unilet
B&B Hi- F1••
Lintone Audio
Sevenoaks SW/
Notts HI- F1 Centre
Oxford Audio
Sevenoaks SAy
Progressive Audio
B&B Hi Fi"
Audio T•
Salisbury Hi- FP"
Moorgate Acoustics
Phase Three'
Sevenoaks SEtV
Sevenoaks SEtV
Doug Brady*

Worthing
Yeovil
York

Phase Three
Mike Manning'
Vickers Hi Fi

Ashby De La Zouch
Basingstoke
Bedford
Birmingham ( Solihul)
Birmingham ( Edgbaston)
Brentwood
Bristol
Bristol
Cambridge
Cardiff
Castleford
Chester
Colchester
Darlington
Doncaster
Dunstable
East Grinstead
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Exeter
Glasgow
Harrow
HeIston, Cornwall
Hitchin, Nerfs
Huddersfield
Hull
Ipswich
Ireland ( Dungannon)

Radford HiFi
Audio Excellence
The Audiofile
Sevenoaks SEtV
Eric Wiley
Audio Excellence
Grayston 91V
Hr Fi Experience
The 111 Fi Studios
Technosound
Audio Designs**
Hi Fi Corner
Russ Andrews'
Sevenoaks SEiv—
Glasgow Audio
Harrow Audio' .
Sounds Perfection
David Orton A/V
Huddersfield HI-FI
Sevenoaks Say
Sevenoaks S&V
Kronos Hi Fi

For afull dealer list and more information contact:
Henley Designs Ltd, Unit 11 Moorbrook. Southmead Industrial Park, Indent, Oxon, 0X11 7HP
Tel: 01235 511166, Fax: 01235 511266, E-mail infoehenleydesignsammk, WWW.henleydesigns.co.uk

Ortofon

auditions
various recordings were displayed in detail, but

between agood and an indifferent recording very

not rammed into the listener's face. The bass line
again had adeep pulsing energy that propelled

obvious. It is adifficult thing to define, but if I
say

music along underneath awell-detailed and

pleasing results. Working with other companies'

smooth-sounding midrange and treble.
Installing all of these items at the same time

putting alittle more effort and energy into the
performance when Iplayed their records this time
round, Ihope you'll understand what Imean.

products it appeared to have aslightly bassheavy sound that was fast and made music power

gave alovely sound. Quite rich at the bottom,
uncrowded but detailed in the midband, and

way, but neither was it warm and cuddly. I
think

along. Imaging was good, having adeep
soundstage that extended well forward and back
behind the speakers. The top end was smooth,

creamily smooth at the top. I
would describe it as
well-bred and gentlemanly. Given agood

full-bodied, like agood claret, is agood analogy;
with lots of subtleties to excite the taste buds

free from unwanted sibilance, but was well
defined. It made avery good job of transferring

recording, the performance was excellent; given a
worn record or something recorded less than
competently, and the Chord Co combination left

the delicate signal from aProlect turntable to the

the listener aware of the inadequacies of the

Roksan Caspian phono stage, and was equally

source, without them being so emphasised as to

detailed when used with aline- level source.
The f17/m Odyssey speaker cable again gave

inhibit the enjoyment of the music being played.

sound that presents the music in such an
agreeable manner that late nights, rediscovering

The feeling and passion, inherent in well-

the nether reaches of one's record/CD collection,

asatisfying, full sound that made music

performed music of any genre, came to the fore

are inevitable.

enjoyable. Differences in the tonal quality of

with this combination, and made the differences

WORDS_TONY BOLTON

integrated or power amp, but still found aslightly
'held back' sensation to the music, so I
feel that
this is best used with source components only.
The Chord Co Chorus was next on trial, a
£200/m per pair interconnect, which produced

that I
felt that the musicians seemed to be

These cables did not give alean sound in any

deep and pure in colour, rich and ripe in flavour,
even more.
Individually, these components are worthwhile
investments. Together, they give avery satisfying

Vidsonix Virtual
Crossover Box VCB-100
PRICE

S249.95

knowledge of crossover networks and sensible

SUPPLIER

Vidsonix

starting values for agiven design are valuable if

CONTACT

001 866 259 2468

using this unit.
I
measured the component values and these
are tabulated below. The inductors had good Q
values, eg, 25 for the biggest 3.5mH low-pass,

Very occasionally apiece of

and also showed good frequency impedance
stability. Capacitor dissipation was 0.06, as good
as some mylars. The resistor accuracy was
typically 1.1% plus some modest PCB and wiring
resistance. Imeasured amodest but significant

inexpensive gear turns up which has the ability to
save so much trial and error as well as time that it
pays for itself in amatter of weeks. When trying
out drive unit combinations, you need arapidly
accessible set of crossover component values.
Many of us have made our own test boxes, or

substitution and addition of nominal and

plug and socket panels and terminated crossover
components, but these are often unwieldy,

preferred component choices and extension to
lower or higher filter order as required. Usefully,

frustrating to use and unreliable.

instant relative phase changes over rocker

0.4 ohm loop resistance for the high-pass circuit,
0.41 ohm for the mid-pass and 0.29 ohm for the
low-pass. This should be accounted for in the
final design extracted from the test box values.
Only afew values reached a ±15% tolerance of

switches are provided for the mid and high-pass

nominal value, and the typical accuracy was ± 5%.

answer to aspeaker designer's prayers. The

outputs. The input begins with an optional high-

As the VCB-loo's designer wisely recommends:

brainchild of Charlie Mittenburger, asystem

pass first- order filter, an input capacitor of value
47pf through to 2oopF, plus external and bypass

'check the actual values for yourself when

The VCRioo Virtual Crossover Box seems an

designer and founder of Vidsonix
(www.vidsonix.xom), the too is amono creation
which fills agreat need for professionals and
keen amateurs alike.
Founded on independent parallel-type,
second-order high- and low-pass sections (HF and
LF), it also includes afirst-order mid-pass section.
Inductors, capacitors and resistors may be
selected through awide range of standard values.
Build and component quality is sufficient for
preliminary listening tests as well as
measurement. Many spring terminal pairs allow

settings. While not designed for speaker power
testing, it is capable of use at up to sensibly loud
listening levels.
Wary of cascade accumulating tolerances,
Vidsonix indicate only ±20% or better for
component tolerance with ±10% for individual
parts. (These are ferrite- cored inductors and lowloss electrolytics.) Note that unresearched and
improper combinations of the many switch

extracting atest design'.
This compact and well designed unit is highly
functional and effective, and many labs could do
with awhole line of them, or at the very least two
for stereo.
I
could see amarket for ahigher tolerance
version with reasonably pre- selected
components. However, all in all, Visonix has
accurately second-guessed aneed and this
product comes warmly recommended for

settings can result in potentially damaging

students, amateurs and professionals.

impedances seen by the drive amplifier. Some

WORDS_MARTIN COLLOMS
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[System Number

Llitestvie
Sometimes it's not enough to just listen, even for atrue audiophile.
Sometimes Hi-fi needs to blend into your life rather than make a
statement about it. Sometimes your system needs to be beautiful,
stylish and unobtrusive. And it's got to sound superb — all the time.

tn. *worn àdeuntw

e

•
A/1
P- ZERO

Stunning good looks and a true high- end sound. The
Audionote Zero System is Heatherdale Audio's System
Number 4. The style system for the audiophile life.

Heatherdale
Oaudio limited
Tel: 01903 872288 Fax: 01903 872234
Heatherdale Audio, 202 Findon Road,VVorthing BNI4 OEJ -«heatherdale@hifi-stereo.conn www.hifi-stereo.com

auditions
AudioValve RKV Mk Il amplifier
Headphone amp gains
speaker ' Impedancer' in
its 20th year
PRICE

£880 + £ 199 (see text)

SUPPLIER

Audio Reference

CONTACT

01252 702705

Back in January of ' 98, Iwrote about
what struck me as the most delightfully odd
concoction I'd seen in ages: an output-transformerless (OTL) all-valve headphone amp. But
unlike the EarMax, this one was more like afullblown integrated amplifier. This alone makes
AudioValve's RKV afascinating toy for those who
love the loonier side of audio. Best of all, the
RKV sounded simply fabulous, and it's still
responsible for the best non-Stax ESL
headphone playback I've ever heard.
Icouldn't resist — upon learning that the
For under agrand.

device actually put out nearly three watts —

stereo headphones jacks. Becker added another

using it to drive loudspeakers. And it worked. So

clever feature here: there are actually two sets

With no output transformer between the

now, in Mk II form, it's been made available with

of phonos. Regardless of which you choose as

valves and your headphones, the RKV provides

an optional extra called the Impedancer. Ithink

input, the second pair becomes an output, so

about as direct afeed as you can get. Ilike it

you know where this is going...

you can then connect the RKV to your main

best with the Sennheiser HD58o, but Istill use it

system with ' throughput' capability.

with Grados despite slight impedance mismatch.

Since it's been four years (and, by the way,
2002 is the RKV's 20th year in production), let

Within its 360 x200

X 120MM

(
de)

Whatever way you cut it, this is one sweet,

me remind you of what the RKV is. Helmut

enclosure are abeautifully- made PCB with top-

sweet way to audition cans. But the purpose of

Becker's first design, and apatented one at that,

kill
quality components, including an ove -

this re-visit is speaker usage, and, man, am I

it uses aconventional OTL circuit; Becker says

toroidal transformer, while the all- metal

glad Inagged AudioValve.

that ' the challenge was to find acircuit and a

construction contributes to its 6kg weight. Rated

Using Loth X's Ion Amaze, Iwas able to find

harmonising tube for high output current and

at 2.3W/ch into aloo ohm load, the Class ARKV

out just how good the RKV can act as the heart

very low resistance. Secondly, it was necessary
to produce high- enough output power for nearly

Il claims abandwidth of io-6okHz, damping
factor of 3000 (I), and distortion of 0.002% a:

cf acost-effective, single- source system. The Ion
Amaze actually likes more power than its spec

all different headphones and their impedances

1W into aloo ohm.

— 32 to

2000

ohms'.

Like its bigger siblings, the RKV II mixes black

implies, but I
was able to enjoy full- range sound,
with plenty of dynamics at sensible levels. The

and gold in astyle not seen since they stopped

RKV has alush midband, clean treble and

four of them to the fully- automatically bias

using horses to pull coaches, but what the hell:

surprising tight, dry bass. With massed vocals, it

regulator/closed DC- coupled servo regulator

it'll never be mistaken for anything other than

kept everything clear and open, there was no

circuit which is now found in all AudioValve

AudioValve. The lid is transparent Plexiglas to

sibilance — which the Ion can suffer from — and

amplifiers. This circuit extends valve life, while

reveal the workings, while the open sides

if was as valve yas any tube nutter could want.

eliminating the issue of tube tolerances; it's so

provide cross- flow ventilation.

While power will always be an issue, he RKV is

Becker designed the PCL8o5 valve, adding

clever that you can mix old or new valves, and

Thanks to my big mouth, other users started

one cool option for the music lover who uses

even valve types in certain cases, eg, 6550s and

attaching the RKV to speakers, with the

headphones as much as speakers. Simply put, I

KT88s and EL34s in the same unit.

expected results. They got the odd moment of
OTL bliss, but clearly the mismatch was too

love the damned thing.
Audio Valve's new UK importer has cooked up

the addition of an output protection circuit, to

much. So Becker produced the Impedancer, a

aspecial introductory deal, valid until 31

eliminate alittle pop when the amp is switched

small black box which plugs into one of the

December. The RKV costs £ 88o, while the

on and off. This circuit is integrated on asmall

headphone sockets on the main RKV. In addition

Impedancer sells for £ 199. Buy them together

PC board in the new Mark II, but can also be

to two more headphone sockets are speaker

before the end of the year, and it'll cost you

retrofitted to older versions. At the back are the

terminals, and aknob which selects between 4,

£999 complete. Thikik laterally: the £79 savings

mains and source inputs while the front contains

8and 16 ohm. Wire up your speakers, and the

will buy... aterrific pair of headphones!

an ALPS volume control and apair of o.25in

RKV turns into areal-world 2.3W OTL valve amp.

WORDS KEN KESSLER

In 20 years, the only improvement has been
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Pioneer DV-757Al player
81VSA-AX1Ol AV receiver
Pioneer by name, pioneer by nature — first company with combo DVD-A/SACD
player now has first system with FireWire connection between player and amp
WORDS AND LAB REPORT PAUL MILLER

tremendous step forward, although the transmission
of DVD-A and SACD was only finally approved by
SUPPLIER
Pioneer GB
the governing body (the 4C Entity) while this article
was in preparation. Its implementation of an IEEE
CONTACT
01 753 7
897 89
1394 link, known here by Sony's trademarked i
Link
rather than FireWire, is a reflection of Pioneer's
The future may be both digital and multi- commitment to digital interfacing and networking.
channel, but we're still relying on an awful lot of Data rates up to 400Mb/s are supported, which is
analogue spaghetti to string the system together. more than sufficient for uncompressed 2 x 192IcHz
Until now, that is, and the launch of Pioneer's new and 6x96kHz DVD-Audio. Dual connectors on both
universal DV-757Ai player with its IEEE 1394 link to player and amplifier, meanwhile, permit an entire
Link.
the companion VSA-AX10i amplifier. But before system to be 'daisy-chained' through asingle i
IEEE 1394 also facilitates content protection, a
reviewing the product, let's review the status quo.
By accommodating CD, DVD-V, DVD-A and prerequisite for the transmission of uncompressed
SACD under one bonnet, previous universal disc hi-band digital audio. So, DVD-A media protected by
Content Protection for Pre-recorded Media)
players including Pioneer's DV-747A, DV-656A and CPPM (
Marantz's DV-8300 have offered a convenient is carried transparently, as specified by the 4C Entity
solution to the dilemma of enjoying multiple and in its CPRM/CPPM licence. This is the big difference
Link and the serial protocol recently
ostensibly incompatible formats. Nevertheless, while between i
these players include Dolby, DTS, DVD-A and introduced by Denon, which blocks contentSACD multi-channel decoders, their digital outputs protected media. Pioneer has developed its own LSI
will only accommodate two-channel linear PCM to — known as the Mercury chip — for bi-directional
Link between source and
96k1-12 (with appropriate DVD-V software) together communication across the i
receiving components. However, because i
Link is
with compressed Dolby Digital and DTS bitstreams.
While it's possible to derive a5.1 channel analogue not specific to Pioneer, this means its products should
output from these players, the likes of Dolby EX, enjoy full compatibility with other manufacturers'
DTS ES and other 7.1 channel derivatives are, at separates equipped with the same interface.
At £799, the DV-757Ai is destined to replace the
present, only available from AV processors or AV
receivers. Typically, these processors also offer more DV-747A although it's based on the superior, and
extensive bass management and other DSP more cost-effective, DV-656A chassis. An enhanced
functionality. As a result, a fully-fledged multi- NSV ( Noise Shaped Video) technology for
channel AV system still requires a (universal) DVD progressive output, beefier power supply and
player and processor/amp combination to be comprehensive speaker/bass management delivered
connected via both its digital and multi-channel by aMotorola processor all help justify the price. For
example, this model now provides a 'Small' front
analogue sockets.
Pioneer's use of an speaker option (directing bass information to the
encrypted digital connection subwoofer channel) with a switchable digital filter
that spans all and CD Direct option to further 'massage' the sound.
formats is a
A selection of screenshots [left] illustrates the ease
with which Pioneer's on-screen menu can be
navigated — the final page even shows how the
DV-747Ai
has ' recognised'
the
partnering
VSA-AX10i over its i
Link. The latter is a real
heavyweight, clearly derived from the AX10, and is
still one of the few models to boast THX's Ultra 2
COST

£7994'2999
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specification. The combined horsepower of SHARC
and Motorola processors within this box will
accommodate DTS 96/24 and every 7.1 channel
standard currently available. With an additional six
'Cinema' and ' Concert' surround modes plus dynamic
range, bass peak and digital NR controls, the VSAAX10i has widgets to spare.
At £2800, the VSA-AX10i is every inch the flagship
AV amplifier, with luxury features that include a
sophisticated LCD touch-panel remote control and
plug-in microphone to expedite its Multi Channel
Acoustic Calibration System. MCACC attempts, with
appreciable success, to normalise the level, acoustic
balance and timing of sounds arriving at the listening
position from all seven main channels. It's possible to
manually override these settings from the amplifier's
configuration menu, but for a plug-and-go facility,
MCACC is hard to beat. Of course, while the VSA-

to other magazines, in the months to come. As a
standalone unit, Pioneer's DV-757Ai certainly builds
on the sound quality that won such praise from our
listeners in the October 2002 issue. CD still sounds
vigorous, although this can now be moderated
through one of its four switchable digital filter
options. The ' Standard' setting is closest to the
Legato Link filter used in previous CD players,
trading some loss of treble brilliance for asmoother
and, in this instance, typically more agreeable, less
demanding balance. DVD-A fares rather better,
especially with multi-channel 96kHz material where
the DV-757Ai succeeds in creating abroad and deep
soundfield that sparkles with musical detail.
The VSA-AX10i amplifier provides, in its own
right, an impressively powerful and secure sound
that's both smoothly integrated and tonally consistent
through front, centre and surround channels.
Difficult speakers, including the
B&W 802/804 combination used
for this test, are mastered with
comparative ease. Bass sounds

The competition should take this review
as astarting pistol in the race to catch up
AX10i offers greater flexibility in its DSP options
than the DV-757Ai player, it does not include the
video processing necessary to support afancy OSD.
Compare my screenshots of its text-based menu with

taut and extended, the midrange
very natural and the treble dry but acutely focused.
Via the i
Link, CD and DVD-A sound more open,
expressive and detailed than is achieved through the
DV-757Ai alone. Only SACD is less impressive, the

those of the DV-757Ai, and you'll get the picture.
Although these units were supplied to HFN as pre-

slight sense of compression or muddiness, with
sprightly percussive detail coming amurky second to

production samples, Iam confident that both their

the warmer but more transparent sound offered by
the player in isolation. See the Lab Report for an
explanation. Otherwise, two-channel 192kHz DVD-A

subjective and measured performance will be broadly
representative of the final units released for sale, and

FireWire,
labelled 1394 on
plug, [centre
top] provides
conduit for hires PCM
between player
and receiver

Ce4
:/
4D
,e4e0
‘*"4»
%
/

VSA-V)(ioi includes touch- screen remote
control [ left]; DV-757Ai uses standard jog/dial
remote control [ right]

labtest
sounds particularly fresh, spacious and confident,
with less of the 757Ai's dynamic caution. One of the
few genuine

192kHz DVD-A recordings ( Sandy

Dillon's ' I am just Blue') sounds powerfully alive
through this combination. Similarly, 5.1
DVD-A

material

enjoys

a richness

channel

of

detail,

routed via a single AV receiver or processor.
When the standard is fully ratified, HDMI will
encompass

the

DVI ( Digital

Video

Interface)

standard used in PCs with HDCP encryption and the
EIA/CEA-861 standard for adapting DVI to DTV
formats.

A

huge

5Gb/s

data- rate

will

allow

particularly with subtle acoustic recordings including

uncompressed video to remain in digital form from

Willie Nelson's ' Night and Day', that's impossible to

the DVD to the screen, or ' pixel' in the case of direct

dislike. This is flexible surround — a great sound,

address plasma, DLP and DILA display systems.

comprehensive features and near-automated set-up.

Support for 192kHz digital audio and a maximum

While

Pioneer's

FireWire

implementation

eight channels is also provided, although Pioneer may

represents an exciting development in digital audio,

retain

it's just

networking.

the

first

step

in

a comprehensive AV

FireWire

for

audio

data

Provided this solution

adopted,

see

additional

components will be obsolete. No doubt, the smart

supplemented

with

an

analogue

inter- unit

is universally

networking solution. In the next 12 months, expect to
FireWire

then

and

connections

between

HDMI ( High Definition Multimedia Interface) that

cable manufacturers will offer ' audiophile' HDMI

will facilitate digital video streaming in home theatre

leads with gold-plated, high-density connectors. As

systems.

for the competition, they should take this review as a

For

the

first

time,

a HD-STB ( High

Definition Set-Top Box) and DVD players may be

starting pistol in the race to catch up.

MI

LAB TEST: PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION
suited to resolving mid-to- low level data, the

While our interest is drawn to the VSA-AXioi

amounts to amere172psec, this increases only

through Pioneer's implementation of aFireWire

very slightly to 288psec from the VSA-AXioi via

DAC's integrated digital filter also offers a

interface, Iwould not underestimate its

FireWire and 29opsec via S/PDIF.

superior > io7dB rejection of digital images. The

performance as an analogue multi- channel

There are differences in technical performance

Legato Link filter in the player deliberately trades
stopband rejection for reduced pre/post echoes

amplifier. Specifically, the VSA-AXioi delivers 2x

between the DV-757Ai player and VSA-AXioi

145W into 8ohm with asurprising + 2.7dB

amplifier when handling DVD-A and SACD data,

(or ringing) in the time domain. When defeated it

increase to 2x27oW into 4ohm, so tightly

but these cannot be attributed to the FireWire

still only offers amaximum 79dB rejection.

regulated is the power supply. As afurther

connection. Instead, differences in decoder and

example of its regulation, the AXioi continues to

DSP (Motorola/Sony in DV-757Ai and dual

(Audio and Music data Transmission) protocol

deliver 5x145W/8 ohm in multi-channel mode -

SHARC/Motorola in AXioi) plus choice of DACs

which, according to AM824, includes MBLA

asuperb result and one currently unmatched by

(PCM1738 and PCNii7o2 for 757Ai and PCM1704

(Multibit Linear Audio) in both processed and

any other AV amplifier. Analogue distortion,

for AXioi) exert more than apassing influence.

scaled forms, plus 'one- bit' data. Nevertheless,

The IEEE 1394 format supports the A&M

meanwhile, hovers around 0.003% over the bulk

Specifically, while the DVD player enjoys

my measurements suggest that 'one- bit' SACD is

of its power output through all seven channels up

fractionally lower distortion (0.0009% at ikHz

not transmitted as continuous DSD data at all but

to ikHz, increasing to - o.oi% at 2okHz.

and 0.003% at 2okHz vs 0.007% and 0.02%,

as downsampled PCM at 88.2kHz. Bearing in

respectively), it's the amplifier that enjoys the

mind that FireWire is apacket- based data

lends this combination acompetitive edge.

wider S/N ratio (io9dB vs 1o8dB). Fig i[ below

transfer scheme, this makes some sense.

Because FireWire uses packet transmission,

left] indicates that, with both SACD and DVD-A

rather than astream like DVI, it is theoretically

material, distortion is reduced to the level of

clearly derived by dividing down from DSD's

more susceptible to jitter. However, Pioneer has

noise in the player (black spectrum) while the

2.8224MHz sample frequency. Fig 2 [ below right]

countered this by availing itself of FireWire's 11-

amp shows apeak- level increase in mainly odd-

clearly demonstrates this downsampling in action

directionality. Specifically, the flow of data fron

order distortion harmonics (red). Incidentally, I

as the bandwidth of the VSA-AXioi (red

the DVD player is synchronised over the interface

set both the DV-757Ai and VSA-AXioi to an output

spectrum) seems about half that of the DV-757Ai

using areference clock transmitted back from the

of 2V with odBFs data, ensuring that harmonics,

(black). While the hump of requantisation noise

receiver, atechnique not dissimilar to the 'sync'

noise and dynamic range are directly comparable.

(1) arcs upwards in the output of the player - as

At lower digital levels, distortion settles out to

it should - that of the amplifier, and any musical

Nevertheless, it's the digital technology that

feature employed by Arcam and DPA DACs in the

Similarly, the choice of 88.2kHz sampling is

distant past [ and in use today by TAG McLaren

0.006% (
re -3odBFs) in the 757Ai player with all

and dCS]. This up-to-date implementation is

CD, DVD-A and SACD source material, but

detail it carries, is curtailed above 44kHz (2).

equally successful, for while the DV-757Ai player

achieves alower 0.004% via the FireWire and

the player enjoying a 'typical' SACD response

suffers asmattering of data- induced jitter that

AXioi amplifier. While the amplifier is better

that's -3dB down at 6okHz and -7dB down at

Their respective responses confirm this, with

8okHz. With SACD material transmitted over
1.121•14 OVO • OM. 11•18

ifee. 11,01111•10V R ., •

lé,111 ,e. Mx. • •• I • P.M 11 VY noà.... • .

4.•
•
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FireWire, the AX-ioi is -2.8dB down at 3okHz and
-14dB down at 4okHz. More troublesome is the
fact that SACD information beyond 44kHz is
reflected back as alias distortion... Otherwise,
both the DV-757Ai and AX-ioi enjoy responses flat
to 8okHz( -0.2dB) with 192kHz DVD-A material.
To view full QC Suite report's on the DV-757Ai
and player/amplifier combination, including
additional embedded graphics, HFN readers are
invited to visit www.milleraudioresearch.com
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"Our new CD Champion"
***** WHAT HIFI, March 2002

"It's afirm Best Buy"
Hi Fi Choice, April 2002

"In the final score the Exposure
scores as adefinite success"
Hi Fi World, June 2002

Exposure 2010 CD Player

Need we sa

Exposure 2010 series. Now performing in major hi-fi stores.

Exposure 2010 Integrated Amplifier

il

l

Exposure 2010 AM/FM RDS Tuner

www.exposurehifi.com

Exposure 2010 Power Amplifier

Exposure Electrones Ltd: The Works, 59 North Street, Portslade, East Sussex EN 41 1DH, England. Tel +44 1273 423877 Fax: +44 1273 430619
Exposure Asia Pacific .The Works Two, 117A, Jalan SS2/24, 47300 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia. Tel: +603 7875 8181 Fax: +603 7875 2833

high fidelity engineering

opinion
John crabbe
Two items

in the

September issue especially
intrigued me: Keith Howard's

severe HF decline, while at the workaday audiometer's upper
limit of 8kHz, typical men have already undergone over zodB
of loss by the age of 5o, rising to 4odB or more at 60, and

examination of DVD-A's and

around 6odB (and thus avirtual cut-off) at 70. And at adaring

SACD's potential to extend the
frequency range beyond zokHz,

izkHz, male plots tend to fall right off the charts with advancing
age, pointing towards —8odB for the over- 705. Note, though,

and aletter from John Lee

my use of ' typical', 'average' and 'tend', underlining the fact

prompted by that same prospect.

that in hearing, variations between individuals are huge.

As noted by KH (also in his article
on supertweeters two years

weakest link in the hi-fi chain. But they are only 'objective' in

Considered objectively, those variations comprise by far the

earlier), debates concerning the upper hearing limit aren't new.
But Mr Lee widens the field by claiming to have learnt that

the sense that one can plot audiograms, and unless driven to

'around 13% of us hear an extra octave or two' above zokHz.

ragged responses — plus the creeping low-pass filter dictated
by presbycusis — and get on with living. But Isometimes
wonder to what extent disagreements over sound quality arise

This would mean that one- in- eight can hear up to between
4okHz and 8okHz, which is the most radical finding on the
topic I've encountered. Unless, that is, the word 'octave' is an
error and the reference should have been to people who can
hear akilohertz or two beyond the conventional limit, which

the wearing of hearing-aids, we simply live with our private

from those differing inner worlds. In particular, we should
perhaps pause for thought regarding that disputed upper
frequency limit, where atouch more caution now seems

However, asource cited by Keith in his supertweeters piece
might provide partial confirmation for Mr Lee. It presented

in order.
I've at times poked fun at the notion of bothering with
sounds above zokHz, and still suspect that any subjective

evidence of differing brain activity in response to the presence

improvements arising from an extended bandwidth are more

or absence of ultrasonic components in music, with aparallel
firding that signals retaining those components were

likely to reflect reduced spuriae than signify greater fidelity —
but Imay be wrong. Likewise, those of us who've never been

'perceived as more pleasant and rich in nuance'.

troubled (beyond the odd rogue recording) by the HF edginess

might well apply to the youngest 13%.

Yet the equally authoritative- seeming
sources quoted by Prof. Brian Moore in his
introduction to the Psychology of Hearing
evoked the statement that 'while some
people can hear up to 2okHz or so, most
cannot detect the effect of low-pass
filtering [ of] music at 16kHz, [while] even
when they can, the filtering does not
result in degradation of sound quality'.
So, while Howard outdistanced Moore
by adding some anecdotal points
favouring those ultrasonic extras, what

I've at times poked fun at the notion of
bothering with sounds above 20kHz, and
still suspect that any subjective
improvements are more likely to reflect
reduced spuriae than greater fidelity

one finally believes depends on the evidence one takes most
serously, which raises questions of methodology, the selection

so frequently said to plague CDs, but whose hearing doesn't
go beyond tokHz, should accept that this cut-off could simply

of subjects, etc. Did one group, for instance, comprise zo-year-

be removing digital artefacts which are obvious to those with

old studeits and the other across-section of the population,

another octave in hand. This would be better than declaring

or were listeners chosen for their skill in spotting small sonic

like stubborn old men that because we can't hear it, there's

differences?

nothing there.

Also, did the music offered the second group match that

Finally, apostscript to my September piece on HAHartley.

heard by their counterparts in containing ultrasonic elements

I've been alerted to his 1960 booklet Realistic High Fidelity,

when presented in its unfiltered form? And regarding filters,

which includes details of the Boffle enclosure.

how did age affect reactions to that 16kHz cut-off?
At 20 Icould hear up to 18kHz, but the limit has now fallen

But these concern its open-backed form, not the sealed
version I'd witnessed in 1950, and as the text in question first

to 9kHz, accompanied by considerable downward shelving
from 5kHz onwards. This probably seems dreadful to many

appeared in the USA in 1957, I'm now inclined to wonder

readers, yet is actually better than average for amale of 73,

whether Hartley had by that time reverted to the Boffle's
earlier format for commercial reasons, possibly in response to

while, paradoxically, clashing cymbals and fortissimo brass

AR's well- publicised closed- box venture in the mid-' 505.

seem as brilliant as ever (see my 'Touch of Tilt', July'98).
I
say ' male' because women generally experience aless

Is there anyone out there able to throw further light on
this?

Zi
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soundtracks in her own studio, but, as she says,
there's nothing like the real thing
WORDS STEVE HARRIS

PICTURES ROGER PHILLIPS

ound for
pietures

system setup

For achange,

our subject in this month's interview
isn't ahi-fi enthusiast, and in fact she barely qualifies as ahi-fi
owner. But no-one could claim afiner ear for the nuances of
recorded music than Debbie Wiseman, who is one of Britain's
most prolific and successful composers of film and TV
soundtracks. Her feature film credits include the score for
Wilde and Tom's Midnight Garden. Her music for television
spans everything from action drama to documentaries to
comedy, and the almost endless list of her TV credits ranges
from the title music for Jackanory to Vets in Practice
Hiroshima: The Decision To Drop The Bomb to Operation
Lemur with John Cleese. She's also just released a CD, for
which she adapted many of her scores for full symphony
orchestra. The disc also includes The Ugly Duckling, her
musical setting of the Hans Andersen story.
Debbie started on the road to becoming acomposer at the
age when Alice dreamed her way down the rabbit hole.
'I think these things are kind of with you from an early age.
Iguess Iwas about seven and ahalf when Istarted learning
the piano, and then Istarted to fiddle around at the piano
much more than kids of that age usually do. They would be
going out playing in the park and stuff, and Iwould be
obsessed with piano and want to just play all the time and
learn about it. Iwent to Trinity College of Music, where for
young children who are interested in melody and are fairly
gifted, they have what they call aSaturday Exhibition Course,
where you go and you learn all things that you couldn't really
learn at school — theory, harmony and writing and singing —
and Igot introduced to the idea of composing there.
'There was a class where many of the
children used to stand in acircle and one of
them would start a tune, and the next one
along would have to carry on the tune. And it
was the idea of making a little germ of a
phrase into something more, that it would
then become a melody. And it was a very
clever and quite an inspiring little class, and introduced me to
the idea of wanting to write melody. Which is the art of alot
of film music, having agood tune.'
How did you get your break into the commercial world?
'It's always tough to get your first gig, whatever it is you're
doing. I studied music and drama for three years at the
Guildhall School of Music, doing composition and piano.
Iwas writing alot for my composition course, obviously, and
Ibuilt up ashow reel of music. Iput that together on cassette,
and sent it out to probably about 100 producers, directors, and
people that Iknew were in production on television and film.
And out of those 100 letters, Igot one reply! It was from a
director who'd never worked with composers before, but had
liked what he'd heard on the cassette, and he said right, come
in and have ameeting to discuss this Channel 4film. Idid, and
we got on, and he took achance.
The music Debbie wrote for this was, as she puts it, 'very
serious choral music, quite dark and ominous' and the film
was Strike out of Time, adrama/documentary about aminers'

strike. ' It was quite abig risk for the director because he'd
never actually worked with acomposer before — he'd always
used source music off CDs and stuff — but we got on very well
and Idid two or three more things with him. And slowly built
up afew credits.'
Composing with electronic instruments came later. ' It is
true that the technology has come on ahell of alot over the
past 10 or 15 years that I've been writing music. Iwas trained
as acomposer, not as aprogrammer, so consequently all this
was quite new to me. When Ihad directors over, they liked to
preview the score before getting to the studio and conducting
the orchestra — where you're spending alot of money — and
Iused sit at the piano and just play and I'd have to say " Here's
where the percussion is, this is the strings, this is the brass",
and try and get them to imagine it all. And it was no mean feat
for adirector to have to do that. I'm the composer, they're
not, Ican hear the music in my head.., in the same way that
they can visualise ascene, but to explain it to someone is a
much harder task.
'I went through acouple of years of doing that, and began
to realise that it wasn't ideal. And
when they came into the studio,
there were surprises. Maybe the
brass was stronger than they'd
imagined, and they'd say "Oh, can
we lose the brass?". Whereas if I'd
previewed it in amore finished form,
we could have had those discussions
before we got into the studio.

'People watch films and they know
there's music there, but they don't really
understand how it gets there.'
'So Istarted finding ways of trying to mock up a score,
whether it was orchestral, or a band, saxophones, drums,
guitars or whatever. Ineeded to find away of being able to
preview the music, so over the years I've built up a set-up
using sequencer programmes, samples, keyboards, drum
machines (though Iuse drum samples now), where in really
quite quick time, Ican play in all the individual parts, save
them, and lock them to picture. So the director can sit
here, and hear pretty much a finished orchestration and
arrangement of the music, and then they'll say "The brass is
great, but can we have less of it until he actually stabs the
victim..." or whatever.
And we have these discussions here, rather than at the
studio. Because the minute you start trying to have those
discussions with a full 60-piece orchestra, then it means
spending very large amounts of money. Which producers
don't like.'
So you can get close to the sound of the orchestra in away
you couldn't have done 10 years or even five years ago?
«"JV
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THE

MOST

ADVANCED

LOUDSPEAKER

IN

ITS

CLASS

Heavily braced, curved cabinets
with achoice of real wood veneers
offer class-leading build quality. A new
extended response, alloy housed and decoupled
tweeter ensures class-leading technology. Large spikes,
shielded terminals and high quality internal wiring
confirm the attention to detail in execution.., but it is the

•

improvement in sound quality and control that nothing can
prepare you for. The next generation is here.

All models are available in Winter Maple, Rosewood and Black Ash veneers.
All floorstanding models are supplied complete with plinth and spikes.
Prices start from just £ 250.
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For more information, please visit our website at www.wharfedale.co.uk
Wharfedale International Ltd, IAG House, Sovereign Court, Ermine Business Park, Huntingdon, PE29 6XU, Tel: 0845 458 0011 Fax: 01480 431767

system setup

'Samples have come on an awful lot, string samples in
particular; you can almost hear the bow! It's quite remarkable
how good they are. But there's nothing like the real thing,
although they're agreat tool for acomposer.
'It's great for me to be able to sit aside from the picture and
be alittle bit distant, rather than being physically involved in
playing the music along with the picture. Ican sit back, like the
audience and view it myself, and that's really helpful. But
there's nothing like hearing areal flautist, or areal guitarist or
a real saxophonist, hearing them play, give a performance.
Because I'm playing everything with
keyboard technique — they're giving it
breath. It's completely different'
'People watch films and they know
there's music there, but they don't really
understand how it gets there. You are
writing very much to picture, so for every
single frame timing is everything. It's the
way you respond to dialogue, it's the way
you follow an actor, it's the way you create an atmosphere for
a scene that makes the film music work. And so it's very
important to be very aware of what's going on visually.
`Sometimes Iwrite a wonderfully melodic, three-minute
sequence, with abeginning middle and end. And then aweek
later the director will send me another cut where it's
completely different, they've chopped out the middle, they've
added another scene, right where Ihad my big crescendo, and
they've changed the whole feeling of the scene. And you really
have to start again. And there's a lot of that, rewriting to

accommodate changes that the film-maker's making, and you
can't get too worried about doing that. You have to be very
adept and good at making last-minute changes. They all say
there's no such thing as alocked picture and it's true, because
sometimes right up until the day before you're going into the
studio with an orchestra, you'll get sent acut with one scene
that's slightly changed, and your music has to fit. It just has to!
It's no good having another 15 seconds at the end that goes off
into the next scene and doesn't work.'
What had been the impact of surround sound? Were there
other sound quality considerations when working in 5.1?
'It's very important how it's mixed. For the purposes of my
studio room here, Ijust pan things in stereo. When Igo into
the studio and we record, then it's our music engineer's job,
especially on afilm with 5.1 digital surround. And it's then a
conversation between myself and the engineer to decide how
best to deliver the music. And pretty well all films now are
done in 5.1 and the music gets laid down in that format. And
we decide how much to use of the surround, if any at all, how
best to work with it... the technical side is something I'm
learning about all the time.
Soundtracks can play abig part in introducing music to new

'There's nothing like hearing a
real flautist, or areal guitarist
or areal saxophonist, hear
them play, give aperformance'
listeners, says Debbie. ' Younger people often wouldn't
necessarily be interested in classical music, but they hear
something interesting in the cinema and they enjoy the whole
thing, and they'd be quite happy to go and buy the soundtrack,
which could be classical — orchestral. It's away of introducing
people to classical music, or to other kinds of music. And the
great thing about soundtrack albums is that it reminds you of
the film, and the whole experience and the fun you had. When
you buy apiece of classical music, you draw your own pictures,
but it isn't quite the same!'

THE SYSTEM
E- mu Emulator 4XT Ultra
E- mu Emulator 4
Fatar SSL 800 master MIDI keyboard
Cadenza sequencing software (on PC)
Tascam 8o8 mixing desk
Yamaha moo reverb unit
Aiwa DAT machine
HHB CD- Rrecorder
HHB Circle 5active midfield monitors
(internal 14oW LF and 7oW HF amplifiers)

'I started finding ways

Sony VP5o3o Lo- Band U-Matic

of trying to mock up a

Sony TV Monitor

score, whether it was
orchestral, or aband,
saxophones, drums,
guitars or whatever'
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New music from John Adams • Mahler 7from Berlin • Rachmaninov
transcriptions • Gould's Goldberg Variations repackaged • Badlands' cool
jazz • stomping with Arnett Cobb • rock pop and audiophile releases

classical

— is this
why the
composer's
friend Ingram

ADAMS:

Marshall

Naive and Sentimental Music

hears

LAPO/Salonen

Sibelius in

Nonesuch 7559

79636 2

Ltztm 28s

the music
the Seventh

from four orchestras, Naive and

Symphony)?

Sentimental Music was premiered by

It is also

Esa-Pekka Salonen (the dedicatee) and the

quite arowdy

Los Angeles Philharmonic and recorded

score, which

in October 1999. Adams's title comes from

doesn't make

an essay by Schiller, ' On Naive and

it less easy to

Sentimental Poetry', when (1795) those

follow, but

LOS ANGELES PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA

(cf the end of
Written in 1998-9, and ajoint commission

words hadn't the stigma implied today.

made me

Ambitious in scope, it is in three sections,

wonder

'Naive and Sentimental Music', ' Mother of

whether

the Man' and ' Chain to the Rhythm'.

some of was ironic or, for Adams, aslightly

O Esa-

IS BACH:

indulgent reliance on cliche. He's sharp

Pekka

St John Passion, BWV 245

enough to know how apulse can carry his

Salonen, to

Midori Suzuki/Robin Blaze/Gerd Türk/

listener along way into the music, new

whom John

Chiyuki Urano/Stephen MacLeod/

aural territory though it may be.

Adams

Bach Collegium Japan/Suzuki

dedictated

TDK DV-BAJPM

It's an exciting piece, just up Salonen's
street, which breaks off on arising figure

ratings

'Papa' Haydn incorporated jokes;

Sound quality: Performance
Fine modern recording
Good
Moderate
Poor

A: I
B:

Very good

2 Good

C: 3

Moderate

D:4

Poor

H: H

Historical

Beethoven used the form as amanifesto;

Naive and

nthe 20th century mechanical rhythms

Sentimental

appeared (Stravinsky, Prokofiev). So what

Music

120R1

DVD, with interview

Given the success of Masaaki Suzuki's BIS

should be the manner of a21st century

recordings of Bach Cantatas, this filmed

symphony? There is, as Marshall asserts, a

performance at the Suntory Hall Tokyo

sense of journeying, asense of landscapes

(July moo) will be of interest: not perhaps

and simple people (Copland), the seminal

to someone in search of aprofound

Rite of Spring never far away. Here, Adams

emotional experience from the Passion,

A ' star' denotes outstanding quality. Ratings

moves into alooser, more pop-ish — or

for the realisation — using an edition used

also show disc price codings: • full price

popular (John Williams-ish) — way of

by the composer from one of five known

• mid price • budget price • special price.

composing. Not to be missed, but Iwonder

versions — is clean, light and airy. But it

Historical, eg. 78rpm

I Sound quality and performance are
separately graded at the end of each review.

IR All discs reviewed are available from the
CD

Service: tel 01234 741152

for details.

CLASSICAL CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG
JAll BEN WATSON
ROCK JOHNNY BLACK
AUDIOPHILE VARIOUS

O

decemie—r-Zoi"

how it will ultimately be regarded set

shows Suzuki's small, predominantly

against the total oeuvre.

young group in action, directed from one

Beautiful sound from the Dorothy

of two continuo harpsichords; and in a

Chandler Pavilion; Sony should try it rather

four- minute interview we can see this

than the film studio location more often

elegant musician speaking in fastidious

used for LAPO recordings. CB A:1* •

English. CB Au V

BARTOK:

MAHLER:

The Miraculous Mandarin •

Symphony 7

Concerto for Orchestra

BPO/Abbado

lunge Deutsche Philharmonie/Gustav

DG 471 623-2

78m 075

Mahler Jügendorchester/Eotvos
Budapest Music Center CD 058
69m 405

RICHARD HAUGHTON/ERATO

musicchoice

This is from aPhilharmonie concert given
in May 2001, effectively superseding
Claudio Abbado's earlier Chicago version.

The two most eagerly anticipated concerts

The applause is instantaneous (unlike the

at this years Proms were both with youth

Ninth, reviewed last month) and no

orchestras: Rattle in Mahler 8; Argerich

wonder: the playing in the finale is

with Abbado, conducting the Mahler

absolutely magnificent, with no letup,

lügendorchester which he founded in

Abbado somehow clarifying textures

1986. Here, under composer- conductor

(which include amassive deep bell at the

Peter Eotvos they are recorded live in

ending) and meaning. This is no small

Concerto for Orchestra (
albeit adecade

matter in asymphony that looks as far

ago). But the more electrifying

back as the Klagende Lied yet is already

performance on the disc is the complete

preparing the ground for Das Lied von der

David

Miraculous Mandarin, also live (1994).

Erde with its vistas of Shangri-la. The

Pyatt

This is partly aquestion of sound
quality, which in Concerto for Orchestra is

correspondingly big opening march is full
of seeming contradictions; but Abbado's

rather constricted in ambience, with close

pacing of the Seventh is beyond reproach

reappears, albeit uncredited, but Pyatt's

focus on, for instance, timpani. But if there

throughout. How very different aview of

profile has been omitted second time

are sonically preferable alternatives, in this

the music from that of his Berlin successor,

around. CB A(B):**1 2II

version the Hungarian elements are

Sir Simon Rattle ( EMI).

wonderfully idiomatic. Consider it abonus

RACHMANINOV:

Quite closely miked, the instrumental

with an exceptional Mandarin — more

colours are bright but this has amore

Piano Transcriptions, etc

spacious in sound, from aWDR studio,

amenable sound than the Ninth. Record of

Vladimir Ashkenazy ( pno)

though there's some noise and coughs

the Month. CB A—A*:1* •

Decca vo 291-2

from the audience. Perhaps they were

435

taken aback by the violence in the music,

MOZART:

It's daring for any pianist to embark on a

at its most ghoulish when the chorus

Horn Concertos 1-4 • Horn Quintet

collection of Rachmaninov transcriptions,

enters (lost when conductors only do the

David Pyatt ( hrn)/Academy of St

given the historic precedents of the

Suite). The players are unabashed and

Martin's/Marriner

composer himself, Horowitz (
Polka de WR)

unleash atorrent of noise where called for.

Warner Classics 0927 46723 2

The 32m ballet is presented as asingle

or, famously, MoiseiwIsch in the
Midsummer Night's Dream scherzo. Not to

69m 33s, reissue

track. CB A—Ba* B—Ca •

SASHA GUSOV/DECCA

78m

mention lames Galway in Flight of the
Published five years ago, these Keener/

Bumblebee! But then, Ashkenazy is

Oldham productions from Air Studios and

nothing if not aRachmaninov specialist

St George's, Bristol, are reissued in

(with four recordings of the Third Concerto

Warner's new ' Elatus' midpriced series,

to his credit), and he makes this collection

and they comprise amost enjoyable set of

— which also includes the Six Morçeaux

the concertos, elegantly accompanied by

for four hands and three other short pieces

Sir Neville Marriner, and with asoloist (at

where he is partnered by his son, Vovka;

only 14 years old, Pyatt was BBC Young

and in Romance (
six hands) his wife, Dody

Musician of the Year in 1988) of

— not just aseries of party- pieces but

considerable sensitivity and technical

musically interesting. This is because he

mastery. That is similarly evident in the

has charm but also an underlying

quintet, but although completely

seriousness of purpose. There's acomic

professional in what they do, the four

minute or so when trumpeter Alastair

strings — violin, two violas, cello — seem

Mackie takes part, w.th an obbligato

to adopt abackground role and this

Rachmaninov thought of later, in Italian

coupling is slightly disappointing.

Polka. (
It reminded me of the BBC's

So is the transfer, for Warner appear to

Ground Force tune!) The Romance uses

have thought it desirable to add weight to

material familiar from the Second

the sound; the original was more true to

Concerto; and the recital begins with a

instrumental timbres; and since stocks

Vladimir

chromatic transcription of Bach's Emajor

have been around recently down to £6.99

Ashkenazy

Violin Partita It ends with ashort

or so, it is worth looking first for the

plays

arrangement, which the composer used to

original Erato disc [ 0630 17074 2j. Here,

Rachmaninov

play in the States, of Star Spangled

Misha Donat's informative booklet note

transcriptions

Banner: not here in memoriam 9/11, for

«j\f-december

2002
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reviews
this programme was undertaken in

with the Flute Concertos Opio, 458 078-

December moo. CB A:1-1* •

2). Here he joins asmall group of period

TOM SPECHT

•

instrumentalists specialising in Venetian

STRAUSS:

early music; as before, Hogwood directs

Don Quixote • Don Juan

from harpsichord or organ continuo

VPO/Previn

(although the ' Chaconne' booklet also lists

Telarc CD- 80262

59m 30s, reissue

Frederico Guglielmo as ' maestro al
violinol. The 12 concertos, for varied

Cocooned under headphones listening to
the Vienna Philharmonic playing Strauss:
how sybaritic! These are reissues from
1990 (Musikvereinsaal), and Previn has

André Previn wisely lets the
orchestra get on with what it does best

the orchestra's principal cellist Franz
Bartolomey as Don Quixote. ( It was never
Strauss's intention that astar soloist

combinations of string instruments, have

should be called in; and in Maazel's 1969

been newly edited by Hogwood and

Decca recording with the VP0 the cellist

sessions were completed this spring in a

was its then principal, Emanuel Brabec.)

villa in Lonigo.
Guglielmo's players favour abright
O Violinist Julia Fischer

performances where Previn wisely seeks

upper register, and given the close balance,

to make no obvious points, but lets the

the CDs are alittle too insistent for relaxed

orchestra get on with what it does best.

headphone listening — there's some slight

the music and what she felt about this

The sound is beautifully balanced. My only

background hum, too, which headphones

specific June 2001 recording project. The

complaint, again, is that in Don Quixote 12

pick up.

rnenJ elaborates the theme of choice, so

However, in the room, with the replay

one can pick amovement within a

master: the variations cannot be accessed

level precisely set, these productions will

favoured concerto in either format.

as separate tracks. CB An •

feel star-worthy. As to the playing, for my

index entries are retained from the old

The Academy, led by Kenneth Sillito, is

taste — however impeccable from the

!educed to 11 players and the musical

VIVALDI:

point of view of authenticity — it's too

performance is clean cut but not that

L'estro armonico, Op.3

tersely delivered for proper enjoyment (as

remarkable. The booklet gives asummary

L'Arte dell'Arco/Hogwood

opposed to possible enlightenment). I

of the work, with the original sonnets that

Chandos CHAN 0689(2)

confess I'm happier with the sweeter, fuller

allow listeners to identify the

sound of Argo's 1973 set by The St Martin's

programmatic elements, complemented by

Academy — that too is on Double Decca,

four 18th- century verses by othe• poets

Christopher Hogwood's earlier recording of

443 476-2 — even if Vivaldi would have

and twelve paragraphs listing rather

Op.3 was with the Academy of Ancient

expected far fewer strings. CB A(*):2 •

obvious seasonal characteristics, botanical

2CDs, 103m 185

and otherwise.

Music (reissued as a ' Double Decca' set

VIVALDI:

The target audience would seem to be

The Four Seasons

more Classic FM than BBC loyal and, with

Julia Fischer (vin)/Academy of St

as much kick as milky Ovaltine, the

Martin's

programme fails to push : he envelope in

BBC/Opus Arte OA 0818 Dio5m, DVD

any direction. CB A:3 V

programme with classical music and

BRITISH LIGHT CLASSICS
volai

something to do with... gardening?'

The New London Orchestra/Corp

'Now wouldn't it be nice to have a

This is, in essence, aperformance of

Hyperion CDA 67400

77m 53 5

the first four concertos from Vivaldi's Op.8
filmed at Foster Associates' dome

No doubt this 20-track programme of Light

enclosure at the National Botanic Garden

Classics ( it includes Desert Island Discs'

of Wales. It's dressed up with the options

signature tune, Sleepy Lagoon; Arthur

of performance film or 'director's cut',

Benjamin's Jamaican Rumba; Ketelby's In a

which merely introduces scenic and floral

Monastery Garden; and the old Top of the

shots taken around the venue over the

Pops' Marching Strings) will prove as

four seasons and has more varied camera

popular as earlier Ronald Corp discs. The

work within the dome. There's also a

playing struck me as even finer than in the

series of film clips, with Vivaldi in the

past and the sound (engineered by Julian

background, where different people (and

Millard) first class, as before. How many

the young soloist herself — with intercut

readers could come up with the tune for

slow motion!) voice their reactions to the

Frederic Curzon's Ostracised Imp? Perhaps

O Christopher Hogwood records his

seasons and give preferences. Lastly, Julia

only afew, but most of us will recognise it!

new edition of Vivaldi's L'estro ormonico

Fischer describes how she began to play

CB A:s •
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These are warm, affectionate

musk:choice
Living Legends
The names still excite, even if all but

his DG recordings with the LSO of the last three

two of the artists mentioned in this roundup

Tchaikovsky symphonies were not well

unusually, the LPO (1961) as coupling [ BBCL

are no longer alive. Glenn Gould's first studio

received. ( In fact, the orchestra owed more to

4102-2, 74M 095

recording of Bach's Goldberg Variations (
1955,

Previn, whose television programmes brought a

beautiful sound, somehow makes these

mono) is certainly legendary and it reappears

new profile altogether.) One 1977 concert,

warhorses sound fresh: principally because

in aSony Classical package with his 1981

comprising the Second Symphonies of

he acts not as someone to be followed, but as

remake — the album title ' The Complete

Schubert and Brahms, is now on BBC Legends

achamber- music player, adapting to what the

Goldberg Variations' isn't quite accurate, as

[BBCL 4104-2, 7om 305]. There's areal charge

orchestra does. The Canzonetta is afine

there was alive Salzburg version too, on this

of atmosphere here, with the applause cutting

example of this, the phrasing amodel of

mono]. Oistrakh, with his

label — with athird, bonus disc comprising

in well before the Brahms finale ends. But I'm

musical clarity. The Brahms is not so good

outtakes and a5om interview with Tim Page,

not convinced that these performances are

because Sargent's conducting is rather rigid:

where Gould discusses the work, also touching

ones to live with, and the playing is often

he is surely too slow in the introduction to the

on the notorious Brahms concerto with

approximate, although keen, and some of

slow movement; here, Ifound myself listening

Bernstein when he publicly disagreed with his

BOhm's gestures are heavy-handed. C:2-3

merely to the solo line. A—Ba*B—C:2

soloist's approach [ SM3K 87703, 3CDs, 153m
4os]. All the material is remastered from the

SONY CLASSICAL

Brahms accompanied by Sargent and,

lust as there are few live recordings of Bohm

The 1965 Erato recordings of Roussel's

in orchestral music, so there are few

Symphonies 3and 4,with the Lamoureux

unedited analogue tapes (the digital master

live Rubinstein recordings, although his studio

Orchestra under Charles Munch, make a

from 1981 rejected as its technology gave less

work was vast. BBC Legends has aChopin

welcome return on Warner Music ' Elatus'

acceptable SOniCS); notes are

[
0927

by Page and the pianist's

48m o6s] — they
were first issued here on a

original sleeve note is

World RecordClub LP — and

reprinted. This transfer

offer interesting

involved checking takes

comparisons with the

against the original producer's

Cluytens versions from the

log but all concerned were

same year, more generously

convinced that the familar

coupled on Testament [ SBT

digital sound was far inferior.

1239]. The Cluytens has the

46 73 0 2,

Time to upgrade then?

more open, deeper

Certainly if you have the first

soundstage and his

CD issue from 1981, where

conducting is more subtle.

only asingle track was given:

Munch, though, brings

there are 32 now. But the

energy and punch to the

outtakes merely show that

music; so it is apity that

even Gould could hit awrong

digital processing has lost

key, and his combining God

some of the ambient

Save the King with Star-

character of the original.

Spangled Banner merits only
one hearing too — though it's

B—Ca •
O Glenn Gould's Goldberg Variations are repackaged with interview

interesting to hear him

No-one has recorded
Schubert's Winterreise more

announce his own ' take' numbers, moving

Eminor Concerto with Giulini and the

times than Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau; his earliest

quickly on from one to another. The discussion

Philharmonia (1961) and aBroadcasting House

account with Gerald Moore as accompanist,

is mostly about timing differences between the

mixed Chopin recital given in 1959 [ BBCL 4105-

made in Berlin in 1955, reappears in EMI's

two sets (mainly down to repeats observed in

2, 77m 375 mono]. The sound balance doesn't

Great Recordings series [ 567927

the later version) and the listener has to get

allow us to hear much of the accompaniments

mono]. In an admirably objective and full note,

past Gould's heavy-handed humorous

and, frankly, I
don't feel that Rubinstein brings

John Steane sets out the ' pros and cons' of this

impersonations to glean any real nuggets.

anything fresh to these pieces (although he

singer's developing interpretation of the song-

Tempi were quicker in 1955, however, and

plays three Études from Op.io, which he didn't

cycle, and takes his reader through the

Gould must have known full well that his later
timings for the Aria were simply inconsistent

record commercially — the Fminor is very

interpretation, song by song. At this time,

approximate); apart from parts of the Andante

Fischer-Dieskau's voice was much lighter and

with his musical aims, as discussed with Page.

spianato this is pretty much production- line

he used an intimate half-voice more, as if

There's also aSony DVD of the later recording

Rubinstein. Turgid in the concerto, the mono

singing to himself, although he also

sessions, SVD 48424. Ca(*) A:1-2 •

sound in the solos is good. CB C:2 A:3-2

commanded aringing, steely forte for the more

In the mid- 19705 the LSO was looking for a

Far more gripping than either of these discs

2, 74M

36s

bitter songs. The partnership with Gerald

conductor who by association might bring

is (yet another!) Tchaikovsky Concerto with

Moore was remarkable too, suggesting

'gravitas' to the orchestra; Karl Bohm was

David Oistrakh, in this case with the RPO under

complete mental harmony and supportiveness.

persuaded to become 'conductor laureate'. But

Norman del Mar, whom Beecham promoted

The sound is free of distortion and has come

he conducted them on very few occasions and

from the ranks of horn player (1960), with the

up well. CB Ca(*)•
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Fay Sex
C1 ,124 4,+7185
AJO Consultants
West Sussex
01293 545301
Audo T
Essex
01277 254730
Audio T
Soutnampton
02380 252327
Awl° T
Gloucestershire
01242 58....50

"As well as apower distributor - basically an upmarket six-bar plug the
remarkable CleanLine is also amains filter It is this second attribute that
leads to the dramatic improvement in sound quality that the machine brings
to our reference system: the resulting sound has, well, just more of
everything" - What Wei?

When you consider agrand won't pay for ametre's worth of any of the
top cables on the market today, the SubStation looks like agift."
Ken Kessler Hi -Fi News

Audio T
Buckinghamshire
01494 55E585
Audio T
East Su ;sex
01323 731-336

"These products have never failed to deliver the sonic goods, no matter how
impressive the system sounded without them." - Roy Gregory Hi Fi+

B&B HI-P
Berk:hire
01635 32474
0118 958 5739
English Audio

Hazlemere Audio

HiFi Exoerience
' edor
3535

anew standard...

Loud & Clear
Sccxland
0131 226 6500
0141 221 0221
0131 555 3963

Within the market of premium
audio it is vital to offer

Moorgate Acoustics
Sriett rib
0114 275 8048

exceptional performance and
value for money. Products must

Music eladert
Middlesex
0208 420 1925

be made to the highest of
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attractive. A manufacturer must
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training and support as well as
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Oxford Audio
Consultants
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PhollogratelY
Hampshre
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on purchase own aproduct that

customers should experience
excellence at every stage, and
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product that fills their lives with

Radlen Audio

pleasure.
It is for these reasons that more
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our products with more and
more customers writing letters of

Replay Audio
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musicchoice
jazz

quartet of female classical players. Maja
Ratkje (voice, electronics, violin) won first
prize at Gaudeamus; Kristin Andersen
(trumpet) is acomposer; Lene Grenager
(cello) has studied with Judith Weir; Hild

PINEY BROWN & EDDIE MACK

Tafjord (French horn) played on Trygve

Hoot And Holler Saturday Night!

Seim's Different Rivers for ECM in

Delmark DE-754

58m 495

2000.

The group admires the startling
freshness singers Maggie Nichols,

Singers Piney Brown and Eddie Mack may

Christine Jeffrey and Vanessa Mackness

not have been the greatest jump- blues

bring to Free Improvisation. However, the

shouters — that superlative must be

power of those distinctive voices lies in a

reserved for Big Joe Turner and Wynonie

critical relation to the skill and earnestness

Harris — but they certainly made

of the other musicians. The German group

infectious music. Recorded between 1948

Can played similar music years ago, but

and 1950 for the Apollo label, their small-

they sounded like they were staking their

band swing laid the ground for amplified

lives on it: Spunk's cocktail of folk,

R&B. The personnel is largely unspecified,

electronica and jazz seems to be a

though we know these octets and sextets

whimsical interlude in the participants'

were usually drawn from the contemporary

serious careers. Amusing, though, to hear

O Arnett

Py Tom Scott, and Herman had updated
the Hera's souria (electric piano from Andy

Erskine Hawkins Big Band. Brown and

asubsidiary of ECM — that bastion of

Cobb: 'an old

_averne, electric bass from Ron Paley) to

Mack relate humorous tales of ghetto life

taste and decorum — indulge the cheap,

swinging

salute Scott's sleek fusion of hardbop and

— woman trouble, partying until the cops

distorted sonics which are all the rage

work- horse

rack. As ever, the trim and tidy playing of

show up, money shortage. When these

among musical dissidents. BW

stomper'

the Hera will not convince fans of the play-

A:2

•

themes appear today, they're called Hip

it- as- you- live- it school (one which

Hop: back then, the motto on the 78rpm

BADLAND

disc ran ' Vocal Blues'. BW

Axis Of Cavity

•

Bruce's Finger BF4o

ARNETT COBB
Movin' Right Along
Prestige OJC CDio74

38m 215

stretches from Duke Ellington to the
Stones), but it sfull of virtues, albeit
54m 53 5

somewhat precious ones. The brass is
amazingly tight and nimble. ' King Cobra' is

Badland are asax/bass/drum trio

exotic: Jirn Pugh's trombone solo is ahigh

(Simon Rose, Simon Fell, Steve Noble) who

point, and Laverne's electronic eftects

play achill kind of jazz. Altoist Rose is the

recalling Don Preston's cortributions to

Leroi Jones called Texan tenor Arnett Cobb

dominant voice. He has some of the

Frank Zappas The Grand Wazoo. Stevie

'an old swinging work- horse stomper',

English reserve which John Butcher

Wonder (Ttor't You Worry ' Bout AThing')

though what immediately strikes you

specialises in, but he hasn't totally

and Chick Corea (' Spain'] supply atacky

about his playing is its ease and

eliminated the melodic fervour and gospel

romanticism. Herman's hoarse vocal on

naturalness. With Art Taylor (drums), Sam

excess of the black American free players.

'Jazzman' adds awelcome touch of

Jones (bass), Bobby Timmons (piano) and

However, what he plays is no forced

gruffness. This sthe sound of musical

Buck Clark (conga) on 16-17 February 1960

compromise: he has his own, rather

expertise: Ike Mel Tormé's work with

— aVan Gelder recording — he couldn't

dignified, sound. The music is linear and

Marty Paich, you miss the contingency and

go wrong. Cobb's soul- jazz, with its

fluid, with Fell and Noble suggesting

directness of the blues, but sometimes the

ineluctable, hand- clap gospel beat,

sonics and textures which provide

precision simply blows you away. BW

became such adesirable commodity that

alternative environments for Rose's central

ersatz versions abound. Though his tenor

voice. The musicians evidently appreciate

is the very definition of ' tough', the feel is

current developments in Electronica (those

•

FOURPLW
Heartfelt

so authentic, such arelief from the

alien ambiences of hiss and rustle), though

apologetic ironies of postmodernism, that

the jazz muscle is not as eviscerated as it

the experience is calming. BW

is in VHF or 1st (other trios involving Fell).

Fouiplay are aquartet comprising the

SPUNK

Some of Noble's clattering inventions here

founding fathers of Smooth Jazz: Bob

and Fell's spuming ' walking bass' are

James (keyboards), Larry Carlton (guitar),

Den overste toppen pi en blimelt

priceless. Extraordinary how clean and

Nathan East (bass) and Harvey Mason

flaggstang

sober jazz can become and still remain,

(drums). The simpering major- key lushness

essentially, jazz. Special. BW Au •

of LA's in- car muzak meets dark organic

Rune Gramoffen RCD 2026

•

59m 58s

Bluebird/BM o9o26 63916 66m o135

funk. Production is satisfyingly
The title translates from the Norwegian as

WOODY HERMAN

'The Very Top Of ABlue- Painted Flagpole'

King Cobra

Make Love', the track recalls Prince), but

Fantasy/Original Jazz Classics

the quartet sound like they're improvisng

and is drawn from the world of Pippi
Longstocking, the Minnie the Minx- type
creation of Astrid Lindgren, the late

OJC-1068

contemporary (when East sings on ' Let's

37M 18S

in real time. Canton's accomplished guitar
cuts through wet and live. These players

Swedish children's author. Although their

This studio recording of Woody Herman

name sounds seedily male and adolescent

and his18-piece Herd was made in

attention to ther personal sounds, and

to English ears, Spunk are actually a

Berkeley in January 1975. The title track is

end up with aminor classic. BW

are hip enough to use the studio to draw
•
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WHITE NOISE
AUDIO KITS, MODULES, COMPONENTS

forty years of

valve amplifiers

"Steinhart Audio
particularly tickled
my ears"
Paul Messenger, stereophik US

t9e0ilatica,
48 High Street, Northampton NN4 ONE UK.
tel/fax01604-660 285

PRODUCTS
INCLUDE: Power
Amplifiers
30-250W,
Preamplifiers, Phono stages, Active Crossovers, Power
Supplies, Buffer Amp:ifiers, Balanced line drivers / receivers,
Stepped attenuators, Gold plated connectors, Cables,
Capacitors,
Resistors,
S9111.conductors,
Transformers,
Subwoofers, Loudspeaker drive units

WHITE NOISE
II STATION ROAD
BEAPSDEN
GLASGOW
G61-4AW

TRANSPARANCY
Martin Lo»

des

and manu ;ewe the

http://www.wnaudio.com
Email:- david.white38entlworld.com
Tel:- 0141-942-2460 ( until 9pm)
Fax:- 0141-587-7377

COLOURATION
The only Lolouration we're interested in is the
.-o/nur of .,
Ymr money. But Ihr this we offer a
lot: two demonstration studios, installation and
design renio, ardil and eAport facilities and the
o,orld's finest audio and
equipment. 11 -briber

speakers to .zrare any listemn.zroom.

istenin
rooms

MARTIN LOGAN

W\AAN.LISTENINGROOMS.COM
161 OLD BROMPTON ROAD LON
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GRAHAM COXON
The Kiss of Morning
Transcopic TRANCDoi8

SUPERGRASS
Life On Other Planets
Parlophone 7
243 5iteoce

46m 305

With Blur evidently having gone the way of
2 6tom

all things, their former guitarist Graham
Coxon is the first of the remnants to stick

45s

It's hard to deny, with three platinum

his head up over the parapet with anew

albums already to their credit, that

album, actually his second solo effort, on

Supergrass is one of the most successful

his own label.

UK rock acts to have emerged in the last

Coxon has kept the personnel very

decade. What makes this fourth potentially

much to aminimum, with only peerless

platinum platter particularly interesting is

pedal-steel virtuoso BI Cole and keyboard

that frontman Gaz Coombes seems to have

wiz Louis Vause listed as contributors.

finally accepted that he's the nearest thing

Coxon himself plays guitars, bass, drums

we've got to Marc Bolan, and he wears that

and harmonica, as well as writing the

particular influence with pride on several
tracks, notably the album's superbly

songs and co- producing the album.
Unfortunately, there's one other thing
he does. He, and Iuse the word very

exhilarating first single, 'Grace'.
Many of his contemporaries — Damon

owner, Matt Hales has been immersed in

o

music since he started writing songs on

Supergrass

loosely, sings. While it's undeniably true

Albarn and Jarvis Cocker immediately

the living room piano aged four and,
brother, does it show. If ever asong made
me want to buy aproduct, it was that first

provide a

that singing slightly out of tune can be

feelgood
alternative
to angst

charming at times (especially in people

rock

emotional way, then singing ashade out of

spring to mind — seem to be thrashing
around, desperately trying to embrace new
styles in the faint hope of wooing the
youth market, while others like Travis and
The Stereophonics are heading for the
(imagined) safety of the middle of the
road, but Coombes and his partners in
crime just sound like they're having fun.

exposure to Ks album's hauntingly fragile
title track spilling sensuously out of my TV
set during aVW Beetle ad. Interestingly, it
didn't make me want to buy the VW — just

under the age of three), and it's also true
that if asong is delivered in apowerfully
tune can occasionally enhance that
emotion.
Even at his best, however, on tracks like

the album from which the song came.
At that time, however, this album didn't

the plodding ' Escape Song' Coxon sounds

Lacking any superstar instrumental
virtuosos, their songs rely on that old

even exist. Hales, aveteran of several

like Ray Davies of The Kinks in the midst of

unsuccessful Dands (Ruth, The 45s, etc),

atonsillectomy, or Shaun Ryder of the

chestnut the good tune, well- arranged and
played with buckets of energy. ` LA Song' is

had retired to his room during 2001 to
write songs by himself. Somehow, though,

on folksy dirges like ' Live Line', it feels as if

aparticularly fine example, with its
deceptively ambient intro suddenly

one of those impeccably crafted efforts,
'Strange And Beautiful', caught the

shattered by adrum and bass hit, leading
into arelentless powerpop battering ram

attention of an ad agency trawling for

underpinned with Byrdsy jangling. There's
little feeling that any of these songs have
hidden depths or lyrical mysteries to
unravel, but with songs as hooky as these,
the sheer unbridled enthusiasm of the
band for its material is all that's required
to ensure agood time.
The album closes with one of the very

songs on behalf of VW. Inspired by his
stroke of luck, Hales dug back into his fat
folio of songs written over the years, and

'Strange And Beautiful' is true, but that's

Graham

since been nailed firmly shut, it's hard to

also along way from the whole story.
Hales deftly weaves elements of

Coxon's
new solo

imagine this as anything other than an
attempt to tie weighted chains round the

Radiohead and Coldplay into his recorded

album

box prior to dumping it in the briny. IB

To say that much of it sounds alot like

gorgeous piece of work, fusing the best

amuch higher order, bringing to mind
much more experienced tunesmiths like

Floyd with Coombes' distinctively
out if goodtime rock is more of apriority

Randy Newman, Harry Nilsson or even Van
Dyke Parks.
The vulnerabirity in his voice perfectly

for you than self-disembowelling, social

suits material like the soulful ' Falling Out

dysfunction, cocktail bar psychiatry or any

Of Love' or the tenderly jazz- inflected
'Tongue-Tied', and his imaginative use of

of the other witless affectations that get
peddled as music far too often these days.
1E3 Ad

AQUALUNG

synth textures enhances the moods he
creates. Amore lusciously, shamelessly
romantic set of songs would be hard to
find and, taken in the dark, on the sofa, as

Strange and Beautiful
b- unique records BUNo33

countrified ham of ' Mountain Of Regret',

O The
death of
Britpop?

put this album together.

performances, but his craftsmanship is of

contemporary sensibility. Check this one

he either doesn't actually know the tune,
or else he's making it up as he goes along.
Things get so bad that the dreary
which would be an inducement to wrist slitting in any other circumstances, sounds
almost perky.
Given that the coffin of Britpop has long

few slower tracks, ' Run', and it's a
elements of The Beach Boys and Pink

Happy Mondays unplugged. At his worst,

46m 495

The son of aSouthampton record store

often as the need comes over you,
Aqualung is the perfect antidote to the
hard-nosed world we find ourselves stuck
with for most of the time. JB Ba*
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9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All lEU

01 2 8
FAX: 01727 858 727
We stock fine equipment from:AE * ASH * ATC * AUDIO ANALOGUE
AVANTGARDE * AYRE * BRYSTON
CABLE TALK * CHORD CO
COPLAND * DENON * DIAPASON * EAR
HARBETH * ISOTEK * JBL * JM LAB
KEF * LEXICON * LYRA * MARTIN LOGAN
MADRIGAL * MARANTZ

get,

MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL
NAIM AUDIO * NORDOST
NOTTS ANALOGUE * OPERA * ORTOFON
PMC * PROAC * PROCEED * PROJECT
REGA RESEARCH * REL
REVEL * RUARK * ROKSAN
SME * SONUS FABER * SPENDOR * STAX
SUMIKO * TANNOY * TEAC
TUBE TECHNOLOGY * UNISON
WADIA * VERDIER
most rrEms AVAILABLE

NI % II. OF211ER CARRIAGE FREE

TAX FREE EXPORT FAST & EFFICIENT
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1
AUDIO
ILLUSION

Langley, Berkshire, SL3 8NB
23 Langley Broom
2 mins, June 5 off the M4)

TEL: 01753 542761

FAX: 01753 772532

(Open: 10am — 8pm ( Mon-Sat —
By Appointment Only)

www.audioillusion.co.uk
audioillusionebtintemet.com

ACCESSORIES, ETC.
FI-RAX STAND: 6Shelf, Smoked Glass Shelves
& Side Panels, Aluminium Constr. ( Black Gloss
TARGET STANDS: Many-give us acall
MONDIAL: MAGIC BOX - Improves your Picture!

EVERYTHING MUST GO
MASSIVE CLEARANCE SALE
AT PRICES NEVER TO BE REPEATED
**ALL ITEMS SOLD WITH A WARRANTY**
**ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED**

**MANY ITEMS HALF PRICE OR LESS!!!!**
STRAIGHT AUDIO / HOME THEATRE"'”

RETAIL SALE
Ex.Demo/Mint £ 500
£ 149
with Gold Trim)
Ex.Demo/Mint
Call
Call
\ V4 /Sea led £ 99
£ 49

ACURUS
A250: 250W Stereo Amplifier ( Black)

Ex.DemoarA int £ 1400

£ 850

A200X3: 3-Channel (3x200w) Power Amp. (Black)

Ex.Demo/Mint £ 1600

£ 975

AERIAL ACOUSTICS ( see pictures below for some of the models)
Model 5: Bookshelf Monitors-Pair (Maple)
Ex.DemoiMiat £2900
£ 1495
Including Special Stands
Model 7B:•* Floorstanding Speakers- Pair (Cherry) Ex.Demo/Mint £5000
£2500
Plus Special Plinths
Model 10T: Reference Loudspeakers-Pair
Ex.Demo/Mint £8700
£4350
(Santos Rosewood) including Special Plinths ( Stereophile Reference listed)
CC3B:** Centre Speaker (Natural Cherry)
Ex.DemoMint £ 1800
£ 900
SW12:** 400W Active Remote Control Subwoofer Ex.Demo/Mint £4800
£2:400
with Parametric Equalizer ( Rose Walnut)

AVM
VI: Remote PreMnplifier (Black)
M2: Mono Power Amplifiers - Pair (Black)

Ex.Demo/M int
Ex.Demo/Mint

CAIRN / EZO
K5.5:** (5x100w) Multi Channel Amplifier,
Ex.Demo/Mint
6Transformers, BaL Inputs/Outputs (Silver)
NANDA Face Nord: Preamplifier, 2Analog Chan.
Ex.Demo/Mint
Dual Mono, 3Transformers, Bal In/Outputs (Silver)
ARIA: Integrated Amplifier - Remote ( Silver)
Ex.Demo/Mint

RETAIL SALE
£1175
£ 595
£1975
£ 995pr
£1500

£ 849

£1000

£ 499

£ 450

£ 225

CHORD
DAC 64: D to A Convertor ( Silver)

Ex.Demo/Mint

£1900

£ 1350

MIRAGE
AVS-500:** Full Home Theatre Pack(Black L'ette)
FRX-S8:•* Active Subwoofer (Black)
HT- 1: Spec.Stands for AVS-200 Satellites(Black)
HT-3: Spec.Stands for AVS-200 Satenites(Black)
0M-C2:** Centre Speaker (Piano Black)
0M-R2:** Rear Speakers - Pair ( Piano Black)

Ex.Demo/Mint
Ex.Demo/Mint
Ex.DemorM int
Ex.Demo/Mint
Ex.Demo/M int
Ex.Demo/Mint

£ 399
£ 249
£ 100
£ 50
£ 599
£ 440

£
£
£
£
£
£

210
140
40
25
349
220

PIEGA
Series -see picture abovel
S3: Satellites with Wall BracIcets,Pair (Aluminium)
Ex.Demo/Mint
S4: Floorstanding Speakers -Pais (Aluminium)
Ex.Demo/Mint
S4C: Centre Speaker (Aluminium)
Ex.Demo/Mint
P4L:** Floorstanding Speakers -Pair (Aluminium)
Ex.Demo/Mint
PSUB 1:•* Subwoofer (Aluminium)
Ex.Demo/Mint
P4C:** Centre Speaker ( Aluminium)
Ex.Demo/Min
P4XL:•• Floorstanding Speakers- Pair ( Aluminium) Ex.Demo/Mint
P5: Floorstanding Speakers (Aluminium)
Ex.Demofflint

£ 499
£1095
£ 440
£1695
£1850
£ 840
£2210
£2450

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

250
550
220
850
925
430
1105
1295

** AWARD WINNERS 15 STAR BEST BUYS
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has been transformed: the original intent
for the album was for there to be no silence
between the tracks. The new version now
runs continuously (though it can be

THE ROLLING STONES
REMASTERED
Depending on which side of the Pond you
called home if you were arecord buyer in
the 1960s, the Rolling Stones reached you
via the Decca or London labels. If you were
savvy, you knew that the UK and US LPs
differed in artwork, contents and, indeed,
sound quality. For 3o- plus years, you've

programmed on atrack- by-track basis).
But the sound... Just after the conference

the
ROLLIN
sTtiNr;

jumped at every reissue, hoping that the

at the New York hi-fi show where the
Stones SACD programme was announced,
Ibumped into Bob Ludwig, the genius who
remastered them. Iasked him if the sound
was going to dazzle us all. He simply
grinned, and wouldn't be drawn on it.
Now Iknow why: the sonic element is so
vastly superior to all that has gone before
that any attempt at describing it would

ultimate (early) Stones collection would

prove futile. All you need to do is listen to

emerge from the vaults.

the percussive opening of ' Honky Tonk

The wait is over. The Stones have opted

Women', the guitar work on the live

for SACD as the carrier for what must surely

'Midnight Rambler' or Bobby Keyes' sax to

be the definitive remastering of their 19605

O Stones

notes, although the 3D cover of Satanic

catalogue, and, as the fastidious Michael

on SACD:

couldn't be reproduced. BC other goodies

beneficiaries of this remastering? Bill and

Fremer said in an email, ' It looks like no

'the very

abound: More Hot Rocks features three

Charlie, because the bass and percussion
have apresence and palpability found on

mistakes were made'.

get that tingle up the spine. The main

best-

bonus tracks, all of the electronically

sounding

reprocessed stereo recordings have been

no other format. There are details in these

sampler taken from the SACDs, the UK

Stones discs

replaced with mono mixes and true stereo

recordings which no-one outside of the

releases of which are amonth away as I

I've ever

mixes replace the mono versions of 13

studio has ever heard, little licks and notes

write. (Expect copies of this sampler to

heard'

tracks, including no less than '(ICan't Get

and human artefacts which make the

No) Satisfaction' and ' Honky Tonk Women'.

recordings so much more vivid.

Ihave before me a21-track promotional

figure in some serious horse- trading in
record fairs...) Considering that the 22
SACDs include no less than seven

Because original analogue sources

If you're as overwhelmed as Iam by the

used for all of the titles were as close to

prospect of paying for 22 discs, just buy

compilations with lots of overlap, the

first generation as possible, moles in New

any one of the collections first. If the sound

promo's 21 tracks are dependably

York and London uncovered 'the best

doesn't hit you with the same impact as the

representative; hence our decision to alert

quality two- track masters ever used'.

very first time you heard ' real' high- end

you at this early stage to the treat in store.

Among the discoveries was amajor

hi-fi, then ignore what I've written. But I'm

clanger: aproduction master for ' Have You

willing to bet that you'll be saving up for

foremost, true to the music: stereo or

Seen Your Mother Baby Standing In The

the other 21. Having now compared these

mono as required, with plenty of tracks in

Shadows' and ' Mother's Little Helper' was

SACDs to everything from mint mono US

stereo for the first time. There was no

recorded on atape machine running too

and UK LPs and singles to the Mobile

desire to turn these into surround sound

fast, resulting in a 'slow tape master' whet

Fidelity box to three generations of CDs, I

abortions. We're even warned that ' Initial

played back on machines running at the

have no doubt that the ABKCO SACDs are

ABKCO's hybrid SACDs are, first and

pressings of each title will carry a

correct speed. Expect to be shocked, then,

the very best- sounding Stones discs I've

certificate of authenticity that will not be

when you hear the corrected versions in

ever heard. ' You Got The Silver' — indeed.

included in future pressings'. The 22 titles

their various appearances. Let It Bleed too

KEN KESSLER

— 327 tracks on the 26 discs — include
The Rolling Stones (England's Newest
Hitmakers),12x5, The Rolling Stones Now!,
Out of Our Heads (
UK), Out of Our Heads
(US), December's Children, Big Hits (High
Tide & Green Grass), Aftermath (
UK),
Aftermath (
US), Got Live If You Want It,
Between The Buttons (
UK), Between The
Buttons (
US), Flowers, Their Satanic
Majesties Request, Beggars Banquet,
Through the Past Darkly (Big Hits Vol. 2),
Let It Bleed, Get Yer Ya-Yas Out, Hot Rocks,
More Hot Rocks, The Rolling Stones
Singles Collection and Metamorphosis.
As you can see, ABKCO addressed the
differences between the British and
American releases by releasing both where
appropriate. Packaging this lot involved
the retention of original art and liner
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London calling!
Amultitude of new product launches made
this year's show afeast for eyes and ears

The Hi-Fi Show&

AVEXPO

AUDIDIIISID

WORDS KEN KESSLER

2

0

CI

PICTURES_KEN KESSLER & ROGER PHILLIPS

Maybe it was

just me. Maybe Ididn't

have aspecification sheet!

really hear the strains of ' There's No Place

Not convinced? Then how about this

Like Home' and, besides, the Renaissance

one: Sonus Faber provided us with the

Hotel ain't ever so humble. But it was

world launch of the rest of the Cremona

palpable: everyone involved — visitors,

line-up, before the Italians got to see it. The

exhibitors, press, retailers — was overjoyed

Cremona has been joined by the adorable

at the thought that the Hi Fi Show had

two-way, stand- mounted Auditor, as well as

returned to Heathrow Airport. The Hi Fi

asubwoofer and acentre- channel. Their

Show & AV Expo 2002 took place in not one

appearance in Absolute Sounds' room was

but two fine hotels which suited home

also the first opportunity to see the new

entertainment displays to perfection. Along

anthracite finish — gorgeous, natch.

with the Renaissance, the Show occupied a
goodly portion of the Le Meridien, and,
man, did we need the extra space.
Whatever anyone tells you, your humble,

If the foreign makes were generous with
their launches, so too were the British. In
fact, my favourite launch of the entire show
came from Chord Electronics, whose new

every- September- in- London show just may

Choral range made me quiver with delight. I

be the most important audio gathering

fell in love with the DAC 64 the first time I

outside of CES and CEDIA USA. And they're

ever saw it, and fantasised about a

not open to the public. First of all, every

complete system with every component

exhibitor, bar the record and accessory

housed in the same super- cool chassis.

vendors, is either amanufacturer or its

Now Chord's gone ahead and done it:

official UK representation. You go to

they've even managed to incorporate the

O From top: Marantz's

Harbeth's room, you speak to Harbeth

see-through spy- glass feature into every

Ken Ishiwata ( left) with

people. You go to the Krell display, and,

model, the DAC 64 joined by the Prima pre-

Nigel Crump of Path

hey, there's Dan D'Agostino.

amplifier with digital readout, balanced and

Premier, who gave us a

unbalanced inputs and outputs, and full

world launch of the new

Second, the number of exhibiting brands
was huge. Unlike shows which list in their

remote control operation via ahand-held

Mark Levinson models;

visitor guides 'every drink in the bar', the

which can be trained to oversee up to io

Art Audio's Adagio
monoblocks; Perigee's

makes at the Show were valid exhibitors.

devices, with 42 commands per device. The

Third, the show takes place in an English-

Prima feeds the Mezzo stereo power

FKi-F ribbon hybrid from

speaking country, which makes it more

amplifier, rated at 30W/ch, and it can be

Australia; Paul Whatton

appealing to agreater number of foreign

bridged for 6oW mono usage.

and Andrew Drummond

visitors. Fourth, it has, since its inception,

If atheme emerged at the Show, Chord's

with afine collection of

hosted more new product launches than

fourth Choral item confirmed it. Support for

BBC LS3/5As — plus a

any other non- trade show on Earth. And

two- channel and vinyl remain so strong that

pair of the cylindrical

seeing new stuff is what shows are all about.

the show was awash with phono stages.

JR 149 speakers,

Chord completed the Choral stack with the

displayed as the LS3/5A

It's the show's global prestige which
explains why Mark Levinson chose to

Symphonic m- cphono stage, with afull

Group's own tribute to

launch the No.431 and No.432 stereo

range of adjustable settings (viewable

the late Jim Rogers

amplifiers in London, two weeks before the

through the spyglass). Due soon is a

Yanks got to see them. Rated respectively

CD/DVD transport, which will be aperfect

at

200

watt and 400 watt per channel, both

designs are fully balanced, easy to

match for the DAC 64, and the company has
already shown an ingenious equipment

incorporate into multiroom systems, and

rack which places each component at an

provide remote switch- on. (We also learned

angle. If this doesn't secure ahuge chunk

that the 3x2ooW No.433 amp will follow.)

of the high- end market for Chord then

And we were the first in the world to see

there's no justice. And if Ihad the dosh, I'd

them. As we were with the world's first

be making adown- payment for the first

glimpse of Ayre's K5 all- balanced pre-

system out of the factory.

amplifier — and it was too new even to
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We must also alert the BWFH to

showreport
Niroson. Special thanks
go to Niro Nakamichi,
who arrived in person to
treat us to asystem
consisting of the Niroson
surround sound package
which dazzled people at
the January

2002

CES —

only this system was
closer to finalised form.
The Niroson TWO 6.1
system delivers true
surround — up to 6.1
channels — from only
two speakers and a
subwoofer, with a
slimline unit containing
the DVD player, amps
and processor.
Interestingly, one of
the busiest rooms of all
was the L.53/5A
Experience, with demos organised by the
indefatigable Paul Whatton — son of the
man who co- designed the classic minimonitor. More than one visitor told me it
was the site of the VERY BEST SOUND AT
THE SHOW — my caps. Paul used an
AudioNet CD player loaned by WilsonBenesch, aprototype Croft pre- amp and
Paul's Quad Ils into avariety of LS3/5As.
You had to fight for aseat. Maybe abigger
room next year?
Other personal Best-ofs? Best Place To
Chill Out: the Plasma Lounge sponsored by
DIS (and agreat crash course in surround
sound for those of asceptical mien). Best
New Software: Alison Krauss on LP,
courtesy of Diverse Vinyl. Best proof that
wire makes adifference: Nordost. Best
Crossover Brand From Two- Channel To
Multi: Naim Audio. Best Static Display
Without Walls: Meridian. Most Outrageous
New by: Tim De Paravicini's Yoshino EAR
in- car valve amplifier. Best Kept Secret: Max
Townshend's new Rock turntable. Best
News: Garrott cartridge rebuilding is back.
Trying to make sense of all the hardware
()Clockwise from top: KK fielding

which was on show means reverting to a

questions in one of the Show's

quasi- alphabetical approach, though I'm

'Meet The Experts' sessions;

certain Imissed plenty. I'd need 40 pages to

Chord Electronics' cute Coral

deal with it all, the show was that big, and

ensemble, packing phono stage,

Ihad to see it around four schmooze

pre- amp and stereo power amp into

sessions Iundertook on the Saturday and

DAC 64- style cases; aCabasse Kara

Sunday. (Before Igo any further, let me tell

speaker eyeballing its audience; a

you that the questions were divided almost

flying saucer from Italy, the Mel

equally between the survival of analogue

Audio Rechav I
ICD player; and the

artd SACD-v-DVD-A, which continue to be

Kuzma Stabi Reference turntable

the hot topics this year.) So what follows is

from Slovenia, now sporting a

amix of pleasant surprises, ear- openers

brand-new parallel-tracking

and anything else which stuck in my mind.

tonearm with air bearing

It was good to see the return to these

—'\fienberzooz
1:
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shores of designer Phil Jones, who arrived

review: the Micro Powered Subwoofer and

for the official UK launch of AAD, starting

apair of Dué loudspeakers, which Gallo

with the E- series — consisting of a 'super

considers to be ' the world's first wall-

compact' speaker and asub, the AAD E3o

mountable audiophile speaker'. Lord knows

satellites mated to the E6 sub- woofer for a

they're solidly- made and cleverly designed;

full 5.1 system at under £ 600. If you need a

areview will follow soon.

bit more, you could replace the front sats
with the E48 tower speakers at £ 595.
Absolute Analogue demonstrated the
Plinius amplifiers; they showed us the new

ART Loudspeakers arrived with the
stylish Skibo mini monitor. It was in preproduction form, but all bodes well: it uses
technology from the much dearer

Sinoz power amplifier and the newly

Impression, including ART's unique porting

revised CD- LAD pre- amplifier. The room was

arrangement, velvet-Kevlar technology, and

alittle treasure trove, as Absolute Analogue

'harmonically tuned internal bracing'. The

also import Reference 3A loudspeakers,

Expression precision monitor was also on

including the new version of the MM de

show, with anew, dedicated bass module.

Capo and the new Royal Virtuoso, and it
was the place to see those teensy Antique

Not to be confused with the above is Art
Audio, which showed astunningly

Sound Lab mono valve amplifiers which

attractive amp, the Adagio. This mouth-

sell for £ 250 per pair. The rest of the range

watering single- ended monoblock can be

was there too, including some tempting,

ordered with achoice of valves, which —

yet still affordable pre- amps.
Absolute Sounds, as is ashow tradition,

naturally — change its power rating; expect
to pay £ 18-20,000 per pair, for ratings

filled its rooms on an hourly basis, with the

between 44W and 60W. Ifell in love with

inevitable queues to hear atypically

the blue glass tube protectors...

impressive array of ahot new products,
including the aforementioned Sonus Faber

Audio Aero had afascinating CD player
on show; the launches of new CD players

debutantes. Audio Research was

may be dwindling thanks to DVD, but those

represented by what may be the company's

which do arrive seem to eschew convention

biggest hit(s) in years, the new SP16 pre-

just to be noteworthy. The Capitole uses a

amp and the matching VS55 and VSno

32- bit SHARC processor to upsample to

power amps, while Copland arrived with a

24/192, and the heart of the player is a

completely new range. Despite the strength

Philips CDPRO2 transport mechanism

of the stereo revival, multi- channel ain't

designed to cope with CD- R; it's suspended

gonna go away; purists needing an

on an aluminium/rubber sub- chassis. A

affordable yet suitably high- end five-

toploader, the Capitole rests on three feet,

channel amp could do alot worse than the

and it addresses every type of output: BNC,

sweet- as- a- nut Copland CVA535 — a

AES/EBU, TOSLINK and even the increas-

serious 125W/ch, and probably ahot match

ingly rare AT&T. And, hey, whaddaya know?

for the Martinlogan Aeon. Which reminds

Iwrote about aFrench product without any

me: MartinLogan showed the desperately

wisecracks!

cute Depth, ascaled- down version of the

Audio Atmosphere was another room

Descent subwoofer with aprice just under

bursting with treasures, but it was the two-

£2000. Speaking of cost-effectiveness,

sectioned TAOC FC7000 High Resolution

Krell arrived with anew Showcase

Speaker System which grabbed me. It

processor and amplifier, the Showcase

looked like the child of aKEF 105 II and a

range rumoured to be the company's

Sonus Faber Concertino. It weighs aserious

fastest- selling range ever; those who prefer

119kg and is good for soodB/iW. Probably

their Krell with higher price tags drooled

the most telling spec is aprice of £ 23,500.

over the new FPBcx and FPBmcx range of

Audiofreaks' room was particularly fine-

power amplifiers. Another first for UK

sounding; I'm sure they put it down to the

visitors was an opportunity to audition

use of room acoustics treatment devices by

Wilson Audio's System 7 — set to be one

Italy's Acustica Applicata. But the clincher

of the hits of 2003 [ see page zo].

for me, despite awealth of riches including

Also enjoying its UK debut was Anthony

Avalons Opus Ceramique speakers with all

Gallo Acoustics, aline whose products I've

three drivers made from ceramics, Karan

been waiting for years to review. Readers

Acoustics' KAS270 balanced stereo power

who remember older show reports will

amplifier 3ooW at £ 7k, and others, was a

recall that Gallo makes arange of nifty

tonearm, of all things. Kuzma showed the

spherical speakers called the Micro —

Air Line (great name, guys!), an air- bearing

known in the industry as ' Tony's balls' —

parallel- tracker which looks like it will work

and installers love ' em to death — as do

repeatedly and reliably. Finish and

BWFHs. Icouldn't resist grabbing stuff for

construction were to Swiss standards, and
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the air is supplied by acompressor with air-

Reference m- ccartridge, Halcro dm io pre-

drying feature. Normally, Ishy away from

amplifier driving the Halm DM 68 mono-

air- bearing arms, but this one joins the Air

blocks and Acapella plasma horn speakers.

Tangent as one of few I'd trust riding over

Bowers & Wilkins unwrapped what will

my rarest LPs. Delivery is planned for

probably be its most coveted speaker in

January 2003, and Audiofreaks swears the

years, if only because it's adownsizing of

entire package — arm, pump/compressor,

the highly regarded, but big and costly

fittings — will sell all- in for under f4500.
Ayre marked its first UK showing as part

Nautilus 800 range. The Signature 805 is
stand- mounted, too gorgeous to be true,

of the Path Group with the aforementioned

and one of the most musical high- end

K5 pre- amp, but the featured units were the

'small monitors' around. Ihave asneaking

AX- 7Integrated amp (2x6oW) and the CX-

suspicion that the finish alone will find the

7CD player. The former features full remote

product flying out the door. B&W also

control, balanced and unbalanced inputs,

introduced the CM6 three-way — and eight

zero- feedback circuitry, aproprietary

new subwoofers.

balanced volume control using FET

Cabasse, whose speakers still make me

switches and metal film resistors, while the

think of disembodied eyeballs, demon-

latter boasts upsampling, zero- feedback

strated the Kara, asubstantial floorstander

and balanced output. Each unit retails for

in the Artis range, with aspherical module

f2950. I've seen Ayre at shows around the

resting atop an enclosure with an oval

world for nearly adecade, marvelled at the

cross-section. It's plenty sensitive —

sound (and the clean styling), wondering

93.5dBRW — and the sphere contains the

when it would get serious UK representa-

company's triaxial TC22 driver. It's

tion. The wait is over.

handsome in aweird, Gallic, Metal Hurlant

Audio International had anew product
look for

2002/2003,

the Silver Night Mk

2

series. This family of truly funky amps
consists of six models, including single-

way. Isuppose it's ideal for those halfblind, misguided art college rejects who
still think the Citroen DS was pretty.
EAR/Yoshino added to the support of

ended triodes and push-pull designs, plus

vinyl with atempting new product, the 324

parallel singled- ended types, Audion being

transistor phono stage based on the

partial to 3ooBs. Power ratings range from

flagship 312 pre- amp's circuits. Tim de

7-24W. with the flagship Silver Night PX25

Paravicini has incorporated full adjusta-

Mk

bility, for perfect cartridge matching, and it

2 rated

at 8W; all Audion amps are

Class A. The show model which made me

will even be affordable! In aprolific mood,

go all misty was apair of Silver Night Mk 25

Tim also showed the aforementioned in- car

finished with red accents — yummy! Winner

unit, the 890 power amp and the 899

of the Audion Prize Draw held at the Show

integrated. The latter is rated at 7oW Class

was Simon Caulfield of London, who is now

A, provides apassive pre- amp section with

O Clockwise from top: the Plasma Lounge

enjoying his prize — an Audion Sterling

six inputs, and features apower amp

provided aplace to chill out and enjoy

Stereo Mark ivalve amplifier, which

section being the 890, using the same

the widescreen flat- panel experience; Max

produces 12W/ch from apair of EL34

chassis as that modern classic, the 834.

Townshend demonstrated his sophisticated,

output valves and normally retails at £ 900.

Using two pairs of KT9os, the 899 can be

final- statement turntable, the Rock Reference

Visit www.audion.co.uk for further

bridged for 14oW mono operation; just add

Master; the Pro-ject RPM 6; Quad showed the

information.

an 890 for the other channel.

new 99 CD player; IsoTek had all things mains-

Audio Reference scored acoup by

related wrapped up, adding a2kVA Qube

hosting what was probably the most

Eminent Audio did Croft and Loth-X
proud in aroom jam-packed with new

isolation transformer to the range; and TacT

expensive combination at the show, thus

audio goodies — adozen of ' em. Whew!

Audio showed its unique all- digital pre- amp

providing UK showgoers with arare

There was the £ 900, single-volume- control

and power amplifier, complete with room

opportunity. The company set up asystem

(hooray!) Vita pre- amplifier with styling

correction signal processing

using Gamut's completely over- the- top

which Croft- watchers won't believe; the

S3oo stereo power amplifiers with

45W/ch Twin Star with Croft's new hybrid

Nearfield Acoustics' gigantic Pipedream

OIL Transvalve technology in aminuscule

loudspeakers and afront end featuring the

'space- saving chassis for modern environ-

new Clearaudio Master Solution turntable

ments', costing areasonable £ 1700; the

(at least Robert Suchy had enough sense

Puritan valve CD player using Croft paper-

not to call it the Final Solution) and Gamut

in- oil capacitors; and more — including an

CD player. The room was packed with

under- the counter SCOOp: Croft showed the

gobsmacked visitors. Those who don't

prototype of asingle input, battery-

aspire to seven- figure systems were

powered pre- amp, sort of aMicro for the

advised to audition the set-up in Audio

21st century. On the Loth- Xfront were new

Reference's other room: the Clearaudio

speakers, including alower- cost version of

Master Reference turntable, Insider

the Loth- XPolaris called the Troubador,
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shawreport
using aradical new single driver and

technology to match the bass response of

exhibitor who used it to enhance their

compact horn arrangement. Loth-Xalso
arrived with anew tonearm, its analogue

the speaker to the characteristics of the

products' performance. Hell, the Qube is so

room. Don't let the dimensions fool you:

products joined by those from Italy's
Bluenote. Of particular interest is ahandmade unipivot tone- arm using aluminium,

this baby pumps out some serious bass.

handsome, Iwish that Nic Poulsen would
make some monoblock power amps in the

stainless steel, brass and bronze.

ment: the Garrott Brothers' work
continues! It turns out that they trained a

Exposure released the 22 CD player with

GT Audio earned aplace in my heart if
for no other reason than this announce-

same case...
Ican't believe it either, but some of the
best sounds Iheard at the show were those
made in the Lowther Magavox room, which
should have been my idea of hell: not just

third associate,and it was their wish that he
continue with their work, using their name
and equipment. The name now lives on

where it's due: these guys really know how

supply — again, rearguard action against
SACD and DVD-A with overkill CD players.

with two moving- magnet cartridges (Optim

to get the most out of Lowther drivers. The

Sand Optim FGS) and two moving- coils

All that costs amere £ 1175. To match it are

(P88 and P89). Best of all, for Deccaphiles
like me, the cartridge rebuilding service has
recommenced too. GT Audio also showed

company reeled out avast array of models.
Including the Delphic MKV-DX, Academy,

dual- mono Burr- Brown PCM 1704 true
multi- bit DACs, multiple stage supply
regulation and high- capacity audio stage

the 23 pre-amplifier, with custom

horns, but French- made horns. But credit

Hekla X3, Fidelio Mkv and others. All Iknow
is that they gave me the same kick as the

components, full remote operation, six line
inputs, optional m-m/m-c phono card and

the Schroder Model

audio output utilising only discrete
transistors for another £ 1175, and the

starting at £ 1300, the Platine Verdier
turntable — now celebrating its 25th year

ago — and that's aGood Thing.
Marantz, which managed to bring over

75W/ch 28 power amplifier for £ 1275. That
gets you dual- mono construction, two

of production — Lindemann's D68o SACD

the very busy Ken Ishiwata, showed enough
product on its own to fill this report. My

separate toroidal transformers, and

2 tonearm,

with prices

player, with up- sampling to 24bit/192kHz
for normal CD replay as well as HDCDs,

first pair of Bicors Iheard some 25 years

cage was well and truly rattled by their

O Clockwise from top left: crowds around the
Hi Fi News Accessories Club stand, busier
than ever; Niro Nakamichi presenting his
Niro high-end line and Niroson two- box
surround system; Kevlar-coned speakers from
newcomer Crane Audio; REL's new baby
subwoofer; and show visitor John Dawson,
founder and chairman of Arcam (left) captured
as he stopped to chat with John Franks,
founder and director of Chord Electronics
selected bipolar transistors. Exposure's
latest look consists of bead- blasted
aluminium front panels finished in titanium
or black.
Gryphon Audio Designs arrived from
Denmark with — ' for the first time in the

and, trom WON, the new Comet and
Meteor phono and line stages. The star of
the display? Probably the Avantgarde
Acoustic Solo, which just so happened to
be the cover subject of October's HiFi News.

the same unit. Any doubts raised by the
first generation players can be abandoned:

Isotek took apage out of PS Audio's

this one really is acase of one- size-fits-all.

book by making mains purification

Gryphon Adagio CD player, the system

products which are so handsome you won't

showcased acouple of real honeys: the

want to hide them: the new Qube was
designed to feed AC to juice- hungry power

amp at f4700 and £ 7900 respectively.
Completing the rig was the company's new
speaker, the Gryphon Cantata, which
features innovative room adaptive

projectors, but the star had to be Marantz's
universal player — SACD and DVD-A from

Prices start at avery sane £ 3350 per pair.

world' — its latest complete playback
system. Using the already- established

Prelude and Encore pre-amp and power

latest video products, especially their
classy LCD screens and small- footprint

amps, and it's available in l000VA, 2000VA
and zpooVA models. The Qube measures

And didn't Ijust love discovering anewto- me Italian brand in London! Mel Audio
Design makes everything from source to
speaker, both digital and analogue, and
everywhere Ilooked Isaw something I
wanted to take home. The Zerhoa II

265mm on each side, weighs 34kg and

unipivot arm, the Go El Improved turntable

proved popular with more than one

with anti- resonance leaded crystal plinth,

—JV december
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the heart- stopping Ruah II and Logion pre-

subwoofer, was perched on astand in the

amps and Nefesh and Harmaghedon dual

hallway and Ijust had to investigate. With

power amps, with handles at the sides and

Finnish birch woodwork of the too- die- for

cabinets made of aerospace- grade milled

variety, it captivated me both for looks and

aluminium — it goes on and on. But the

dimensions: amere 140 x240 x285 (whd).

coup de grace has to be the utterly breath-

The tiny vented enclosure houses a

taking Rechav II CD player — cylindrical,

ferrofluid-cooled 2omm soft- dome tweeter,

like aflying saucer on alaunch pad, puck in

and ai2omm 'custom made' treated paper

the centre, made from MDF finished in

cone woofer, while the Charm occupies a

automotive colours including ' Black Aston

space of only 350 x410 x350 (whd) and

Martin' and ' Blue Bugatti'. This is aline I

contains apair of 215mm woofers and a2 X

could learn to love.

75W amp. One for imaging fanatics .

Meridian was the first brand anyone
saw on entering the Renaissance, the

Pure Digital had awinner on its hands
with ashocker of abargain: aDAB digital

company having the main floor space next

radio in the form of the portable Evoke i,

to the registration desk. And, boy, did they

the first digital radio for under floo. I

fill it with new gear. Among the products I

borrowed one to find out, much to my

saw — mostly in impossible- to- photograph

surprise, that there are even digital stations

gloss black! — were the latest versions of

in East Kent. Not to be outdone, the

the 800 DVD player and 861 processor, their

(analogue) doyen of small radios, Tivoli,

Series 3status ensuring compatibility with

launched aportable of its own too, the £ 99

all of the latest formats, including 7.1

PAL, or Portable Audio Laboratory. Like the

channel surround, MPEG and MP3, plus the

Tivoli 1, this is gonna sell by the freighter-

announcement of new cards able to accept

load just because it's so cool looking.

multi- channel analogue inputs to
accommodate SACD and DVD-A players. For

Two companies arrived from Australia
with products which rate among the

those with less ambitious systems, the

biggest hits of the show. Perigee, known

568.2 is amore affordable processor

for their replacement ribbons for Apogee

boasting much of the technology available

products, showed the FKi series of

in the 800-series components, while the

speakers with unique ribbon drivers,

598 is Meridian's compact and more

designed to match its twin dynamic bass

affordable DVD-Audio player; it should

units; the company also showed its centre

prove to be acracker, given Meridian's role

channel speaker, the FK-1C. Perigee also

in getting DVD-A to the consumer. Also

announced that ribbon spares would

seen was the DSP 7000, the company's new

continue to be made available; check out

flagship speaker, an active three-way

www.perigee.com.au if you're nursing some

design able to deliver ii7db SPLs.

wounded Apogees. Sharing the room with

Musical Fidelity marked its 20th

Perigee was Cawsey, which manufactures a

anniversary with two very special limited

novel modular amplifier system. It consists

editions: the Tri Vista integrated amplifier

of asingle Power Supply Module which can

and the matching Tri Vista SACD player.

support up to five Amplifier Modules; you

These supersede the legendary M3 and 3D

can locate the modules next to speakers to

Nu- Vista products, the Tri Vistas employing

eliminate cables.

military- grade miniature triodes in place of

Quad showed anew CD player which

the nuvistors [ see page 26]. Also launched

offers some novel features. The 99 CDP is

was the company's new A3o8.

housed in the familiar cast metal casing,

Among the new turntables at the show
was agem from Pro-Ject. Iloved the clean

but this isn't merely aCD player to add to
the stack: it can also act as atrue digital

minimalism of the RPM 6, aplinthless

remote- control pre- amplifier. There are no

design of the Wilson Benesch Circle/SME

analogue inputs, but that won't matter to

10 school. Selling for agrin- generating

those using CD and DAB as primary

£5oo, this sleek beauty comes complete

sources. Sound promises to be something

with an arm and the offer of 25% off any

special as is the price — under agrand!

Ortofon cartridge if bought with the

Subwoofer mavens REL bucked the

turntable. Also seen was the new RPM 9,

tradition for increasingly larger subs by

again with little plinth to speak of but with

releasing what has proven to be an instant

outboard motor assembly. It's fitted with a

hit: the Quake is small and affordable, yet

carbon- fibre arm for under fi000; the

able to deliver serious amounts of bass. It's

Ortofon deal applies to this deck, too.

so small that even the BWFH won't complain.

And just how cool was Penaudio's

The delightful Rogue Audio showed its

Charisma? This super little monitor from

full line-up of sensibly- priced valve gear —

Finland, accompanied by the Charm active

especially sensible when you consider that
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çhowreport
it's American. The products are cleanly

questions about Opera and Unison

styled, beautifully finished and sound great

Research. New to UKD were the beefy yet

— strong words when the 6oW/ch stereo

affordable Kemp Elektroniks mains

power amp is only £ 1595 and the least

purifiers and Hi- Diamond cables from Italy.

expensive pre- amp, minus remote, is only

Vienna Acoustics, known best for all-

£1395. Audiocraft is the importer — Iwish

wood speakers, turned up with something

'em luck because Ihave this thing about

unusual: arange of speakers with

honest, unpretentious tube gear.

deceptively shallow aluminium cabinets.

RT Services had afull complement of

They're truly handsome, oozing afeeling of

Nagra gear, but Iwas distracted by some

solidity, and those who like their hardware

other Swiss hardware. Orpheus

to look high-tech will love the range. The

Laboratories makes abeautiful range of

names suck, but the prices are just right,

components, including the Orpheus One

with the two-way Berg at £ 600 per pair, the

DIA converter with 24/192 capability, the

slightly larger but still stand- mountable

Orpheus Two analogue multi- channel pre-

Webern at £ 1000 per pair, the floorstanding

amp and the Orpheus Three power amp,

Schonberg cost £ 1500 per pair, and the

configurable as a40W/ch stereo amp or

subwoofer — the Subson (ouch!) — will set

150W mono unit. Equally beguiling is the

you back fi000.The range features silk

Weiss Medea, acutting edge D/A converter

dome tweeters with neodymium magnets,

with balanced, TosLink and single- ended

and the two smaller speakers can be turned

n Clockwise from

inputs for four digital sources and 24/192

on their sides for centre channel usage. In

op left: new British

capability. The finish is the sort that makes

fact, all of the models can be wall- mounted

1V manufacturer

people go weak at the knees.

with special hardware. No kidding: this was

/ivadi had its

Stax showed the first- ever full- range

one of the cleverest ranges at the show.
Vivadi is anew British manufacturer

nodular plasma -

'closed back' earspeaker. Originally

)lus speaker

developed for the Japanese broadcast

responsible for both plasma screen

system; Dué

industry, the SR 4070 actually employs an

displays and matching audiophile 5.1

speakers, wall-

original bass reflex ventilation air structure

surround sound systems. Effectively ano-

rountable for

in its swoopy earpieces. It means that you

brainer, all- in- one set-up, the Vivadi system

iistaff-side approval,

get the bass this technology can provide,

eliminates all worries about mismatching

'rom Anthony Gallo

along with the privacy and the lack of

and compatibility. The company arrived

%coustics; Vienna

sound leakage needed in studios, while

with acouple of systems showing the

%coustics's Berg

retaining the open sensation of atrue Stax

choice of styles and finishes, using pretty

,half aSchonberg?)

headphone. UK retail is £1695, and it will

damned good 42in plasma displays and

extruded alloy

work with all current Stax energisers. Can't

speakers based on NXT technology. This is

speaker; real music

wait to try apair!

real lifestyle stuff, and it will appeal

TOM

Spikedriver (the

Townshend Audio dropped abombshell

)erfect antidote to

on vinyl addicts: the Rock Reference Master

primarily to those who love modernity, but
the main raison d'etre has to be the ' turn-

oo much hi-fi?);

turntable. Uncle Max pulled out all the

key' notion of buying one system with no

)URE Digital Evoke i. £99 DAB radio; acool

stops, his fii,000 monster featuring

worries. Prices are £ 14,000 for an active

screen from Marantz; and inside the awesome

goodies galore, including air suspension,

system and £ 12,000 for passive.

Vaim Audio NAC 552 pre- amplifier with its

the signature silicone- filled trough to

ntricate telephone switchboard- style wiring

dampen the arm, asolid PVC platter toned

with — get ready for this — speakers using

ayout

to the record, remote control arm operation

all- glass enclosures. Unlike others using

for VTA/SRA adjustment with adigital

glass just as free-standing panel or baffle,

readout of the settings, record clamping, a

Waterfall offers the shallow, almost

DC- battery- powered two- motor drive, with

cabinet- less Hurricane design for near wall

charging and full lead- acid management,

positioning, or actual glass enclosured

Waterfall Audio arrived from France

three speeds with variable adjustment of

models. There are two floorstanders and a

±2% and 78rpm variable between

smaller model for either floor or bracket

60—norpm for all possible variants, and

mounting, acentre speaker and asub.

much, much more. Max was suitably proud.

Apparently, Waterfall has done all their

This baby just might be his world-beater.
UKD, or ' Little Italy' as Ilike to think of
it, showed products from Unison

homework to make these inert, but that
won't matter for some: they look simply
stunning, regardless of aroom's decor.

Research, Graaf, Pathos Acoustics,

Reviewers will be lining up to hear if these

Opera, and others, making alittle haven of

sound as good as they look.

unique style where one could hear the

What ashow: good vibes, plenty of new

Unico integrated to good effect. Even

products — even the food in the bar wasn't

though TOP Audio was only aweek away,

arip-off. Pinch me — tell me Iwasn't

Gianni Sacchetti and Gianni Nasta arrived

dreaming. Maybe, just maybe, the good

at the show to answer any and all

times can come back...

ri
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PINEWOOD MUSIC
Suppliers of the finest Audio
and Video Equipment from
ifl

AicfioVewlbEspokE audio visual consultants
36 OuEEn St.. MaidEnheact BErkshirE SL6 IHZ

.
n

016213 633995
vvww.audiovEnuE co.uk •

T14113 11—LINClilqW.4 ALM»,
CO MINICIMMNIMOIPIIINCII

info@audiovEnuE.co.uk

SYSTEM I

THE ONLY KRELL
AND SONUS
FABER DEALER IN
THE SOUTH-WEST
Krell and Sonus faber have been the winners of major

r

Roksan Candy CD Player
Unison Research Unico

£550

Kef 0 5

£6CO

£750

Total

£ 1900

SYSTEM 2

Musical Fidelity A 3,2 CD

£1000

Unison Research 52K

£1295

Opera Super Pavarotti 11

£1150

Total

£3445

SYSTEM

3

-qqe_

hi-fi and cinema awards over the years. It is easy to

Copland CDA 822 CD

£1500

Audio Research SP 16

£2000

see why: Dan D'Agostino of Krell and Franco Serblin

Copland CTA 520

of Sonus faber have devoted their lives for many years

Cremona Auditor

to designing and producing the finest equipment

OM»

£1300

Sonus Faber
£2150

Total

£ 6950

for listening to music in the home. That is why they
have been the mainstay of Pinewood Music for the
last 15 years.

SYSTEM 4
Musical Fidelity

Whether you live in asmall flat or mansion, whether
you want the finest two-channel, multi-channel or
cinema installation, we can discuss, demonstrate and
install asystem that will bring you lasting pleasure.
We have the only system in the UK which features the
Krell [AT- 1 loudspeakers and Master Reference
Subwoofer in atwo-channel or full cinema context.

£ 4000

Tri Vista CD
MJsical Fidelity

£ 4000

Tri Vista amp
Martin Logan Aeon
L Total

£3150
£11150

SYSTEM 5

SME 10A

£3400

Krell KPS 28 C
KrEll KCT

£9000
£ 10000.00

This is asystem beyond normal understanding.

Krell FPB 350 MCX

We also have the award winning Sonus faber Concerto

Wilson Audio Sophia

Home cinema system and, just arriving, the truly

Total

£ 14000.00
£ 12000.00
£ 17195.00

wonderful Cremona and Cremona Auditor, the latter
being atrue star of the Hi Fi Show.
Telephone Brian Rivas for more information.

THE PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY

available for demonstration
Brands stocked_ Artcoustic • Audio Accis • Audio Analogue • Audioguest • Audio
Research • Barco • BCD Engineering • Beyerdynamic • Bryston • BOSE • Bow technologies • Boston • ClEaraudio • Copland • Crestron • Definitive Technology • Denon
•DraDEr Screens • Final • Fujitsu Plasma • Graaf • Krell • Harman Kardon • NC

Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway

plasma • LAI • Lexicon • Linn Classic • Living Control • LOEWE televisions • Michell

Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE

•Nordost • Nakamichi • Opera • Panasonic plasma • Parasound • Pixie-Er plasma •

Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone
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All bf the above systems are currently in stock and
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Enginesing • Miller E, KrEisel • Monitor Audio • Musical Fidelity

Martn Logan • Nad

Primare • Proceed • Project • OED • Quad • Ouadraspire • PEL • Revel • REVOX
Screens • Roksan • Runco • SME • Sonus Faber • Spendor • Stands Unique •
Stewart Screens • Straightwire • Surniko • Tact Audio • Tag Mclaren • Transparent
Audio • Theta • Unison Research • Vienna Acoustics • VutEc Screens • Wilson Audio
and other leading components and accessories.

competition

Win!

Roksan's DVD/AV system

worth £
2500

Roksan's first-ever, still- revered Xerxes turntable, was launched back

hensive range of video outputs including Composite, S-Video, SCART and

in 1985, and the company quickly carved itself avery special niche in high-

Component Video.

quality audio: Roksan's loudspeakers, amplifiers and CD players soon became a
byword for technical innovation and individualistic design.Coming up to date, it's

ROKSAN CASPIAN DSP

only natural that Roksan should extend its popular Caspian range to offer AV

Designed to offer excellent performance as acontrol amplifier and as an AV

facilities too. And so our star prize this month is acomplete Caspian DVD system,

surround processor, the £ 1295 Caspian DSP has four analogue and four digital

comprising DVD player, multi- channel processor and 5- channel AV amplifier. All

source inputs. It can be seen as the heart of ahigh- quality AV system which will

three plus the £195 Caspian VSU video switching unit) are available separately,

also provide listening enjoynent from audio- only sources, whether CD, cassette

but they're also available as apackaged system at aconsiderable saving: instead

or even LP. With Dolby AC- 3and RF 4digita inputs, it offers 5.1 surround output

of the f3735 you'd pay if buying one at atime, you can have the packaged

and Dolby Pro- Logic Downmix to two channels. Bass management setup is

system for an unbeatable £ 2500.

provided, with a test tone for surround level calibration. An input level trim
function allows level- matching between different sources.

ROKSAN CASPIAN
DUAL LASER DVD

ROKSAN CASPIAN AV AMPLIFIER

Most recent addition to the Caspian range

Described as astate-of-the-art low distorton

is the £ 1195 Caspian Dual Laser DVD, built

power amplifier, the £ 1050 Caspian AV will

around ahigh-quality-transport

deliver 8oW into all five channels at the same

mechanism, with servo and MPEG PCG

time. Naturally, the Caspian AV is built to the

circuits developed and refined by Roksan.

same standards as Roksan's pure audio

AC power comes in via a 'state of the art'

amplifiers, and in fact it may be connected to a

mains filter and the supply is shielded to

Caspian Integrated for use in high- power

eliminate interference to other circuitry. A

active two-charnel systems. But the primary

full on-screen display provides easy

application is, as here, as part of ahigh-grade

setup, while frequently- used functions are

home cinema system. As with other Caspian

directly accessible, with their own

amplifiers, there is amulti-amping chain

individual buttons, on the remote

facility for the addition of extra stereo or 5-

handset. It's equipped with acompre-

channel power amplifiers.
RULES

( HOW TO ENTER
Just complete the entry form and post to Roksan Competition, HiFi News, PO Box 531, Croydon,
Surrey CR9 2ZA, to arrive not later than FRIDAY, 13 DECEMBER 2002.
The questions:
1) In which year did Roksan

2) How many analogue

3) What is the power output of

launch the its very first

inputs are provided by the

the Caspian AV amplifier ( in:o

product, the Xerxes turntable?

Caspian DSP?

8ohms, all channels driven)?

11984
1986
II

II three
two

8oW

1985

eight

7oW

four

40W

71 98
9
name

6oW

address

daytime tel no
e-mail

post code

IPC Media Limited, publisher of Hi Fi News, and IPC Electric Limited
will collect your personal information to process your entry and to
gain abetter understanding of our magazine readership. We may
send you details on our magazines and services.
Please tick here if you prefer not to hear from IPC.

We may pass on your details to other reputable companies who,.e
products and services may be of interest to you.
Please tick here if you prefer not to receive such offers. ,

1) This competition is open to UK
readers only. Photocopied entry forms
are acceptable but only one entry
per reader will be accepted. Multiple
entrants will be disqualified. No other
correspondence must be enclosed
with the entry form. 2) There will be
no cash or other alternative to the prize
offered. 3) Employees of IPC Media,
or of Roksan, or of their agents,
are not eligible to enter. 4) Entries must
be received by first post on Friday, 13
December zooz. The winner will be the
first correct entry opened when judging
is carried out. 5) The winner will be
notified by post; the winner's name will
be published in Hi Fi News, March 2003
issue. The Editor's decision will be final
and binding and no correspondence will
be entered into regarding the
competition. 6) Entry forms received
become the property of IPC Media.
7) Entry to the competition is deemed to
indicate acceptance of the rules.
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Time: the
final frontier
Traditional audio measurement techniques don't lend themselves well
to simultaneous examination of equipment performance in the frequency
and time domains. Improved signal analysis methods are now available
which could provide new insights into old audio controversies
WORDS

KEITH HOWARD

Th

ere are two extremes of opinion regarding the
objective assessment — measurement — of audio equipment.
One believes the entire subject is done and dusted: that we
already have the tools and interpretive know-how to
characterise audio performance with precision. The opposite
pole contends that the very attempt to objectify human
reaction to reproduced sound is fundamentally misguided and
that the only way to assess audio equipment meaningfully is to
listen to it.
Somewhere in between these extremes lie the discontented
rationalists who believe that audio performance must,
ultimately, be quantifiable, but that we haven't yet learnt
everything necessary to achieve this. Inumber myself among

they only scratch the surface of what is now achievable.
The problem with all Fourier-based measurement
techniques is that they are poorly adapted to the
characterisation of complex signals — such as speech and
music — which change in frequency content over short
timescales. Recognition of this weakness has prompted agreat
deal of research effort in recent years into what is termed
either Joint Time-Frequency Analysis (JTFA) or TimeFrequency Representation (TFR). The results have been
spectacular, but you'll mostly look in vain for descriptions of
these new techniques in audio magazines, let alone for
examples of their application.

them, one consequence of which is that I'm always on the
lookout for new measurement methods which might bring this

TIME- FREQUENCY ANALYSIS

utopian vision astep closer.
When you research recent developments in signal analysis,
you soon discover that the past decade or so has witnessed
major advances in the characterisation of non-static, timevariant signals, of which speech and music are only two
examples. Seismologists and cardiologists, for instance, are
just as interested in these techniques as improved

other spectra which accompany reviews in this and other hi-fi
magazines, has its basis in Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier's
early- 19th century contention that all periodic signals can be

means
to
interpret
seismographs
and
electrocardiograms. This diversity of application has
had the fortunate result of encouraging the
development of analytical tools that, were they
destined for the audio industry only, might never have
seen the light of day.
But here's the irony: despite this quiet revolution and
the possibilities it opens up, the audio industry at large
appears largely unaware of (or else uninspired by) the
new potential. True, the burgeoning of desktop
computer power has encouraged widespread use in
the audio world of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
spectral analysis and this has been extended
using sliding window methods to generate the
cumulative decay spectra ('waterfalls')
familiar from
loudspeaker/acoustics
measurement tools like MLSSA. But
important as these advances are,
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Fourier analysis, which is used to generate the distortion and

represented as a sum of sine waves. Although initially
suppressed by Fourier's countryman Lagrange, this theory
was eventually proved and has since become the
cornerstone of modern signal analysis.
In the early 1960s an algorithm called the fast
Fourier transform ( FFT) was developed which
allows Fourier analysis to be performed by
computer in much less time than had previously
been the case, at which juncture it only awaited the
development of the PC to make Fourier analysis a
technique available to almost anyone.
For all its undoubted popularity and power, however,
Fourier analysis has fundamental difficulties dealing with
non-stationary waveforms that vary in time. This weakness
can be formalised mathematically, but is qualitatively
obvious from the fact that the signal is decomposed into
sine waves, each of which extends on the time axis to
plus and minus infinity. Unsurprisingly, this makes
Fourier analysis poorly adapted to characterising
signals which are substantially transient in nature,
such as music and speech.
A telling example of the weakness of Fourier

thefeature
analysis in the context of transient
signals is given by the short-duration
impulse. Impulse testing is popular
in many contexts, including audio
equipment testing, because an
impulse —provided it is of
sufficiently short duration
relative to the bandwidth
under consideration — has
a flat frequency response,
je, it contains all frequencies at
constant amplitude. Consider
what this means in respect of the
Fourier view of this signal. It
means that avery large number
of sine waves — an infinite
number for an infinitely narrow
impulse — are required to recreate
a signal that exists for just abrief moment in
time. Only for this short period do all those sine
waves sum to produce an output; for the rest of time,
preceding and following the impulse, their function is to
cancel each other out so as to suppress the output to zero.
To an extent the inherent unsuitability of Fourier analysis to
examining time-variant signals can be overcome using a
sliding window to measure the spectrum of successive small
time slices of the signal. This technique, termed the short-time
Fourier transform or STFT, is the most widely available form
of joint time-frequency analysis, but is far from ideal. The
results are typically displayed as aspectrogram, with time on
the horizontal axis, frequency on the vertical axis and
amplitude represented either on agreyscale or as false colour.
The problem with the STFT is that is
still suffers the frequency/time trade-offs
inherent in Fourier analysis. Improved
frequency resolution can only be had at the
expense of worsened time resolution and there is no easy
means to determine what the best trade-off might be in any
particular instance.
Ultimately the interdependence of time and frequency
resolution is fundamental to joint time-frequency analysis
because it is impossible to determine the presence of agiven
frequency in less time than it takes to complete half acycle.
But there are alternative analysis techniques which
significantly improve over the STFT's performance in this

the analysis kernel dynamically according to the signal
characteristics so that, whatever the signal content, optimum
resolution in both time and frequency is always maintained.
Figs 2to 4 — all of which are screen grabs from the demo
version of National Instruments' Signal Processing Toolset
(downloadable from www.ni.com/analysis) — illustrate these
points nicely. In each case the large graphic window shows the
spectrogram of the signal, with time on the horizontal axis and
frequency (from 0to 5kHz) on the vertical axis. The plot to
the right of this shows the FFT of the entire signal, rotated so
that the frequency axis aligns with that of the spectrogram.
The horizontal axis shows amplitude. Beneath the
spectrogram is agraph of the signal waveform, the time axis of
which is aligned with that of the spectrogram. The signal
analysed in all these figures (it's called 'frequency hopper' in
the NI demo) comprises four tonebursts, each one continuous
with the next.
Figs 2a and 2b show STFT analyses of this signal using two
different window lengths, of 64 samples and 256 samples
respectively. Note how, with the 64-point window, the spectrogram shows the tonebursts well resolved in time but not very
well resolved in frequency. Upping the window length to 256
points improves the frequency resolution, but the tonebursts
are now smeared in time, displaying considerable overlap.
Fig. 3shows the WignerVille spectrogram of the same signal.
Here the tonebursts are simultaneously well resolved in time
and frequency but cross-term interference clutters the display
with spurious components. Fig. 4shows the much better result
obtained with the Gabor spectrogram, which combines time
resolution as good as the 64-point STFT with frequency
resolution as good as the 256-point STFT without visible
cross-term hash. An even better result could be obtained using

Improved frequency resolution can only be had
at the expense of worsened time resolution

respect. What these many different approaches have in
common is the use of basis functions which, unlike a sine
wave, are constrained in both the time and frequency
domains. Best known of these is probably the wavelet
transform, which analyses signal content in terms of functions
like those illustrated in Fig. 1.
Various other techniques, such as those based on the ChoiWilliams, cone-shaped and WignerVille distributions, are also
available but suffer the disadvantage that on complex signals
they produce cross-term interference between the signal
components, cluttering the spectrogram with spuriae that
make it difficult to interpret. Various methods have been
devised to alleviate this problem, one example being the
Gabor spectrogram, named after Dennis Gabor, the
Hungarian-born, Nobel Prize-winning British physicist who
invented holography. Better results still can be achieved using
so-called adaptive or matching pursuit techniques which vary

this software's adaptive spectrogram, but unfortunately the
demo crashes when this is selected. (For more details on these
different algorithms and on JTFA in general, refer to the NI
manual that accompanies this software', which can also be
downloaded from the NI website.)
Fig 1. Wavelet
functions. From top to
bottom: Monet; Paul
(m=4); DOG ( m=2)
aka Mexican hat
wavelet; and DOG
(m=6). Solid lines
show real part of the
function, and broken
lines as imaginary.
Because these
waveforms are closely
confined in time as
well as frequency they
are better than Fourier
techniques for joint
time- frequency
analysis of waveforms
that change over short
timescales
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Figs

2aand

2b. [ Right and far right]

Short time Fourier transform analyses
of asignal that hops between four
different frequencies, showing the
trade-off in time and frequency
resolution inherent to the SIFT.
In za the window length is 64
samples, in 2b it is 256 samples

An adaptive TFR of a different signal, using an analysis

JTFA techniques, for reasons explained in his usual absorbing

algorithm termed the adaptive optimal kernel (AOK) 2, is

style in an article for Studio Sound written in 19903,and who

shown in Fig. 5. Three impulses, two simultaneous sinusoidal

am Ito argue?

pulses, a Gaussian pulse and two parallel linear chirps are

My point in writing about these techniques before their

combined in this synthetic test signal which is just 223 samples

worth has been conclusively demonstrated in a hi-fi context is

in length, equivalent to 5 milliseconds at 44.1kHz sampling

that Iwant to interest other audio writers and audiophiles in

rate. Despite this variety of content and the short duration of

them and encourage more widespread experimentation. To

the signal, each component is clearly resolved in both time and

that end the Software panel lists a selection of the available

frequency in the resulting spectrogram.

JTFA/TFR analysis tools I know of, some of which are

As yet Ihave no examples to show you of how techniques
like

the

AOK

TFR

can

reveal

previously

obscured

obtainable free, gratis and for nothing.

information about the time/frequency performance of audio

CHAOS

equipment, but Idon't doubt it is only amatter of time before

Exciting as these new spectrogram tools undoubtedly are, they

such examples materialise. Ionly downloaded the software a

are not the only important advance in signal analysis to have

week before writing this piece so it's very early days. The late

occurred in recent years. An entirely different approach,

Michael Gerzon was convinced of the potential of advanced

based on chaos theory, has already proved itself in avariety of

SOFTWARE
Exploitation of the new JTFA/TFR analysis

tools and being available for Windows, Macintosh

haven't tried it. What's really needed is aWindows

techniques in commercial software has been

and Unix/Linux platforms. The principal downside

equivalent of the Mac viewer, which Ihope is

rather slow. Most applications which offer

is needing Meal) to run it. Whether it will function

spectrogram capability are restricted to SIFT

something Erik Winkler, creator of the AOK TFR

under Matlab clones such as 0- Matrix Ihaven't

executables, is working on.

analysis which is now widely and cheaply

investigated yet; if it does then the cost of entry

available, for instance as just one small element

falls dramatically.

of Cool Edit

2000

and Cool Edit Pro. Despite this

ASignal Processing Extension Pack is also

Software for the analysis of chaotic time series
likewise comes in avariety of forms. The most
costly but perhaps the best is csp

ready availability, even SIFT spectrograms have

available for Mathcad (www.mathcad.co.uk). You

(www.chaotic.com). It is available in three forms:

rarely been deployed in ahi-fi context, one

have to pay for it, and the host software, but the

cspW for the Windows platform, cspX for Sun and

notable exception being the article published in

combined cost is still alot less than for Matlab

SGI workstations and cspl. for PCs running Linux.

Audio some years ago5 which used spectrogram

alone. Features include awide selection of JIFA

analysis to show that HDCD processing adds

Ihaven't used it but its credentials appear

options but an adaptive algorithm is not provided.

impeccable.

spurious components to the signal.
National Instruments led the field in advanced

The Adaptive Optimal Kernel TFR software
mentioned in the main text (downloadable from

More affordable, but available only as DOS
executables, are Chaos Data Analyzer

JIFA software with its Signal Processing Toolkit

www.macunix.net:8000/aok.html) arguably offers

(http://webassign.net/pasnew/cda/cda.html)

(www.ni.com/analysis), which has the important

the best value to most would-be JTFA explorers.

and the more fully featured and costlier Chaos

advantage of offering an adaptive analysis

Inaddition to being free, it provides is state of the

Data Analyzer Pro (http://webassign.net/pasnew/

algorithm, but for modern audio purposes this

art. Disadvantages include incompatibility with

cdapro/cdapro.html). Ihaven't used these

software is hampered somewhat by the fact that it

Wave or other binary audio files (AOK TFR works

programs either, but they appear to provide most

does not support 24- bit Wave files. It is also quite

with text input only) and the fact that the text-

of the tools you are likely to need. Note that CDA

expensive.
If you are lucky enough to have access to

formatted output is intended to be read by Matlab.

is limited to 16,000 data points (363 milliseconds

Asimple spectrogram plotter is available for the

at 44.1kHz sampling rate) and CDAPro to 32,000

Matlab (luckier still if someone else paid for it!), a

Macintosh OS but Windows users are forced to

data points (726 milliseconds). It isn't clear from

free signal analysis toolkit called WaveLab 802 is

find another solution.

the online product information whether Wave or

available from Stanford University (wwwstat.

I've deployed an ageing demo copy of Fortner

other binary sound files are supported or if the

stanford.edu/-wavelab/) where it is used to

Transform (no longer available) with some

teach courses in wavelet analysis. As well as

success, although the resulting bitmap image has

being free, WaveLab (not to be confused with the

to be rotated and flipped to orient the time and

programs are also available. See

audio editing software of the same name) has the

frequency axes correctly. Mathcad may offer an

http://chaos.inje.ac.kr/Lec/ chaos/sw/

advantage of offering awide range of analysis

easier and more adaptable display route, but I

nls-sw.html for alist.
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data has first to be converted into text format.
Avariety of free chaos- based analysis

thefeature
C: Fig 3. [ Far left] WignerVille
spectrogram of the same signal as Fig
2. Although the tonebursts are well
resolved in time and frequency, crossterm interference clutters the plot
Fig 4. [ Left] Gabor spectrogram of the
same signal as Fig 2. The tonebursts
are well resolved in time and
frequency and now cross-term
interference is negligible
fields including speech analysis and may be equally applicable
to our needs.
The term chaos is an unfortunate one because to the
average non-specialist reader it suggests disorder and
randomness. In fact so-called chaotic systems are not random
in their behaviour at all, otherwise there would be little to
learn from analysing them. Chaotic processes are actually
deterministic, so in theory it is possible to predict their
behaviour exactly. The practical problem with this is that the
behaviour can change dramatically depending on the precise
starting conditions, which can be difficult, if not impossible, to
determine with the necessary accuracy.
A classic example is weather forecasting. Were it possible to
know atmospheric pressure, wind speed, ambient temperature
etc with sufficient accuracy over asufficiently dense grid of
locations throughout the Earth's atmosphere, then modern
computer models might well provide very accurate forecasts

IN.

C Fig 5. AOK (adaptive optimal
kernel) spectrogram of ashort
synthetic signal containing three
impulses, two simultaneous
sinusoidal pulses, aGaussian
pulse and two parallel linear
chirps. Despite the complexity of
the signal and its short length,
all components are well resolved
in both time and frequency

REFERENCES
LabVIEW Joint Time-Frequency Analysis Toolkit M, nual, National
Instruments Corporation (downloadable as an Acrob tfile from
www.ni.com/analysis)
1.

DLJones and RGBaraniuk, 'An Adaptive Optimal Kernel TimeFrequency Representation', IEEE Transactions on Si, no/
Processing, October 1995 (downloadable as an Acro at file from
http://citeseer.nj.nec.com/cs)

2.

3. M Gerzon, 'Why Do Equalisers Sound Different?', tudio Sound,
PLY 199 0,115
8
q. KShiomi and SHirose, ' Fatigue and Drowsiness Pedictor for
Pilots and Air Traffic Controllers', q5th Annual ATCA Conference
(downloadable as an Acrobat file from www.enri.go. p/kansei/
cente.html)
5. DW Fostle, ' Digital Deliverance', Audio, April 199:

for weeks in advance. But such richly detailed information is
just not available, so meteorologists struggle to produce
forecasts that are accurate beyond four or five days, and
sometimes fall flat on their faces within afew hours.
Speech and music signals display chaotic features. Just like
the famous Mandelbrot diagrams they are fractal in nature, so
their waveforms often look remarkably similar across widely
differing timescales. This qualifies them for study using chaosbased analysis techniques.
An example of how this approach can provide insights that
would be difficult to obtain otherwise is the research
conducted at Japan's Electronic Navigation Research
Institute (adivision of the Ministry of Transport) into anoninvasive method of identifying fatigue and drowsiness in air
traffic controllers and airline pilots'. What ENRI's scientists
discovered is that as we become fatigued our speech subtly
alters. The Lyapunov exponent of the speech waveform — a
classic indicator of chaos — increases as we become more tired
and the waveform's strange attractor (ameans of visualising
its underlying structure in two or three dimensions) changes
from asmooth form to amore angular equivalent. Examples
from the ENRI research are contained in Figs 6a and 6b which
show, respectively, attractors for anormal voiced ' a' and the
same vowel spoken when the subject is fatigued.
It is not too fanciful, Ithink, to suppose that similar analysis
might produce interesting insights into music reproduction.
Music is a means of communication in its own right and
criticisms of the performance of hi-fi equipment often relate to
how effectively this is conveyed.
It would be fascinating to
compare the attractors of short
music extracts before and after
compression by different lossy
codecs.
Even more than with JTFA,
there's an intensive learning
process to be gone through
before the utility of chaosbased analysis can be evaluated
in ahi-fi context. But with the
divide
between
objective
analysis
and
subjective
assessment
of
equipment
performance still afrustratingly
wide one, it's an opportunity
that has to be grasped. I
I
Fig. 6Strange attractors of a
voiced 'a' when the speaker was
alert [ a, top] and fatigued ( b)
december 2002
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accessoriesclub
What you'll want for Christmas
Each year at around this time, we rummage

Collecting Vinyl (£ 12.99 paperback) follows

around our shelves to find stocking- sized goodies

the well-known Miller's Antiques Guides format,

analogue goodies

with which to tempt you, dear reader, to add to

dividing the subject into the principal genres of

this year are the

your list of ' Must haves' with which you can then

music, with listings of the most popular or most

new Hr- n News

assail your loved ones in preparation for

collectable titles and pages of background

Test LP, The

information and advice.

Producer's Cut

Christmas. So here are our
2002

offerings!

The Zerostat antistatic
pistol is back, though as is
the way of the world, now

Among the

(£25.00), and just

Whoever said nostalgia ' ain't what it used to

in case the

be' hasn't seen acopy of Sound Design (£20.00

Christmas spirit

hardback). This new publication covers the
evolution of the hi-fi industry since World War II,

should get to your turntable, there's achoice of
stylus gauges, the Shure SFG-2, an excellent

at the higher price of

from valve to Walkman,

£37.50. Over the

and all the way up to

mechanical see- saw design at £ 20.00, and the

years the familiar

MP3, all in full colour!

Cartridge Man Digital Stylus Balance, a

and ubiquitous

And even better, it's

remarkably accurate device, correct to within

stuffed with lots of the

o.o2g, at £185.00

Zerostat ' Gun' has become

Cleaning products still come at the top of most

pretty well indispensable. It works, and works

luscious images which

well in the control of static throughout the

have graced the pages

audio system.

of HiFi News over the

Moth Record Cleaning Machine MKII (£ 450.00)

years.

with which we will include a5- litre pot of their

Static is also the subject addressed by the

And last, but by no

Ringmat Statmat. The latest version of an ever-

LP users' Christmas lists . From the exotic — the

RCM Fluid at no extra charge — to the mundane,

evolving product is the CDi Blue. Now multi-

means least in this

the Last Stylus Cleaner, simple yet very effective,

layered, the CD1 Blue Statmat at £ 37.50 is one

trio, for anyone with

awell- designed brush using Last's proprietary

of the most cost-effective improvements that we

DIY valve amplifier

have come across.
The Densen DeMagic demagnetising CD

aspirations the Glass Audio Project Book
(£8.00) is an essential. Following in the tradition of

(£10.00) is designed to demagnetise CD machines

the erstwhile Gloss Audio magazine, this softback

LP cleaner that we know of.
Finally, we haven't forgotten CD cleaning: the
Discwasher Hydrobath (
at £ 22.50 while stocks

using much the same techniques as the Aesthetix

offering contains

cartridge demagnetiser (£ 185.00, normally

audio, as well as 12 complete projects, including

£199.00) uses to handle the problem of unwanted

parts lists, and detailed instructions for their

BIB CD Care Kit contains Bib's CD restorer polish

construction.

and aLaser Lens Cleaner for £ 12.50.

permanent magnetism that builds up within

12

new articles on vacuum tube

cleaning fluid for £12.50, and the Discwasher
Vinyl Care System (£ 27.00), the best hand-held

last) is anon- contact CD cleaning system while the

moving-coil cartridges.

UMW

If you go back as far as open- reel tape
machines, you will remember the de-gaussing
wands that were used (and still are!) to
demagnetise the tape heads, the instructions for

accessoriesclub order form

which involved holding the device close to the

Name

heads, pressing abutton, then moving the wand

Address

away from the heads in astraight line at agiven
distance per minute. Both the Densen and the
Aesthetix devices work in very similar ways,
though without, of course, the physical movement.
Asignal of acertain frequency and amplitude is
produced which decays over acertain period of

Tel

Postcode

Cheque/postal order enclosed for

£

(pounds sterling) made payable to:

HFN Accessories Club OR please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex*
Card Number

time, atechnique which has been proven to work
over many years. For reference, we also have the
open- reel devices in stock at £ 125.00 each!
For alittle light Christmas/New Year reading,
we have discovered three new books, Miller's
Collecting Vinyl by John Stanley, Sound Design by
David Attwood, and the Glass Audio Project Book
from Audio Amateur.

Expires (date)

Signature

*Please indicate which
TO ORDER: send completed order form
(tear- out sheets or photocopy) to:
liFN Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box zoo,
Bedford MK4o 1YFI, United Kingdom.
Fax: .
44 (o) 1234 742028 Telephone: +44 (0) 1234 741152
E-mail: accessoriesclubObritishaudio.co.uk
Accessories Club web site address:
www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com (secure order facility)

UK SALES: all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices
include delivery.

EXPORT SALES: export sales are very welcome. Where
applicable they will be VAT (Sales Tax) free, but will be subject to
additional shipping at cost. Please contact for quotation.
Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.
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RAISE YOUR EXPECTATIONS
Going far beyond the mere replication of amusical performance,
the Pipedreams' Hemisphere Reference speakers deliver the
complete musical experience — with all its emotional impact
and its every detail. Room boundaries seem to disappear.
And the very air surrounding a performance is there to
hear and breathe. Whatever your expectations of a
loudspeaker system. raise them — and then raise
them again. Heralded at recent hi-fi shows in
London and Milan, Pipedreams are now available
in the U.K. Prices start at £ 10.000 per pair
depending on model and cabinet finish. To
inquire about the Pipedreams dealer
nearest you, please e-mail
dealerinfo@nearfieldacoustics.com,
or telephone the company in the
U.S. at 615-843-7473. me
qv*

Near-field Acoustics. Inc.
Nashville. Tennesee USA

The Hot 100

distills the essence of our review pages to bring you

the essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist. The Hot loo puts together the loo
most outstanding models we've tested in the main product categories.
We've summarised the review finding to bring you clear sound quality
judgements plus the vital product details.

Audio Resarch CD3

I
L

• Abbreviations: review date is issue
month/year, plus author's initials.
Toshiba SD- 900E

Jamo D83o

Back Issues on 0870 756 0000

el\

Linn Ikemi

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
02/02 [AH] 01223 203200

Linn Sondek CDs2

2001 Awards 01223 203200

02/02 [ KKI

00 8879 7962 wvAv.audioresearch.com

HOW WE RATE IT Classic Audio Research with lab handles,
elliailliell balanced XLR analogue and digital outputs, and sliding top lid
with magnetic puck. Straightforward top- loader, and for KK 'one
1 I OU 1 of the sweetest, easy- to- listen- to- for- hours- on- end players I've
ever used... if ARC's unspoken gcal was to make this player
sound like an analogue retrieval device, they've succeeded.'
Chord DAC64

£1900

7/02

[
AH]

01622 721444

fs2,000

8/
99ICEI

& SH] 0141 30777n www.linn.co.uk

Musical Fidelity A3.2 £999

12/00 [AG]

0433 68o868 www.marantz.com

05/02 [
111]

020 8900

2866 wvAv.musical-fidelity.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Not so much arevision of the A3, as ascaled- down Nu-Vista 3D.No
nuvistor valves but it has got 24/96 upsampling, for new levels of cleaness and
refinement. Pitch definition is superior too, and its smoothness and lack of congestion
lets you play at an increased level. Exemplary performance at arealistic price, said 1H.
Naim Audio CD5

£1125

12/00

[
AGI

0722 332266

viww.naim-audio.coin

HOW WE RATE IT Won't play CD-RW discs cr give adigital
output, disc loading is very ' manual', and lab results indifferent.
But musically, it's in aclass of its own for the price, imbuing a
richness and life that CD too frequently lacks. Unsophisticated
in some ways, the CD5 has asolid, three-dimensional quality
and superb dynamics. Great sense of timing too, naturally.

www.dcsitd.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT The Purcell is aD-to- Dconverter that ' upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192,
for analogue conversion by the Delius. An impressive array of inputs, upgradable
firmware and professional- grade electronics. Sublime sound quality. After feeding them
the digital output of aCD transport or player, CDs start to sound wholly believable at last.
Provision is also made for DSD conversion when astandard is agreed.

Elosi.00

HOW WE RATE IT Using tour Bitstream DAC7 D/As in dual- differential mode, and a
DSP digital filter to counteract group delay, this player also includes CD Text, and can
play CD-RWs. The sound is alittle distant and not as detailed as some but with arich,
varied tonal quality, aided by astrong bass. If the extreme treble is perceptibly shy,
the player has astrong, almost physical, presence that helps music to come alive.

HOW WE RATE IT Chord's now fully- sorted 96kHz-capable DAC features abuffer
memory and re- clocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH concluded:
'It's not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way it treads the
route of musicality and natural timing.'
dC5 Purcell/Delius £345o/i5000 12/99 [
AiII 01793 331333

VI W . 1nn.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT CB was left with asense of disappointment' which was only
reinforced when he went back to his Meridian 508.24. For SH, however, the CD12 was
the best CD player he'd had at home, ' more like analogue' than other players, but in a
positive way, through presenting more information rather than less. But note that the
CD12 now uses amodern 24/96- type DAC instead of original multibit.
Maranta CD-17 Mk Il

f5490

omii307 07777

www.arcam.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT With 24- bit Burr- Brown delta sigma JAC and Sony mechanism, low
jitter is claimed. Damping is applied to key components and the chassis includes
sound deadening material. Optical and coaxial digital outputs are included. Alively
yet truly civilised player. Well-balanced performance at the right price.
Audio Research CD3

4/01 [AH]

www.arcam.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT An attractive take on the lauded Alpha 9, dCS Ring DAC and all.
Arcam has breathed on the concept again, bringing anew motherboard, CD Text
capability and revised HDCD digital filter to the package. Detail and insight are its
strengths, with agood grip on rhythm. Its fine-grained character shows resolution and
organisation with an endless ability to mould itself to the character of the music.
Arcam DiVA CD72

£1950

HOW WE RATE IT Inside the midi-sized case is Lion's smooth-operating all- metal threemotor disc mechanism, 24/96 Burr- Brown PCM 1732 DAC and ahigh frequency switchmode power supply. Offers discrimination that allows you to focus on individual
instruments easily, yet mole relaxed in treble focus yet with plenty of articulation of fine
details. Connection options include XLR balanced analogue and XLR AES/EBU digital outputs.

CD players
NAME
PRICE
kcam CD 23 Text £1149.90

• Want the full review? Just contact HFN

NaimCDSII

£900

1/99 [
PAC]

01722 332266

www.naim-audio.com

HOW WE RATE IT Includes an XPS power supply unit. As MC said, the best compliment
that can be paid this player is that it sounds like afine analogue turntable, with firmly
constructed rhythm and bass lines, natural timbre and grainless textures.

—JV
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Perpetual P-IA/P-3A

$1099/799

11/01 [ DA]

+1303 543 7500

HOW WE RATE IT Adiminuitive DSP unit (P- 1A) and DAC (P- 3A) that do something
special. DA found the combination transformed CD, communicating the illusion of real
musicians better than other moderate- priced DACs. The P- 1A is the killer, used as a
software- based interpolating upsampler, but with capability for room or speaker EQ
correction too. Mail order only in the UK, see www.perpetualtechnologies.com
Primare D30.2

f1499

6/
99[
AG]

01423 359054

vamprimare.nu

HOW WE RATE IT This player uses the classic Philips CDM12.4 mechanism but with
Primare-tweaked software designed to reduce noise. To tackle the greater sensitivity to
shock that results, there is new decoupling and amagnetic clamp. Conversion is by 8x
oversampled Burr- Brown 1702 20- bit D-Aconverters. There is little graininess, but the
balance between resolving ability and smoothness is about as well judged as it comes.
e

the DT8i is arguably superior to the more expensive FMI DT26. Like other Arcams, the
DT8i has comprehensive user features, including engineering mode for interested
enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of opening up abroadcast makes this arelatively
impartial but accurate receiver.
Creek To

DVD/SACD players

NAME
Arum DV88

PRICE
Eeoo

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
[
AN] 01223 203203

02/01

o6/oi [AG]

Magnum Dynalab MD102

Maraud: ST-si
www.arcam.co.uk

0208 665 6350 www.philips.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Also aDVD-Video player, but does not offer DVD-Audio. SACD
replay had apoise and clarity beyond CD; the ambience of multi- channel SACD
brought something close to real- life. For two- channel use, there's aseparate pair of
outputs, but it's better to use the front Land Rof the multi- channel set.
Pioneer DV-747A £899

04/02 [ AH]

01753 789789

03/01[1H]

01932 816000

f1300

07/on [AH]

wviw.sony.co.uk

01932 828828 www.toshiba.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Copper- plated chassis and power supply
screen show audio hasn't been overlooked. On DVD-A it was of
ahigher calibre than many so far, the exaggerated high treble
adding clarity, but not too intrusive. Video circuitry can be
switched off for best results, though there's still a ' haze' on CD
compared with adedicated CD player. HDCD compatible.

PRICE
£650

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
01/02 [
AH] 01223 203203

december

2002

e

02/01

[
AG]

020 8948

4153 www.audiofreaks.co.uk

09/01[1H]

01753 68o868 www.marantz.co.uk

07/00 [AH]

o800 7838007 www.tagmclarenaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT High- quality £ 1400 AM/FM analogue tuner with an optional £895
DAB module. Luxurious finish combined with aclear, customisable display make this a
highly desirable unit. Sound quality tips the balance entirely in its favour. The T32R
had more warmth and body through the midband (compared to Arcam DRTio), and a
less digital sounding treble. AH called it 'The best way to hear DAB right now.'

Turntables
NAME
PRICE
Clearaudio Champion £945

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
[
A111 01252 702705

03/01

www.audioreference.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT This deck had excellent 3D image stability and arich, colourful
sound; midband could sound alittle recessed. It showed rhythmic 'groove' and pace
to make extended listening apleasurable experience. Looks good with its 1.9mm thick
shiny black acrylic base and translucent platter, but there's no dust cover. Speed
change to 45 is by shifting the belt on the stepped pulley of its outboard AC motor.
Linn LPs2

from f1075 10/97 [ KK]

cow 307 7777

www.linn.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and
Ariston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves room for
improvement with better PSUs. Various versions still in production, using Basik,
Valhalla or Lingo power supplies, and Akito or Ekos tonearms. Areference deck.
Michell Gyro SE

f775/E399 05/99 [AH]

020

8953 0771 www.michell-engineering.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Update to the Gyro of the ' 8os, itself
descended from classic Transcriptors and Hydraulic References.
SE has less Perspex, for lower price and arguably better sound.
Unique merry-go-round appearance distracts the eye but the
ear needn't be fooled — this is aneutral deck capable of great
sound at areasonable price. Can be upgraded with QC PSU and
aclamp. New version uses DC motor for even clearer sound.
www.arcam.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT For the most part, DAB is still far short of the ' hi-fi' category, but the
current pick of the crop is the Arcam DT8i. With better controls than previous models,
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£99

TAG McLaren 132R £ 2295

Radio Tuners
NAME
Arum DT8i

£1990

www.pioneer.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Substantially built, this high- spec model has adual 65o/78onm
laser for best results with both SACD and CD, also allowing it to play CD-R/RW. Its
user- selectable digital filter options proved interesting, but on most material the
standard setting sounded the most realistic. This is asimple- to- use, self-assured
player, holding you spellbound with the best DSD/SACD recordings and transfers.
Toshiba SD- 900E

4133 www.creekaudio.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Three wavebands and ROS; sound was 'cool, collected, detailed and
solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image.' Tonal balance
was alittle bright. It lacks independent remote control but is ' beautifully conceived,
sounds superb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes quiet confidence.'

HOW WE RATE IT An easy-to- use universal machine that provides, as AH put it, the
ideal platform to get on and play the new wideband music. Neither new audio format
was found to underperform, and (unlike most) the '
747 gave decent results on CD too.
Note that it won't decode HDCD or the new dts 96/24. Alandmark product.
Sony SCD-555ES £ 1200

020 8361

HOW WE RATE IT Toronto- based Magnum Dynalab is to
specialist radio tuner design what Nakamichi once was for
cassette deck expertise. This all- analogue FM- only tuner has
optional remote- control, for fine-tuning and switching of five
presets. AG thought it ' musically superior to any other Ihave
heard, including DAB, in every respect...it's nothing less than
stunning.'

HOW WE RATE IT Painstaking audio circuit design details include separate clocks and
power supplies for audio and video, and apair of Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716
DAC chips. You get excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound
equalling Arcam's Alpha 75E from awell-built, and ergonomically- satisfying design. To
add DVD-Audio caDability, afactory- retrofit upgrade is promised, probably around £ 300.
Philips SACD000 £1300

09/01 [ IH]

HOW WE RATE IT The T43 is asimple fuss- free FM tuner with excellent sound quality.
FM, MW and LW are available on atotal of 64 presets. Signal strength and multipath
distortion are shown on apanel display. IH found it had 'afull-bodied sound that's
nicely articulated and stable. It can only enhance Creek's reputation for producing...
high quality products at acompetitive price', for this little unit is excellent value.'

lliN

U

£399

Pro-ject Debut

flit,

07/00 [TB]

01235 511166

www.henleydesigns.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT This is asimple yet highly manual effective two- speed belt- drive
turntable at aprice that almost beggars belief, considering it includes atonearm and

Ortofon m- m cartridge. ' No nasty top end or flaccid bass, just aclean, rather crisp
and lively sound,' commented TB. Add the Phono Box cartridge pre- amplifier, in m- m
or m- cform for an extra £ 40, and you have an incredible vinyl- playing front-end.
Pro-led RPMfour

fpo

07/00 [
TB]

01235 511166

www.henleydesigns.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Comes complete with an Ortofon 510 cartridge ( if bought
separately, £ 45) and aPro-ject 9tonearm (nominally £ 25o). The clear acrylic cover
attracted comment, reminiscent of ' ajelly mould or blender'. Change to 5rpm is by
shifting the belt, which means first removing the platter. Sound quality was rated as
good: hut achange of stylus (to Ortofon MC3o Supreme) brought the unit alive.
Ortofon Kontrapunkt Aand B

£ 500/£75o

o6/01 [TB]

01235 511166

HOW WE RATE IT The cheaper model, Kontrapunkt A (f500), has aFine Line stylus
and combines detail, well-defined musical colour and atight, rhythmic bass quality,
with no brittle edges to the music. Kontrapunkt B (£ 750), with nude Fritz Gyger 8o
stylus on asolid ruby cantilever, offered the same virtues but with more space and
detail. Both were very good at minimising surface noise. Seriously recommended.
SHE Model so

£ 2643.75

12 /99

[ KK]

01903 814321

www.sme.ltd.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Price quoted includes asimplified version of the classic Series V
tonearm. ` So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best ambassadors yet for
the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl, it also serves to confuse the digitalians just
because it is so damned quiet. The Model so let's you hear the music and nothing else'.

Amplifiers
PRICE
fuoo

NAME
Arum FMI Ap

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
03/02 [ AG] 01223 203203

£7oo

05/m [AH]

01223 203203

Conrad- Johnson MV6o £1349

HOW WE RATE IT Remote- control 85W/ch amplifier: inside you'll find DC-coupled, bipolar transistors (no MOSFETs), and anew symmetrical circuit topology for the power
amplifier. Aclean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music. You also get
microprocessor- controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility (to
equalise levels of sources). It rates as today's finest integrated amplifier at the price.

=
t

..à..

1

41.M

03/00 [ MC]

020 8971

broadband noise from this valve- fuelled lab- handled design,
sound quality was top notch. It joins the reference class of preamplifier controllers with amarvellously balanced sound, in a
mix which defines true performance. ' It comes close to, or is
state of the art,' said MC.
08/m [ MC]

01159 224138

www.audiosynthesis.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Remote- control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of
volume and source is via optical linkage with asingle Vishay resistor leading to
light- controlled shunt resistor. The remote- controlled Ultimate is still top of the
class, rivalling active pre- amps at four times the price.
BAT VK-50SE/11K-60 £6125

07/00 [AG]

www.chordelectronics.co.uk

12/01 [
MC]

020

8948 4153 www.audiofreaks.co.uk

020 8948

4153 viww.audiofreaks.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Aspects of C-1's megabucks flagship ART have been trickled down
to the Premier 17LS line- level pre- amp: inside are four 6992 triodes plus ahuge bank
of tremendously expensive capacitors. Although for C-1 the ' MV' prefix designates a
lower- cost range, the MV6o stereo power amp is aworthy partner.
Creek P43R/A52SE £35 0/E599 5/00 [TB]

020

8361 4133 www.creekaudio.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Creek's inexpensive remote- control, line- level preamplifier gives an
easy- to- listen- to sound quality encouraging involvement with the music, with fast and
deep bass. You can add 'standard' or ' special' m- m phono stages (£49 and £ 79), and
low- and high- sensitivity m- cboards for vinyl replay. With bi-wirable speakers, even
better results are possible by adding asecond A52SE power amplifier.
f699

02/01

[
AH]

020

8361 4133 wwmcreekauclio.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT This 75W/ch integrated amp with passive
pre- stage sounds good enough to worry more expensive
combinations. Its sound had all the right elements in place, in
tune, in time. Imaging held instruments rock- steady in awide
believable space. Remote control of source and volume as
standard: phono stage is an optional extra. ' SE' model with
uprated components also available.
Croft Vitale

Eno

02/00 [ KK]

01746 769156

www.eminentaudio.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Aclassic hard-wired pre-amplifier, true to the minimalist ideal. As KK
explained, while sounding vintage in its warmth and near total preclusion of edginess and
grain, the Vitale nods to modernity in sounding big, palpable and commanding. There's
also enough low-level noise and fuzziness to make you subconsciously utter amantra of
'no transistors'. It's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre- amp. Quieter than aNuVista? Er, no.
£1449

01/00 [ KK]

01480 453791

www.ear-yoshino.com

3909 www.audioresearch.com

HOW WE RATE IT The ARC Reference Two recalls the US valve
specialist's earlier achievements, eg,SPio II. Despite

AS Passion Ultimate £ 1295

[
AH] 01622 7
21444

Conrad- Johnson Premier 171.5 £ 895 12/01 [ MC]

EAR 864
Audio Research Ref Two £ 9998

1/99

HOW WE RATE IT A55W stereo power amplifier from US, using two pairs of Svetlana
EL34 output valves. Designated with the budget range ' MV' prefix it may be, but there
was an unmistakable vein of the excellence which distinguishes the c- jPremier range
of valve power amplifiers from lesser breeds. Anicely- tuned upbeat delivery was also
present in good measure, proving equally rewarding on ajazz or classical programme.

www.arcam.co.uk

ViVAV.Iff.artl.00.Uk

£4041/4210

HOW WE RATE IT This is what happens when audio meets aerospace engineering.
The SPM12ooC uses switch- mode PSU technology, and sounds dynamic and
transparent. ' Has the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with
ease,' said AH, and the pair ' have transparency to music's inner workings.' Fully
balanced from input to power amp out.

Creek 5350

HOW WE RATE IT This top- of- the- range integrated has an uprated power supply,
allowing an output spec of 100W/ch. Pre- amp is revised too, giving astill lower noise
floor. User- adjustable features include tone controls. AG found it sounding confidently
in charge, making the most of the speakers it was used with. An unusual degree of
refinement, able to reproduce the life and vitality of aperformance.
Arno A85

Chord CPA poo/SPIA1200£

01892 539595

www.balancecl.com

HOW WE RATE IT Full remote control pre- amp and 60 watt/channel stereo valve
amplifier. It combines the dynamics and consistency from load variations of solidstate, but with the finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Performance is well
into single- ended valve territory, although the VK-6o is not asingle- ended design! It's
sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.

HOW WE RATE IT Aphono inclusive pre- amp to satisfy audiophiles and studio
professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation offers
improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually
noise- free operation. Apractical design, with (unusually) conventional impedance
values and sensitivity figures, and rated for five years operation.
£Slab DX-54

calm

(111)

grim 81018

wontestob.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Not so much an amplifier as adigital speaker
driver, this stereo unit is based on Tripath's Class Tcircuit.
Healthy output of 20oW was itself trumped by the sheer
tangibility it can bring to music, 'everything about asoundstage
and surrounding ambience beautifully articulated and stable
regardless of volume or transient requirements'. 1H found
nothing to fault in performance.
Krell KAV-30oiL £3899

10/01 [ KK]

020

8971 3909 www.krellonline.com

HOW WE RATE IT Krell has used SMD technology to create acompact integrated,
capable of 300W/ch. KK hooked up iohm Apogee Scintilla speakers of mid-'8os
vintage, and found ' the KAV-3ooiL produced the very best sound 1have ever heard
from the Scintillas, and power was never an issue...I would take the KAV-3ooiL over
any solid-state amp 1can name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.
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Amazing,

but true. All
acoustic recordings —
voices, strings and, yes,
even triangles — sound
better if the system can
produce really deep bass.
Why does it matter?

Deep botss

for Lri_otnotes??
You will take amajor step towards
greater REALISM if your system can
produce really deep, clean bass - for
all types of music. Even madrigals.
Many people shy away from this aim
a) because capable speakers and
amplifiers cost afortune and
b) because bass done badly booms,
slows rhythm and colours everything.
So why spoil everything for bass you
don't need? — because a lot of the
HALL AMBIENCE resides in the lowest
frequencies. Reproduce them well and
music comes to life. Mid- range fills out,
underpinned by the SUB-HARMONICS, as
colours brighten when the sun shines.
Another problem is that all rooms
amplify deep bass, called ROOM GAIN.
The deeper your speakers go the
more likely you will suffer Boom.
We find 70% of customers' systems
are spoiled by weak or bloated bass.
THE ANSWER is a "smart" subwoofer
which can be controlled at both ends
of its range: especially at the bottom
to DRIVE THE ROOM cleanly.
The AUDIO PHYSIC LUNA does this,
and its servo control means it never
slows the music. You get power in
WHAT
Mel?
SOUND ANO VISION
*****
Spendor 59

Spendor S6
Spendor S8

S9 "Great sense of timing and gorgeous bass" Jan 02

the bass, but also glorious imaging.
Enthusiastically reviewing the bigger
AP sub, US magazine Stereophile said,
"In my small room the Rhea made the
illusion of alarge venue believable..."
Customers say we make some of the BEST
SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you know

S8 ' Stunning loudspeakers that deliver everything that their price demands'

we canwill
advice
do take
the same
account
in your
of your
home.
bestOur

S6 "Excellent all-rounders that demand an audition" Jul 02

components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES enjoy
music along the way and save money in the

Available now at your Spendor Dealer
For full information contact:
Spendor Audio Systems Ltd
Station Road Industrial Estate
Hailsham East Sussex
I3N27 2ER
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01225 874728

LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

CD :
ACCUPHASE,

2á ,-

ADVANTAGE, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, BAT ,dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS PURCELL,

VERDI) MERACUS, PASS, SAT,SUGDEN, W ADIA.

VINYL:

BASIS, CLEARAUDIO, CROWN

J
EWEL, DNM ,GRAHAM, THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,
TRANSFIGURATION.

AMPLIFIERS:

ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, BALANCED AUDIO

T+44 ( 0)1323 843474

TECHNOLOGY, CAT,DNM ,GAMUT, HOVLAND, NAGRA, PASS. SAT,SONNETEER,

info@spendoraudio.com

SUGDEN.

LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO PHYSIC, BKS,ETHOS, LUMLEY, NEAT,TOTEM,
TUNERS: ACCUPHASE, MAGNUM DYNALAB. CABLES: ARGENTO,

VERITY AUDIO.

www.spendoraudio.com
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CHORD CO., DNM ,HOVLAND, NORDOST, SILTECH, YAMAMURA CHURCHILL ETC.

SUPPORTS:

ARCICI, KINABALU, STANDS UNIQUE

LInn Kolektor £ 95

4/99 [ AH]

0141 307 7777

www.linn.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Agood partner for LK85 or LINo power amps. Amazingly well
equipped, it includes an m- m phono input, one of io in total which can be individually
tailored to suit the user, plus remote control, aheadphone socket and tone controls.
There is alittle grain and constriction, but overall it sounds remarkably fine.
McCormack

£2590

10/00 [AG]

0208

948 4153 www.mccormackaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT The power amp uses an unusual distributed- node power supply.
The pre- amp is unity- gain with two outputs, one passive, the other buffered; the latter
works best and most consistently. Despite adryish balance and atouch of 'grey', this
combination is bold and transparent, combining real solidity with fine detail.
MF X-Ploo/X-ASioo £799/799

2/99, 11/00 [AG/AH]

020

8900 2866

HOW WE RATE IT Musical Fidelity's X-Ploo pre- amp substitutes solid-state devices
for nuvistor miniature valves. The X-ASt000, aloci W/ch solid-state design, is housed
in similar stretched cylinder canister. While the pre- amp is the star, the power amp is
relatively transparent, and the combination is clean and musical with bags of power.

Features an impressive outboard power supply, and uses new Semelab output devices
so powerful that the usual invasive protection circuitry is not required. The circuit is
internally bridged to give 140W/8 ohm, or double that into 4ohm, with prodigious
current output. Sound quality is thrilling, and driving Naim NBLs there is areal synergy.
Pass Labs X35o

£9950

03/00 [ IH]

020 8900

Pathos Twin Towers £ 3250

06/00 [ DB]

020

10/00 [ DB]

4/99 [ KK]

01235 810455

yilvw.nagra.com

£45 0

o3/o2 [AH]

Woo MK]

2001

Awards 01903 750750

Si pcmoo/ppaloo £473c

04/00 [ IH]

02/01 [AH]

01722

332266

Eio,000

8/00 [ MC]

01722 332266

www.roteicom

0141 810 2820 www.sjaudio.com

sobo [ MC] °Boo 783 8007 www.tagmclarenaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT Has an A/D-D/A interface, which means it can operate as adigital
en- and decoder and as aD/A converter for digital sources. It can also accept the
company's DAB radio module internally (a £605 option) and can be intelligently
interconnected with other TAG McLaren components using the proprietary system bus.
The DPA32R offers asolid performance at afair price, and above average sound
quality, despite which MC found it worthy of respect and areserved recommendation.
7/02 [ KK]

01753 652669

www.naim-audio.com

HOW WE RATE IT Rated at only 3oW (we measured 36W), but still adynamic
performer. Smooth and musical sound, with avery convincing decay to treble notes
and their harmonics, which made it an easy-going amp that didn't fatigue after
continued listening. Stereo detail was not as explicit as some, but rhythm and timing
were its real strengths. For more volume, just look to the 112/150 pre/power.
Haim NAP5oo

www.quad-hifi.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Styling and attention to detail in this remote control pre/power amp
combination (f2150/E258o) are exceptional, although much of the complex circuitry
is related to the power supply. The power amp too takes the reduction of residual
noise and interchannel crosstalk to near- obsessive lengths. IH found that they
provided extraordinary definition and that he had rarely been so impressed with an
amplifier combination, and felt that in all key respects it performed flawlessly.

Unison Research UnicoE750 £750
£ 99

oi48o 44noo

01722 332266

HOW WE RATE IT Pleasant to use, apart from those archaic DIN sockets. With
partnering 50W/ch NAP 150 power amp, it did deliver the famous ' Naim sound'. There
was an obvious freedom from artifice, ' with little of the unnatural glare and haze that
afflicts some hi-fi products that attempt to give too much in terms of detail and
clarity'. AH concluded ' you would find the NAC 112 and NAP 15o difficult to trump in
terms of smooth, unflustered sound and musical satisfaction'.
Naim NAIT 5

www.primare.nu

HOW WE RATE IT Apowerful amplifier for the money, giving over 9oW into 8ohms on
test. Sonically, its basic character is warm and open, with good detail, although it
could betray agrey, even ' processed' or identifiably 'solid-state' character. In this last
respect at least, it might not compare favourably with Arcam's £450 A75. But the Rotel
can still win in terms of sheer bang for buck.

TAG McLaren DPA32R £1695
E625/E75o

01423 359 054

020 8900 2866 wvmmusical-fidelity.co.uk

"I HOW WE RATE IT Unorthodox Class Adesign rated at 5o watt
1 into 4, 8or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative feedback. Built
around ECC83 triodes and apair of 845 output tubes, it is a
push-pull design, fully balanced throughout. KK felt it had a
bass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream. Every
trace of detail attests to the VPA's commending and
authoritative presentation.
Nairn NACts2111AP

6/
99[
AG]

HOW WE RATE IT This retro recreation ol classic Quad 22/11
valve amplifiers is larger than the originals, and lacks filters and
tilt/tone controls. Only available only as apair, using KT- 88 to
give twice the power of the KT- 66 original; it's conservatively
rated at 40W/ch. The pre- amp lacks the noise floor of the
original, and has anew smoothness and precision but elusive
lushness of the original is retained.
Rotel RA-372

£935 0

www.ukd.co.uk

8900 2866 www.muslcal-fidelity.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Arevision of the At amp in the stretched cylindrical- cased X- Series:
you can see the X-A2 either as astripped down, remote control- free version of the XAlooR, or an enhanced X-A1, with the superior transformer of the X-MooR, and power
increased from 50 to 75 W/ch. Deciding whether it improved on the XA1 was, as DB
put it, a ` no brainer', thanks to asurprisingly powerful bass, with superior separation
and articulation, while voices are clearer, and music is more convincing.
Magra 1/PA

01753 652669

HOW WE RATE IT Primare's A3o.1 bipolar amplifier, rated at 1°0W/channel, looks like a
million dollars, and is remote- controllable. The volume control is afine step- ladder
type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.
Atruly powerful amp, even taking the power rating into account.

HOW WE RATE IT Choke Regulation power supply configuration employs an extra
inductive component to block higher mains harmonics and RF noise. Additional
capacitance is used after the chokes to reduce the AC impedance as seen by the
output stage. This pre/power combination has arare sense of ' rightness'. The
excellent low-level musical resolution and subtle articulation work well with SACD.
Musical Fidelity X- A2 £ 499

8/99 [ 1(K)

HOW WE RATE IT Essentially this is aremote control pure Class A, single- ended, zero
NFB amp with aMOSFET output stage 'current sourced' by alarge inductor in parallel
with acapacitor. The driver stage employs E83CC/12XA7. The downside is relative
inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads below about 5ohms ' make it cry'. KK
notes that ' this is one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.

Quad QC 24/II-forty £3995
ft000

www.passlabs.com

2866 www.musical-fidelity.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Apowerful yet compact 150W/channel amplifier, with five line
inputs, m-m/m-c and tape monitor, the remote controlled A300 is essentially
transparent to the signal. ' There is a rightness' here,' said IH, ' which soon had me
re- appraising current CD favourites and rediscovering others'.
MF AC3«

01892 539595

HOW WE RATE IT Rated at 35o watts/channel. It eschews feedback, giving it alower
than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs very
warm. Low damping predisposes towards thick, short cables. There is alevel of detail,
authority and naturalness that places it among the finest at any price.

Primare A3o.i £ 1499
Musical Fidelity A3oo £ 1399

02/00 [AG]

www.naim-audio.com

HOW WE RATE IT The NAP5oo is the largest Naim amplifier, in astylish sci-fi boxwork.

HOW WE RATE IT This hybrid integrated offers valves in the pre- stage and 80W/ch
MOSFET output stages, with excellent build and finish plus remote volume control. Its
midband, said KK, is 'alush and warm region replicated at these price points only by
all- tube amps of which there are precious few, and which would probably not have
this amplifier's smooth and generous power delivery.'
Ventas P400

£ 2995

05/041H]

01263 741417

HOW WE RATE IT It is built into a beautifully fabricated brushed aluminium cabinet
that's compact considering its 240W/ch output, although it weighs achunky 21kg.
_
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Musical Images, Covent Garden, is Central London's premier hi- end
AV destination. For a pick of the finest audiophile names on permanent
demonstration in luxurious lounges and with expertise to match, don't buy
until you've experienced Musical Images' award- winning service.
For the best in town. Experience the difference at Musical Images, Covent Garden.
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Sound quality was superb, the P400 ' tells it the way it is', and will mask no flaws in
the programme. But it could reveal new detail and so provide engagement for the
listener. Well worth seeking out!

overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.
B&W Nautilus 802

PRICE
fl000

f95oo

REVIEWED SUPPLIER
020 8642 4436 www.alr.de

11/99 [AG]

01285 760561

www.atc.gb.net

HOW WE RATE IT ATC's Studio Control Monitor (1200 x405 x465mm hwd) is an
monolithic 70- litre fully active three-way design and includes 350 watt of on- board
power amplification and electronic crossovers, and an external pre- amp, the SCA2
(f2599). Musically it has bold dynamics, apowerful bass reach, but slightly vague
imagery and amarginal loss of HF detail and sweetness. An effective communicator.
Avantgarde Uno

£5300

Dynaudio Contour T2.5E2456

05/00 [ SH]

01895 833099 www.ayantgarde-acoustic.de

ostos 11H1

og53752656

www.av1h1fl.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT With its five- litre volume, this miniature (265 x140 x2o5mm) twoway update of the Neutron family employs aScanSpeak fabric dome tweeter and
127mm Vifa pulp cone mid- bass driver, with crossover set at 2.8kHz. Aconsistent
impedance makes it easy to drive, if somewhat insensitive. The Ill version retains, or
even builds on, its predecessors' stable imagery, tonal accuracy, and levels of detail.
Blueroom Minipod

f259

07/00 [ AH]

01903 260033

Elac 0.82 11k II

9/02 IMMI

01903 7507522

www.bwspeakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT B&W has built alot of technology into this 49omm-tall standmounter, for example atweeter said to reach 42kHz (-6dB). An optional foam plug for
the port will tighten the bass. It needs and deserves adecent amplifier in the 25-100W
range, as the tweeter will show up amplifier edginess or clipping. KK found it opensounding, with vocals ' sweet and lifelike regardless of source or amplification'.
B&W CDM 1NT

£50

01/01 [ AG]

01903 750750

Etac 310i JET

fs8o

12/01 [AG]

01903 750750

£399

£85o

www.dynaudio.com

12/00 [AG]

0800 652 5002 www.elac.com

03/00 [AG]

01494 552552

WWW.elaGCOM

HOW WE RATE IT Compact, vented all- aluminium enclosure with
aluminium cones and domes. One for the stripped pine and
chrome set, this title model has sharp reflexes, and is at once
bold, detailed, lean and powerful. At home with rock and jazz, this
is asurprising and engaging speaker. What it lacked in
sophistication was made for up in panache.
Energy Enc3re

2

£50

08/01 [ AG]

01473 240205

www.energy-speakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT This sub/sat system's satellites use MDF enclosures, and driver
line-up includes an aluminium dome tweeter and synthetic cone mid/bass unit, with
an unusualy low (2kHz) crossover frequency. With areassuringly straightforward
subwoofer and a150W MOSFET amp in charge of the 2oomm reflex- loaded bass unit,
this system is well able to reproduce the subtle sound of solo instrumental playing
and full-scale orchestral recording at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.

www.bwspeakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT In agroup test of £ 200 bookshelf monitors, the 303 was the only
model to acquit itself ' with an almost clean bill of audio health', according to AG.
Utilitarian rear- ported cabinet includes glass- fibre cone driver and tapered- tube
tweeter. It sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than
the rest. Treble can get harder when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly

£249

2001

Awards

020

8361 8864 www.epos-acoustics.com

HOW WE RATE IT Maintaining tradition as an enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but
also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well- tried Epos bass/mid driver,
with acarefully- profiled moulded cone allowing the use of asimple crossover. With a
cabinet designed for increased rigidity and a24mm back panel, and screwed- in front
baffle, it gives an open, lively and exciting sound. Avery fine speaker for the money.
Harbeth Compact 7ES f1299

6/
99

[ MC]

01444 235566

wymharbeth.com

HOW WE RATE IT The design dates back over adecade, as a
compact version of Harbeth's then- equivalent of the Spendor
BC1/S131. Name is deceptive: 'compact' only by barn- door
standards. Thin-wall enclosure is visco elastically damped to BBC
standards using composite counterlayers, with the boundaries
between main shell and screwed- on panels damped. Balanced,
articulate, transparent, with natural vocals; easy to recommend.

www.bwspeakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT This smallest member of the CDM series has now been upgraded
with aversion of the Nautilus tweeter with its extended damped rear cavity, married
to afront- vented 165mm Kevlar cone bass unit. Avery grown-up loudspeaker which
manages astrong, large-scale sound and its bass is also more tuneful and expressive
than many rivals'. Treble quality is not quite as good, but it remains powerful.
B&W Balm

01732 451938

HOW WE RATE IT Elac's speakers have aluminium enclosures and ribbon tweeters,
but this one uses awood enclosure and dome tweeter. The aluminium composite bass
dome is retained, however, and so is the unusual ability to deliver volume levels that
would defeat most others with negligible compression or distortion. Bass lines are
particularly well projected, and the sound overall is extremely well integrated.

Epos M12

£299

08 / oo [ KK]

www.minipod.com

HOW WE RATE IT Has asmall Keylar-coned bass/mid unit and soft- dome tweeter,
and an option of tripedal legs. Bass has acertain weight, and can even err on the
side of sounding warm. Overall resolution is not especially high, and treble
occasionally stood out, but there was arefreshing lack of woody coloration.
B&W 6o2 53

www.bwspeakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT Amagnetically- shielded AV design, although it would benefit from
an additional subwoofer to resolve aslightly soft, indistinct feel. The Contour 12.5 put
KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 1970s, but with far greater
power handling and speed. Has the capacity to sound huge, but with holographic
imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.

HOW WE RATE IT Avantgarde's smallest stands 1.44m high, has
horn- loaded mid and tweeter, and self- powered subwoofer, with a
claimed system sensitivity of ioodB/watt. SH noted that they
gave immediacy, impact, emotional communication — but without
the coloration that has spoiled other horn loudspeakers. The Uno
more than stood up to box speaker competition at the price.
AVI Neutron III £ 99

01903 750750

03/00 [AGI

HOW WE RATE IT Large, oval, rear- facing ABR with acentral boss accepts weights to
tune the system bass. Includes aderivative of the Ted Jordan aluminium midrange
driver. Tuning allows the user to arrive at aspecific combination of pace, weight and
tunefulness. Muscular and dynamic, with strong insight through difficult passages.
ATC SCM7oLE

9/01 [AN]

HOW WE RATE IT Third in the Nautilus 800 series, the 802 is one
of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers. It carries the authority and
finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces
where the 801 simply won't. First class stereo imaging, bass,
midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to
mention killer looks lead to atruly great speaker, recommended
without hesitation.

Loudspeakers
NAME
ALR Jordan Note 3

f6000

MAIO 0830

f1499

05/02 [AG]

01788 556777

www.jamospeakers.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell- braced
cabinet pravide crisp, detailed sound, with little strain even when pushed. Bass
delivery is competent and extended, although higher up the scale the sound can be
forward. Monitor- like incision can give 'aclear insight into orchestral and piano
textures' with its 'astonishing resolving power and even greater dynamic abilities'.
[am Ellso

£3oo

03/01 [TB]

01788 556777

www.jamospeakers.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Derived from the more expensive Concert series, the E85os each
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aTONIK!
Discover the

Tonik interconnect

from KIMBER KABLE.
Features KIMBER's legendary tri braid
cable geometry to cancel interference,
Ultra- pure copper conductors with
polyethylene insulation and KIMBER's new
to1

Ultratike" phono plug.
The Tonik gives asound that
is harmonically rich, well
balanced and smooth.
With prices starting at
just £ 45 for a0.5m pair
it's great value too.
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For a FREE copy of our NEW Mail Order catalogue or to order please
call UK FREEPHONE
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/

quoting code AN122

um/

Free info downloads at: www.russandrews.com
Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd, FREEPOST NWW881A, KENDAL La 9ZA
Tel: 00 44 1539 825500 Fax: 00 44 1539 825540 E-mail: AN122 ,.russandrews.com
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"Now I
can only
say that until I
had the Mana
equipment table
fitted, my hi-fi
system was at
best half
Cocked"
Alan Sircom
HiFi Choice
March '95
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For more information call:
The UK Distributor on 01252 702705
or email: info@audioreference.co.uk
or visit our web site:

www.audioreference.co.uk
yd.
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"Mena Tables are not cheap. But they are essential if you want to
unlock your system's true potential" BEST BUY
Malcolm Steward, HiFi Choice February '96
For information on MANA products please contact Unit E, Amlwch Ind. Est.
Arrilwch, Anglesey Wales. LL68 9BX..Email: post@mana.co.uk
visA
Sales: 01248 751 043 Factory 01407 830 530 [ID
Fax 01407 830 535
\Mr THE MANA FORUM AT.

http://manaforum.atinfopop.com

contain two zoomm cone units, one for bass and one for midrange, plus 25mm soft dome tweeter. They thrive on any pop music with abig, full bass, a 'direct' mid quality,
lucid imaging and the ability to stop and start on asixpence; not at their best on
complex classical music, though still pleasant enough here.
JMIab Cobalt 815

f859

05/01 [AG]

0121 616 5126

www.focal.tm.fr

HOW WE RATE IT This French floorstander uses an inverted- dome Focal tweeter plus
two i6omm drivers (one bass, one bass/mid), in afront- ported cabinet. Sensitivity
measured acreditable 89dB, and the speaker seems to go even louder than this
implies. It had asomewhat bright treble, but this is aspeaker which starts and stops
when it should. Everything hung together, and it excelled on all kinds of music.
Linn Katan

Ugg

51:)

22/02 [AH]

o2.41 307 pn

www.linn.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT '
Anext generation speaker' said AH.
Versatile Katan, development of Kan and Tukan, features nonparallel sides to reduce internal standing waves and
incorporates aclever lock- down crossover board which, when
reversed, switches the Katan from single- wire mode to bi-wire/bi-amp-ready. Its sound proved to be very stable and showed
unusual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.

Martin- Logan Prodigy £ 8967

o8/oo [ MC]

020

8971 3909 www.martinlogan.com

HOW WE RATE IT Abig hybrid 'static with audiophile intent that combines ESL
Statement technology tailored to enhance the blend from panel to bass driver.
Arguably ML's most successful musically with ' stature, presence and tonal accuracy',
and 'exceptional spatial qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter
more than impact, this ML may be the one for you.

in mirror- image pairs, and uses two small uiomm paper pulp bass/mids and a28mm
silk dome driver that takes over at 1.8kHz. Slightly drooping frequency response, but
the excellent lab results were consistent with aspeaker lacking only the last ounce of
detail. Its consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are out of the ordinary.
Sono Faber Signora

f.aaoo

Woo LAG)

01473

240205

wvAv.miragespeakers.com

HOW WE RATE IT This miniature two-way has asuperb two- layer enclosure, with a
steel lining and aCohan machinable- polymer baffle. Demands alot of power, but
lacks the usual box colouration artefacts. It is exquisitely built and superbly specified.
Its precision and detail are difficult to match, but It really needs asubwoofer.
W41011782

quo

(Woo [AG]

01480 4517n

6/99 [ MC]

Snell E.5 Tower

£1520

6/99 [ AG]

ii/oc [AG]

01480 451777

vAvw.mission.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT The most credible audio application so far for NXT flat panel
technology. An AV system (it's also available as atwo- channel sub- sat system), the
f52-AV consists of acorner subwoofer and five identical satellites on rotatable stands
which can be detached for wall fixing. Sonically, the system is smooth, easy and
mellifluous. The f52-AV fills large spaces far more convincingly than you could expect.
Quad ESL-989

£ 000

07/oo [ KK]

01480 447700 wvAv.quad-hifi.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT New and wider- bandwidth take on the ESL- 63
electrostatic, itself arevision of the classic ' 57'. Much larger in
size though. Other changes include audiophile components and
more rigid construction. The speaker needs room to breathe,
but is ' no amplifier- breaker'. KK felt it preferred tubes, with
which the clarity, transparency and disappearing act so beloved
of the originals remain untainted.
Ruark Etude

Emeg

05/02 [ AG]

01702 601410

www.ruark.com

HOW WE RATE IT Compact bookshelf speaker with aclean, neutral sound. Amildly
laid-back presentation, but one that many prefer for long-term comfort. Smooth,
detailed, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open midband.
Responded well to positioning and when used with bespoke bi-wire links. An easy
8ohm load with reasonable sensitivity for its size (86dB).
Ruark Prologue R

£ 949

lobo [AG]

01702 601410

01233 813111

wvAv.snell.com

HOW WE RATE IT Superbly made, this is alarge and heavy design, with wall- damped
enclosure walls with strong attention to detail — even adiecast crossover heatsink
— which one review described as ' European- sounding'. It isn't. It's aquintessentially
US- flavoured big speaker, one with arolling, prominent bass— an almost raunchy
quality which gives the best results irrespective of the setting of the boundary switch.
Tannoy Dimension TD12 f6500

4/12 [ MC]

01236 420199

www.tannoy.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Ahorn- loaded dome tweeter is built into the centre of the main
bass/mid unit. As MC noted, you may need to acclimatise to this because distribution
of sound energy in the room differs from that of anormal separated driver array; in
fact, it is more accurate. Also has Tannoy's Supertweeter, mounted on top of the cabinet.
MC was won over by dynamics and expression normally associated with much higher
prices. It remains clear and natural up to really high sound levels.
£59

7/99 [AH]

01924 406016

vAvw.totem.com

HOW WE RATE IT Aslim floorstander, the diminutive Amo is thin enough to slip into
the smallest of listening rooms and it's adesign that does have an outstanding ability
to cast astereo image across, behind and around the speakers. Integration between
the two small drivers is excellent, the seamlessness helping draw the listener into the
fluid midband. Despite the limitations of power/ low frequency handling, AH found
himself quite taken by these delicate, pole- like loudspeakers.
Wharfedale Diamond 8.1 Eno

£799.90

3909

wvAv.mIssion.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT So much control over every area of misbehaviour something subtle
but significant had been squeezed from the sound. The 782 is most comfortable when
producing medium volume levels in small to medium-sized rooms, despite the zoo watt
maximum recommended amplifier power and respectable (89dB/W at un) sensitivity.
Complex design, and still one of the most detailed and articulate speakers in its class.
Mission fsa-AV

020 8971

HOW WE RATE IT This is acostly miniature, with an 8- litre enclosure. Beautifully
finished, it's built from superb solid hardwoods with asense of style. Such is the
quality of this speaker's appearance that it is worth fitting the matching solid walnut
stands, at £ e5o. While its tonal balance is not quite in the reference class, its obvious
commitment to the musical message, sense of performance and pace certainly are.

Totem Arto
Mirage MRIA-1

£1249

www.ruark.com

HOW WE RATE IT An asymmetric 9o5mm high wood-veneered enclosure is supplied

& 12/01 0845 4580011

vAvw.wharfedale.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Definitely an opinion divide. KK found it abookshelf speaker that
will 'astonish with asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was
hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas sitting behind the Diamonds.., astonishing
clarity, top- to- bottom cohesion, more than plentiful bass and amidband naturalness
that recalled the Quad ESL'. AG and his panel thought its 'strengths subsumed by an
uneven balance that did no favours except with the most well behaved and
straightforward recordings'. Probably best suited to low volumes in small rooms.
Wilson Benesch ACT 2£000

10/99 [ AG]

0114 2852656

www.wilsonbenesch.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Tall, fastidiously constructed teardrop
section marries aScanspeak tweeter to high-tech carbonloaded Tactic drivers, replacing Scan drivers used in otherwise
similar ACT One. Acomplex design, the listening results
suggested arather bright balance with superb articulation and
class- leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical
and controlled to afault.
Wilson Benesch Discovery £5500

08/01 [ AH]

01142 852656

wvAv.wilsonbenesch.co.uk

HOW WE RATE IT Includes an integral stand, and uses four drivers per box. Ai5omm
Tactic mid/bass driver and a28mm soft- dome tweeter face forward, in an inverted
configuration. On the underside of the cabinet are two bass drivers in an isobarik
clamshell arrangement. Choir voices were awonder to behold, and the Discovery
remained clean and unflustered by testing techno and dance.
Wilson WATT/Puppy £ 8700/9700 04/00 [ MC]

020

8 971

39 09 vAvw.wilsonaudio.com

HOW WE RATE IT The System 6is the latest iteration of the Wilson Audio
WATT/Puppy combination. System 6includes re- engineering of both units and now
provides superior dynamic range. Although relatively compact, it can take on the
world's largest power amps, yet remain satisfying at low levels. MC noted stereo
imaging was good and low-level resolution and low distortion related to more
expensive units.
december 2002
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Hot speakers
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BBC digital output: the real story
Like the rest of your readers (myself included),

There is an identical anomaly elsewhere in the

GA Jolly of Essex has very sincerely held views on

magazine. In the ' Radio Tuners' part of the Hot

how to listen to recorded music [Views, Sept].

loo, you say, in the comments on Arcam's DT8i,

Like the rest of us, he has only the one pair of

'DAB is still far short of the hi-fi category' and

ears to tell him what is acceptable. I
am,

then in the section devoted to the Magnum

therefore, unable to comment on his preferences

Dynalab MDio2, 'AG thought it " musically

— they're his ears not mine.

superior to any other Ihave heard, including DAB,

However, I
would like to focus on the anomaly

in every respect... nothing less than stunning".

in his letter. He is, apparently, disillusioned with

This sort of comment invites us to believe that

CD and fed up with surface noise. He then goes

here, apparently, is amanufacturer who can work

on to describe his conception of audio satisfac-

miracles with an inferior digital signal. It's

tion based on recording BBC Radio via aQuad
FM4 tuner onto aNakamichi cassette deck
without Dolby. I
wonder how much he knows

unworthy of you!
O Digitally- mixed: so how can the Proms still
sound better on FM than via DAB?

about the BBC Radio broadcasting chain?
Because I'd heard various stories, I
wrote to

ETGascoigne, London
Our dissatisfaction with DAB radio, shared by

leaving BH. It is untrue that all OB vans have digital

many music lovers without any analogue- vs-

the BBC in Sept1999 asking them to explain. I

mixers, only the Digital Control Vehicle, used for the

digital axes to grind, is not based on the fact

received amost courteous reply from Steve

Proms, etc, is equipped with adigital mixer.'

Hatherly, Head of Engineering Services:
'I hope this next answer will help you to
understand the confusion that exists over the

On the page before the one on which GAJolly's

that it's adigital system — we acknowledge
that digital audio is ubiquitous in modern

letter is printed, Alwyn Seeds points out that the

radio and TV broadcasting. Rather, the reason

NICAM 3digital multiplex system, used by the

why many listeners prefer analogue FM over

analogue/digital routing of signals. You are quite

BBC, has aresolution of 14 bits at asample rate of

digital radio is because FM can sound better.

correct that the BBC went over to adigital distri-

32kHz — appreciably less than the 44.1kHz of CD.

Digital radio is crippled by the data- reducing

bution system more than 20 years ago. However,

He goes on to criticise the limitations of FM broad-

lossy compression used to deliver into the

this was only from Broadcasting House (BH) to

casting and to claim that, in spite of its limitations,

home. For example, listening to FM radio

the transmitters! Outside Broadcast [ OBI signals

'many found the overall quality of DAB preferable.

there's still agood chance you'll hear music

have, up until recently, been via analogue lines.

This description applies to the BBC, but I
suspect

with content extending to 15kHz, not restricted

At this moment in time, Wigmore Hall is still

the independents follow similar procedures.

by either the circa-14-bit/32kHz NICAM chain

using very old analogue lines, but they are due to

So you can see the anomaly. FM radio has, at

nor the frequency- modulated VHF stereo

be replaced shortly with adigital link. Most OBs

its core, adigital signal (inferior to that of CD),

now come into BH on ISDN or VSAT.

which is converted into an analogue signal for an

low bit- rate MPEG cLayer- 2codec. Our tests

FM transmission which is so flawed that many

suggest that many of these digital radio

'For your information all studios in BH still

system. The same is not true of DAB, using a

have analogue mixing desks and the Jimmy

listeners have chosen DAB instead — and then GA

broadcasts struggle to reach tokHz, making

Young Show is analogue up until it is encoded

Jolly tells us that it 'gives an illusion of realism that

their fidelity (lower noise not withstanding)

into the NICAM distribution system prior to

CD and LP can only dream about'.

only aminor step up from AM quality.

A 'difficult customer...

On one occasion the dealer and his assistant

because Idon't believe he can't supply me with

Idon't want to continue the debate about hi-fi

were installing some demo speakers and were

what Iwant or because Idoubt the service

dealers, but have afew words possibly in

telling me about difficult customers. Ican

offered. Iwon't phone because Idon't want to

support of Ken Kessler. Before we are too critical

remember sympathising and thinking I'm not like

hear the dread on the other end of the phone

of dealers, perhaps we customers ought to look

that— Idon't complain. Not long after I
went to

when he knows it's me. Life is too short and I

at ourselves. Ialways thought that I
was a 'good'

the shop (the dealer knew Iwas going) and I

don't intentionally make it any harder for anyone

customer until Ifound out I
was regarded as —

aiscovered that he didn't want to see me and

than I've got to.

and possibly was — anuisance.

only came out of the back when Iasked for him.

I
was loyal to one dealer, and travelled agood
distance to audition and take back equipment. I
never took his advice and bought elsewhere. I

nuisance and will buy from whoever demos the

the same way as those other customers.

speakers I
want.

Irealised that my desire to part with more of

was never cross when new equipment didn't

my money made me anuisance. Perhaps like me

work and accepted that these things happen. I

anumber of customers are abit obsessive when

did buy aCD player that kept malfunctioning and

looking for anew piece of kit.

returned it. Even then I
was not cross, and
blamed the manufacturer.

I
will look elsewhere. Iwill try not to be a

It was then that Irealised that Iwas thought of in

I'm just about to look at changing my
speakers. I'm not going to my usual dealer — not

Graham Griffiths, Lincoln

... and 'disobliging dealers'
What is it about hi-fi dealers in Newcastle that
makes them so disobliging? For i5 months or so
Ihave been devouring the specialist mags,

•We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication, which should be addressed to the Editor and must contain no other material or enquiries.
Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full address (which will not be published). Letters seeking advice will be answered, resources permitting, at
our discretion, but we regret that we are unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi- fl. We cannot answer queries over the telephone.
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FREE HiFi Upgrade
hififorsale.com ltd's AudiophileCandy
2003 accessories catalogue

2003

•Amassive selection of class leading
audio accessories from manufacturers
throughout the world
•Overviews and advice from
leading industry experts
•The Latest Industry News
• 'Your Views' letters page
•Over 65 full colour pages
featuring over 350 products

Grab Your Copy NOW
For your FREE copy of our latest catalogue visit www.audiophilecandy.com
and fill in our contact form or call;

0870 241 246 9

The Disc Emporium

SALE
Ex Demonstration Stock
NEW

SALE

7250

3500

EAD Ovation Processor

4495

3000

EAD Theatrevision P

3250

2115

EAD Ultra CD Player

2220

695

VSA VR5 speakers ( maple)

7500

4250

Parasound HCA1206 (6 channel amp).... 2000
Pioneer SP- D07 DO & DTS processor
900

I
200

(5 channel Amplifier 400 watts per channel)

(Dedicated Region One Player with progressive scan)

(See www.vonschweikert.corn for details)

Previously Owned Equipment

300

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
144 London Road, Knebworth, Herts, SG3 6EY

Tel: 01438 816688

* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested DIY. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE & FAX 01582 736561
RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8A0

Advertise your old HiFi for FREE on-line at www.hififorsole.com,
or pick up an audio bargain. Every month we have over 30'000
visits and 1.8 million hits! - What are you waiting for?

98 december 2002 \i"-

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17- ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9dB F
- to B 33 7dB L 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT

AudiophileCandy 2003 is your FREE
essential guide to the very best in audio accessories.

(DD. DTS, Prologic, MPEG & HDCD + autosetup)

THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off" special built, up to
32 elements.

Our NEW Edition Features:

EAD Powermaster 2000

EXPENSIVE TUNER??

Personal Callers by appointment only.
Closed Wednesdays

5minutes

from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway

NAM AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.

views
studying reviews and recommendations, and
making lists in preparation for buying aset of
separates. For one of the components Ihave a
'shortlist' of three products which obviously
require acomparative demonstration.
Then I
get: ' Oh dear sir, it really is difficult to
get this one', 'Sorry sir, we don't deal with that
company', ' No sir, they are out of audio now and
into video', 'Only available direct, sir' and finally,
'However, sir, can I
recommend this — it's brand

O The solution to the question of multiple formats lies in ' universal' players like Pioneer's
DV-656A, the first to dip below fifoo (unbeatable value, as our October test revealed)

new, just in, and arevelation...'
What they really mean is: ' We will gladly
demonstrate only what is in stock now. We will

compact cassette, MD has, in my view, already

format to tape- based analogue cassettes. But, as

not put ourselves out, take it or leave it. Yes, we

succeeded. Customers walking into the Bristol
branch of Richer Sounds after 3pm on aSaturday

an audio format, DVD-A will fail because 99.9%

afternoon in the hope of buying blank disks are

care about it — they already have and are quite
happy with CD.

will sell you all we can, but on our terms'.
Inever realised it would be so difficult to
spend £3000. Give me estate agents or used car
salesman any day!

more likely to find not asingle one left. Iimagine
other branches experience just the same.
For non-car applications (Inow have CD in the

Tony Leary, Tynemouth

Resisting new formats
In his September slot, Barry Fox opines that
MiniDisc has survived thus far only because Sony

car), Iuse MD more than Iever did compact
cassette making up fave-track compilations,
samplers for friends and acquaintances, copies
of treasured favourite albums to play on my

of the music- buying public neither know of nor

CD succeeded because it was the first
alternative format to the fragile and unreliable
vinyl LP. However much the purists may wring
their hands about the opportunity lost by
adopting inadequate technical parameters for
the Red Book CD, anything else coming along
now is, for the broad marketplace, simply an

has pumped in endless cash, suggesting that,
without this cash, the format would have flopped

office system and so on. One by one, my friends
are buying MD decks because, as aconvenient,

and died. While this is probably true, the same

low cost and high quality home recording

irrelevant afterthought. CD will be with us at
least until something other than disc- based

might probably be said of just about any new

system, it fits the bill. If arival format exists to

system comes along. In the meantime, just

format — securing worldwide acceptance means

meet these criteria, then Ihave yet to hear of it.

ignore the rest and get on with alife. And

turning billions of people on to its merits and
convincing them also that the format is here to

Anyone buying cassette as an alternative to MD
must have their head buried firmly in the sand.
DVD has already succeeded and will continue

anyway, the two biggest threats to any digital
format, new or old, are those of downloading
everything off the internet or copying to CD- R.

stay. That can't be done on the cheap.
As areplacement for the long-established

to do so because it was the first alternative

Julian Stevens. Bristol

The Hi- Fi News.Awards
We name the year's best prcillucts. in our special Awards isSue

Exclusive r 1101 '
10

imbo. Electronics' statement AV processor, the DSP 8000, and
Avalon Eidolon loudspeakers

Three mini- monitors, Naim's SL2 speaker, Exposure amplifiers

On sale

,6December ...essential reading!
—\
fclecember
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SPECIAL CHRISTMAS SUBSCRIPTION OFFER

SaVe

UP T°
2

The perfect gift
for everyone...
including you!

%

EMEMIEErri

-

A lonely pair CI Bristerls,-....,.

This Christmas take advantage of these great

1Yr £35.40 £30.09
2Yr £70.80.£56.64

savings to treat yourself, your
friends and family to atruly original
gift that'll be enjoyed for months to

MACHIN SHOCK
FREE!

come! There's sure to be a

1Yr £31.20 £26.52
2Yr £62.40- £49.92

1Yr £ 42.90 £ 36.46
2Yr £ 85.80 £ 68.64

cuitah.
iele Visions
1)h

magazine that's just right for
everyone on your gift list.

fink

tee, WS,

So why wait? Subscribe today!

Mag ref: CV

WIN

Ike

11.
,7:1777-J
g re .
_

1Yr £35.88 £ 30.49
2Yr £7.1.78 £57.40

r—

t b.

1Yr £ 31-.20- £26.52
2Yr £62.40 £49.92

1Yr £42,90 £36.46
2Yr £85:80- £68.64

1Yr £42,00- £35.70
2Yr £84,00" £67.20

Order now on the form
below or phone

Iadream holiday for two in
the Maldives! Worth £4,000

0845
676 7778

Reply now to enter our Christmas Prize Draw for an
unforgettable trip for two to the tranquil Coco Palm Resort
and Spa.
This 'all inclusive' experience includes twin-share accommodation, return flights from a
London airport, seaplane transfers between the resort and airport, plus all meals and
drinks with meals.

(open 7 days a week 9am-9pm)

For your chance to win this amazing holiday, simply return the order form by 12th March 2003.

quoting ref

For more information and acopy of the Thomas Cook Tropical Shores Brochure please call 0870 752 2960,
log onto www.thomascook.com, tune into sky digital 648 to see Thomas Cook TV or visit your travel agent.

gjrp

Special
Dtscount
Code

Or visit www.ipcxmas.co.uk/IAC2

•No purchase required to enter. See Terms and Conditions. All percentage discounts quoted are the discounts on the 2-year full price.
FIRST SUBSCRIPTION

HOW TO ORDER

Three easy ways to pay: Call the order hotline
now, subscribe online, or complete the coupon below.
An «amnia ,55
,
10x, here
• Foil gyres
1Yr _
230-00 225 SO
Th. P
...
Yor Pay
2Yr £1040248.00
4 Post vote eder (no steno rat:roved yposted
raise
IPC Marls M.. FREEPOST
SES4304. Now* elsrot, W.« Sums
RIPS MR.
5. Or cal us cn he OrdlY mrine went)
your special deco., code.

Deloo. boa Vol 'la, Dula,.
2. Enter Oisnarne add, e55 col ..cocia of
etch person to recerve a utatcnoton.
3. For each stencnpreon enter tne
menoa tile and referenc,. once and
sutecepece &neon (1Yr. 1year. 2Yr 2
yeeret. Youl Ind el the
nlormatton you need In the pane,
me« retch maparee.

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Forename:

Forename:

2002. acutE post aaiecial giff cad to you so
Chnkhriaii. NI subscnptions ordered before
this dale weil begin with the February 2003

issue published in January. Subscription orders re,eved after 11th December 2002 will

Address:

ben with the first avalable issue. We will also send you agift cad for the recipient. cut

Postcode:

Subscription duration:

we can not guarantee that it will arrive in tune for you to said on for Christmas.
Final closing dabs for all orders la 125, March 2:01

publrcation.

Price: e

All full and offer subscription prices inciudepostage and packing.
Prices only valid for subscnphons deliverer. to UK addresses.

SECOND SUBSC RIPTION

Address:
Postcode:
Home Telephone No

ryi ryi

rind ETD code

l
7 11Z1

M M

Magazine Code:

Title:

Mr/Mis/Misa/Ms:

Forename:

For enquiries and overseas subscription ratiis, please call 0845 676 7778,
oar e-mail ipcsubsOces-uk.com
Please enter my name in the Prize Draw only. Entrants must be resident in the
UK and ova the age of 18. A full list of Prize DrEeN terms and conditions is walla!»
C,"I request horn the address shown. No purchase is •equired lo enter the Prize Draw.

Surname:

The closing date tor entries is 12th March 2003

Address:

Email address:

PLEASE REMEMBER TO ENCLOSE YOUR PAYMENT

If paying by cheque or postal order, please make payable to:

IF'C Media Ltd., the publisher of the above titles, will collect your personal information

/PC Media Ltd. Or please debit my:
'Mastercard ' Visa
Card number:

ill
Expiry Date: _
Signature:

FREE GIFT CARD
For all gft orders received by 11th December
Mat yor. caw send it on to the recipient before

Surname:

Home Telephone No ma. aro 004.6

Surname:

Date or birth

Seasons Greetings

Title:

Prices are discounted troto the full subscription rates advertised in each

YOUR DETAILS (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Magazine Code:

Amex

r

II TTT1

Postcode:

1Switch (
please tick)
(Switch only)

Ill

II

Switch Card Issue No:MI
Om merle)

Home Telephone No

(
Inel. STD

Subscription duration:

process your order and gain abetter understanding of our magazine readership
We may send you detarls on our magazines ana services.
Pease lick this box if you prefer not to receive etch offers. Lj

coo»:

We may pass your deters to other reputable

Price: £

companies whose products and services may be
a- interest to you. Pease tick hee if you prefer

ORDER TOTAL: E

not to receve such offers

Special Discount Code

irliC

Tv221 emedia

the

to advertise in this page
‘11001111,
RUCKS

Now on demonstration
-Audio Note CD2.lx
-Exposure 2010 range
-JM Labs Micro Utopia
-Isotek mains products
-Marantz SA- 1SACD
-Merlin Cables
-PMC DB1 speakers
-Pure DAB Digital radio
-Quad ES II speakers
I . ilk Electronics Thunder 3.1
Upsampling CD
-Shanling CDT- 100

No

1

00

NORTHERN IRELAND

di o

•High Fidelity • Home
Cinema • MuWrest:« •

From Vinyl to SACD, Valve to
Transistor, FM Lo DAB, CRT to
Plasma, Stereo to Dolby Digital,
we are the independent specialists

NEW SHOP NOW OPEN
BIGGER BETTER RANGES
AND FACILITIES
HIFI, HOME CINEMA,
MULTI ROOM SPECIALISTS
LARGEST PRODUCT

98 Cambridge St.
Aylesbury. Bucks
Tel: 01296 428 790
www.northwoodaudio.co.uk

YORKSHIRE

RANGE IN IRELAND
FANTASTIC SPECIAL
ClENING OFFERS
8-9 SCOTCH STREET CENTRE, DUNGANNON
8170 lAR N. IRELAND.
TEL OH 8775 3606 FAX 028 8775 3006
E-mail. David@l0anosHi-Fteo.uk
Web Site http://www.KronosHiEi.co.uk

VINYL
K11

ennue Premier Audio
'Room t

Now demonstrating
Des Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Transport, Plinius Cl) Lad &
250 Power, Verity Fidel° & Sonos Faber Speakers, Siltech

'Room 2

VINYL VINYL VINYL
+ afull range of sought after compact discs.

Audio Area, Audio Synthisis, Kara Pre & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics Speakers,

Extensive search service for wanted albums.

Arcici Equipment Stand, hotels Sub Station P/S
DCS - Kara - Plinius - Sillech - Arcici - ODA - Pink triangle
Avid Turntables - Projeo - Ortofon - Van den Hull - Mirage

welcome i-fome demonstration good secritm of Sbfand
We are 10mins J39 - M1 1Ornins J30 M62
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy

NOTTINGHAM

"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"

A Fresh

approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Knell Theta, Copeland, Audio Research, Meridian Audio ( inc Full digital theatre),
MW speakers 'Inc Nautilus 800 Series, Scout Faber, Sony Projection, ON M,
Crimson, Audion, Wilson Audio, Soma Faber, C.R.D.L, Epos, Creek, Myryod,

NORFOLK
The Old School
School Road, Brecon Ash
la Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: (01508) 570829

Comprehensive 96 page full catalogue
available at £ 1.50
Telephone / Fax 01621 810740
Or visit our website on
www.direcidisc.demon.co.uk

SOUTH COAST

Chantry Audio

Credit ! Including Interest Free) Available

Thousands of records always in stock.

Cables, Isolek Sub Station. BDA Equipment Stands

Audio Synthisis - Audio Physics - Audio Arco - Absolute Sounds

P/X

THE DIRECT DISC

Choose from the ,
finest
•HI-FI
•HOME CINEMA
•TV & VIDEO
•MULTI-ROOM

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Rega. Proae, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Naim.
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,
Stax, Teac, and others

www.basicallysound.com
GREATER LONDON

Et ee1
411DP•
/
the ... non of ...corny

sig

Michell, S.M.E, Rol, Rote!, Denon, O.T Products
CHANTRY AUDIO SALE
New
Now
DNM start pre power ( 4box system) ( s/h) £ 2,000 £995
Martin Logan Quest speakers, black ( s/h) £4,500 £ 1,495
Krell KRC3 pre amp. Mint/boxed
let cleat) £3,490 £2,595
Jadis Orchestra CD. Boxed
les dim) fl 299 £950
&IC SCA2 pre amp. Boxed/remote
(Inc Phono Poe)
( s/h) £3,919 £2,295
Meridian 568 processor. Mint/boxed ( ex deer) £ 3,82.5 £2,650
Meridian Digital Active speakers
in Rosewo. Boxed
( ea dem) £4,540 £3,150
Audion Sterling valve amp, single ended £600 £ 425
To see our

full

up to dote listings go to www.chantryaudio.com

NB. All Ea Dem teems are as new, unmarked, and boxed and ilclude the
full manufactures guarantee! Offering aminimum of 2years and up to 5
years, depending upon the product.

e
EASTBOURNE GREEN sr 01323 731336
BRIGHTON 69 LONDON RD 01273 609431
PORTSMOUTH 29 LONDON RD 023 9266 3604

gor g ow

Ipswich ( 0-1473) Ó55-17-1

CLOSED MONDAYS

YORKSHIRE

Mail Order Available
Friendly service and

advice

in

relaxed

surroundings.

First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

SOUTH EAST LONDON

FREE PARKING

16-1 SA Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts hxG22 OLH
Telephone ( 01777) 870372 Facsimile ( 01777) 870437

SURREY

Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg

Stockists oft ARC 5M • DENSES • EPOS • LINS • LOEWE

to get the best - listen to my Koetsa-and-Decca-

•MICRONIEt ; t. \SIll NUM» NEAT • REGA • ROTEL

eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock,

•BOYD.

\ I \ \ • FEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

n idelit Y
indecently good

hi-fi

9High Street. Hampton Wick. Kiii
n upon Thant>
Surre KT I4DA Tel, 020 8943 35 to
Open Tues - Frl 10.30am 7.00pm/Set 10am - 6prn

Celebrcting

AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web Site: listen.to/thecartridgeman
NOW

020 8688 6565

of

Sound

Waeia cHoRD )

E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES

a Decade

I rInc
IL': Or 10
L[0111011,11,111011 01 , 0111C 01 the
I ' ,lid's finest audio equipment contact JOHN BLEAKLEY ini
LEDS 101131 252 8850 ( evening calls nelcomel. Generous pan
hinge allowantr always available.
t,cooes mete& AR' • AVI • Ilryston • Chord • Gamut • Lesicon
•Merdost • Primare Ssstems • Red Retie • REL • Spender • Wilson Renesch
•The Professional Altinilor Co • Veriltis • 1allia and inane more.

• REID
GamuT

RIDSE

(
Olson bet-Desch

Phone/Fax:
LEEDS (0113) 2528850 dm
E-Mail: info@audioreflections.co.uk gri
Website: » tt.w.audioreflections.co.uk
«JV
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WEST MIDLANDS

F
H

F—r

I

FI

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from Arcam, Audioqest.
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel, Ruark,
Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tammy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha, Wharfedale and Wilson Benesch.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

H

I- FI

CEDIA

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night (not Stourbridge) Thursday till 6.30

10 BOLDMERE ROAD,

INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

APR 0% Written details on request.

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL

STOURBRIDGE,

SUTTON COLDFIELD,

Licensed Credit Broker.

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS, B73 5Th

VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933

LONDON
ASCENT

del O'Brien Hi-Fidee
Est. 1966

AUDIO ANALOGUE

• AKG • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER • CABLETALK • CHORD CABLES • CREEK
• DENON • DENSEN • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL • GOLDRING • GRADO • JADIS • JECKLIN • KE • MICHELL • MONRIO
• NAD • NAIM • OPERA • PROJECT • QED • SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER • SONUS FABER • STANDS UNIQUE
• SUGDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • TRIANGLE • UNISON RESEARCH • VIENNA • WILSON

Clearance / Second Hand / Ex

Dem Equipment • Details on request

0% Instant Finance Available

COPELAND

Written details on request

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
• Repair facilities • 5mins walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mins Waterloo • 5mins from A3 ( Raynes Park 0282 exit) • 25 mins M25 Junc 10

60

•

Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW
Open 9.30-5.30 Tues Sat

Tel: 020 8946 1528

Fax: 020 8946 0331

1.91 II 1o9,1

E-mail: shop@obrienhifi.com

UK WIDE
Isolation j Systems

THE INNOVATIVE HIFI,

M ADISOUND

HOME CINEMA &

PROVIDES SPEAKER

MULTI-ROOM

BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY

RETAILER/INSTALLER

PARTS AND ADVICE.

=

rag é

WA. V.

AIRTEK Pneumatic Isolation Platforms

for electronics, turntables & Speakers (excellent reviews)
NATURAL RHYTHMS Equipment Rack System
with unique cable isolation System, Floor standing
Loudspeakers, all hand crafted in our workshops
in avariety of real wood veneers.
Custom sizes and finishes undertaken.
Interconnect cables, solid silver, & copper fitted with bullet plugs.
Quality !
slams Power Cords £49.95 Credit Cards Taken,
Tel: V.1111411411 on 01643 822128, voodootek@hotrnail.com

SOUTH WEST ANALOGUE
Have all *MNequipment on demonstration along
with SMETUBE TECHNOLOGY-MICHELL
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE LORICRAFT/ GARRARD
CROFT - various cartridges, ORTOFON, VDH

seas
S

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

de. -,
'e-\\
s
Sk aani
ng
I „ outlspea kt..rs

Fostex

£6,750

Krell KAV-280CD

£2,750

Krell HTS-1 processor.. £4,250
Krell KAV-500i integrated £2,600

ORANGES St LEMONS
Friendly and efficient service
\RCAM

B&Vv'

102 december 2002

\t—

CABLE TALK

CASTLE

CHORD

CREEK

DENON EPOS LINN MARANTZ NAD NAIM NEAT PM(
QED REGA ROKSAN ROTEL RUARK STANDS UNIQL I

ACOUSTIC PANELS

morel*

YAMAHA

XANTECH

and many other.

/•1_12/‘

furls

61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

"""^ website: www.oandlhili.co.uk

15.,1 ,.-

UK WIDE

REPAIRS & ADVICE
On High-End & Quality HiFi

NèiRDOST

LPG

wrioN

SOUTH WEST HI-FI
01752 779933

free carriage nationwide
e-mail: southwesthifi@fsbdial.co.uk
Web: www.southwesthifi.co.uk

scan-spea K

IA

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL 608631-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
e-mail into@madisoun.:
Web Page hltu ,sovw mad ,
om

rt

Call Dennis on

020 8774 0718

.

A V INTERNATIONAL

AVI design and build some of the
best sounding Amps, preamps,
tuners, CD players and speakers
you will hear.
Find out more quickly!

To advertise in this section

Tel: 01460 54322

0% Finance available

JUICY FRUIT FROM LONDON'S FRESHEST RETAILER

020 7924 2040

Tel: 01643 851351
graham@southwestanaloguelsnet.co.uk

Krell KPS-28c

FROM BATTERSEA

SOUNDSTYLE

Second hand equipment, Record cleaners/cleaning service.
Perspex lift off covers, Major credit cards.

THE PINEWOOD
MUSIC COMPANY

SERVING LONDON

www.avihifi.co.uk
»t•

telephone 01453 752656

thegt:m-

to advertise in this page

Absolute Demc40

Image Audio

Audiogram MB2- Integrated Amplifier £265.00
Audiogram MB1- Amplifier £219.00
Apogee Mini Grands - Loudspeakers £3499.00
Audit) Research CA50 - Integrated Amp. £2049.00
Audio Research DAC1-20 - DAC
£800.00
Audio Research LS8 - Preamplifier £945.00
Audio Research LS5 Mk11- Preamplifier £1999.00
Audio Research 100.2- Amplifier £2590.00
Audio Research VT5O-Valve Amplifier £2199.00
California Audio Alpha - DAC
£699.00
California Audio Delta -CD Transport £499.00
California Audio DX1-CD Play
£399.00
Copland CSA28 - Integrated A plifier £849.00
Copland CDA277 - CD Player
D
£8
Copland CDA288 - CD Player
D
£12
Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve P amplifier £7
Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Preamplifier £7
Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplifier £1
Goldmund Mimesis 6B - Amplifier £ 1
Goldmund Mimesis 4 - Tuner
£24
Jadis Orchestra - CD Player
£899.
Krell KAV250P- Preamplifier £ 1599.00
PS Audio 6.1 - Preamplifier £275.00
PS AOSIMUltralink 11- DAC
£989.00
PS Audio Reference Link - Digltal Preamp
Sonus Faber Concertino Loudspeakers
Sonus Faber Electa - Loudspeakers Slack
Theta Digital Carmen -CD/DVD
Theta Digital Pro Prime 1 - DAC 1
Theta Digital Dreadnaught 5champ
Theta Digital Pro GenerationVa - DAC £3490.00
Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Black £ 2900.00
Wilson Audio Watchdog active sub £ 7498.00
ZSystems RD01- Transparent Digital Equalizer f1850.00

Stockists of Nairn, Linn, Rega, Arcam, Dynaudio,
Denon, Sanyo Projectors, JM Lab, Dynavector,
Mana Acoustics, Guadraspire, B&W, Lyra, Stax

CROFT
wwvv em

UK Loth-X cilsflbutor

£85
£104
£152
£199
£294
£641
£495

Two-way Unit for parallel switching
£ 30

Two-way unit for series switching
two pair of speakers to one amp

MA 18

AT 110E

Technica

AT OC 9ML

Goldring

1006
1012 GX
1022 GX

Elite

two pair of speakers to one amp
MA17

Audio

1042
Eroica LX/H

QED SPEAKER SWITCHING

CC126

Gold Plated 4mm Banana Plugs 4no. £ 800
£22

to 2phone plugs
OUNEX1 Hi Copper Phono Interconnect
1metre pair c/w phono plugs

£22

£95

£76

£124
£143

£100

£133
£232

£109
£190

£114

N/A

Prestige Gold

£110

N/A

Ortofon

510

£34

Switching Unit to share single pair of

OUNEX J2P 3.5mm Stereo Jack

£76

£280
£62

£40

£25

£ 32

£330

Prestige Black

Headphone Volume Control for

speakers with two systems

N/A
EX

£16
NIA

GEX

£ 52

GEX

£67

GEX £ 86
GEX £ 100
GEX
GEX

NIA
NIA
£27
£73
£22

MC 15 Super Il

£130

N/A
£110

EX

MC 25 FL
MC 30 Supreme

£227

£193

EX

N'A

£452

£385

EX

N/A

Kontrapunkt b

£643

£548

EX

N/A

Rohmann

£837

£742

EX

£95

N/A

Shure

M 97 XE
V15 VXMR

£304

N/A

Sumiko

Bue Point Special

£265

£237

Arcam Delta 290 Power Amplifier
(
used). . £220.00
Arcam AVR100 A/V Receiver
(ex dem).... £ 49.00
Audio Research LS2 Pre Amplifier ( used) .. £ 1,200.00
Audio Note MI Pre Amplifier
(used).... £495.00
Counterpoint SA- I00 Power Amplifier (used) .. £ 1,000.00
Chord SPM800 Power Amplifier
(used) .. £ 1,200.00
Exposure XVIII Power Amplifier (used).... £600.00
Linn LP12/Elcos/Lingo (black)
(used) .. £ 1,500.00
Marantz CD94 CD Player
(used).... £395.00
Meridian 603 Pre Amplifier/DAC (used)... . £600.00
Naim CD2 CD Player
(used) .. £ 1,100.00
Naim NBL Speakers ( Beech) (used) .. £4,995.00
Naim Intro Speakers (Rosewood) (ex-dem).... £695.00
Naim Credo Speakers (Cherry)
(used).... £8013.00
Naim Fraim Stand ( Beech) (used) .. £ 1,400.00
Naim NAP 500 Power Amplifier
(
used) .. £6,995.00
Naim NAP 140 Power Amplifier
(ex-dem).... £650.00
Naim NAP 180 Power Amplifier
(ex-dem).... £975.00
Nairn NAP 250 Power Amplifier
(ex-dem) £ 1,500.00
Naim NAC 72 Pre Amplifier
(ex-dem).... £550.00
Naim NAC 102 Pre Amplifier
(ex-dem).... £950.00
Naim NAC 82 Pre Amplifier
(ex-dem) £ 1,995.00
Nairn NAC 52 Pre Amplifier
(ex-dem) .. £2,995.00
Naim XPS Power Supply
(ex-dem) .. £ 1,695.00
Naim Supercap Power Supply
(ex-dem) .. £ 1,950.00
Naim CDX CD Player
(ex-dem) .. £ 1,995.00
Naim CDS CD Player
(ex-dem) £3,295.00
Naim Hi-Cap Power Supply (ex-dem). ... £630.00
STOCKISTS OF NAIM, MERIDIAN, CYRUS, ADVANTAGE, LUMLEY, BAT
MCLAREN, KRELL. MARTIN LOGAN, ARCAM, PMC, MARAN17. DENON ETC
Website: www.lintone.co.uk Emaihinfoelintone.co.uk
7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead, 'Fyne & Wear NE8 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

STYLUS

EXCHANGE
£28

Grad()

conection to amp not equipped £38
MA19

Lintone Audio
SELECTED USED EOL I
PNI EN .1ND SPECIAL OFFERS

TEUFAX 01757 288652
www.mantra-audio.co.uk

CARTRIDGE SELECTION

HEADPHONE SELECTION

MA15

o . uk

Worldwide Croft dIstriburrir

MANTRA AUDIO
MAIL ORDER HI FI ACCESSORIES

Reference

o

fax + 44 ( 0) `, 21 68 18772

with 1 year full warranty

SR- 60
SR- 80
SR- 125
SR- 225
SR-325
RS- 1
RS- 2

nta

UK + 44 [0] 1746 769156

no grey imports - all equipment comes

Grado Prestige

SID/ IXDI \ I \\ I) \iti
\
Arcam CD72 Text - black
Nov/ex-dent
£325
Arcam Xeta2 5.1 Processor
S/H
£ 100
Cyrus Pre Amp + remote
S/H
£ 175
Linn LK140 x2
New/ex-dem
£575
Linn Director
New/ex-dem
£500
Linn Line Musik L
New/ex-dem
£500
Linn Katan Maple
Ex-dem
£435
Linn Pekin Tuner
Ex-dem
£455
Naim NBL - Cherry
Ex-dem.... £5,000
Naim CDS2 + XPS
Ex-dem . . . £5,250
Naim Nac 82 Pre-amp
Ex-dem .... £2,000
Naim Nap 250
Ex-dem £ 1,200
Naim Credo Black
Ex-dem
£850
Naim Intros Black
Ex-dem
£450
Roksan Rokones
New/ex-dem
£350
Linn LK100's x3 (all for £900)
S/H
£330
Linn LK140 x2
Ex-dem £600
Nairn CDS2 8t 8PS
Ex-dem .... £4500
Naim Nac 82 Pre-amp
Ex-dem . . £ 1800
Naim Nap 250
Ex-dem . . £ 1200
Naim Cuedos, black
Ex-dem £750
Triangle Ittoks
Ex-dem £400
MANA ACOUSTICS NOW IN STOCK
Contact Andrew or Dave
8 • 10 St Anne's Road, Readingley, Leeds LS6 3NE
Tel: 0113 2789374 Fax 0113 2754252

N/A
£58
£204

EX

N/A

EX - Exchange price for MC from above companies
GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

MAIL ORDER ( 1-10 DAYS) PRICES INC P&P ADD £ 5 EUROPE
AND UP TO £ 12 WORLDWIDE FOR ORDERS OVER £ 50
MANTRA AUDIO ( HEN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD,
SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

SUPERDEAL AUDIO
SUPERIOR SOUND • SUPERIOR VISION
3 dedicated dem. rooms, including

- BOSE®

& VISUAL
e

SUPERB SERVICE

EXPERIENCE" Room. Delivery and installation, free locally. Multi room installs.

Products from: Arcam, ATC, Bose, Boston, Beyer, Celestion, KEF, JBL, JVC, Linn, Loewe, Marantz, Mission, Morduant Short, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Naim,
Ortofon, Panasonic, Pioneer, Primare, Project, Prowire, QED, Quad, REL, Roksan, Scny, Soundstyle, Technics, Toshiba,
VideoLogic, Vienna Acoustics, Wharfedale etc. etc.

COME AND VISIT US AT: 352/354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD, CROYDON CRO 7AF
TEL. 020 8654 1231/2040 www.superdeal-online.co.uk

Credit Cards welcome
Finance available
(inc. 0%)
Subject lo status
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themarket
FOR SALE
QUAD FM4 tuner, 34 pre- amp, two 606 amps, mint
condition, circuit diagrams, offers, Tel: 01392 873827
(Exeter) [ K1488]
MARK LEVINSON Reference CD Transport No. 31
£4500 (£ 9500), the ultimate CD transport, mint
condition, boxed as new, Tel: 01384 371586 day or
evening [ K1502]
ARCAM Alpha io with DAVE unit, surround power
amps, Alpha io DAB tuner, Alpha 9CD player, Alpha 8
FM radio, all as new or unused, Castle Howard
speakers, cherry, and Castle Richmond on stands,
original cost £ 5000 all for £ 2600. SW England. Tel:
07774 888676, email: camcrews@ukonline.co.uk
[K1588]
CONRAD-JOHNSON Premier 14 line pre- amp, total
use 1,870 hours, re- valued at 896 hours, unmarked,
£2000. Hampshire. Tel: 01730 825493, email:
jeremybacon@cemco.com [ K15891
TRANSPARENT Musiclink super interconnects tom,
boxed, vgc £ 320, Yamaha KX48o cassette deck w/IR
remote, boxed mint £ 75, Yamamura M4000 speaker
cables ( 3m), vgc £ 400, Tel: 020 8543 5531 Chris (eves)
[K1590]
LINN Naim, black ash LP12, Valhalla, Basic+, K9 £ 475,
Trampolin £60, 3.5m pair A5 cable £ 30, NAC 62 &
Snaice £ 200, Dynavector DV-2oXL 2months use, 8
months old £ 260, all ovno, Tel: 01293 419203
(Gatwick) [ K1591]
AUDIOLAB 8000C m-m/m-c phono pre- amp £ 200,
8000SX power amp £ 240, 8000CD £ 450, Monitor
Audio 703, PMC rosewood £400, VdH Teatrack biwire
2X5M £140, boxed, reciepts, Tel: 020 8769 9868
[K1594]
AUDIO RESEARCH D125 £1495, A/R SPil Mk 2
£1495, Copland CD288 £ 950, KEF 105-3 £950, all vgc.
Tel: 01494 873024, mobile: 07768 763576 [ K1603]
MIRAGE M351 immaculate super high- end speakers
black finish can demonstrate fisoo. Tel: 07813 211891
email: anders-home@sebnini.com [ 1(1605]
MAGNEPAN MG2o speakers mint condition £ 6000,
Gryphon Adagio CD player £ 5300, Gryphon Callisto
2200 integrated amp £ 5950, boxed as new. Tel: 0033
686 860 786 (Paris) email: f.gourdain@magic.fr
[Ki6o8]
WADIA 27 digital audio converter £ 3800, Meridian
DSP5000 24/96 speakers £ 2950, Wilson Audio cub
Speakers + stands £ 2900, Faroudja NRS £ 2900, Tel:
0033 686 86o 786 ( Paris) email: f.gourdain@magicir
[K1609]
TAG MCLAREN AV32R EX processor £ 2200, TAG
McLaren 100X5R amplifier £ 2200 latest software
version, boxed as new. Tel: 0033 686 860 786 ( Paris)
email: f.gourdainOmagicir [ Ki6io]
REVEL Studio loudspeakers, voice plus pedestal
centre speaker, gloss metallic grey and aluminium.
Embrace surround speakers, white, original manuals
and packing, superb condition £ 12,000, Tel: 01223
264839 [ K16141
COPLAND 289 CD player, hardly used, £ 1400 ono,
Cyrus aCA7 pre- amp and PSX-R £ 450 ono, Cyrus FM
7.5 tuner £ 200 ono, Tel: 020 7818 6883 [ K1618]
KRELL KSAlooS £ 3400, KAV 300CD £ 2500, KRC-3
£2400 ProAc EBS + stands, black, fabulous sound
£1250, Sonus Faber electas, black, £ 950, XLO 2.1
signature balanced im £ 195 transparent music link
balanced im £ 195, Tel: 01628 789115, mob: 07710
879000 email: dtalwaruk@yahoo.co.uk [ K162o)
LAVARDIN PE+AP line pre (6inputs) stereo power

Mark Levinson 334 amplifier, two years old, as new
with boxes, £ 4500 ( f6000) offers considered. Tel:
01273 4644491X15341
NAIM very little used, pair monoblocks ( 3155) £ 2300
Hi- Cap (£ 400) Tel: 01873 85896911(15351
QUAD 99 system pre and power amplifier, CD and
tuner, complete with B&W CDM 7NT speakers, all
boxed and mint (cost foot)) £ 2100 Tel: 020 8508
4190 [ K1536]
CAT SLI signature pre- amp £ 1600, Lumley ref 120
monoblocks (£ 3500) £ 1250, Lumley ST70 power £800,
Trichord transport Pulsar One DAC+ power supply both
with latest mods in my system preferred to Nu- Vista
CD player (£ 3000) £ 950 Tel: 01772 314151, mob:
07751 475062 [ Ka626]
QLN Signature speakers, rosewood excellent
condition R590 Shearne Audio 3.5 power amp £ 390
Tel: 07754 413024 IX1629]
SONUS FABER Concierto with stand KEF piano black
Mark Levinson 38S pre- amp, Transparent ultraxl 4M
Tara Labs digital AudioQuest Diamond madrigal gel- 1
MDC-1 Van den Hul
[10.63o1

D102

Mk 34m, Tel: 01707 392063

GRADO RSI headphones, the best, brand new, boxed
(£700) £ 450 ono, Beyer Dynamic DT 990 headphones
(£120) £ 75 ONO Tel: 01506 44145511(163i]
MARK LEVINSON No. 20 reference Monaural
amplifiers, icroW/ch class A. single- ended or balanced
inputs, mint condition, cost £ 12000 new, now only
£3995, P/x considered, Tel: 01449 67633511(16341
MERIDIAN 5o6 20- bit £ 65o, Meridian 551 £ 55o,
Meridian 565 24- bit fi65o, Meridian 562V £ 850 all
items boxed and complete with manuals, control leads
etc, sold singly or together, total £ 3700 ono, Tel:
07785 340671 (day) or 01425 480907 (eve), email:
Co3o833DObtinternetcom [ K1638]
WILSON Watt Puppy 6, perfect, black gloss £ 12,800
Mark Levinson 31.5 transport and 360S DAC new
£11500 ( both) Transparent ref XL balanced
interconnects and speaker cable (solid-state), poa,
Mark Levinson No33h monoblocks, poa, Tel: 07785
575643 or 020 7976 6996 [ K1640]
PROAC Response IS Orbe SE/DC and Dino and Grace
7o7/II, sealed boxes, new offers TEAC VRDS-9 £ 350,
Magnum P200 PS2oo pre- amp A200 monoblocks
£2250, Audio Alchemy V2.0 V3.0 £675, Tel: 0117
9556555 or 07979 514450 [ K16531
VOLCANO f65o, Phyon £ 350, Musiclink £ 65o, AN-VX
£300, Decade £ 300, Madrigal floo, Mit 330 £ 250,
Terminator 2f5o, Nu- Vista £60, Proceed £ 2500,
Bryston loBSTD f800 4BST £ 15oo, Mark 385 £ 2400,
Main £ 30. Tel: 01707 392063. [ K16571
ATC 7o'S anniversary active speakers, custom
finished in light and dark piano grey with black grilles,
boxed with manuals and certificate of authenticity
£85o0 ovno, Tel: 020 7584 5784 or 020 7589 4840
[1(16581
VAN DEN HUL '
The Wind' speaker cable 3m bi-wire
pair £ 300 (£ 600), Tel: Steve 07813 788420 (020 8466
7451) ( 1) [ K16591
STAX SR34 Pro electrostatic headphone system, mint
con, boxed £ 100. Tel: 01268 540 333911(16701
KRELL MDA 300 monoblocks complete with large
coned feet and slate platforms £ 5000 (£ 12000). Krell
KRC HR Reference pre- amp with PSU £ 5000 (£ 7800),
both mint condition with manuals, Tel: 01384 371586
day/eve [ K1673]
KRELL KPE Reference phono stage with PSU ficioo
(£2500), mint condition, boxed with manuals, Tel:
01384 371 586 day/eves [ K16741

amplifier, audiophile quality, superior brother to
legendary IT, superb transparency and imaging 2.5

SME 20/2A, c/w SME Series Varm and Roundale
Research 2118 moving- coil cartridge £ 3400, Oracle
Alexandria turntable c/w integrated arm incorporating

years old, boxed, mint £ 3250 (£61oo) Tel: 01344
772509 ( nr Bracknell) [ K16241
SONUS FABER Extrema loudspeakers, with original
stands and boxes, superb condition, £ 2800 (£ 7000+)

lift-off f55o, Tel: Chris Harris 01628 4747291K 168o]
ZINGALI Home Monitors 212 12in horn, 2x12 bass,
superb sound, beautifully finished, 6months old,
imminent move abroad forces sale £ 10,750 new, will
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the place
accept £6750 ovno, CEC CD transport £ 2000, Tel: Troy
on 07980 211447 or email: troy@trunbox.com ( London
area) [ K1688]
RUARK Equinox speakers, Copland CSA14 amplifier,
Micromega Stage 3CD player, Shun mook CD plinth,
full XL0 interconnect leads and high- end bi-wire XL0
professional speaker cable, full manuals, sold as
complete £ 1500. Contact Michael: 01525 222 641
1K16911

MUSICAL FIDELITY A37o Mk 2 power amp i5o watt
per channel, high current output, will drive any
speaker with ease, £950, Tel: mob: 07790 945796
[K1692[
VDH Revelation speaker cable, 2.5m bi-wire/bi-amp
set, spades both ends, new cost fl000+, will accept
£350. Mana turntable stand floo, Tel: Steve on 020
8422 0942, or 07939 540107. Middlesex [ K1694]
INFINITY Kappa 8, floorstanding speakers, santos
finish, approx 12 years old but totally unmarked, 5
drivers ribbon tweeters, very smooth, nearest current
equivalent ProAc Future 1 (£ 5800) rated 250 watt
£550 ono, Tel: 01275 472489 [ K1512]
MUSICAL FIDELITY Nu- Vista M3 integrated amp,
read reviews at www.musical-fidelity.co.uk, boxed,
guaranteed, mint, £ 2400, vdH First Ultimate im £ 200,
Kimber Select 2020 digital £ 300, ATC5oA sl rosewood
£3200 Tel: 0131 225 9002 or email: S.HussainO
ed.sac.ac.uk [ Ki7o2]
B&W Nautilus 801 speakers in red cherry finish, 15
months old, stunning reference monitors, excellent
condition £ 6499, buyer arranges collection, 95kg
each! Tel: Ken in Worthing 01903 690055 [ K17041
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 integrated amp, gold £ 450
Linn Keilidh speakers, black with plinths £ 275, all vgc,
original boxes & manuals, Tel: 01252 518074 eves or
e-mail: duncan.findlaterOntlworld.com [ K1705]
B&W Matrix 801 Series 2 loudspeakers, some cabinet
marks, hence only £ 85o. Tel: 01462 713204, or 07815
887746 [ K1706]
AUDIOLAB 8000T tuner FM/AM/LW upgrade forces
sale, boxed with manual £ 275, Tel: 01623 744261, or
07816 063648 [ Ki7o8]
TACT Millenium amp Mk ll £ 2900. TacT room
correction system DD £ 900, Tel: 01489 79614711(17091
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS CL- 15 CD playerprocessor with digital volume control and fully
upgradable, Stereophile class A/B ficioo ( f1700) or
best offer Tel: Peter 01202 39334 8, email: loki@
powernet.co.uk [ K1710]
CDS for sale all top condition (CD wash- machine
cleaned), or new, over 40 titles, classical, collections,
rock, pop and jazz, £ 2.5o per CD, Tel: 0035
2021285621, email: barig@pt.lu
for list [ K1712]

or

fax: 0035 2407811

ISO phono stage and Hera power supply from Michell
includes cables £ 300 ono, Tel: 07968 138489 ( Day)
[K1713]
SONUS FABER Amati Homage (£ 8600), Cardas
Golden Cross speaker cables, bi-wired, 2.5m ( fio5o),
Pagode HDoi-55HD supports X2 (£ 725 each), all
unblemished, little use with original packaging, Tel:
Paul 01858 433677 [ K17141
GRAAF GM2oo, OTL/OCL (£4650), Cardas GC XLR
interconnects x2 pairs (£ 55o pair), Graaf GM13.5B
(£275o), Resolution Audio CD5o (£ 85o), TICE power
block (£ 750), Cardas GC power cords x3 (£ 175 each)
perfect condition, boxed, Tel: Paul 01858 433677
[K17141
VDH Revelation speaker cable, 2.5m unterminated
pair (£ 600) £ 300, Audio Note AN-Vx tonearm cable,
1.25m SME to phonos (£ 270) £ 135, Stax SRooi
portable system (£ 270) £ 135, Yamaha DSPE800 AV
processor/amplifier (£ 330) £ 170, VdH the Wind
speaker cable, 1.5m unterminated pair (£ 120) f6o,
The First interconnect 06m ( fi6o) £80, Dio2/3 08m
(f8o) £ 40, all vgc, Tel: Alan 01772 735288, email:
aearmstrong@uclan.ac.uk. [ K1718]

to buy or sell audio equipment and accessories
RED ROSE music amplifiers (any model), Chinese
brand-new equivalent at under 1/5 of UK retail,
inclusive of Fedex/DHL freight, door deliver within 2
weeks, email: henrychmok@hkbn.net [ K1721]
AUDIOLAB 8000 DAC £ 250, TEAC VRDS Ti CD
transport Trichord Clock2 modified £ 250, Bose
Acoustimass 15 speakers with stands £ 65o, Denon
DVD 2500 multi- region £ 225, Tel: 07946 614754
[K1722]
DYNAUDIO Contour 1.3 monitor speakers in beech
finish, absolutely mint condition and boxed, wonderful
looking and sounding speakers, complete with
Atacama R724 stands, sell for £650, Tel: 020 7702
8079 [ K1723]

AUDIOLAB 8000A very good condition, one pair KEF
Coda 8very good condition,1 pair Mission 751 very
good condition £ 575, lot will not split, Tel: Stan oi6i
9287174 (Cheshire) [ K1725]
MARANTZ MA24 Class Amonoblocks, mint matched
pair £ 1550 ono, Sonus Faber Amator One, £ 1095 oro,
matching Stonewood stands £ 295 ono, Marantz CD94
£395 ono, Marantz MA22 monoblocks, £475 ono, Tel:
01727 866908 [ K1726]
MIT MI- 350 Terminator Proline Reference
interconnect Lo metres long, 2years old, balanced,
original box, top reference buy 2years ago, new
£3000 accept £ 500, email: francisco@
churtichaga.com or 07979 240977 K17271
NAIM NAT 01 tuner, as new, boxed £ 155o, Roksan
Attessa CD excellent condition £675 Tel: 01629 814151
[K1728]
LFD pre/power combo £ 1400, excellent condition, AVI
S2000 CD player £ 350 plus choice of AVI 52000 MD
DAC £225 or Theta Cobalt 307 £ 275, Theta TLC £ 5o
System £ 1975, Tel: 01920 484195 [ K1729]
LINN Lingo, boxed mint, serviced 2years ago by Linn
£425, Tel: Gary 01242 236981 [ 1(173o]
WILSON Baudio watt 3puppy 2piano black, tails,
spikes, shipping crates £ 3950 ono, Tel: 020 8295 2715
evenings weekends. [ K1731]
COPLAND CSAL4 integated hybrid amplifier £ 475,
Quad 57 electrostatics, bronze £ 475, Monitor Audio
Studio 12, Rosewood £475, all excellent condition, can
demo, Tel: Maidstone 01622 750732 [ K1732]
TRICHORD Dino phono amp, mint £ 260, Prolect
Perspective, vgc £400, Kimber KCAG 075m £ 150, Tel
01733 230210 [ K1 7341

ECLIPSE TD512 monitor loudspeakers, beautiful egg
shaped enclosure, directly driven - no crossover
£1100. Myryad MDP5oo surround- sound processor
with 6- channel analogue pure path f750, both
immaculate, Tel: 01159 258581 [ K1735]
SONUS FABER Extrema loudspeakers with special
dedicated stands and boxes £ 3195 (£ 7000), mint
condition, Tel: 020 8295 2715 evenings.[Ki736]
DIRECT CUT records « Thema Houston' I've got the
music in me' by Sheffied Labs fL000 ono, also variou ,
other Direct Cut/ Super Cut records on offer from
£250 please enquire 01227 360452. [ K1737]
CROFT Series 3R power amp and Croft Mega Micro Ill
pre- amp, separate PSU for pre- amp, about 8years old,
valued at £ 3000, will sell for £ 2000 ono, email Kevin:
norburnantlworld.com for photos, Tel: 07813 326967
[K1738]
KRELL HT52 A/V pre- amp, immaculate, was £ 7000
only £4200, also Krell USALoos sustained plateau
power amplifier was £ 55oo, only £ 2200 together only
£6000, Tel: 07973 109599, email: Richardcon@
aol.com. [ K1739]
WILLIAMS HART audiophile monoblock power
amplifiers, factory assembled, boxed, as new £ 700
ono (pair), Rokson Dian 3speakers, rosewood finish
as new speakers sound £ 300 ono, daytime 01268
459442. email: steyen_55156q5@hotmail.com.
[K1740]
LEVINSON No335 dual- mono power amplifier 2x
250W £ 4950, perfect with original manuals and

packaging, Tel: 01223 264839. [ K1741)
PROCEED AVP audio video pre- amp £ 2750, perfect
original manuals and packaging, Tel: 01223 26 48 39-

£39 0.
00 all mint, boxed, Tel: 020 8543 5531 Chris
(eve) [ k1750]
AVI 20ooMM monoblock power amps, 150W/ch £ 65o
ono (£ 1400), AVI pre- amp £ 250 ono (f800), boxed,
excellent condition, little used, Tel: 01257 415541
(Lancs). [ k1751]
THE best Unison Research 30oB monoblocks set, as
new, boxed £ 2750, new £ 4250, Nikko Gamma- 40 FM
tuner £ 30, Sony tuner ST- 395o £ 40, Sony cassetted
deck TC-229 SD £ 5o, Tel: 01562 827710. [ k1752]
PROAC Response 2.5, cherry, 4years old £ 1300,
Quadraspire 5- tier rack, cherry £ 160, Nordost Solar
Wind speaker cable (bi-wire) 4m £ 25o, 2x
interconnects f6o each, Tel: 07956 526082 [ k17541
Classé Six stereo pre- amp, black Ow phono stage and
remote control, original manual and packaging, will
ship internationally, mint condition £ 1600 (f3850)
ono, email: kiko@iolfree.ie Tel: + 353 21 4373313
(office hours). IK17551
CROFT Vitale SC pre- amp and Croft Series VC Power
Amp ( 30W into 8ohm), the classic Croft combination,
silver hard- wired, no PCBs, C- core technology, eerily
transparent sound, as new condition, boxed with
manuals, can demo £ 1475. Tel: 07973 791340
(London) [ k1757]
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 CR pre and power
amplifiers, beautifully transparent, choke regulated
pre/power combination, boxed with remote, manuals
and power leads flow, Tel: 01704 228896
(Southport) [ 1(1758]
AUDIO RESEARCH SPL4 (black), classic phono
(valve) and line- level pre- amp, excellent condition,

[K1742]

PASS LABS X- 35o amplifier for sale, boxed as new
condition, £6000 (fLo,000), see www.passlcbs.com
Call 07769 641748 or email: ian.johnson@
europe.lego.com . iK17431
CREEK 252SE power amps f5oo, passive pre £ 8o me
SE head amp £8o DNM interconnects £ 30, all boxes
with remote, Tel: Dicr 01727 850904. [ K1744].
MICHELL Gyrodec, RB3oo, QC power supply,
freestanding motor Orbe mods, ygood condition £ 70c
ono, Tel: 13605 01525 854652. H(17451.
IBL Ti6K, custom red lacquer finish, 8months old,
boxed and hardly used with a5year warranty. £ 2800
ono (£ 3500 new) contact for pictures. Tel: 020 7547
2049, email: matt@springst.co.uk [ k1746]
MUSICAL FIDELITY pre- amp 3A and P150 Power
Amp, sell together £ 300. Tel: Derby 07890 895828
[K1747]
B&W DM603 52 hi-fi/home cinema floorstanding
speakers in cherry, as new condition with manual and
all accessories, will demo if required £ 345 ono, Tel.
07903 651218 [ 1(1748]
LINN Genki CD player, silver, new £ 1030, £600 ono,
Bang & Olufsen DVD 1, blue, new £ 750, £ 400 ono,
original boxes and manuals for both. Tel: 01727
826120 (St Albans) [ K1749]
TRANSPARENT Musiclink Super Interconrects Lom
£31o,Yamaha KX48o cassette deck w/IR remote f6o,
Russ Andrews 8- way Purifier Block w/2.om Powercord.
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themarket
boxed with manual and spare valves fl000, Tel: 01704
228896 (Southport) [ k1759]
STAX Lambda- Nova electrostatic earspeakers and
SRM-TiS valve energiser unit, electrostatic
headphones with dedicated valve amplifier, boxed
with manuals £600, Tel: 01704 228896 (Southport).
Ik1760]
KRELL KAV 25ocd (£ 2500) £1250, PIEGA P2 limited
edition speakers, piano black with silver stands
(£2400) £1300, Audio Physic Tempo Ill speakers birds
eye maple finish (£ 2200) £1200, Tel: 020 8518 5165 or
07970 255469 Ik17611
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 CR power amp £495,
Trichord Genesis CD £ 50, Arcam Alpha 9CD £350,
Quad ESL- 63 £1250, Rogers BBC monitor speakers
with matching trolley stands £ 300, all in good
condition, Tel: 07836 739271 eve [ K1762]
TUBE TECHNOLOGY Fusion valve CD player Mk 2,
only 12 months old, still under manufacturer's
warranty, excellent condition very little use, boxed
£7oo (new £ 1400), Tel: 01217 848037. [ K176 3]
NBS Cable 4m 91cm signature balanced XLR
interconnect was £4200, £ 790 1metre signature
balanced XLR interconnect was £ 1600, £ 590 includes
NBS zipped bags, Tel: 020 7584 5784 or 020 7589
4840. [ K1764]
LINN L1,12, original spec, unspoilt by progress with
Basik LV-X, K9 £ 200, Alphason equipment rack 4
shelves, smoked glass, beechwood uprights, excellent
condition floo, Tel: 01 543 493282. [ K17651
KIMBER XL speaker cable 8ft (£ 790) £490, Kimber
Select ioio inteconnect (£ 300) £ 180, Kimber balanced
i/c half- metre (£ 260) £ 160, Torlyte base unit 3 £465
£300, Kimber 8TC mains lead 4ft £85, Tel: 01772
314151, or 07751475062. [ K1766]

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS Modules Li valve pre-amp,
pure class Aline stage version of M3A, separate PSU ,
black, mint, boxed with manual, retail £ 2100, will
accept £ 1450, no offers. Tel: 01304 380859. ( K17671
MUSICAL FIDELITY Nu-Vista M3 integrated amp
£2300, Nu-Vista 3D CD player £ 2100, both units 6
months old but little use, boxed and immaculate, Tel:
01285 821331. [ K1769]
NAIM power supply for aNAC 82 pre- amp, nice
condition £90, Tel: 01752 291703. [ 10.77o]
MUSICAL FIDELITY tuner X-Plora £ 22o, Tel: 01752
291703. [ K1771]
B&W 603 Sz speakers condition £ 550, sell for £310
ono, Tel: 01745 832885 or 077477 48882. [ K1772].
QUAD 22/14 immaculte condition, GEC valves, just
serviced by West Hi Fi, one year warranty £650, Tel:
01752 790037. [ K1773]
MARK LEVINSON 380 pre-amp £ 3500, Audio
Synthesis passion 8m pre-amp £ 10oo, Desire power
amp 31800 Transcend XA2ES transport £795, Tel:
01843 584030 evenings or answerphone. [ K1774]
LINN Kairn pre-amplifier, black with interconnects
and remote £975, mint boxed, Naim NAP 5oo power
amp, as new boxed iyear old £ 6950, Tel: Barrie 01323
487781 mobile: 07767 458374 • [ K1775].
LAVARDIN IT amp, outstanding reviews £1950
(£3200) Quad ESL-63 speakers and G.F Deane de luxe
stands £ 1250, both items mint and boxed, Tel: 020
8527 5882 [ K17761

REVOX 77A open reel, studio model, good working
order, original literature, user workshop manuals,
large quantity tape £ 200, Lowther Audio vector pair
PM4, latest hi-ferric speech coils, offers, Tel: 01291
624641. IK17771.
SME Series IV tonearm, perfect, boxed £65o ovno,
buyer must collect, Tel: 01626 365480. [ K17781
OPTIMUM 5-tier equipment rack, model number
opt66o, glass shelves, brushed gold supports with
spikes, excellent condition cost £429, sell 3220 ono,
Tel: Soton 023 8040 4006 after 6:3o. [ K1779]
CLEARAUDIO Basik m-m/m-c phono amp: HiFi+
review, mint £175, Tel: 01903 247779 Sussex.[K178o]
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QUAD 33 pre + Quad 405/2 £ 350, Marantz CD6000
OSE £175, Rega Planar 3 £ 175, Mission 770 speakers
or total syatem £7oo inc cables and connectors, Tel:
01280 812820. [ 1(17131]
LOWTHER EX3 drivers, 1pair, jyear old, little use,
boxed £85o new, £ 350 ono, Beauhorn 13cm phase
plugs ipair, cherry £16o new, £80 ono, Tel: Mark on
01765 677639.[K1782]
ACCUPHASE C2005 pre- amp £ 575, p3oos power
amp, 150W/ch, £685, both in matching wood cases,
£1150 the pair, Audio Innovations valve power amp
series zoo Mk 2 £ 285, Arcam Alpha 7SE CD player, as
new & unused £ 265, Tel: (01202) 767873 (Poole).
[K17841
KIMBER Select KS- 3035, 12ft speaker cable with biwire jumpers, hybrid silver/copper cable, superb
review HiFi News Nov 2001, less than half price
£2500, Tel: 02890 480078 or email: David.Sheridane
btinternet.com [ K1785]
LINN lkemi CD player, absolutely mint, boxed,current
specs £1300, Tel: 02890 480078 or email:
David.Sheridani@btinternet.com [ K1786]
B&W DM6 speakers, nice pair 1980-ish, s/n 13117
and 13118 with manual, inspection certificate and
frequency response printouts, excellent condition
£300, Tel: 01206 564588 (Colchester) or email:
kevinoconnell@tesco.net ( K17871
AUDIOVECTOR M3 Signature, black, AVEX active
crossover, latest version, awesome, all mint £ 1480,
Audiovector Mi Signature black, latest version, mint,
optional superb stands, £480, all under half price, Tel:
07776 177485 [ K17881.
CASTLE Howard Sz speakers in cherry, as new £495.
Tel: 01661 834378, anytime. (NEast) [ K1789]
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3ooCR power amp, as new
boxed cost £ 2200, sell £ 1500, F22 pre-amp £5oo
boxed, Kelly KT3 speakers, 95dB, boxed £650,
Quicksilver valve monoblocks original condition £65o.
Tel: 01432 275203. [ K1791].
CYRUS 2/psx amplifier with boxes £ 113o, Theta antijitter unit complete with zx AudioQuest interconnects
£m), Audio Alchemy DAC in box £ 70, Tel: 01732
353039 [ K1792]
LINN Kolektor pre- amp, 6months old, boxed,
manuals £ 320, Tel: 01332 751261. [ K1793]
NAIM CD3 and Flatcap with boxes and leads £700,
Tel: 01869 277346. ( K17941
MERIDIAN 5o6 24- bit CD player, remote, manual,
boxed, one year old, immaculate condition, still under
Audio Excellence guarantee, reason for sale, upgrade
to Wadia £60o, Tel: ow 8774 0631. [ K1797]
AUDIO RESEARCH LS9 pre-amp £800, Denon PMA
sio/2 mow integrated amp £800 (£ 1900), Sugden
phono amp m-c/m-m £ 125 (£ 25o), Marantz CD14,
LP12, Wok, Denon DL304 £65o, Quad Lucid power
amp £450, speaker stand ideal Spendor SPI etc, very
heavy £65 (£15o), Loft pair Harmonic Technology
speaker cable, superb £150 (£320), all in mint
condition, boxed, manuals, Tel: 07889 054405 [ K17981
USHER compass 777. Heard them at the show?
These stunning speakers are as new and made from
solid walnut, offered at app half list price £ 2200, Tel:
01773 826170 [ K1799]
CHORD CPA 3200 and SPM 1200B, piano black preamp power amps, with Kimber power kords and silver
streak xlr £ 2800, Tel: 01606 75254 Andy, Chesire
[Ki800]
CLASSIC Linn vinyl setup, all superb condition LP12,
LVIII, Klyde, Lingo £ 1o5o, as new Linto £ 550, Kairn
£700, LK2 power £ 150, Gale 401, Kimber, granite
stands (special) £ 550, RA mains blocked, plugs,
purifier, etc £450, special price for all, Tel: 01843
864386 (Margate) [ K1801]
SONY SACD, SCD777ES audiophile Super Audio CD
player, gold finish, excellent condition, 14 months old,
new RRP £2100, only filoo, Tel: 01903 690055 Ken.
[K18021

TOCA-SECA power amp, Class A, dual- mono, singleended FET, 20/38W/ch, large heavy construction,
marble fascia, sweet sounding, Colin Wonfor design,
reviews available (
HiFi News 02/95) f995 (£ 2940),
Tel: 01273 325901 [ K1803]
KRELL KSA 50, mint condition £700, Totem Forest
speakers, boxed £1000, Gryphon 51o0 power amplifier
mint £ 1700, Basis turntable, mint boxed £800, AVI CD
boxed £ 350, Tel: 012732 39356 [ Ki8o6]
AUDIO SYNTHESIS Dax Decade D/A converter,
mint boxed mc 50 marks £1750 (£ 2895 new). Tel:
01903 261931 [ K1796]

WANTED
QED speakers (TRI) stands zzcm (TS22) or 17cm
(TS17) Tel: 020 8262 7568 (evening) or 020 7377 7000
ex 2363 (day) [ K16121
ROGERS, Harbeth or similar, one pair of LS3/5A
speakers, must be in excellent condition, private
buyer Tel: 01 394 388 399 [ K16331
QUAD FM4 tuner wanted, Tel: 01788 816267
(Evenings) [ K1687]
TDL Reference standard ' M loudspeakers,TDL's last,
best and huge hexagonal speakers, reviewed in April
1996 Gramophone, walnut cabinets preferred, perfect
condition essential. Tel: 01438 871145 ( K17241
ATC SCM 5oCL passive speakers, must be in new
condition and privately owned, with boxes and
manual, Tel: 01452 830080 [ K1733]
PAIR of LS3/5A loudspeakers in good condition.
Rogers, Harbeth or similar. Tel: 01394 388399.
[K1783]
MARTIN LOGAN Ascent or SL3 in good condition
desired by private individual! If you can help please
contact 07808 188 288 or email: realtea@hotmail.com
[K1795]
THETA Jade CD transport in excellent condition, Tel:
Tim 0121236 1174, daytime up to 6:45pm [ Wu]

TRADE
STRATOSPHERE turntable (by Reference
International) 5years old, top condition, special price
for quick sale, only £ 1495 (new £6000) SME armmounting (SME arm available from Heatherdale
Audio), Tel: Dave Ruffell at Heatherdale Audio (unit on
audition in shop) on 01903 872288 or email
barigOpt.lu [ Kum]
AMAZING interconnects! Hand- built pure silver
cables with world class connectors, fantastic
performance, money back guarantee £ 105 per metre
pair, £ 5p&p, other lengths available Tel: 0115 982
5772 after 7pm or email: bob@skydivers.co.uk[K1436]
PAUL HYNES custom amplification, can't fund what
you want off the shelf? For custom assembly of the
amplification of your dreams Tel: 01931 712822 or
email: paulhynes0freezone.co.uk [ 1(1531F]
GRAND M25 Audiojumble @ Leatherhead Leisure
Centre M25 junction 9. Sunday io November 10.30am.
Tel: 07730134973 for details [ 1(1672]
FARADAY Concrete cabinet loudspeakers, 'asonic
revelation', What Hi*Fi?Our unique low-density
formulation and design really does produce the
ultimate in audio transparency, DIY options available,
www.faradaysound.co.uk Tel: 01603762967. [ K1756]
NAIM specialist buys and sells top condition Naim
products, cash waiting for your Naim gear, plus all
products sold are tested with money guarantee, Tel:
07971 202742 with requirements. [ 10.8051
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OUR PRICE

Choice
hi-fi
youchoose
Choice

hi-fi make it easy for

you to fulfill your sonic
dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just
about expensive brandnames.
It's about aspiring to the very
best sound, about choosing
your ideal system from the
widest selection in the country,
in aunique no- pressure
environment.

yourchoice
Acoustic Energy
Advantage
ATC
Audible Illusions
Audio Physic
B.A.T
Boulder
Bryston
Cary
C.A.T.
Chord
Clear Audio
Denon
DNM
Egglaston Works
Efectrograph Delphi
Gamut
Genelec
Gryphon
Graham
lmerge
I M Lab
Krell
Lexicon
Linn
Loewe
Lutron
Lyra
Mark Levinson
Michell Eng.
Musical Fidelity
Naim
NEC
Nordost
Oracle
Ortofon
Plinius
P. MC.
Primare
Project
Quadraspire
REL
Rockport
Roksan
Rotel
Ruark
Shahinian
SIM2
SME
Straight Wire
Sugden
Tara Labs
Teac
Totem
Transfiguration
Trichord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VP'
Wilson Audio
Wilson Research
YBA

Kenwood L1000C pre/ L1000M Power Amp
Exposure VII pre + XII peu
Harmon Kardon AVP I
Cary 572 se Monoblocks
Dynalab SDA 2.8
Magnum Dynalab P200 Pre
Trilogy 901 Pre
Quad FM4 Tuner
dpa Enlightenment DAC

Li

ORIGINAL RETAIL PRICE

LOffen
£595.00
£175.00
£I,295.00
£195.00
£695.00
£395.00
£225.00
£395.00

C2,500.00
LI .200.00
C.
L2.350.00
£ 600.00
C1.90000
£995.00
[450.00
L.

thismonth

eNne

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Plinius SA 102 " new"
Audio Research D200
Krell KSA 250
Musical Fidelity PI 80 + CRPS
Musical Fidelity PI 80
Musical Fidelity CRPS
Vincent T.A.0 SV 236 Integrated
Bryston 4BSST

LOn Dent
L3.750.00
£1,795.00 £ 3,400.00
£2,995.00
£6.000.00
£895.00 £ 1.600.00
£450.00 £ 900.00
£495.00
£900.00
¿On Deist
C1,49500
¿On Denn
L2.350.00

PRE AMPLIFIERS
Audio Research LS7
Audio Research SPI6L

£995.00 £ 1.800.00
L1,695.00 £ 1.999.00

LOUDSPEAKERS
Audio Physic Luna Sub ( wood)
Audio Physic Yara
Avant Garde Acoustics Trio
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Vienna Acoustics Mozart
Vienna Acoustics 5.1
Cabasse io 5.1

¿On Dew
¿On Dent
£11,995.00
LOn Dent
¿On Dew
¿On Dew
¿On Dew

CD PLAYERS & DACS
YBA CD 3Delta
Audio Alchemy Drive 3/ DDE 3/ PSU 3
Alchernist Kraken 24 bit CD
Audiomeca Damnation CD Transport
Wadia 830 ( inc digital i/p board
Vincent T.A.0 CD S)

Powe

¿On Dent
£ 2,200.00
£895.00
C L795.00
C1,600.00
£750.00 ( 1.600.00
[1,995.00 [ 3.600.00
¿On Dem
£ I.300.00

amplifiers

Michaelson Audio Odyseus
jadis Defy 7rnk Ill
Mark Levinson No 27
Linn Treble Active Card
Linn Bass Active Card
Audio Research VTI50se Monoblocks
Cello Duette 350
Trilogy 948
Audio Research DI25
Gamut D200 " new"
Primare A20 Integrated
Musical Fidelity F15
Audio Innovations 51000 mk III monos
Krell Kan 500i
Krell FPB2SOM
Krell MDA 300
Oracle 53000 Integrated "
new"
Cary SLA 70 mk II Silver
Linn LK 100
Boulder 500 AE
Acuphase E203 Integrated Amp
Krell FPB 300
Linn Klassik CD/Amp silver
Boulder 1060 Power " now"
Cary Audro 300 SE Sig.WE30013
Primare 30.1 mk II Integrated
Krell 250 A/3 3Chanel amp
YBA Passion Stereo new
Sunfire 300 Power Amp
Plinius 250 mk IV " rico'
Cary 805 C Monoblocks -new'

Pre

0,79900
£ 999.00
LI7 . 000.00
£ 6.000.00
L1.700.00
L3.500.00
C2,170.00

C695.00
C1.500.00
[2,750.00 [ 6.000.00
[2,495.00 [6.000.00
C69.00 £ 120.00
L69.00 £ I20.00
0,995.00 [ 16,800.00
£4,995.00 [ 10,000.00
[995.00 [ 2.000.00
£1,795.00 [ 5.000.00
¿Oit Dent
L3.250.00
£395.00
L750.00
L1,395.00 [ 2.500.00
£1,395.00 [ 3.000.00
[3,495.00 [ 5.498.00
£6,450.00
L10.00000
[4,995.00 £ 12.000.00
[5,995.00 [9.950.00
[1,295.00 [ 2.250.00
045.00 [ 650.00
[3,495.00
0.500.00
[795.00 [ [5,995.00
C9,990.00
L895.00 [ 1,030.00
¿On Dew
[ 16.500.00
L3,495.00 [ 5,304.00
£1,350.00
CI.500.00
£2,995.00 [4.69800
[On Dern
[ 5,995.00
L995.00 [ 2.400.00
[On Dew
[ 6.000.00
¿On Dew
[ 8,250.00

amplifiers

Audio Research LS I
McCormak Line Drive
Audio Research LS IS
CAT SL I ( Black)
Audio Synthesis Passion 8m bal/ remote
Audio Research LS3
Musical Fidelity F22
Audible Illusions P3Ainc
Audiolab 8000 Q Pre
AVI 52000 MP remote pre
Mark Levinson 380 S
Krell ( SL 2Pre
Cary SLP98L Remote Pre x-dem
Boulder 1012 ( pre amp/ 24.96 dad Phono)
Trilogy 901 Pre
Krell MI_ + Phono
YBA IAlpha Pre mm/mc + psu " new"
YBA Passion Pre + mc " new"
Boulder 2010 Pre
Plinius I
6L " new"
CAT, ultimate reference Pre Amp Inc/Phono " new'
Audible Illusions P3A Pre MM/MC mk 11
Nairn 42.5
PRE POWER AMPLIFIERS
Musical Fidelity F151 F22
Audio Innovations S1000 monos/ L2 Pre

[945.00 [ 2,000.00
C395.00 [ 995.00
0,250.00 [ 3.400.00
I2,595.00 [4.995.00
[995.00 [ I . 895.00
L1,095.00 £ 1.997.00
L695.00 [ 1,50000
L2,450.00
L3,400.00
L695.00
L1,295.00
L495.00
CI,000Do
L4,250.00 [ 6.90a00
C1,750.00
L3.000.00
L1,795.00 [ 2,79400
[On Dorn
[ 13.000.00
L495.00
C995.00
[1,295.00
L.
¿On Dew
£ 4.90000
¿On Dem
0.59500
LPOA
C30.000.00
¿On Dent
L3.200.00
¿On Dern
L5.75000
¿On Dern
L3.140.00
£150.00
[450.00
[1,995.00
[1,595.00

tei 0 2 0 8392
020

Open from

8392

[4.000.00
[ 3.700.00

y

speakers

JM Lab 926 ( x- demo)
JM Lab Sib & Cub ( 5.1 spk sys)
Blue Room Minipod (WFite)
Blue Room Minipod + Sub ( Blue)
Blue Room Minipod Sub
REL Stentor II
JMLab Mini Utopia + Std ( Rosewood
REL Stentor (Walnut)
SD Acoustics SDI
Martin Logan SL)
JM Lab Cobalt 826
BOW DM 602 52
ATC SCM 20A
Audio Physic Avanti III X-clem
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Audio Physic Virgo Ill " new"
Thiel 7.2
JM Lab Utopia ( Ex Dew)
Audio Plan Contrast 3
Avalon Ascents
JM Lab Micro Utopia + Std Elk " ne
JM Lab Mezzo Utopia
Audio Physic Tempo Ill " new"
Naiin SBL's
ClaraVox Magnifica
Audio Physic Spark new
Rogers LSS5 ( new)
ATC SCM 10 + stds

L1,750.00
[On Dens
£225.00
[625.00
[415.00
£1,295.00
£2,995.00
C695.00
[695.00
[1,995.00
LOn Dens
£195.00
£1,995.00
£6,499.00
[On Der»
¿On Dens
0,995.00
£12,495.00
LI,395.00
[6,995.00
[3,899.00
£5,499.00
[On Dens
£1,295.00
£5995.00*
¿On Dew
C330.00
C795.00

L2.149.00
L859.00
L298.99
L749.00
L468.99
(2.000.00
C5.780.00
£I.500.00
C1,650.00
C3.399.00
L1.279.00
£330.00
L3,300.00
L7,499.00
L75000
L4,000.00
L14.000.00
L18.799.00
L3.200.00
C12.000.00
L7.799.00
L2.00000
L2.225.00

L14.504100
c1,749.00
L430.00

¿Lux:1o°

DACS
Audio Research CD2
Maranta CD7
Primare V20 DVD/CD
Perpetual Technologies Dac + Correction Engine PSU
Meridian 508/20
Mark Levinson No 39
Mark Levinson 390S ( upgrade)
Audio Aero 32/192 Capi:ole CD
Micromega CD3 + Duo day
Primare V25 CD/DVD
Thule Spirit CD
Wadia X 64.4 AT&T/ Bal
Theta Pro Geny
YBA CD IDelta " new"
Tog Maclaren CD22OR
Audio Lab 8000 DAX
Mark Levinson 30.5/ 31
Oracle CD2000 Transport
Sony CDPR1/ DAS RI
Krell ( PS 25s 24/96
Acuphase DP7OV
Acuphase 90/91
YBA CD Speciale
Boulder 2020 dan
Krell ( PS 25sc
Theta Data Il Transport AT + link
YBA CD Integre lOin

rr1'tt [Die s

L1,895.00
£2,795.00
£750.00
£1,495.00
£995.00
£3,495.00
£4,995.00
LOn Dens
[995.00
[On De rss
£695.00
£1,595.00
£595.00
¿On Dens
£995.00
£995.00
C9,995.00
C4,495.00
C2,995.00
£14,995.00
£I,895.00
£6,999.00
£395.00*
¿POA
C16,995.00
LI,995.00
¿On Dern

A

N.,

L3.499.00
L3.500.00
£1.000.00
L2,000.00
LI,800.00
L5.000.00
L6.495.00
L4.500.00

c3xeyoo
c1.000.00

L900.00
L5.000.00
I
.
295.00
[4.40000
[1.500.00
[1.600.00
[24.000.00
[7.500.00
£6.000.00
[22.500.00
C.
[16.000.00
[675.00
C24.000.00
[23,498.00
[4.000.00
[1.195.00

decanaloque

Nordost Quattrofil Tonearm Cable
Quad FM4 Tuner
SME 30/2 A new"
Moth Record Cleaning m/c
Project RPM4/ Ortofon 510 -new"
Project RPM9/ Ortofon Rohmann " new"
Ortofon Rohmann
Adjuster Racks ( Aluminium/ Perspex)
Pierre Lurne JI/ SL5
Michel 1st, Phono n Hen
Ortofon Kontrapunkt a/b " new"
Michell Gyro SE/ RB300 " new"
Elemental 4Tier ( Fixed)
Roksan Shiraz
Michell Orbe/QC
Audio Synthesis Phono Eq mm/mc
VoydValdi/ Orion
Gryphon Phono Pre-Amp ( dual mono) Head Amp
Parasound TQ1600 ( remote tuner)
SME Series VArm " new .'
Wilson Benesch Act 2arm
Musical Surroundings Phonomena Phono Stage
Pink Triangle PT SA/RB300S/W
Mims 14 Phono " new"
Transparent Audio Music Wave Ultra XL Bi Wire
Cary PH301 MM/MC
Nackamichi DR 3
Tom Evans - The Groove " new'
Clear Audio Reference Mc phono stage X-demo
Rega Planer 3 + Hi Fi News Out Board Power Supply
Clear Audio Symphono phono stage X-derno MM/MC
Lavardin Reference Phono " new"
Linn Akita

£399.00
I245.00
10,495.00
£395.00
¿On Dent
¿On Dew
¿On Dew
¿On Dew
£1,695.00
L325.00
¿On Dens
¿On Dens
£1,295.00
£450.00
L1,495.00
L795.00
C695.00
L795.00
095.00
[1,350.00
L895.00
C495.00
C795.00
(On Derss
[1,895.00
[895.00
£225.00
¿On Dens
II ,695.00
020.00
[640.00
¿On Dens
[150.00

£

components

Linn Klassik DVD
Krell HTS ( AV Processor)
Audio Refinement Pre 5" new"
Audio Refinement Multi 5 ( Power) "
new"
Lexicon MCI -new"
Lexicon MC I
2 / MC 1
2B
TELEVISIONS & DVD PLAYERS BY LOEWE
Loewe Xernix DVD " new"
Loewe Aconda
Loewe Plante + Std
Loewe Xelos + Std
Loewe L2A Active Speakers
PLASMAS
From NEC/ Panasonic/Pioneer/Sharp
Electrograph Delphi/Seleco/Sony/Sanyo
Panasonic TH 42 PWD4 " new"

1 9 5 9 e7-- 020

19 9 4

BUY/SELL

[800.00
[45000
[12.289.00
L •
[325.00
[2.050.00
[1.05000
From c3oo.00
L4.000.00
C495.00
L500.00/C750.00
LI.100.00
L2.000,00
C1,00000
C2.200.00
L.

[On Dew
¿POA
(POA
¿POA
¿POA

L495.00

from C4000.00

POA
POA

C4,995.00

8392

19 6 3

10am to 6pm Mon to Sat and other times by appointment.
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi-fi equipment
to

Ivailable

subject

L400.00
£1.65000
[1.400.00
L.
L.
[2.750.00
[4.00000
[I . 695.00
[400.00
[1,795.00
[2.065.00
£423.00
[740.00
[2.500.00
[25000

LOn Dem
[ 2.000.00
[4,495.00 [ 6.498.00
¿On Dem
[89500
¿On Dew
[ 2.250.00
L3,500.00
ascnoo
¿On Dew L8100.00/ L8900.00

loinfo«ochoice-hifi.com

We accept all major credit card/,

L.

¿1,60000

to

status

www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

Spectral's latest addition to their superb range of electronics

be

available from late July as areplacement for the DMC12. A line level
remote controlled preamplifier with topologytaken
from the DMC3Os Reference preamplifier, we are
very excited about this product please call John
Roberts to discuss the possibilities with any Spectral
component.

Audio Research CD3
What sets the CD3 apart from the so-called "combination" players on the
market - whether DVD or SACD based — is that the CD3 is designed to do
one thing superbly: that is, to play back normal " redbook" music CDs, CDR and CD-RW discs with maximum fidelity and full musical expression.
The CD3 will not play back DVD video, DVD audio or SACD-only discs
because it is our firm belief that the convenience of multi-format playback
sacrifices soric performance in the CD format, The
engineering focus of the CD3 is to maximise
performance with the prevailing music format by
keeping the overall player design simple, reliable anca
optimised for the one task it must accornplish.
Class AJ-FET analogue output stage. Massive
regulated power supplies — using industry- leading
capacitors forboth bulk supplies and bypass
components and damping techniques of aproprietary
nature have been used to extend to the CD3's
remarkable range of performance characteristics

F

' One of the most respected names in the world of professional Audio,
Nagra has aforty year history of producing leading edge electronics for
the recording industry. Their move into high end audio was awelcomed
surprise, and their gear has met with rave reviews.
Many listeners requested aline stage preamp, and Nagra listened.The
PLL will interest many, not only because of the great sound, but also for

the new found convenience of full remote controllability. Balanced outputs

• are available as aoption. As with all Nagra equipment, expect superb
Swiss craftsmanship and meticulous attention to detail.
Nagra takes great pride in introducing the ultimate preamp, the PL- L, line

input cousin to the PL-P.The PL- Lcombines the unmistakable sonic

excellence of the PL- Pwith the convenience of remote control for those
whose source components do not include Phono.The features of the PLLinclude four selectable inputs, one for balanced and three unbalanced, ,

dual output zones each with two unbalanced outputs. An optional
balanced output is available as well.

Midland Audio Xi- change MAX
dCS Elgar Plus and Purcell with IEE 1394 interface are the cutting edge of
digital technology
And at Midland Audio X- change you can now experience up sampling into
the DSD data stream.
That's right, take your normal CD collection and transform it into master
tape quality, by using adCS Verdi Transport and using the IEE 1394 " Fire
wire" output into adCS Purcell Up sampler IEE 1394 compatible. Up
sample into DSD and then send the signal to adCS Elgar Plus.The result
is the closest to master tape quality we have heard.
This system also plays SACD at alevel, which is unsurpassed by any
other player, or combination we have tried.
Phone John Roberts for an insight in what is achievable with any dCS
product.

The single most important feature of the new amplifiers and the one that
alone justifies their price is their performance. Initially intended to match
the sonic quality of our popular 300 Series models, these pure mono
designs actually eclipse that lofty goal.
Since the No.434 and No.436 share circuit topologies and
materials with the 300 Series amplifiers, their sonic
character is of the same family. The benefit to this
approach is that owners of a300 Series amplifier may add
one or several channels to their system using the No.434
and No.436, without sonic compromise. But the
dedication of asingle chassis and careful selection of
component parts has allowed our design team to further
refine their performance.
The mono amplifiers share some of the sonic attributes of
the No.33 and No.33H, including higher resolution and
dynamics, and agreater sense of effortlessness.They are
as well suited to atop quality two-channel music system
as they are to aworld-class multi-channel music and
theatre system.
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SCOTLAND'S FIRST AND FOREMOST DEALER

Cartridge

LYRA HELIKON

SUMIKO

BLUE POINT

PEAR WOOD

SPECIAL

Twenty years experience. We're talking about our own; and
the minimum we require from our turntable manufacturers!
Mr Michell made one for Mr Kubrick's clockwork orange
(good name for anew model, John?) and Messrs. SME and
Yorke made turntables for many audiophile celebrities!
Simon is purveyor of turntables to Mark Levinson, the man
and the company! To our three pre-eminent brands, we now
welcome Townshend's Master Reference turntables, from
£5,900 to £ 11,000 for the full version with remote electric
tonearm VTA. Needless to say, Townshend have had over
twenty years experience making turntables! We can advise
on turntable/arm/cartridge combinations and phono stages to
realize your requirements from vinyl still the ultimate source
component ... and yet, no U-turns, no heresy, but in truth,
the new wave of " second generation" upsampling CD
players combined with the superior mastering of CD's has
challenged the new formats and even the black disc.
Hearing is believing!

Amplifier

OPEN
Mon - Thur
9AM - 6PM
Sat 9AM - 1PM
By appointment please

Sumiko combines Performance, Consistency and
Reliability, the combination we seek in phono
cartridges. Sumiko offers refined Moving Coil sound for
as little as £279 while its Pearwood Signature offers
the exotic for half the price of much less consistent
rivals. Lyra continues its remarkable Helikon
cartridges, and announces the world's most advanced
MC phono cartridge, the Titan. Given its credentials,
the price of £2,995 will certainly mean awaiting list.
Early in 2002, Lyra will introduce the Argo at £849 and
Donan at £495. Meantime, we have afew Lydian
Betas for £495. Please phone us for Lyra's retipping
and exchange schemes.
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Simon Yorke S8

Michell Orbe

Simon Yorke S7

SME 10A

Salon Selective. Very. But this month we carry anew
brand, or new in the UK since September's Hi Fi News
Show. See our section on AYRE ACOUSTICS. You know
about Sugden's pure class A amps (from only £ 823 for the
A21aP), and you know about BOW, and Gryphon. With
ATC's active speakers featuring pure class A amplifiers
(two or three per channel) you could call them our sixth
brand of solid-state amplifier, especially as their integrated
amp and their two pre-amplifiers are so distinguished!
Valve amps really make us " Salon Selective" so many
highly acclaimed valve amplifiers are upstarts. ART Audio
and EAR have more than twenty years experience at the
cutting edge of musical technology. Between them, they
have aproduct to suit you!

The Loudspeaker
s;

I

ProAc
Loudspeaker

Don't you just hate them? ATC, I
mean. They're so-oo cool. Two
more models, the SCM12 (£999)
and the Active 20's (£2,500) and
they are elegant ... compact ...
and very heavy. You get apro
product for the price of mass
produced speakers. One glance at
the ATC hand-crafted drivers and
you'll see why they sound so much
better than you can imagine. You
may have to travel further than
your local High Street to hear
them, but you won't have to pay
high overheads!

ATC
Loudspeaker

ART
Loudspeaker

Zingali
Loudspeaker

Mark Levinson T eLiryption . Sugden Proceed SME Art Audio
ATC _..
Re el 7_inge Trichord
-hell / Simon Yorke / Lyra
.
'rt Ayre
Grand Prix Audio

R Yoshino / Art Loudspeakers /
Sumiko Stax / Ergo Shanling
/P
Technologiest

T : 0141 - 357 5700 / F : 0141 - 339 9762 / E: info©audiosalon.co.uk
We don't want mere facts
to get in the way of
- creative journalism, but
despite last month's cover,
REFERENCE DEALER_i Krell's neighbour in
Connecticut ships more in
a month than " the world's
biggest high- end brand" does in ayear. The two
friendly rivals have very opposing approaches, and in
their thirtieth year, only now is the series four range of
power amplifiers to be launched. Mark Levinson do
their homework so that even digital models remain
current for 5 - 8years. Most models are milestone
products, most are still in mint condition and all can be
serviced and supported today. Entry point and
Reference products outperform everything else in
their category making it the
most desired and compatible
brand in the world. And
measured by employees,
square feet, net worth or sales
volume, Mark Levinson the
company is the world's
biggest high- end brand. A fact
that allows them to do more
research and tooling than
anyone else.

I
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A hundred years ago
they invented the
tape recorder. Today
they dominate
Europe's
loudspeaker irdustry
and high- end ...
They are the Danes, and we love them. The
Gryphon Adagio CD player, the phono stages,
the new pre- and power amplifiers, the cables.
No compromise. The best components, handcrafted. and refined to sound powerful and
natural Sold direct from factory to UK dealer, for
achange the British high- end prices are
domestic and excellent value. But how do you
put a price on Jltimate quality?

THE
GRYPHO N

Sugden Audio Even closer to home,
and not just domestic value, but Northern
value, is Britain's high- end manufacturer.
The only one hand- crafting products from
discrete components, and staying true to
a unique blend of high and traditional
values. From the affordable and classy
21- series to the MasterClass system,
featuring integrated, stereo or fullybalanced monoblocks. And not neglecting
the world's first lifestyle audiophile range
the amazing Bijou series .... As we write,
sold out until early next year.

Masterclass

Hand - crafted professional products

Ayre Acoustics
"Affordable State-of-the-Art" is the claim all hi-fi
manufacturers make in their advertising, but take away the
pressed metal cover and you see the true story. Most of your
money will go in marketing and overheads. Now, take alook
at Ayre Acoustics. No folded metal covers, but hand-crafted
chassis. Inside, no compromise. Read the respect in which
US reviewers hold AYRE products. Most of all LISTEN, then
marvel how the CD player, the pre-amp, and the integrated
amplifier can sell in the UK for £2,950. At The Audio Salon,
we have watched them from the other side of the Atlantic,
and now we are delighted to welcome Ayre Acoustics to the
UK. Affordable state of the art.

Bow Technologies
Bow has never quite attracted the rave reviews in the
English-speaking world, but check their website to
appreciate the awards they win worldwide In many
countries, competence appears to threaten leading
brands, and excellence needs to be kept back from the
public. So there aren't many Bow dealers in the UK, but
you will save so much money that it's worth traveling.
You will stroke the satin aluminium, and the sounds will
caress your erogenous ears.

ART Audio
ART Audio make state-of-the art valve amplifiers to sell for
the prices of less competent products. Reliability and
consistency are 100% in our experience, and this is one
range of high-tech tube technology. Totally silent, totally plug
'n ' play. Totally music. If you aren't willing to compromise,
chances are you will discover ART Audio sooner or later. The
Vinyl 1phono pre-amp costs £ 1,495 and was reviewed as
best by The Listener. The DM VPS pre-amp with remote
control is state of the art for half the price the market would
permit. In aword, it's abetter option than anything secondhand!

EAR / Yoshino
„eisisen7linti

Shanling
The Salon is selective, but our pre-eminence gives us first
option on new products, and the Shanling is just so very
distinguished that our impulse said "Yes, please" long before
we checked out the build quality, manufacturer integrity, and
such vital serious issues. The CDT- 100 is from avery
serious Chinese company and offers avery great
contribution to the audiophile market. Solid engineering
make it sound as it looks. Gorgeous!

EAR are firmly rooted in the professional market, and it
shows in every way. As in ART Audio, we have virtually
total reliability and product consistency. But with EAR the
sound is more monitor, less " musical". Which one is
truthful? Only YOU can judge, and only WE can blend
components and cables which make asystem that will
glue you to your seat.
Shanling CDT- 100

1L( U. I 4'•

Pit PI

ATC.gb.net

ARTaudio.com /

2Taudio.co.0
Audiosource . co.uk
Connoisseurdefinitions.com
;hend.audio EAR-Yoshino.com
rmansound.com Gryphon-audio.dk
Lyraaudio.com JESudden cr
JPSLabs.com
idrigal.corn ( Levinsi
Michellengineering.co.uk ProAc-loudspeakers.com
.;
om ( F
Sumikoaudio.net

Specialist in audio cables and mains conditioning

Isolation Stands
Ican understand people who do not " believe" in the contention that acoustical stands control resonances and isolate
vibrations to significantly liberate performance otherwise lost in amusic system. It can, however, be shown by
laboratory measurement and by abrief listening test that the best stands remove alot of congestion, and make music
more lifelike and transparent.
Customer choice is critical for HiFi furniture not only for aesthetics and matching, but because of the different
techniques of isolation, energy coupling and resonance control. A dealer's experience costs less than five home
trials!!
From Britain, Stands Unique offer awide range of glass and timber with carbon fibre couplers. Now, anew company,
Obelisk Audio Designs offer awide range of very high performance stands. The Sphinx features carbon fibre
shelves, one or more can be magnetically suspended! The Eminence is the best possible: offering resonance
controlled shelves customized to your equipment; air isolation for each platform. The /
sis turntable pedestal damps
energy through four dissimilar pendulums inside stainless steel legs filled wit asubstance like liquid glass at room
temperature.
Max Townshend offers isolation platforms from only £250, and multi-shelved Seismic Sinks, now with upgraded
shelves, typically for about £ 1,000 for four levels. The Italian BCD company offer an energy damping system of great
beauty and weight from £ 1,290 (three levels). The Americans launched Grand Prix Audio through Path Premier but
it's not only for Mark Levinson owners! The typical cost is £2,495 for afour-tier Le Mans stand and the engineering is
derived from racing enthusiasts who are audiophiles. Review reprints available, but be warned: you will want to buy!

Pure Mains
It defies logic that anyone expects to hear music from acheap or expensive system fed from unfiltered mains. It's
like cooking with dirty water. Ugh! Unfortunately alot of ineffective and overpriced products are acclaimed by audio
journalists. Our customers expect, and receive, better advice.
Effective mains cords (from £55 to £2,495 for the JPS Aluminata), and passive filters mains outlets (from £349 to
the £795 Kemp Electroniks) will offer enough of a remedy for most people. A reference or high resolution system
needs more protection from spikes and overload, and more isolation from EMI and RFI. This is where active
condition comes in, and can be expensive. However, the choice of noise reducing techniques has largely favoured
AC regeneration and voltage stabilization. Spike controls are dominated by VDR's.
We suggest that the very real danger of equipment damage and deterioration from spikes can only be
accomplished by the more costly technology of gas discharge tubes. Our favoured model response time is one
nanosecond, and can field 80 joules line to neutral, neutral to ground, or line to ground. The active conditioner we
suggest is no AC regenerator, but is based on an isolation transformer which supplies balanced power ( ie 115 +
115 volts AC not 230 and zero) similar to balanced audio signals. The result is ameasurable and audible reduction
in mains noise. The power center is made in USA, but CE approved (of course) and available at only £ 1,595 plus
VAT with five 13-amp outlets. Full information available.

So much trade puff, so much nonsense is written about
overpriced audio cables that we can forgive the jaded and the
skeptic. But there is no such thing as an involving music system
with amish-mash of audio cables. The Audio Salon has for
long been aspecialist advisor on cables, and while there is no
one make that fits all, we have settled on JPSLabs as giving by
far the best value, performance, and synergy with the type of
equipment we recommend and sell.
We are, of course, independent dealers in other brands,
however, JPS uniquely invented ametal designed to deliver
audio signal (while the others take off-the-shelf materials) and
has taken this technology, uniquely, to mains cords dedicated to
amplifiers, digital, analogue, etc components. Other major
advantages which make this highly acclaimed brand something
of ano-brainer is the policy of direct distribution in the UK at US
domestic prices. Check the public websites: every one raves
about the performance and value of JPS cables.
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5 Crown Terrace
Hyndland
Glasgow
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SCOTLAND'S FIRST AND FOREMOST DEALER

Cartridge

LYRA HELIKON

SUMIKO
PEAR WOOD

BLUE POINT
SPECIAL

Twenty years experience. We're talking about our own; and
the minimum we require from our turntable manufacturers!
Mr Michell made one for Mr Kubrick's clockwork orange
(good name for a new model. John?) and Messrs. SME and
Yorke made turntables for many audiophile celebrities!
Simon is purveyor of turntables to Mark Levinson. the man
and the company! To our three pre-eminent brands, we now
welcome Townshend's Master Reference turntables, from
£5,900 to £ 11,000 for the full version with remote electric
tonearm VTA. Needless to say, Townshend have had over
twenty years experience making turntables! We can advise
on turntable/arm/cartridge combinations and phono stages to
realize your requirements from vinyl still the ultimate source
component ... and yet, no U-turns, no heresy. but in truth,
the new wave of " second generation" upsampling CD
players combined with the superior mastering of CD's has
challenged the new formats and even the black disc.
Hearing is believing!

gole

nPEN
Mon - Thur
9AM - 6PM
Sat 9AM - 1PM
By appointment please

www.audiosalon.co.uk

Sumiko combines Performance, Consistency and
Reliability, the combination we seek in phono
cartridges. Sumiko offers refined Moving Coil sound for
as little as £ 279 while its Pearwood Signature offers
the exotic for half the price of much less consistent
rivals. Lyra continues its remarkable Helikon
cartridges, and announces the world's most advanced
MC phono cartridge, the Titan. Given its credentials,
the price of £ 2,995 will certainly mean awaiting list.
Early in 2002, Lyra will introduce the Argo at £ 849 and
Dorian at £495. Meantime, we have afew Lydian
Betas for £495. Please phone us for Lyra's retipping
and exchange schemes.
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Turntable

Simon Yorke S7

SME 10A

Salon Selective. Very. But this month we carry a new
brand, or new in the UK since September's Hi Fi News
Show. See our section on AYRE ACOUSTICS. You know
about Sugden's pure class A amps ( from only £ 823 for the
A21aP), and you know about BOW, and Gryphon. With
ATC's active speakers featuring pure class A amplifiers
(two or three per channel) you could call them our sixth
brand of solid-state amplifier, especially as their integrated
amp and their two pre- amplifiers are so distinguished!
Valve amps really make us " Salon Selective" so many
highly acclaimed valve amplifiers are upstarts. ART Audio
and EAR have more than twenty years experience at the
cutting edge of musical technology. Between them, they
have a product to suit you!

The Loudspeaker

ProAc
Loudspeaker

Don't you just hate them? ATC, I
mean. They're so-oo cool. Two
more models, the SCM12 (£ 999)
and the Active 20's (£ 2,500) and
they are elegant ... compact ...
and very heavy. You get a pro
product for the price of mass
produced speakers. One glance at
the ATC hand-crafted drivers and
you'll see why they sound so much
better than you can imagine. You
may have to travel further than
your local High Street to hear
them, but you won't have to pay
high overheads!

ATC
Loudspeaker

ART
Loudspeaker

Zingali
Loudspeaker

UP

TO...

3YEARS

INTEREST FREE CREDIT* from...

ckera
The North of England Hi Fi Specialists
Quality Hi Fi separates from £ 100 to £ 10.000
Widest choice in the area

Independent advice

Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners
Over 30yrs experience

Qualified staff

Comfortable dom rooms
- ,
MielOoff

Main road location

Wine;
Musk+

Insurance estimates

Superb showrooms

Major car parks nearby
Service Dept.

I Up to 3 years Interest Free Credit* only 20°,43 deposit

Myriad.
NAD •

Carriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit)

•subject to status

Delivery & installation

Or topIXtr •
cke reig

Part Exchange

Primate

Open 10:30am - 5:30pm 6 days: Mon to Sat.

Pro-Ac

Visa, Mastercard. Switch etc.

Protect
REL

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7E0

SME
Sonus-Faber
Stax

Tel: 01904 629659

TAG McLaren
Tannoy

www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

TEAC
Inonens
Yamaha
& lots mete..

Specialists in high fidelity sound reproduction - since 1967

90% of our customers prefer our " warm and
old-valve" sound to their expensive trans's -or
preamplifiers & power amplifiers. We have asigned
testimonial to prove that one customer prefers
£900 " EL34 Lim Signature" to £2,600 preamp
power amp/power supply made by afamous name.
Do you need further proof that price is not a
substitute for the " valve sound" ? Money refunded
to 10% of customers who prefer transistor amplifiers.
Money back guarantee (less £30 return carriage,
within 1 month) that our valve amplifiers deliver clear
sweet treble, without harshness, from CD ° layers
+ 100% fatigue free + Sibilance on female voices
is well controlled and greatly reduced.
'His' sound like ' His' and not ' Hissssssssk'
+ Singers accentuation and accents become blatantly obvious + Random background noise/crossover distortion
disappears, creating an inky black silence, so you can hear quiet notes, breathing noise, artificial reverberation, etc
+ more powerful bass slam than most trans stor amplifiers and most Single Ended amplifiers + 40 watts ( EL34)

more
bass

One customer bought our £ 600 " EL34 Silver" to replace his
£1,200 Single Ended valve amplifier because our amplifier has more bass.
Another customer listened to a £ 1,300 Single Ended valve amplifier, but he bought
our £ 1,350 " KT88 Triode Connection - High End" because our amplifier has more bass.

Telephone 01634 268662 anytime or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's review in Gramophone Magazine and
Summary of 18 testimonials from satisfied customers + www.affordablevalvecompany.com + Amplifier shown without
CE safety cage, to prove that this is agenuine valve amplifier. Customers must not remove the CE safety cage.
Free delivery to U.K.
Subsidised £50 UPS delivery to other countries.
Return carriage for Money Back Guarantee is £30 for U.K. £ 100 for other countries.

Proven reliability.
2years guarantee.
-1/
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HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
SALE

UST

WADIA 16 CD PLAYER DIGI VOLUME ETC
£2,795 S/H £7,395
MATISSE REFERENCE 2BOX VALVE PREAMP MK2
INC PHONO, ELECTRIC BLUE "OW
£1.495 S/H £3.500
SNELL 02 SPEAKERS WALNUT
f2,500 S/H £5.950
APOGEE MINI GRAND SPEAKERS INC SUBS
DAX CROSSOVER
£2.500 S/H £5,890
MARTIN BASTON REBUILT 8. MODIFIED GARRARD 301
TURNTABLE MENTOR REFERENCE ARM
£500 S/H £ 1.200.
STAX LAMBDA PRO HEADPHONES £200 S/H £370
PINK TRIANGLE PT TOO TURNTABLE WITH HELIOS
ORION SILVER WIRED WALNUT
£595 S/H £1,200
PERREUX 3150 3WPC MOSFET POWER AMP
f895 S/H £1,800
DUNLAVY SC IV SPEAKERS IN LT OAK
f3.500 E/D £8,500
KEF REFERENCE 3.2 SPEAKERS IN EXOTIC
ALBO/NO BURR FINISH 10 MONTHS OLD
£1.495 S/H £2.750
ORACLE CD PLAYER LATEST VERSION WITH NEW TYPE
POWER SUPPLY, STUNNING
£6.500 S/H £12.369
WADIA 7 & 9TRANSPORT & DAC
£
8.995 E/D £22,000
AUDIO RESEARCH CDT 1TRANSPORT 8. DAC 2
£2.500 S/H £7.230
PRIMARE 120 RDS TUNER
£350 S/H £600
AUDIO RESEARCH LS28 MK2 PREAMP
£1.595 S/H £3.400
DENSER BEAT 100 MK3 INTEGRATED AMP INC PHONO
£395 S/H £ 00
ARCAM P85 POWER AMP 3MONTHS OLD
£350 S/H £500
KRELL FPB 200C POWER AMP CAST. LATEST £5,995 S/H £8.750
KRELL FPB 300 POWER AMP. BALANCED £5.995 S/H £9.450
ATC SCM 70 25TH ANNIVERSARY ACTIVE SPEAKERS £6.500 S/H £ 12.495
PROAC 3.8 SPEAKERS WALNUT
£2,500 EJE) £3.990
PROAC FUTURE • 5SPEAKERS MAPLE
£2.500 E/D £3,500
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI SPEAKERS BIWIRE & STANDS
f495 S/H £1,145
HELIOS STARGATE CD PLAYER. SUPERB £ 1,500 S/H £2,700
AUDIO RESEARCH LS3B BLACK iS FUC
£ 1.795 S/H £3,125
NAIM NAP 180 POWER AMP
750 SM
1,220
MIRAGE MI SPEAKERS MK2 THESE ARE STUNNING
SPEAKERS WITH STUNNING LOOKS TO MATCH £2.300 S/H £5.000
LINN CD 12 CD PLAYER AWESOME
£7.995 S/H £12.000
CONRAD JOHNSON 001 CD TRANSPORT 8. CJ DA2:3 DAC
VALVE VARIABLE OUTPUT, EXCELLENT £1.995 S/H £3.800
GENESIS 5MK2 SPEAKERS COMPLETE WITH
ROWLAND ACTIVE BASS AMP ROSEWOOD
f6.995 S/H £15.500
AVANTE GARDE TRIO HORN SPEAKERS
LATEST SPEC, TERRIFIC
£9,995 S/H £21.950
AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPO 2SPEAKERS CHERRYWOOD £995 S/H £2.500
NAKAMICHI DRAGON AUTO REVERSE
3HEAD CASSETTE DECK. AREAL CLASSIC £1.250 S/H £2.500
AUDIO RESEARCH CASO VALVE INTEGRATED R/C
JUST BEEN FITTED WITH NEW VALVES
£2.500 S/H £3,945
AUDIO SYNTHESIS TRANSCEND 002
FRONT LOADING CD TRANSPORT
£795 S/H £1.300
AUDIO SYNTHESIS 0002 ( FIXED OUTPUT DECADE) £1.095 S/H £2.200
MERIDIAN 207 PREAMP CD PLAYER
f395 S/H £1.050
MERIDIAN 201 PREAMP
f395 S/H £760
JADIS JA30 VALVE MONO AMPS MK2
£2,500 S/H £5,760
MERIDIAN M100 ACTIVE SPEAKERS BLACK STILL GREAT £1,295 S/H £3.500
MISSION 754 SPEAKERS PRIMAVERA FINISH £595 S/H £1.398
EGGLESTONE WORKS ANDREA SPEAKERS
PIANO BLACK, STUNNING SPEAKER.
STEREOPHILE ASPEAKERS OF THE YEAR
£6.995 EA) £1389
NAIM 135 MONO AMPS
£1.995 S/H £3.152
PROAC FUTURE 1SPEAKERS WALNUT
£3.500 E/D £5.800
LUMLEY 120 REFERENCE VALVE MONO AMPS,
TRIODE SWITCHABLE. CHOICE BLACK OR CHROME FINISH.
BARGAIN
£1.295 ED £3.500
MIT MH 750 PLUS SERIES 2SPEAKER CABLE 31
/MPAIR £395 S/11 £900
2
CARY 805/211 SIGNATURE MONO TRIODE POWER AMPS
BALANCED VERY RARE
£6.995 SH £12.000
CAFRAE LITTLE BIG HORN LOUDSPEAKERS £4.995 ED £0.800
CELLO PALETTE ( LATE MODEL) & MASTER SUPPLY £7,995 SH £29.000
CELLO AUDIO SUITE PRE AMP VARIOUS MODULES &
MASTER SUPPLY ( LATE MODEL)
£8.995 SH £23.000
CELLO PERFORMANCE 2REFERENCE MONO POWER AMPS £9.995 NEW £27.500
CELLO STRADIVARI MASTER LOUDSPEAKERS
CHOICE OF AFRICAN MAHOGANY OR PIANO BLACK £ 10.995 ED £35.000
FORSELL AIR FORCE ONE REFERENCE TURNTABLE & ARM
MKIII COMPLETE WITH FLYWHEEL ( WORLD REFERENCE) £7.995 ED £20.000
ACCUPHASE DP9O/DP91 TRANSPORT & DAC
(STUNNING CD PLAYER)
£7,500 SH £20.000?
KRELL 600300 CD PLAYER ( LATEST) £2,500 SH £4,290
JADIS JA80 MONO POWER AMPS MKIII (LATEST) £3.995 SH £9.580
CARY 80SC TRIODE VALVE MONO POWER AMPS (LATEST) £4,995 SH £8.995
NRG A401 MONO POWER AMPS 400 WATTS £2,995 SH £12.000
PRIMARE 928 MONO POWER AMPS COMPLETE WITH
928 PRE AMP NICE COMBO BLACK/GOLD £2.995 SH £9.759
LEVINSON ML3 POWER AMP DUAL MONO
£2.995 SH £8.250
LEVINSON MLI 1POWER AMP
£995 SH £2.700
LEVINSON ML12A PRE AMP WITH SUPPLY MM/MC £995 SH £2.700
VIL INTERGRATER VALVE AMPLIFLEX ( LATEST) £1,695 ED £2.400
AVI S2000 MONO POWER AMPS
£795 ED £1.400
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 8M MULTI INPUT R/C PRE AMP £995 SH f1,695
GAMMA AEON 211 TRIODE VALVE MONO'S VALUE £2.250 SH £6,995
ELECTOCOMPANIET ANNIVERSARY LTD
POWER AMP ( BARGAIN)
£995 SH £3.000
GOLDMUND MINIMIS 3POWER AMP (EXCELLENT) £1.695 SH £5.150
ARAGON 24K IPS PRE AMP 8. SUPPLY INCLUDING PHONO £695 SH £1,650
ARAGON 4004 POWER AMP ( NICE COMBO) £695 SH £1.795
ROBERTSON 4010 POWER AMP
£495 SH £995
SONUS FABER QUID INTERGRATER AMP &SUPPLY £795 SH £1.221
VARIOUS CELLO MODULES ALL NEW
PLEASE PHONE
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE VACUUM HOLD DOWN
AVALON ASCENT II LOUDSPEAKERS IN BURE ASH
WITH SEPARATE CROSSOVERS (EXCELLENT) £6,995 SH £14.800
ARTIMIS EOS SIGNATURE LOUDSPEAKERS IN CHERRY
BASS MODULES & SEPARATE CROSSOVERS ( BARGAIN) £5,995 ED £17.750
SPENDOR FLI 0LOUDSPEAKERS CHERRYWOOD (LATEST) £1.995 SH £3.475
ATC 10 LOUDSPEAKERS & STANDS BLACK
£595 SH £1.300
WHARFDALE OPTION ONE ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKERS
VERY GOOD
£1.295 SH £6,000
ALON 4LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH (BARGAIN) £995 SH £3,850
CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY CAT SL1 MKIII
VALVE PRE AMP
£2,995 ED £6.250
AUDIO RESEARCH LSI PRE AMP
£795 SH £1.797
£600
MICHEL ISO HERA PHONO STAGE
£350 SH
£886
MICHEL ARGO LINE PRE AMP & SUPPLY
£350 SH
GRADO SIGNATURE TONEARM VERY RARE
£695 NEW £1.795
£950
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC 1307 CHIP
£495 SH
ARCAM BLACK BOX DAC5
£195 SH
£450
WANTED QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT BEST PRICES PAID

LOCATED IN WELWYN

-HEATS

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
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Heatherdale
Oaudio limited

Falcon Electronics, Basically Sound

Hutton Road, Worthing, BN14 0E1

idtp://WWW.fdie0d-tuvuMit

Pre-owned equipment available

Full Price List and Focal details on Web Site
I1115 L UNITS: by FOCAL &

seas. and apick 01 the In,,,

with guarantee

In,,. other manufacturers.

Export facilities mailable

lit,. CROSSOVER NETWORKS: - Active & Passive. Compomnts.
COMPONENTS

Visit our Web Page wiewhifi-stereacom

SOLEN Polypropylene capacitors. 0.1mFd. to 1110mFd.
Polyester and Polycarhonate Film Capacitors. 0.1 mEd. to 11knEd.
11 CM' Reversihk Electrolytic CapacitorstNon.PolarP 50s. ION & Lou Loss. 2mfd.

Orchid .Speril ,,Ts Reiç ,rence products

FERRITE:- Standard. High Power, Super Po,.,.. Super.Super POWC,
A1RCOR

0.56 - I . 25mm

TAPPED INDUCTORS:-

ire:

liai,: dealer for

M100mFd.

FALCON Custom-uound Inductors.
IRON DUST. 1
rnm mire

THE MARK LEVINSON LISTENING

0-10mH in Inill steps & 0-1mH in 0.1m1-1steps

AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
ILK

LOUNGE NOW OPEN

ear um. of Speaker Builder. Audio Amateur & Glass Audio plus the Audio Anthology Set.

51 iog 0

hcr 5°

15,545 itnd

Audio ."Vnittear.sNitga ,Me >car 5cts.

2001

Year 5015 on CDK only

ATC SCM 50A Active speakers

RX.Ar. '
State of the Are Units & Kit Designs
NEW Focal Unit Range

7W44I 1

8W5411

£3495

PRO- AC studio 1speakers mk 2

as pioneered in the Utopia range of systems.

6W4311

£3495

TANNOY Kingdom 12 xDemo

£395

CASTLE 7speakers

£295

AUDIO Physic Tempo Speakers

Price I 1 & Unit Spec. FREE on Web site • mailable in . pdf format

5W42I I

SPEAKERSPRICE

10W6411

Plus: Audiom 6WNI

£995

REVEL Studio Speakers (rosewood/black gloss finish)

£P0A

JEAN-MARIE REYNAUD Offrand Speakers

£1495

AUDIO NOTE

AN JSE

Speakers

£650

ORCHID LWO Speakers (Ex demo)

£
£
1
24
29
95
5

EPOS ES30 Speakers
THIEL SCS 2Speakers (Walnut, factory sealed boxes)

7K6411 ( replacement for Audiom 7K-/7K2)
TC120TD5 - TC90TD5 & TC90TD5B

Normal price £2395

All normal stock items

Our price £1595

PRE AMPS
SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE SINCE /972
Send tor our FREE price list PL/II: luo send alarge S.A.E. ( 44p stamp or USS2 hill mere..
Europe UM Ihill ttr 3International Reply Coupons I'RC, I,,:. Wept HEN, Tabor House_
Non, oh Road. MULBARTON. Mont ich. Norfolk. NRI.1 BIT Tel 1011508 578272

NAIM audio NAIT 3pre amp

£425

NAD 114Stereo Pre Amp

£99

NAKAMICHI CA-7E Pm Amp (Remote)

£1295

ADCOM GTP 450 Tuner/Pre Amp

£350

OAKLEY High-end Valve Pre-Amp

qockwood Audio
VINTAGE GEAR AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the TAM= Cones Hotline at
www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk
Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on
or Fax + 44(0) 20 8864 3064

41111

Conrad Johnson)

£650

AMPLIFIERS
ION OBELISK 3xintegrated amp with power supply
1495 £
NAIM audio NAP 90 power amp
£395
ARCAfA seta one integrated amp ( pro logic)

£595

MARK LEVINSON No.334 Power Amp

£P0A

KRELL KST 100 Power Amp

£1695

HEYBROOK Signature System (CD Player, Pre & Power Amp)

£995

BOW WAZOO Integrated amp ( New. Normal retail £2500) £1995
ADCOM GFA 5300 Power Amp
£350
AVI 2000MI Integrated Amp ( ex demo)

£750

CD PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS
MERIDIAN CD63 SE

£ 195

CEC TL1 CD Transport Belt Drive (Gold finish)

+44(0) 20 8864 8008
Imo
\ s„..

(similar to

VISA

mail: sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

(Stereophile recommended) Normal retail £5000

£2650

MARANTZ CD72 Mk2 SE CD Player ( mint)

£295

KRELL MV 300 CD Player

£ 1995

DAC'S

SONIC FRONTIERS SFD1 Digital Processor
THETA Chroma HDCD DAC (ex demo)

£895
£775

MISCELLANEOUS
PIONEER 830s 3head cassette deck
TARGET Heavy duty speaker stands
NAKAMICHI cassette deck 1
NAKAMICHI ZXL-1000 Cassette Deck

£195
£195
3
££149
95
5

NAKAMICHI HO- 300 3Head Cassette deck

£295

QUADRASPHIRE 04 Wall Shell

£120

SYNERGISTIC RESEARCH Coax Resolution

CSOKING
01

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Compam
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE

SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100
238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

•60 brands,

1
1-111

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
T
U
B
E

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(2(5) 862-4870e fox ( 2)5) 862-4871
Visit our website et:
http://www.fotwyre.com
tatwyre@fotwyro.com

lei compnny
THE

CABlE

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Reference balanced digital cable
250

£

ROTEL RO 970 BX Phono Stage

£99

STAX SA007 Omega Ref (SA117 Head Phone
&SAM007 Dual Triode) Normal Retail £2995

£1750

STAX SRS4040 (SR404 & SAM 006T)
Headphones Normal Retail £ 1195

£750

SHUN NOOK Record Clamp Normal Retail £1660
MARK LEVINSON ML 25S Phono Stage
with Power Supply
HARMONIX Record Clamp
195
LUXMAN K331W Cassette Deck

£995
£3495
£
£150

AUDIO NOTE ANS7 MC Transformer
with PhotoPhono Stage

£8495

TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS
AUDIO RESEARCH PH3 Phono stage

£1495

EMINENT TECHNOLOGY Air Bearing km with
Magnesium Wand c/w Pump
VERDIER Ebony wood arm board

£1695
£425

Selection of moving coil cartridges at discount prices
£P0A
HELIUS Silver wired tonearm
£995
WE NOW OFFER 0% FINANCE' rsubject to status)
PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH • MASTERCARD • VISADINERS
CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

Tel: 01903 872288 or

Evenings 07860 660001

=VIA

Fax: 01903 872234
Email: heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

ALSO AGENTS FOR
Advantage.
Balanced audio technologies.
Boulder. Burmester.
Egleston Hovland. Kharrna.
Lumley. Pass labs.
SME. Sound lab. VTL.

Looking for aValve Amplifier?

CURRENT INVENTORY
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEGIS CENTRE BLACK
ACCUPHASE DP65V CD
ADVANTAGE A300 POWER AMP
ADVANTAGE M300 MONO'S NEW SEALED BOX
ART AUDIO QUINTET VALVE POWER
ATC SPA2-150
AUDIO RESEARCH SP 14
AUDIO RESEARCH LS15
AUDIO RESEARCH VT150 MONO'S
AUDIO RESEARCH VT200
AUDIO RESEARCH D115 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH VT50 BALANCED
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 MK 11
AVI S2000MC CD
AVI S2000MP+P PRE
AVI S2OOMM MONOBLOCKS
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES VK20 PHONO REMOTE
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES VKD5SE CD
BKS 107 SUPREME RIBBON HYBRID
BOW TECHNOLOGIES WAZOO INTEGRATED AMP
CHARIO SYNTAR 100 TOWERS BLACK
EAR 534 POWER AMP BALANCED 6 MTH OLD
GRYPHON TABU INTEGRATED
HOVLAND HP- 100 + M/C PHONO
HOVLAND SAPHIRE POWER AMP
JM LABS MINI UTOPIA + STANDS
KEF REFERENCE 1BLACK
LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK
MAGNUM DYNALAB MD10 VIRTUAL DECODER EX DEM
MARANTZ SACD 12IS NEW UNUSED
MARK LEVINSON 331
MARK LEVINSON NO29 POWERAMP
MARK LEVINSON NO36 DAC
MARK LEVINSON NO39
McINTOSH MC 2000 LTD EDITION POWER AMP
McINTOSH C100 TWO BOX PRE
McINTOSH MR85 TUNER
MICHELL ISO
MICROMEGA STAGE ONE DAC
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 50 ROSEWOOD
MONSTER ZR REFERENCE SPEAKER CABLE 2X10 FT
MUSE MODEL 8/296 DVD/CD TRANS 8. 24/96 KHZ DAC
NAIM 82
NAIM CDS 1
NAIM SBL WALNUT
NAIM 180
NAIM 72
NAIM 250
NAIM SBL LATEST DRIVERS BLACK
NAIM PREFIX S
NAIM CREDO CHERRY
NAIM CREDO EBONY
NHT 1.3A SPEAKERS PIANO BLACK EX DEM
NHT 1.1 SPEAKERS PIANO BLACK EX DEM
NVA THE INTEGRATED STATEMENT
ORACLE 2000 TRANSPORT SPECIAL EDITION EX DEM
PINK TRIANGLE DA CAPO 1307 FILTER
PINK TRIANGLE INTEGRAL INTEGRATED
PROAC RESPONSCE 3.8 BLACK
PROAC CC2 CENTRE BLACK
PROCEED CDD TRANSPORT
QUAD ESL 63 BLACK/ROSEWOOD
QUAD 34 BRONZE/DIN
REGA CURSA/MAIA PRE POWER
SONY SACD 1
SONUS FABER CONCERTO GRAND PIANO MARBLE BASES
TANNOY MERCURY M3
TARA LABS RSC MASTER GENERATION 2 BALANCED 3 MTR
TEAC P30 TRANSPORT
TEAC Ti TRANSPORT
THETA CARMEN CD/DVD TRANSPORT BLACK
VAN DEN HUL REVELATION HB 2X 1.5
VTL MB125 MONO'S
WADIA 61
YAMAHA SW 160 SUB

RRP
150
4000
2800
4600
1800
3000
3500
3500
14000
10000
N/A
4400
3500
N/A
1300
1050
1600
5000
5500
2000
2000
550
2200
3800
5750
7000
5250
N/A
N/A
700
3500
5500
N/A
4000
5000
15000
6500
2300
N/A
600
3000
350
7000
2500
4000
2450
1220
800
1910
2540
450
1425
1425
500
400
1300
8900
1860
4000
4000
1000
2700
3800
N/A
1000
4000
2100
250
1200
2800
550
4000
800
3000
N/A
275

NOW
50
2795
139E.
2795
495
1695
1195
1995
4995
4495
1095
1995
1495
795
450
395
79E
199F.
319F
129f89E
15C
1395
2295
4495
4995
299F
495
195
195
2595
2995
1295
1595
3495
8995
3495
1695
150
195
1295
95
2495
1495
1995
695
695
350
895
695
250
695
695
195
150
495
4995
595
2495
2495
595
995
995
95
495
2395
995
95
395
1695
350
2295
150
1595
1695
150

THIS SITE IS UPDATED DAILY SO BE SURE TO VISIT AGAIN SOON.
PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT 1WILL COLLECT
AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES. IAM ESPECIALLY
INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.

•
Le-1171- 474-11-dicr- Ste.reci

Our new EL34 amplifier represents
unbeatable value for money!
Based on our earl'er successful model, our new
Stereo 40 features the same amazing sound and
incredible build quality, and also ; ncorporates
circuitry to allow the output stage to operate in either
Triode or Uitralinear mode. This gives you the choice
of exceptionally smooth Triode quality. or ' Ultralinear'
power to rock when you want to.
Now you can have the bes; of both worlds in one
amplifier!

Features include:
•

35+35watts Ultralinear

• 18+18watts Triode
• All Triode front erd
• Hand built & wired
• ' Point to Point' wring
• Tape monitor circJ
• ALPS Volume cortrol
• No printed cIrcuit board
•
•
•

All gold plated tern' mais
Audiophile comporents
4 & 8ohm speaker matching

• Stainless steel & lOmm alloy plate construction
• Attractive stainless steel & Plexiglas cage
• Stunning looks
• Upgrade () eons available
•
•

Superb sound qual ty
Excellent all rounder

Part Exchange your old equipment. Ask for details.

•KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • CONRAD JOHNSON
•NAIM AUDIO • LINN • MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA
•ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY • THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN
•COPLAND • CHORD • EAR • YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU
•XL0 • MICHELL • SME • ATC • STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND

Order now by phone or rng for our free
illustrated leaflet.

•DCS • NAGRA • McINTOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN
•TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • MAGNUM • DYNALAB

TEL: 0121 747 4246
5 MINUTES JCN 9 M42,JCN 4 ME,

Open Mon-Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website: www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: tony@centralaudio.co.uk

Try for 30 days, full refund if not delighted £899.95*
Demonstrations by appointment. Dealer inquiries welcome
Phone 07787 158791. Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
•
Leapt

071-C110—

Visa di111 MasterCard accepteo

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
CE marked

*Including UK delivery and 12 months guarantee .ncludIno valves.
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01376 521132
07802 483698

E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.nct

a

Chelmsfor

,BY

www.sound-stage.co.uk
APPOINTMENT ONLY

PREVIOUSLY OWNED EQUIPMENT
AUDIO INN(AAlioNS SLRILS I
Duo 111,11 \ loNO'S
£995
AUDIOLAB 8000A-GREYPHONO
£199
AUDIOLAB 8000DAC
£399
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY PRO TOWER 400 ( INCL TWIN ACTIVE SUBS-£2350 NEW) £ 1195
DENON AVP-Al GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE (£ 3000 NEW)
£995
KRELL KSA100 POWER AMP LOVELY CONDITION
£ 1495
LINN NUMERIK DAC 20 BIT NON SMPS VGC
£399
LINN ISOBARIKS DMS WALNUT LOVELY CONDITION BUYER COLLECTS
£595
MARANTZ 13V4200 DVD PLAYER BLACK SEALED BOX NEW
£ 299
MERIDIAN 500/566-20 BIT TRANSPORT/DAC BOXED AND IMMACULATE £ 1195
MICROMEGA DVD PREMIUM- MULTI REGION
£595
MICROMEGA STAGE 6IMMACULATE AND BOXED
£495
MICROMEGA DRIVE 3/DAC BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£995
MONITOR AUDIO SILVER 91 CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£595
MONITOR AUDIO MA 1800 REFERENCE GOLD LOUDSPEAKERS- BOXED
£595
MUSE MODEL 3PRE- AMP REMOTE BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £995
MUSICAL FIDELITY HTP/HT600 AV SILVER 5MONTHS OLD AS NEW ( WERE 54K) ... £2995
MUSICAL FIDELITY T1FM ONLY TUNER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 199
MUSICAL FIDELITY A220 INT AMP PIANO BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB
£499
NAIM NAC 82 GREEN CASE IYEAR OLD SUPERB CONDITION
£ 1895
£399
MAIM NAPI40 OLD STYLE BOXED SUPERB CONDITION
£695
MAIM NAPI80 SUPERB CONDITION ETC
£429
MAIM HI-CAP- OLD STYLE- BLACK CASE
£279
MAIM NAC 92 PRE AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE
MAIM NAIT3/PRE OUT MODIFICATION BOXED AND IMMACULATE(1999 MODEL) .... £399
MAIM IXO 2- WAY ACTIVE X-OVER WITH VARIABLE FREQUENCY
£349
MAIM NAP140 OLD STYLE- SUPERB CONDITION
£399
MAIM NAP9W3 BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£329
NAKAMICHI OMS5E/II CD PLAYER- WAS £ 1500 NEW- LOVELY CONDITION £399
NAKAMICH1 CASSETTE DECK 2
£ 179
PIONEER I3V-717 MULTI REGION DVD PLAYER-GOLD
£299
PRO- AC TABLETTE 50 CHERRY- IMMACULATE
£395
PROCEED PCD SERIES 3CD PLAYER (£3500 NEW)
£ 1695
REGA PLANAR 3/RB200/REGA SUPER BIAS
£ 179
RUARK EPILOGUE YEW
£229
RUARK CL20 CHERRY VERY GOOD CONDITION
£895
TAG MACLAREN DAC 20-24 BIT BOXED SUPERB CONDITION
£595
TUBE TECHNOLOGY GENESIS VALVE MONO BLOCS BOXED SUPERB
£ 1695
RUARK CL30 CHERRY WOOD ( NEW £2500) WITH SILTECH AND XLO INTERNAL
HARD WIRE UPGRADES AND WBT BINDING POSTS-SAVE OVER £500
£ 1795
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE-KEITH MONKS MACHINE
-PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES.
THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL it EMS

PLAYROOMS LTD

SALE
EX DEMONSTRATION STOCK
ALL IN AS NEW CONDITION
NEW

SALE

LEXICON MC 12

8100

6400

LEXICON DC 2

3600

2400

PARASOUND AVC I
800

1200

695

INTEGRA RESEARCH RDVI
INTEGRA RESEARCH RDC7

2700
3500

2000
2300

INTEGRA RESEARCH RDA7
SELECO SVD800 PROJECTOR

5000

3500

I1300

8499

QUADSCAN FOR ABOVE

I
250

750

STEWART 4:3 72" ELECTRIC SCREEN

N/A

I
800

PRIMARE VIO DVD

750

400

900
1500

600
999

ONKYO DRS 2AV SYSTEM
LEXICON 700T REMOTE
CRESTRON REMOTE CONTROL

RING FOR DETAILS

NORDOST AUDIO & VIDEO CABLES

RING FOR DETAILS

MAIL ORDER - MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT
PLAYROOMS LTD. 76 HIGH STREET, SUNNINGHILL
BERKSHIRE SL5 9NN
TEL: 01344 621100 EMAIL: sales@playrooms.co.ulc

www.sound-stage.co.uk

definitive audio
Living Voice • Vitavox • Electrofluidics • Art Audio • Border Patrol
Canary • DNM • Sugden • Wavac • Lyra • Monarchy • Western Electric*
Wadia • Michell • Stax • Tom Evans • Nottingham Analogue • EMT
Kuzma • Resolution • Benz Micro • Tri -planar • SME • Van den Hul
'WE valves - in stock • ''SME turntables and tonearms - in stock
Sale of Part Exchange and Exdom Items

Sale

Living Voice Airscout, Mahogany - Rare 3way horn.
Living
Living
Living
ProAc

Voice Auditorium Walnut 1999
Voice Avatar Cherry 1999
Voice Avatar 08X- R Rosewood 2000
Response 1SC Mahogany. Boxed. Current spec.

Dynaudio Confidence 3. Rosewood, boxed, June ' 02
Horning Agathon - 98dB 2 way horn, mahogany
Snell Type C. Rare floor standing 3way
Celestion A2 Rosewood, boxed.
Art Audio Diavolo ( black/gold) 300B SE integrated 13w
Mirage 890i - fine condition - give away.
Linn Kelidh - fine condition - give away.
Art Audio Symphony (full chrome) 3008 SE 10 w. int.
Art Audio Concerto 6550 push pull line integrated
Art Audio Concerto 6550 push pull power amplifier
Art Audio Vinyl 1mm phono stage. Chrome
Art Audio VP1 line pre. Chrome
Tube Technology MAC mm and mc phono - as new
Canary Audio 300B SE 10 watt monos new
Border Patrol 3008 SE 10 watt
Audio Innovations L2 line pre
SJS Electroacoustics Arcadia line pre - rare
Conrad Johnson PV10 phono and line pre ( new valves)
AudioNote Soro Phono integrated. Serviced, new valves
Cary 2A3, 8 watt stereo with Cary pre amp. New valves.
Musical Fidelity M3 NuVista integrated amp. 6 months
Mark Levinson 334 Power amp. April '02 boxed perfect
XTC pre power 4 channel 400 watt beefcake amp
Trichord Dino phono stage and power supply. June '02
Audio Research LS2 8 line pre
Resolution Audio 2 box upsampling CD player Aug. '02
Musical Fidelity NuVista CID player. April '02 boxed.
SME Series IV
SME Series V
Ortophon Rohman - June'02 < 10hrs use
Origin Live Silver 250 . 1
tu
Nottingham Analogue lnterspace - current spec + new Space arre

Tel: 0115 973 3222
internet: vvww.definitiveaudio.co.uk
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New

£9500 £ 19500
£900 £ 1500
£1900 £ 2700
£2500 £4000
£550 £ 1200
£3000 £4800
£1500 £ 3400
£500
£600 £ 1400
£2500
£250
£250
£2250
£1400
£1000
£1000

£4500

£1000
£900
£2000
£3000
£400
£600
£400
£700
£700
£2250
£4500
£1800
£400

£2000
£ 1400
£ 3500
£4500
£ 750

£1250
£2000
£2250
£850
£1250
£600
£500
£900

lou speeers
get c
soundstyle

£4000
£2650
£2250
£ 1550

£ 1500
£ 1900
£ 3000
£6000
£4000
£ 500

stands unique

hardware
etc
audio physic
bow technologies
densen
epos
harbeth
imerge
in focus

£ 2850
£ 3000
£ 1250
£ 1650
£ 1000
£600
£ 1100

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@detinitiveaudio.co.uk

fax ( 01473) 655172
email:eng@signals.uk.com
signals
bucklesham
ipswich
s..uffolk
1Plo oDY
www.signals.uk.com

r

Elegant Storage
-

AUDIO

Solutions for
Books,
LPs, CDs,
DVDs
Any veneer
supplies

IAN EDWARDS

MAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

Tef: 01423 500442 Fax.01423 705200
www.iansbespokefurniture.co.uk
The Ord Cfiapef
28'2 Septon Road'

Engineering with Emotion
Introducing DAX Discrete — New Reference D/A Converter
In future years we
milestone design on
what it does best, is
ever managed to do

are confident that DAX Discrete will come to be regarded as a
the road to the perfect audiophile d-to-aconverter. In one sentence.
to connect you with your favourite music like nothing on earth has
so before, outside of the live venue.

Never before has such sheer ability in the required disciplines of high-speed digital.
DSP programming, RF methods, experienced audiophile design and aperfectionist's
obsession been gathered, with the sole objective of creating the world's best digital to
analogue converter, from first principles, without assumptions or compromise.
DAX Discrete is the result, and it's aradically new converter. Easily able to handle all
digital audio formats, including DVD-A 1" and

SACDTM.

through acustom interface

and with stunning resolution. But without doubt its most important ability is its capacity to convey emotion enthusiastically and convincingly, thereby maintaining atight
connection to your heart. And it will do this especially well with your existing CD
collection — many of which you will simply not recognise

Harrogate, N Yorks
5-(G.1 3gIE

DAX Discrete adopts the established DAX name and is the latest in a series of
converters which began 10 years ago with the UltraAnalog equipped DAX original,

Est.

be entirely upgraded ( read 'exchanged') to the new DAX Discrete. Please note that
although it shares the same well-respected name as it's predecessors, DAX Discrete
shares no common circuits with them. In fact the electronic design concept and

1970

execution of DAX Discrete is aworld-apart from any other converter in existence today.

followed by DAX-2 and the recent DAX Decade. Both DAX-2 and DAX Decade can

Website: audiosynthesis.co.uk or audio-synthesis.com
Location: P.O. Box 50, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1DZ U.K.
Telephone: +44(0)115 922 4138 Fax: +44(0)115 922 9701
Emails: salesinfo@audiosynthesis.co.uk technical@audiosynthesis.co.uk

Beauhornm
The Beauhorn Virtuosos simply manage to make music of

ii

all kinds more interesting and involving than conventional
speakers.
Paul Messenger Hi-F/+
Once you get the location and toe-in right the B2 is very
definitely aBeauhorn. It has the same tactile immediacy
and directness that its more sophisticated elder brother
possesses.
Roy Gregory HiFi+

ji k

get that Beauhorn sensation the feeling that you are there

website www.beauhorn.com

e-mail: infon©beauhom.com

Hastings TN35 4NB England

Telephone: + 44 (0)1424 813888
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WILMSLOW AUDIO

Hearing is Believing •

Aream
B&W

Loudspeaker specialists for almost 40 years
•

Range of replacement drive units from Seas, Visaton, Vifa-Scanspeak,
Peerless, Morel etc, for use in AR, Gale, Heybrook, IMF, KEF, Mission,
ProAc, Rogers, TDL plus many others.

•

Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Ansar, SCR & Hovland), QED cable, damping and grille materials.

•

UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers - all on demonstration.

•

New range of Visaton Home Cinema kits.
Phone today for your FREE catalogue or check out our Website.

WILMSLOW AUDIO
50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
Website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk

IAN HARRISON HIFI

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE

Tel: 01283 702875
9am-9pm

DELIVERY

SALE NOW ON!

INCLUDING SUNDAYS

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE & SAVE UP TO 60% OFF THE REP.
CARTRIDGES d STYLI GRAHAM
EK
MOTH
• NS
CLEAR AUDIO
ROKSAN
PIONEER
TEAC
AUDIO NOTE
SHURE
EAR
HADCOCK
MICHELL
AUDIO TECHNICA
SONY
ROKSAN
Wilia=a CLEAR AUDIO
GOLDRING
APOLLO
AUDIO NOTE
nizaz
DENON
am
TOM EVANS
SLIMIKO
LOUDSPEAKERS
TRANSFIGURATION SOUND STYLE
WIEZZA.
S
DO
EN
N0YN
LONDON (CIECCA)
SOUND
HARBETH
GRADO
ORGANISATION
SENNHEISER
CABASSE
ROKSAN
ALPHASON
SONY
MEIZEMII ee
s,MOOK
VAN DEN HLIL
L'Atil IS
AKG
SONY
ORTOFON
GRADO
DENON
AUDIO NOTE
SONIK LINK
Ifflalliffl
AUDIO TECHNICA
RESON
DENON
AUDIOQUEST
CLEAR AUDIO
AUDIONOTE
VAN DEN HUL
nanZIRIM SONY
KOETSU
CAT
QED
TASCAM
DENON
TONEARMS
ORTOFON
GAMUT
MEEEEMI ALOIA
SONY
NORDOST
-5K
N
EAR
MICHELL
PANASONIC
ARGENTO AUDIO
SOUTHER

MIZZIEM witaumin CRE

PLEASE FF•IONE 0 CONFIRM PRICE 8 AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW 8 BOXED WI H FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO ELDEN OR EX.DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOOD •ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLE SE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
MAIL OROS • ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6GO
TEL: 01283 702875 9am.9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

•

Castle

UNIFY

Classé
toplan
La1111111111in
Marantl
Primare

30 years of Excellence
55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (0I ) 2889449/2888477
Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6 pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9 pm

Sony
B+W Nautilus

Quad 405 Conversion
Lucid Designs offers afull rebuild of the Quad 45 with improved sound
quality, lower distortion and higher power output into low impedance
loads. Custom designed Pre and Power amplifiers can also be supplied.

Lucid Designs Limited
17, Whitwell Terrace. Guisborough, Cleveland, TS14 6EY.
Telephone: 01287 631990. e-mail: luciddesiges@btopenworld.com

Sounds Perfection
SPECI % IASI IN ANALOGUE AND DIGI I\ I
I% F. STOCK: J.M.LABS • LEXICON • PARASOUND • PRIMARE • PROJECT • TRIANGLE
RELSUBWOOFERS • VIENNA ACOUSTICS • AVID • PROJECT • SME • ROKSAN
STRAIGHT WIRE* MICHELL • ACOUSTIC DESIGN
AUDIONOTE • MONITOR AUDIO • BOSTON • SUGDEN • AUDIO ANALOGUE
GRAFF • NAD * PHILOSOPHY CABLES * MUSICAL FIDELITY * SPEAKERCRAFT
PLUS MANY OTHER TOP BRANDS

NORDOST VALHALLA CABLES * PROJECT CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
AVID TURNTABI.ES * PHILOSOPHY CABLE RANGE
J.M. LABS MEZZO UTOPIA'S EX- DEMO, BOXED ONLY
£3295
AVID ACUTUS TURNTABLE / GOLD PLATED SME ARM
SILVER WIRED / AUDIONOTE AN-Vx ARM CABLE BOXED
£489
LEXICON MC 1PROCESSOR MINT BOXED
£3225
£299
LEXICON MC 1PROCESSOR MINT BOXED
PINK TRIANGLE DACAPO II CD PLAYER 2WEEKS OLD
£2500
ATC SIA 2 ' 50 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER MINT BOXED
£ 149
PRIMARE 830.5 AMPLIFIER NEW BOXED
£ 1495
AUDIONOTE aro SE LINE / BORDER PATROL PSU
£ 1195
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 2nd AUDIO MONOAMPS MINT
£ 1195
VIENNA ACOUSTIC MOZART SPKS ROSENUT BOXED
£ 109
DENSEN BEAT CD PLAYER 4. GIZMO REMOTE
£87
ELECTROCOMPAN1ET 4.6 PRE- AMP MINT BOXED
£795
PARASOUND DAC 2000 (JOHN CURL SPECIAL) ONLY
£795
BOSTON ACOUSTIC 10X SAIS SET OF 4MINT BOXED
£ 79
AUDIONOIE ZERO PRE @ MONOBLOCKS MINT BOX
£795
AUDIONOTE ANA SPX SPEAKERS BLACK
£69
ELEMENTAL AUDIO REF SPEAKER STANDS BARGAIN
£79
ELECTROCOMPANIET 4.6 PRE AMP MINT BOXED
£795
PRIMARE V20 DVD PLAYER DEMO UNIT BOXED MINT
£759
TRIANGLE ANTAL XS SPEAKERS NEW BOXED ONLY
£729
AUDIONOTE PI SE POWER AMP BOXED
£695
111:YEIROOK REFERENCE SERIES PRE / POWER AMP
£64
ROGERS E20 VALVE AMP MINT ONLY
£620
(ILNESIS DIGITAL LENS ONLY
£59
LLEMENTAL 2TIER REFERENCE STAND MINT
£575
XIENNA ACOUSTICS HADYNS NEW BOXED
£549
MERIDIAN 555 POWER AMP BOXED
£495
XLIDIONOIE ASS SPEAKERS MARKED BOXED ONLY
£475
TRIANGLE ZEPHYRS XS BOXED
£449
RH_ STRATA II BLACK BOXED ONLY
£39
CASTLE ACOUSTICS SEVERN II SPEAKERS BOXED
£39.
PRIMARE A10 AMP DISPLAY ONLY
£37.
IRIANGLE COMETE XS SPEAKERS MINT BOXED
£33
MUSICAL FIDELITY E200 PRE-AMP ONLY
f325
ROGERS STUDIO 3SPEAKERS
£295
XRCAYDIS BABY 2NEW BOXED £400 NOW ONLY
£ 275
MUSICAL FIDELITY E600 24 BIT CD PLAYER BOXED
£275
KINSHAW PERCEPTION DAC ONLY
£285
NAD 804 SPEAKERS EX CONO BOXED ONLY
£22
ARISTON RD 80 TURNTABLE, EX COND. BOXED
£ 19.
XRCAM ALPHA 5CD PLAYER BOXED
£ 17.

FOIL FRIENDLY SERVICE CALL NIGEL
01209 719049
MOBILE:- 07766 404869
Email :- nigellesatindsperfection.co.uk
kathryn@saundsperfection.ea.uk
Web :- www.saundsperfeetion.eo.uk
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THE

QUAD
SPECIALIST
ESL 57 NI\

LE 1

SPARES & REPAIRS

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL 63 and LE 1
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers
Contact us for our free catalogue

Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr. 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: + 49-261-38824 • Fax +49-261-38172
e-mail: guad.ger@t-online.de

(AV I
D.
) (
AVID)
I
D)

(AF ir

CAV I
D)

rAN‘i Ig"

The most complete & thoroughly integrated solution to quality vinyl replay.
R'S CHOICE

ACUTUS

VOLVE RE

VOLVERE SEQUEL

magazine

At AVID we build turntables for
pure sound quality not pedigree.
Ow AVID distributors will let you compare ony of our AVID

Definitive Audio iiioni,wm 0115 973 3222

tumtades to any other brand. The cbtlerence will amaze you!

Loud 8Clear .kokncp

(AVID)

0131

Doug Brady Hili nvci.nee 01925 828009 • Hozeimere Audio iove 01494 865829 • Kronos HiFi >vv.) 02887 753606

555 3963 . MAX. n,era, 01562 822236

7 Yeomans Close. Catworth. Huntingdon. Cambridgeshlre.PE28 OP., England • Tel

Premier Audio comma 01924 255045 . Progressive Audio nee 01634 389004

01832 710370 • Fax: 01832 710436 • Email

e

To celebrate our 40th Birthday

Now you can have all DVD Videos you want Music and Film without having to buy unless you

iowx.
audbflair

(:i()i

.711

Instruments of the lieart

want to at give-away prices!

Walla

Sounds Perfection (co..* 01326 221372

Modavidhiti.cock • Web: www.avidhili.co.uk

P.O. BOX 32 - ST. LEONARDS - E. SUSSEX - TN38 OUZ
TEL: ( 01424) 718254 FAX: ( 01424) 718262

Tel/Fax: 020 8201 9286
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opinion
ken kesster
So well known is my

all in the details, and his construction methods include

loathing for (or lack of interest in)

welding the wires to the connectors, using ultrasonic welding

cables that Inow receive reader

apparatus which fuses the two — completely eliminating a

e- mails that open ' Dear Ken,

solder barrier from the signal path. His literature includes

Although you hate cables...' The

diagrams showing how this alters the interface at amolecular

enquirer then proceeds to ask me

level, reducing the metals' grain size for superior signal flow.

which cable Irecommend for his

Among the other details are Chinese made locking phono

set-up, to which Ithen schlep out

connectors which DiMarzio didn't know were dead ringers for

my usual response that the reason

WBTs: ' Ijust bought them because they were the best-

Irefuse to write about cables is

sounding RCAs Itested'. (He also adds that he wouldn't be

their total system dependence, compounded by the effect of

able to sell the cables for sane prices if he fitted WBTs.) His
M- Path interconnects use 16 AWG Teflon insulated OFHC

cable length on the sound.
Having convinced said reader that he should hie off to the

copper wire, while the M- Path speaker cables use 12 AWG

nearest dealer and get arecommendation involving hands-

OFHC copper insulated with Teflon and anylon overbraid

on/ears-on experience, Ihave, though this method, managed

sheath. The construction is superb, and the labelling couldn't

to avoid the vexing subject of cables for adecade or so.

be clearer: with the interconnects, one cable per pair is all-

Regular readers know that Ihave assembled arange of wires

black, the other all- red. How much easier can it get?

broad enough to allow me to optimise the components I

Straight away, the DiMarzio wires — interconnects used

review, an a.senal consisting of cables from Kimber,

between the Musical Fidelity XLP phono stage, Nu- Vista 3D

Transparent, Siltech, Discovery and afew others. I ' know' their

and Tri Vista 300, with the speaker wire feeding the Wilson

sound well enough to choose the right one for, say, a
minimalist valve pre- amp driving abig solid-state
powerhouse, or atranny amp feeding ESLs. I've
factored in length and connector type/quality. And
I'm happy. Let my more masochistic colleagues mess
with the stuff. So why am Idevoting this column and
the next to cables?
Allen Per(ns of Immedia is one of those people

DiMarzio blends hard science
with disciplines derived from
decades of pick-up manufacture

Itrust implicitly; the fact that the cable he was praising is

WATT Puppies — demonstrated three virtues. The first is that

made by amusic celeb was amere bonus. When Allen tells
me he's heard something interesting, Ilisten. As it turns out,

they lower background hash. The second is that they seem to
enhance the bass, making it richer, smoother and more

he was touting DiMarzio Cable, and even anon-muso such as

natural- sounding, especially with LPs. Third, they're

Iknows the lame. For ageneration, Larry DiMarzio has been

wonderfully warm, and really do suit vocals and (ironically)

producing eat many regard as the finest guitar pick-ups on

acoustic guitar.

Earth, so he knows athing or io about wire, magnetic fields,

Downsides? Icould have done with slightly more

sound quality and more. Better still, he's an audiophile with

refinement in the upper treble, and Ihave heard greater

vintage Marantz valve amps and the like.

attack. But here's the context within which you should place

Turns out that the categorically- of- the- music- industry chap

that remark: DiMarzio cables are, by current barking nutter

standing next to Perkins was DiMarzio himself. Having picked

high- end standards, true bargains. A3ft pair of the M- Path

myself up off the floor — it's anyone's guess how much

interconnects, with those wonderful mock-WBTs, costs

pleasure DiMarzio-equipped guitars have given me — I

£167.5o per pair, while the matching speaker wires are only

listened as Larry explained that the wires were an off- shoot of

f269.50 for an 8h pair. And that's their high- end line. The

making guitar and mic leads. Obvious when you think about

High Definition variants are, respectively, f107.50 and

it. He now has arange of two interconnects and two speaker

£195.5o. And arange of lengths are available, from 18in for

wires — one of each under the High Definition and M- Path

the interconnects and 3ft for the High Definition speaker wire.

banners — and would Igive them alisten? As Perkins has

DiMarzio is the sleeper range this year; the credibility is

been using them exclusively for acouple of years, Icouldn't

assured — who should know sound better than music

refuse. DiMarzio supplied 3ft and 6ft pairs of M- Path

instrument makers? — and the pricing acceptable to all. And

interconnects and an 8ft pair of MPath speaker wires.

the sound? I'd have guessed the wires cost double.

Blessedly, DiMarzio blends hard science with
manufacturing disciplines derived from decades of pick-up
manufacture and purely subjective listening. As he said: ' I've

DiMarzio cables are available in the UK from MiRep Ltd,
01404 44477

or

MIRepUK@aol.com

(Next month, Ilook at Chord's Chorus. And I'll tell you right

designed what Ibelieved to be theoretically perfect cables,

now: the stuff is magic. Oh, and they share DiMarzio's all- red

and they sounded horrible'. DiMarzio firmly believes that it's

and all black colour coding. Ilove userfriendliness....)
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MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES

it _
Controlled Impedence, Balanced Audio Cable

4
ft•INIIMI8411M

=fiumeg,
=in

Originally developed for our listening laboratory, CZ GEL- 1cable is used in the
development of all our products where each link in the equipment chain is critically
contributing to the final sonic quality. Resolving musically significant differences at this
level requires careful listening and completely transparent interconnect cable.
CZ GEL- 1transfers the audio signal in auniquely consistent, sonically neutral way between
components. It's controlled impedance allows the sound quality to be preserved from one
component to the next,especially with longer cables.
CZ GEL- 1features apatented Dielectric Gel. This Gel fills the gaps between the dielectric
spacers that fix the relative positions of the conductors. The dielectric constant of this gel
matches the spacers and insulating layers surrounding the conductors, assuring uniform
impedance at every cross section of cable and electrical consistency throughout. Moreover
it's viscous nature dampens and absorbs microphonic vibrations that would otherwise
colour the sound.
CZ GEL is the defacto reference for Mark Levinson and Proceed components.
For further details please contact Path Premier.

PATtl

Path Premier
Dormer Road, Thame Industrial Estate, Theme, Oxfordshire OX9 3UD
Tel: + 44 (0) 1844 219000
Email: premier@path.co.uk

Fax: + 44 (0) 1844 219099

MORE

muscle, MORE

mus.cality - and

LESS heat: that's what you get as Krell's
angels move into a new chapter.
With their unique CAST circuitry, Krell's
legendary FPB amplifiers have already
shown the massive musical gains of
keeping the signal in the current domain.
Now

developed

into

CAST- X,

these

supe b new powerhouses will make your
system come alive like never before.
And with Krell's new Sustained Plateau
Biasing 3, you get an extra 100Wpc from
every amplifier - with the bonus of even
cooler running!
The full benefits of CAST- X aire best heard
through

Krell's fabulous

range of

LAT

loudspeakers, from the floor standing
LAT-1 reviewed by Martin Colloms as
having ' exceptionally low coloration, high
resolution and very fine stereo imaging'
(HFN April 2002), to the compact stand
mounted LAT-2.
There's also hot news for movie buffs on
a budget with the new Krell Showcase 7.1
THX processor and Showcase 5,6 and 7
channel amplifiers.
=EATURED
Speaker_LAT 1

Cal. Absolute Sounds for full details.

Upper_Showcase Processor
Loiver_Showcase Cinema Amplifier
Fa - right Krell FPB 750MCX ArrnpHier
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